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AMERICAN mlISH COl1MITTEE 
165 East 56th Street 

'New York City 

70-900-U7 
September 16, 1970 

To: Members of the Task Force on the Future of the Jewish 
Community" in America 

From: Morris Fine _ Task Force Coo~dinator 

Subject: Agenda and Background Papers for September 26-28 Conference 

Enclosed herewith are: a) the Agenda for our conference; b) a 
roster of the expected attendees as of this date; c) another copy 
of the Statement of Purpose of our Task Force; 'and d) three out 
of the five background papers for our discussion. These three papers 
are: 

1. "A Historical Perspective of Some Major Issues of American 
Judaism" by David Sidorsky 

2. "Youthful Turmoil and the Jewish C~ty" by Mortimer 
Ostow ~ '1\.61 ..,<l&<.o d t"'- H .l-\............R 

3. "Zion in the Mind of American Jews" by Ben Halpern 

The remaining two papers, schedUled for Sunday afternoon discussion, 
are already in hand but require processing. They will be mailed 
to you not later than Friday. These are: 

4. "American Jewry, 1970: A Demographic Profile" by Sidney 
Goldstein 

5. "Identity and Affiliation of American Jews" by Charles S. 
Liebman 

These five, papers address themselves to the three dimensions of the 
proposed agenda of the Task Force: the historical perspective, the 
projection of major current trends, and the identification of 
major areaS of Jewish concern. Your attention is especially direct
ed to the MOnday late morning session at which no paper will be 
presented. The purpose of this session is to report on the present 
state of our planning and to decide on areas of special research 
for the second conference. 

Reservations have been made at the Waldorf for aU those who have 
indicated that they wished rooms. Please .note that all sessions 
will be held at the American Jewish Committee headquarters at 165 
East 56th St., corner Third Ave., beginning at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday. 

Enclosures (6) 
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70/700/73 
THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

Task Force on the Future of the Jewish 

Community in America 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSES 

The purpose of the task force is the identification 

and the examination of the major factors--instit.utlons, 

tendencies, programs--that determine the character of 

Jewish culture and ld.entlty in the United States. The 

task force shall in~tiate reports and discussions of 

these factors with a view to the development of recom

mendations for action. These recommendations are not de

signed as directives for any particular Jewish organiza

tions but as the agenda for the American Jewish community 

in the next decade. To arrive at a coherent agenda for 

the American Jewish community requires some sense of where, 

as a community, we are now, of where we are going, of what 

we have been doing, and of what we can or ought to be doing. 

Accordingly, the task force has four aims. 

One aim of th.~ task force is the formulation of' a 

reasoned historical perspective of the state of the com

munity. The American Jewish community has been shaped among 

other factors, by the characteristics of the successive 

waves of immigration; by the acceptance of major assumptions 

of the revolutions of modernity, including the value of 

scientific rationality and the virtues of democracy; by its 



relationship to Christian institutions; and by reactions 

to the Holocaust and the r~se of the State of Israel. The 

community~s now in a post-~mmigration society in which 

prevail~ng intellectual assumptions seem to be questioned 

2. 

by elite groups, the major Christian institutions are ex

perienc~ng great changes, and a generation has grown up 

since the Holocaust and the State of Israel. In the past 

two decades several patterns of Jewish adjustment in America 

seem to have emerged. This effort at historical perspe?tive 

relates to an examination of the stability of these patterns 

and their adequacy. 

A second a1m of the task force is the analysis of the 

major social t rends within the community~ Th~s involves a 

projection of tendencies within Jewish life which seems to 

crucially affect Jewish continul.ty and id.entity. This 

analysl.s would comprl.se demographic data like birth rate, 

family structure, social mobility, intermarriage, occupa

tional and l.ncome profiles. It would also be concerned 

with study of institutional affiliation and more broadly 

with the formation of values and attitudes. The task 

force would direct special attention to the identification 

of problem areas for Jewish continuity that may emerge from 

this projection of social trends as, for example, eVidence 

of disproportionate alienation among Jewish college youth. 

A third aim of the task force is some examination of 

the present effort of the organized Jewish community to 



3. 

support or to develop institutions and resources which 

determine Jewish continuity in America; This involves an 

investigation of the ways in which resources are allocated 

within the Jewish community. It also requires an evaluation 

of the ~ffectiveness of major Jewish institutions in re

sponding to the desires, asplrat'ions, or needs of the com

munity. Among the possible areas of investigation are the 

adequacy of the Jewish informational media or the effec-

tiveness of Jewish education, both .the formal school systems 

for children and the informal educational services for col

lege youth or adults. 

A fourth alm of the task force is the examdination of 

what can and ought to be done by Jewish institutions in 

shaping desirable patterns for Jewish life in America. 

This requires a determination of what the values of the 

community and its indiv1dual members are in respect to 

Jewish culture and continuity. S~nce Jewish cultural 

life is neither ideal nor beyond hope, the confrontation 

of current trends with values can suggest possibilities 

of programs and action. The critical analysis of those 

possibilities involving some determinatior. of priorities 

based on comparative costs and benefits is the practical 

end envisioned by the task force. 

May 12, 1970 



TASK FORCE ON THE FUTURE OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY IN AMERICA 
CONFERENCE AGENDA 

SEPTEMBER 26 - 28, 1970 

Place : The American Jewish Committee 
165 ' East 56th Street 

(Corner Thi rd Ave.) 
New York City 

8th Floor Conference Rooms 

Louis Stern, Chairman 

SESSION I. - Saturday. September 26 
3:00 - 10:30 P.M. 

Opening Remarks Louis Stern 

Theme: "The Historical Appraisal of Current Issues " 

"Judaism and the Revolutions of Modernity" 

Discuss i on 

(Coffee and cake at conclusion of session) 

SESSION II. - Sunday. September 27 
9: 00 A.M. - 12: 15 P.M. 

David Sidorsky 

(Coffee and rolls will be served at 8:45 A.M.) 

Theme : "The Historical Appraisal of Current Issues" (cont'd) 

"Youthful Turmoil and the Jewish Communi ty" Mortimer Ost~~,M .D. 

Discussion 

"Jewish Identity and the New Left" S.M. Lipset 

Discussion 

Luncheon (Kosher) 12:30 P.M. 



.... ~ .. _-

SESSION III. - Sunday, September 27 
1:30 P.M. - 5: 15 P.M. 

Theme: "Sociological Projection of Critical Tendencies" 

"American Jewry. A Demographic Profile" 

"Identity and Affiliation of American Jews" 
(Professor Liebman is in Israel. In his absence 
his paper will be introduced by a member of the 
Task Force) 

Coffee Break 

Discussion 

Sidney Goldstein 

Charles Liebman 

(Cocktails will be served at conclusion of Session) 

SESSION IV. - Monday, September 28 
9:00 - 11 :15 A.M. 

(Coffee and rolls will be served at 3:45 A.M.) 

Theme: ';The Significance of Israel" 

liZ ion in the Minds of American Jews" 

Discussion 

SESSION V. - 11onday, September 2& 
11: 30 A.M. - 2: 30 P.M'. 

Theme : °constructing the Agenda'l 

Ben Halpern 

1) a report on current plans of the Steering Committee 

2) the identification of crucial areas for research 
and investigation 

Discussion 

Luncheon 1:00 P.M. 
(Discussion to be continued briefly at luncheon) 

, . • 
Adj ournment 2:30 p.m. 
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70/700/73 
THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

Task Force on the Future of the Jewish 

Community in America 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSES 

The purpose of the task force is the identification 

and the exa.mination of the major factors--instltutions, 

tendencies, programs--that determine the character of 

Jewish culture and identity in the United States. The 

task force shall initiate reports and discussions of 

these factors with a view to the development of recom

mendations f or action. These recommendations are not de-

signed as directives for any particu+ar Jewish organiza-

tions but as the agenda for the American Jewish community 

in the next decade. To arrive at a coherent agenda for 

the American JewiSh community requires some sense of where, 

as a community, we are now, of where we are going, of what 

we have been dOing, and of what we can or ought to be doing. 

Accordingly, the task force has four aims. 

One aim of the task force is the formulation of a 

reasoned historical perspective of the state of the com-

munity . The American Jewish community has been shaped among 

other factors, by the characteristics of the successive 

waves of immigration; by the acceptance of major assumptions 

of the revolutions of · modern~ty, including the value of 

scientific rationality and the virtues of democracy; by its 
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relationship to Christian institutions; and by reactions 

to the Holocaust and the rise of the State of Israel. The 

community is now in a post-immigration society in which 

prevailing intellectual assumptions seem to be questioned 

2. 

by elite groups, the major Christian institutions are ex

periencing great changes, and a generation has grown up 

since the Holocaust and the State of Israel. In the past 

two decades several patterns of Jewish adjustment in America 

seem to have emerged. This effort at historical perspective 

relates to an examination of the stability of these patterns 

and their adequacy. 

A second aim of the task force is the analysis of the 

major social trends within the community. ThiS involves a 

projection of tendencies within Jewish life which seems to 

crucially affect Jewish continuity and identity. This 

analy'sls would comprlse demographic data like birth rate, 

family structure, 50clal mobility, intermarriage, occupa

tional and income profiles. It would also be concerned 

with study of institutional affiliation and more broadly 

with the formatlon of values and attitudes. The task 

force would direct special attention ~o the identification 

of problem areas for Jewish continuity that may emerge from 

thiS projection of social trends as, for example, evidence 

of disproportionate alienation among Jewish college youth. 

A third aim of the task force is some examination of 

the present effort of the organlzed Jewish community to 
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support or to develop institutions and resources which 

determine' Jewish continuity in America. This involves an 

inve8tigat~on of the ways in which resources are allocated 

within the Jewish community. It also requires an evaluation 

of the effectiveness of major Jewish institutions in re

sponding to the desires~ aspirations, or needs of the com

mun~ty. Among the possible areas of investigation are the 

adequacy of the Jewi"sh informational media or the effec-

tiveness of Jewish education, both the formal school systems 

for children and the informal educational services for col

lege youth or adults. 

A fourth a1m of -the task force is the examdination of 

what can and ought to be done by Jewish institutions in 

shaping desirable patterns ' for Jewish life in America. 

This requires a determination of what the values of the 

community and its individual members are in respect to 

Jewish culture and cont1nulty. Since Jewish cultural 

life is neither ideal nor beyond hope, the confrontation 

of current trends with values can suggest possibilities 

of programs 'and action. The critical analysis of those 

possibilit~es involving some determinatio~ of priorities 

based on comparative costs and benefits is the practical 

end envisioned by the task force. 

May 12, 1970 



THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
TASK FORCE ON THE FUl'IJRE OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY IN AMERICA 

CONFEP~NCE SEPTEMBER 26 - 23, 1970 

EXPECTED ATTENDANCE* 
.;, . 

. ' -.. ~ 
Louis Stern, Chairman - Newark, New Jersey 

David Sidorsky, Consultant, Professor of Philosophy, Columbia Universit 

Philip Arian, Educational Director, Temple Israel - Albany, N.Y. 

William Avrunin, Executive Director, Jewish Welfare Federation of 
Detroit 

Philip Bernstein, Executive Director, Council of Jewish Federations 
and Welfare Funds, Inc. 

Eli M. Black, New York City, President, Un~ted Brands Corp. 

Lucy S. Dawidowicz, Assoc. Professor of Social History, Yeshiva Univer. 

. .' .. . 
Daniel J. Elazar, Professor of Political Science, Temple University 

Leonard J. Fein, Professor of Political Science, Brandeis University 

Morris Fine, Program Coordinator, AJC 

Miriam Freund - New York City 

Bertram H. Gold, Executive Vice-President, AJC 

Sidney Goldstein, Professor of Sociology, Brown University 

Ben Halpern, Professor of Near Eastern Studies, Brandeis University 

Selma Hirsh, Assistant Director, ·· AJC · 

Alfred Jospe, Director of Program and Resources, B'nai B'rith Hillel 
Foundations, Washington, D,C. 

Samuel Katz, Director,Community Service Department, AJC 

.Mrs. Frank A. Kaufman - Baltimore 

Morris L. Levinson - New York City 

*From whom affirmative replies have been received. as of 9/16/70 



David Lieber, President, University of Judaism, .Los Angeles 

Seymour M. Lipset, Professor of Sociology, Harvard University 

Charles S. Lipson, M.D.-Boston, Mass. 

Mortimer Ostow, M.D. - New York City 

Rabbi Emanuel r~ckman, Fifth Ave. Synagogue, N.Y. City 

Yehuda Rosenman, Director,Jewish Communal Affairs Department, AJC 

Rabbi Max J. Routtenberg, Temple B'nai Sholom, Rockville Centre, L.I. 

Rabbi Martin S. Rozenberg, The Community Synagogue, Sands Point, L.I. 

Marshall Sklare - Professor 0 Sociology, Brandeis University 

John Slawson, Executive Vice President Emeritus, AJC 

James Sleeper - Cambridge, Mass. 

Sanford Solender, Executive Vice President, Federation of Jewish 
P;,ilanthropies, Ne>1 York City 

Harry Starr, Littauer Foundation, New York City 

Sidney Z. Vincent, Executive Director, Jewish Community Federation 
of Cleveland 

Maynard 1. Wishner, Vice President, Walter Heller Corporation; Chairmar· 
Jewish Communal Affairs Committee of AJC-Chicago 

Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Professor of Jewish History, Harvard 

George M. Zeltzer - Detroit, Mich. 

Louis I. Zorensky - St. LouiS, Mo. 

OTHER TASK FORCE MEMBERS 

Robert Alter, University of California at Berkeley 
Max W. Bay, M.D., Los Angeles 
Henry Goodman, Cleveland 
William B. Goldfarb, Cleveland 
Stanley C. Myers, Coral Gables, Florida 
Hon. Simon H. Rifkind, New York City 
Jerome J. Shestak, Philadelphia 

70-900-118 
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Youthful tu~oll and the Jewish Commdnlty 

prepared for the Task Force on the 
Future of the Jewish Community in America 
of the Amerlcen Jewish Committee 

Mortimer ostov 
)021 Iselin Avenae 
Riverdale 
Bronx. New York 10471 

Pr,ltmlnary version 
Not for Publication 

70-900-110 
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Youthful TUrmoil and the Jewish Cannunlty 

I. today'. Y9\lth 

SaDa of the ~Ylor of today'. yOUDI people ebal1ange. standards and 

conventions which have prevailed In We.tern society for g.neratlons. the 

cballenge. v~ry fram quietly profeased attttude., such as repudiation of the 

Icl~lflc Weltanschauung, to serious phystcal attacks an property aDd persons. 

I u •• the term repudiation of the 8clentlflc Weltanschauung to reter to the 

d._nant rejectlem. of science a8 an arbiter of t .... real aNi the credible. What 

we are 6hown 18 a •• rlous preoccupation with .strololY and the occult. In the 

field of personal behavior there 18 a .• ~ll.r rejection of cGn¥entlon and 

tradition as ~ld.a and source. of standards, In preference to f .. 'tlnas and 

.pul.... In an .lmost uncanny vay, th ... cballena •• Ul\B.~tl. the adult 

obs.rver for they sean to threat ... the structure of society •• we know It. 

oescrlptlan 8eems .ca~eely nee •• sary aleee the behavlor stridently. call. atten

tion to It •• lr And one cannot rail to ... It. Yet a brier accoUDt will .erve 

a. a point of departure. 

The Jhenaaeacn pr.va118 moat wld~ly .. ana late adol •• cente. ,but aame of 

Ita featur •• have . trickled dowa to pubertal chUdran. 1 dDUbt that It la 

vlelble earUtr than thee. ~ young people adopt. atrlklns appearance. their 

clothing Is sbllbbY .. unattractl"., oftc dirty, and sexually unappeall~, or 

daring. or amblguoua. their coiffure too i8 ambiguous wltb respect to sex, aDd 

unconyentional. They appear dirty aDCl raged. They speak with extraordinary 

freed. about 88Jt\1&1 matters and engage In exhibitionistic acts aDd pran.lseuous 

rei_tiona. Tho •• vbo do not thamselYel tndulge In homosexual aCtivltie. defend 

hano88XUallty agalft&t COftVCRtional opposition to It. They crltlcl •• their 

loyernment. they critici&e orsanlaed ,aoclety. They engage In political 

·activitl •• vhlcb vary fram encouraging people to vote to acts of terrorlam. 
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Tbey provoke pollee to attack them and thea a .... l tor B)tIlpathy aM defen.8. 

They sabotaS8 university activities aDd destroy . university buildings. They 

defend mlnorltle~ ardantly and ytolently-~taorltl •• other than .thalr own. 

This is not true of moat Ne.roea who pr~ot. their own cause and dl_parase 

othera. the troubled young people u •• drugs SOCially. or occaSionally, or 

addlctive1)'. They use tham In private or In public and they often us. theft 

provocAtively. SCIlla reject convant1cmal l1vlna arrang_ants 8Ild retreat to 

. CCIIIIlUft... A DUDber atake BarloW! .uleld. att_pcs. 

How can we axplatn the •• Itartllng eventa? The )'oURI people have their 

OWD expianatlana. U.-lly th ••• are i!t ~t that Is, .. ch piece of bebavlor. Is 

given Ita own explanation. The anly ,..erallzatlon whlcb tbey offer Is that 

adults ara _oral and that DO .. tear what the YOUI\I people do, the fact that 

they do It pubUcl,. rather than secretly puts th_ on a higher moral plane tben 

their paren.ta. The latter are nov stlp.tlsed with the additional label ot 

bypocrlsy. lhe.e young people Imply that It is better to renomLCe principle 

and Id~l than to hold them and tall ahort. It: h II'Yldent that What they ca.ll 

boD •• ty and openness Sa actually a tlauntlDg of misbehavior with the int.Clt to 

dlstres, and provoke tbe ob.erver. They caaplaln too that in "lev of what they 

consider to be iaDln~ world analhAlation and In view ot gOVerDDent iamorallty, 

-Ilfe haa no ftlUft:tng~" · Alty eUort to restore "aaanlng"to Uf. and to d •• troy 

or circumvent an "taaoral- government. 18 justified. 

they offer a variety of arJumant8 to Justify the Individual piece. of 

m1ebebavlor. With respect to their sexual behavior. they offer no real aqUDant 

except that t .lme. have changed. that sexual morals are "Irrelevant." aftd that 

cantraeeptlve. have made morality superfluous. Those who s~pathl •• with the 

young accept theM argumcn.ts aDd Ignore the trlore subtle but essenttal censtder

atlona. 1 refer to the fact that mo~ality Is. b; daftftltlan. nota staDdard 



which can be acc.pted or r.jected at ane t
• cOllVliJJlienc.. It 1. most Important 

and vaUd vben it 1& inconvenient. Jo'Ioreover the bash for sexualmoraUty 18 

not tbe problem of 1.ilttmecy of infants, but rather the rejection of sensuality 

a. the basia for aocial extstence. 

the shabby unlfo~ and Ind.te~lnat. and measy coiffure are laid to 

aerve .everal purpo.... Boys say that they wear their hair long because they 

"Uke it that vay." Such. stat8Dent. of course, bels the question. The odd 

attire h stmllariy ap1ained. SCI'Ile say, in addition, that it aVoids the pre

tentiousness and artificiality of mora cGDYafttlonal attire. A few of those who 

are I ••••• 1f-c~8Clou. about logic and consist.ncy_ declare that they viiI not be 

made to confo~ to any a.tabllabed pattern, ignortng their remarkabla confo~ity · 

to the rigid adolescent styl •• 

Drug uaa Is aplalned as a matter of personal preference. Serae devote •• 

of hallUcinogenic dru& experience argue that th.s. experience. open nev horizons 

to th_. make tbD able to s .. tithe truth" for the first time. I have n ..... r ••• 

any objective trace. of auch revelations, 

Attacka on the university are Justified as efforts to rectify the 

Inadequacies of ~h. educational .ysttal. polltlc.al byperactiVi_, however It may 

be def.ned. Is sald to be intended to correct lnjustices. the danoeraetc proc •• s 

la alleged to be lnefi'ectlve or too slow. th ... argunellts are oftered seriously 

despite the evldenc-e of hlatory that no other systan of governnent haa b ..... con

slatently freer of InjustlClllo In tta most extreme form, this tenc1ency beccmes a 

revolutionary movement. 

the _ggrandis_ent of others, sucb as the Nesroes.,and the c(lZlplanentary 

derosatloD of oriels owD group, are ~re'.ed in the n.ae of a morality "hl,her" 

than I'n.~rrov" group loyalty. Attacks o~ United States governnent policy in 

Southeaat Aata "represant, according to youthful war prot.aters, a dedication to 
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humanity, whereas our government 1& motivated by base considerations such as_ 

profit and the prosperity of the military-Industrial complex. Cons.lstency 

would require equally earnest condemnation of the Arab gu."ll. attacks on 

181' •• 11 civilians, and Soviet suppression of Its own population and ot that of 

neighboring stat8s~ theae are curiously ml.ssln.g. A strange logic Is advanced 

to argue that world peace Is jeopardized only by the .Unlted Stat •• , because it 

viii not take the lead in 41£conttnutng Its military build-Up and In reducing 

lts military strength. Attacks on military research and milicary Production 

are pursued In the name of -loyalty to the hunan race. \leakenlng of the mUI

tary position of the United States gov.rnDen~ 1. seen .s a desideratum rather 

than 8 danger. 

Not everyone of today'. troubi.d YO~tb holds all of these positions. 

In fsct a number of fairly easily distinguishable grouplnas can be discerned, 

such 8& the po~ltlcal activist., the fighters for sexual freedaa, the campus 

rebels, the anti-war protesters. the drug culture. the wanderera. and the 

shabby corps. Yet all the.e groups overlap to such an extent Inm .. berahlp 

and lei •• logy. that one must suspect the exls~ene. of a substantial ccmnon 

basis through these various tendencies. Tho.e who are least involYed In any 

of these groups are a1&o 1.s. diffusely InvolVed. the lea~er5 too. of each 

of tbe groups. tend to specialize. one 1& most tmpressed with overlap among 

the active tollovers. 

While one tends to a.soclate the problem of Nesro unrest with that of 

whit. youth. 1 see the two problems as different. 1 ~hlftk that the difference 

and the relation between the two will becaDe clearer 8. V. proceed vl~h · our 

analysts. but at this point let me 8ullest that Negro militancy provides 8 

convenient focus for .the accusations of whl~e youth against Ita own society In 

the s.m. vay that the var In Southeast Asia doe.o <l\e otten .... white youtb. 
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eager to support NeSro protesters In the name of universalism and brotherly love. 

Many Nesroes on the other band reject this universalist support In ravor of aepar

atlam and even aloornesso Ihis separatism Is accepted and "understoodH by the 

seme Jewish youths ~o reject Jewish identity and Jewish nationaliSm 88 selfish 

and baDor.I. The noisy damonatratlons cammon "to the white and Negro movement a 

should Rot obscure the differences between the two. 

What I have to 8ay about our yOUDg people derives fram my clinical exper

Ience with them. 1 would estimate that .1 have Seen perhaps fUty of tben. mostly 

In consultation, bu~. fev In more axtenslve treatment. It Is legitimate to ask 

whether tho.e who appear In a psychiatrist's office constitute a representative 

sample of young people. I believe that they do for the followins ru:aons. The 

.ample includes both those who are sickest among the ' young people and ~hose who 

are l •• at sick. It Include. scme who have CaBS Oft their Own lntttativea-and theSe 

are certainly not the slckelt of then--and same who came only In grudging response 

to parental pressure. Hany conversations with yoYn3 people which I have enjoy*' 

in a purely social context SeeD to conflrm my conclusions rather than , to challenge 

than. 

The young people do not form a homogeneous group. iWnO!l& thfID one can 

dlstlngulsh at least four sub·arou~8. Flrst. there are tho.e who caamlt themselves 

to ·the vigorous pursuit of their caus •• whatever It Is. Secon4, there are tho •• 

who. · vblle not eapaclally acttve thanselvea •• ~pathlz. with the ftr&t group, and 

when the first are challenged. support them more actively. third. there are those 

who do not ~,.pathlze with the dissidents. Fourth, thera is a aaall group who 

actively oppo •• than. 1 know of no actual count of the relattve sl&es of these 

groups b'Ut I would 8s.timat. that the activist group constitute. about fifteen 

Per cent. the followers about forty per cent. the indifferent about ·forty per cent. 

and the active conservatives about flv. per cent. I ule these numbers to Indicate · 

only order of magnitude rather than true prevalence. 

----------------------



From the psychologic point of vie~. ane may say that ten to ' flfteen per 

cent of the young people are so driven by theSr problematic needs that they 

cannot engage seriously tn the educational. soeial and vocational aetivities 

that ordinarily occupy young pe~ple In Western countries. We may say that forty 

per eent of the young people are disturbed by similar needs but they are never

theless able to keep them under sufflciently good control that thay are able to 

proceed more or less satisfactorily with the adolescent business of maturation. 

However theae needs can be intensified when the issues ~hlch Involve them are 

raiaed by the activist group. When they are 80 Intensified they may become 

peremptory and override the inner controls which usually 8utd. the individual's 

behavior. It follows therefore that the behavior of about fifty per cent of the 

young people Is determ~dmuch of the ttme by the uncontrolled needs of perhaps 

a third of this fifty per cent. the other tWo-thirds come under the Influence 

of the activist one-third becauae the needs of the fo~er are similar to the 

needs of the latter and can be activated and manipulated by tham. Almost all . of 

the remaining half go about their own business and &0 do little to cancel out the 

influence and · the work of the activists and their supporters. Most of the active 

conservatives. a very small number. are no less drlven than the majority of their 

opposite numbers. the activists. 

w. came nov to a difflcult and controversial question. .If the young 

people with whaD we are concerned contend 'that they are responding In appropriate 

manner and measure to a re.i threat. then ~h. p8ychoanaly6~ who finds the motiVa

tion for · their behavior in unconscious personal needs seams to b. denying the 

validity of the aocial and political judgment of the young activists. 'Whlle some 

psychoanalysts may be 5ufflciently ~ courant and exper~ In such matters to 

de.erve the right to make overrldtng Judsments. most. myself included. cannot 

presume to do 80. It i6 true that in fo~ing a -cltnical judgment about a patient's 
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positions, tbe psychoanalyst CheCk5 than out against his own view of reality. 

the analyst muat credlt .his own view evan though In the case of complex lsaues 

such a. aoc1al or political mattera, it aerves as no more than a point of d.

parture. However one cannot depcn4 upon reality alone to make clinical Judg

menta. At tlme. the patient's contentions may proye canpletely correct, and yet 

they may be d.t.~lned entirely by Intrapsychic: needs, and . theymBY be hald with 

little regard for reality. For example. no~ Infrequently, a psychotic patient 

may entertain a delUSion which corresponds accurately to reaUt,. What makes a 

belief delusional '8 not Ita truth or falsity, but Its origin and the Intrapsychic 

purpose. it .erv... In other words, It an tndlvldual arrives at a bell.t because 

hi. Intrapsychic needs require his holding that bellet without regard for literal 

r .. itty or conventionally accepted ideaa, then that bellef Is delustonal no matter 

whether or. DOt it may fortuitously correspond to reality. For example, a psychotic 

man may believe that hi. vife ie being unf.ithf~l. the psychoanalyst .will usually 

N,ve no vay of ascertaining the truth of tbat beUef. However if he Can est.bUsh 

that his patlant must adhere to It only In order to Justify hia own adulterous 

de.ire •• then he can. deal vith the probl_. \lbU. it would of course be dlaturb" 

ins if the vife ~ctually vere being unfaithful, in the absenc~ of any evidence 

tbat she is, holding the suapiclon. can only result in worsening the relatian baa 

tween the two, a result which -the psychotic husband "eleanas. 

In the same vay we do not have to assess the validity of the· social and 

political positions of the young people whom we are stUdying. Our study of their 

bebavior, can be sufficiently well guided by investigation of their motives and 

the intrapsychic needs that ehe bebavlor serve.. Cl\e young pers.on who Is relatively 

untroubled but Dot very perceptive, may arrive at a naive view of 80cial problema. 

Another who i8 unable to formulate ideas which are relatively independent of __ h 

problanatlc need5 but . who is perceptive, may 5ee events clearly, but may exploit 
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what he see. to Justtfy tbe positions to which hi. IntrapsyChic needs have driven 

him. 

There are revolutions which moat members of our society acknowledge as 

moral, d •• trable. or even necessary. Even In such situations, one may properly 

ask why individuals A and B function as revolutionaries, whU. C, D and E stand on 

the sld.U,n... that question C&nl\ot be answered In terms of social change or social 

need, but only In t.~s of the psychology of ebe individuals involved. 

In discussions of the psychopathology of socially deviant behavior, one ts 

ottan challenged by another argunent. Illnass, It is said, may make 8cme people 

creative, and therefore 1. not to be disparaged. Let me offer two replie.. First, 

the relation of creative v~rk to mental Illness is complex. Certainly many Indus

trious people are individuals who defend against and cantroi distress by bnmersing 

thamselves in work. Often too, the nature of the work gives expression to the 

sp.cifi~ and personal psychic needs of the individual. on. thinks here of Darwin 

and Proust, for example. on the .other hand,che contention that every schizophrenic 

is a -potential Ezekiel, and every depressive, a potential Jeremiah, has In my 

expertence. 6eldc:m b~en dEmonstrated. My colleagues agree that their patients are 

moat creat.lve when they are well, and least creatiVe when they are Ill. They may 

use work to defend against a lapse into Illnes8, but when they do became 111 their 

work detertorates. 

Second. the point that is made by these critics Is that mental illness may 

saDetimes b. of valv.e and should therefore not be considered a fault • . In this 

esaay I am not concerned with celebrating or deploring manta 1 Illness. I am con

cemad with att.pting to understand what is going on In the heads of our youns: 

people only for the purpose of making an intelligent guess about ~t they will 

be. doing tomorrow. 

I find In abDoat all the young people who areparticipsting In the current 



turmoU twO principal ccmplexes: lnteru~e ambivalence toward their parent&; and. 

Inhibition tn the proce8s of tran.ltlon from childhood attitudes to adult atti-

tudes. Let us describe thes. complexe. and their manlf~.tatlons. Hoat of our 

young people will volunteer. long list or th~lr parents' f.ults. They will 

•••• rt their own Independence and they viii camp lain that their p.rents are tOo 

po •• e.stve. The ~.tliity to their parents Is overt 9 declatmed 9 and d~onstrated 

In rebellloua9 provocative and offensive. behavior. The affection for their 

p.rent~ 18 largely or canpl.tely unconscious. It appears In dreams9 fant.sle. 

and symptcmatlc bebavlor. The adolescents run off to 11ve in CClllltun8S 9 ~ut cerne 

horae--protestlng .11 tb~ whUa--to get 8 good 8\8.1 and reSUlle the quarreUng and 

blck.rlng with ·their parents. ThOle who u •• hallUCinogenic druga tinct their 

parents frequently entertng Into their drug fanta.tes and hallucinations. true 9 

the par_t. usually app .. r In unpleasant contexts, but If the young people were 

truly Independent, they should .ppear only .eldan. For exanple, one yoUft8, man 

lived In ~ C~UDe no more than • mi l. avay fram where hls ·parents lived. He came 
(.II.,C' "" ... 

ham. twice a week to let maneY for one· project or another, none of which he ever 
n 

ccnpl.ted... Ql each occaslon he GlaDalitd to teae. anG antagontze his parents. 

o.anding Gloney frem the val testing thalr love for him. Under the Influence of 

LSD. he would ... bl. parents belna destroyed. 

Usually it 1_ the hostile s ide of the ambivalence which Is conscious, .nd 

the .ffectionate which Is unconscious. However In same Instances. the affection 

for the parants is cORsclous and the h08tliity Is unconscious. this situation Is 

especially. apt to obt.in among young · people Who.e principal concern ts revolutlon-

ary aoclal activity, and who are supported in their position by similarly minded 

parants. While they .pare their parents from criticism, the hostility they 

exhl.bit to the rest of the adult cOIIDunlty Is easUy s.en in analysts to arl •• 

frcm their relations with their parent's frem whcm the hostility 1& diSplaced onto 
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the othars of the parents' sen.ratlon. But evan the adolescents who are moat bel

llserent and . cantamptuou8 of their pereftt8 can acmettme. b. caught In a ."weak" 

1DCIII&nt'. that h, at .. tlm. when they are depre.sed. Than they are apt to express 

atrectlon for and" appreciation of their parCRts In earneat terma, and their sentt

ments lIIay be confirmed by tears of affectlcm. 

The maturational proce •• of adolescance Involv8. achieving adult positions 

In a maber of dUfarfIDt areas. tbe.e lnc:lvda 8oc:lal relatlon& with otbers, 

sexuality, aSSUMPtion of responsibility, obligation, and restriction within the 

cCIIIIlunlty, and vocational Independence aDd responsibility. The proce •• of matura" 

tlon may b. res.rded as • kind of ordeal. Whll. It offers sratlflcatlona, giving 

up old, familiar po.ttl~ Is frequantly painful. Yet 8am. adolescants traver.e 

tbl. patb with enthuala. and joy. Many Uftd sane obstad •• but overcan. thlill. A 

. moderate .number encounter •• dous difficulty but m~g8 by aJ'Id large to make the 

transition, at leaat partially. A aDall number never accomplish the pas88,e. 

Thes. sbo" evidences ot .ertous turmoU dur1ng: adolescence and In tact .e. In man,. 

ways never to outgrOw . the period of adolescCtce. When they becane adult:s their 

behavior shovs. 1ar.8 gap8. Tbeae betray the taulty development which Is covered 

OVer by tbe appearance and outer symbols of maturity. 

I have the impre.slon tbat in recent years In the United States .. and prob

ably In other We.tern countries with Similar SOCial and economic conditions, the 

proportion of yOURI people whO are experiencing difficulty in accompll.hins the · 

maturational task of adolescence ha& bean inc:reasiftJ. Perhaps one can imagine a 

trequency dlatrl.butlon In which frequency Is plotted againat the degree of incom

pleteness of adol.scent maturation. One WDuld have to concede then that there Is 

no reasOft to ass._ that thla distribution curve rauln8 cOllstant over long periods 

of time withtn any given society, or from one society to another at any given tbn •• 

What 1 am auasestlna Is that in our society, at this time, the turbulence that we 
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••• In our adolescents expres... an Incre.se In the frequency of troubled and 

IncClllplete lIlaturatlon. 

When the youns p.r.~ encounters his Inability to master the challenge • 

. of maturation. whether or not he la consc loualy aware of this defeat, he beccmes 

subject to a tendancy to withdraw frem hla envlronnent. Thls withdrawal may take 

the fonD of a quiet, solitary misery which we call anhedonia, or of schizophrenic 

retreat, or of meLancholic depression, any of vhlchmay lead to suicide. 

If my hypothesis Is correct, t~ It can help us to understand the strange 

and distressing trl.l. of our young people. ~ fact, each of the various forms of 

adolescent reaction can be ,een as a speci fic pathologic method of handling the 

problans of ambivalence to parents and delayed maturation. In 8en.ral, the cOMlon 

forms of adolescent behavior viiI show one or more of the following' anger towards 

the parents arid towards the society whose danands cannot be met; anger towards the 

self whlch .carinot ~e.t the.e demand.; and a search for sources of pleasant sensa

tion to ob~cure unpleasant rullty and inner pain. By turning the anger against 

the self the young person protects his parents against his conscious or uncOnscious 

murderous hostility. 

Ferhaps th~ most transparent of the adolescent devices is the commune. 

Young people leave their parents' hame and in a group find a domicile In which 

they live together with a minlmlD of founal arrangBtlenta. They frequently call 

this group "the faally." These youths have foWld that continuing to live with 

their parents i. Inconsistent with their display of independence and 80 they move 

out • . ~.t by entering Into another "fam11y" they betray their continuing dependent 

need. In these contrived fanUles, a fm811 nunbar of tTlanbers usUally assUfte 

organlling reaponalbUityand so function as parents, though the parental role Is 

saidan openly acknowl.edged. The general lack of dlsclpUna and responslbUlty 

represents the young child's ~lew of paradise: comfort, food, and care, with no 
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restriction, obligation or responsibility. 

the sexual freedcm of the adolescant .arvas at least three functions. 

When tvo or more people ltv. together without formal arrang_ent, a pseudo-fatlUy 

of tbe kind ve have just mentioned 1_ created. It provides companionship with no 

r.lponslbility. The sensual pleasure of the available sexual experience tends to 

_ counteract the tendency to retreat tnto inner mls.ry. At the .an. time the d8llon-

stratton of capactty for .sexual perfODnaDCe conceals the real Inability to sustain 

affectlonat.~lnt~rperaonal relations. 

the universalist support for other groups, 'the Negroes, the poor, the North 

Vietname •• , the hcmoaexu.als. the Arabs, •• rv •• the needs of the troubled youth. 

It eXpr ••••• a repudiation of their parants, of their famtlies and their community. 

The fOllDula la, "I don't love you. I love him, ¥hem you bate and neSlect." Put 

thb vay it says that the young peraon hlma.lf feels hated and neslected by his 

Parents, thouSh· It is difficult to 8e., at . first glance, vhat deprlYat Ion the 

y~ bave experienced. th. formula also aetlDs to suggest that the young peraOft 

envi •• th ••• unfortunate groups and he tries to associate h~self vith them. He 

supports their cause even when his support Is unwelcome. W. bave referred pre-

Y1ou81y to the fact that mUltant Negroe. do not , in 8eneral, veleaae will.t. 8Up" 

port. But .the white adol •• cent supports them In the same way that he supports 

Arab perrllla activlcy, not because they fteed him but bacal,lse he needs them. He 

make. of himself, tog.ther with his friends, an offensive minority. tn esaence, 

the youns person associate. hbaaelf vith his parents' enemies and thereby rejecta 

hi_ parents. Certainly the parent feels as If that Is what Is happening, and · lt 

Is likely that that Is indeed the intent of this piece of behavior. 

Protest against governmental authority and military pover helps the adol-

escent In a number of different ways. It expresses the hatred of the young person 

for 
.. his parents, though once ranoved. When this hatred is deflected against the 

lubstitute, the full fury and venom c~ be voiced more freely. In the Unconscious 



ot' ~he adolescant. it i& the parent who 18 beln,g called a "pig," in reuUat10n 

for the parent.'. rebukes to ~he youns child when he would not adopt habits of 

. cleanline •• and neatne.s, or when he used "dirty language." Since repudiation of 

cleanliness and nee tn •••• and defiant regression to childhood obscenity are part 

of the adol.scent'. posture, he can flguratlvely--and sometimes lit.rally--hear 

this ,plthet flung at him once more, an4 he defends against it by hurlins It at 

the represantative. of lav and order. The campus and political protest create 

battle ena:aganenta which excite and arouse the young person, distracting him frem 

concern vith the areas of bia defe.t. Students who participated in campus occupa

tions and ~ilitant daaonstratlona report experiencing an extraordinary sense o( 

elation. The demand that the governaant dlsamB unilaterally In the presence of 

Implacable aneie •• ~h erwnc.ietecl a. a progr_ for peace. functions actually 

a. a prograa for SUicide for the entire society. Indeed, It Is not di~flcult to 

aee that thia call to .uicide 1a one tactic in the prograD for destruction of the 

society. ~ther ;actic is the encouragement of clyil disorder ·and the pros.cu

tion ·of terrorlli111 In the hOp.e of aUenatlna the people frCI'D their own governnent 

Which. l~ forced to beccmemore repressive In order to control the terrorian. 

The use of drugs ~ich impair normal · "' .... ntal func:tion Is a scmewhat differ

ent apprOach to the solution of the adole8cent·~. problan. Here the Individual 

atm. not to attack the ~oclety vhi~h he holds responsible . for h.ls probl~s, but 

rather to make himself unaware of the problems. This Is a kind of partial suicide, 

a numbing of one's mind. The mode of action of these various drugs and how they 

bring relief to the 8ngui~hed adolescent Is a complicated subject which cannot be 

handled withln the confines of this paper. I can summarize by saying ~hat the 

. drugs o.btund the individual's awareness of his disabUlty and of his misery. and 

they substitute pleasant sensatlona which arise internally and which divert the 

.ndlvldual from unpleasant outer reality and unpleasant inner sensation. 
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The drugs may .180 be used In ways which provide aratiflcations other than 

thos. afforded by their chemical effect. The use of drugs In social 8roups helps 

to weaken the barriers that many of the young people re.l In their social relations 

with each other. The alterations In sensation which the drugs create make sexual 

activity more plaasurable. Supplyln, drugs to ~ others and profiting fram drug 

traffic defte. 'government authority and. creates the excitement of a small scale war. 

Frank mental Ulnes8, scm.tlmes culminating In sUlclde, may occur In those 

Individuals who do not undertake defensive "activities such 8S th9se which we have 

been discussing, or In Individual. who do undertake defensive activities but whose 

defense. tall. SOORer or later most of these disturbed young people are likely to 

have to face the fact of their disabilities. ProJection, denial, provocation and 

exciting behavior can go only 80 far, and when tbe relief which they provide has 

been exhausted, depresalve or p.ychotic syrutrCIII •• may th.n. beccme evident. 

What i. the caus. of this epidemic? Since these problana, the behavior 

.tumoU, and the pathologic .conplex behind it, represent difficulties In the p,roc." 

of m~curati~, one would expect them to be per~tal adolescent difficult Ie. rather 

t~ to be pecuUar to ~r era.. 1 bellev. that they are perennial, but that recur-

rently, at intervals, the problems bacone more prominent. "I bnagine that a good 

historica I study of this phenanenon may help us to understand what .. haPPen ins 

today. Was the vagabondage of the 15th century French and Cenman adolescents--

called the Children'. Crusade--a manifestatton of the same kind of adolescent un-

reat which we •• e today? the myth of the Pled Piper of HameUn may ' be based upon 

the.e event., and if 50, it reminds us of the attraction of adolescents to alien 

le.ders, tnimical. to their own parents, to bright colors which they nov call 

"PsychedeUc,1I and to strange, primitive !nudc. What was the nature of adolascent 

deviance In ancient Babylon which gave riae to the weekly Sabbath prayer for vital 
prosr., 

and faithful r , (l 
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one way to understand ehe current problem Is to compara the situation In 

our country with the situation in other countr185. We are ~8dlat.ly reminded 

of the youth of present day Israel. The majority of them display the traditional 

virtue. of loyalty. obedience, femUy orientation and persOJ\al ambition. The 

reasons for the dlfterence are hera obvious. the Israeli youth Is directly and 

personally responsible tor the survival of the nation. His nation needs h~ and 

he Is user to respond to the call. Cta 18 ttIDpted th~ to infer that the 8llena

tlon of ~.rlcan youth from their elders ralat.. In same way to tbeir not be1ns 

needed. If that interence 1_ correct. and if we may generalise, then W8 arriv. 

at the proposition that cballenaa and r.8Ponslbll~ty encourage adolescents to 

maeure and to ·assume an active role withtn society. Conversely, an adolescence 

free of challenae lacks an IrDporunt aDd powerful sUmulus to maruratlon. Sane 

cQllllonplace experienc.s support tMs view. The eldest of a ft\lftber of children 

who loses a parant while he is • young .dolescant, matures rapidly .as he assum •• 

the care of his siblings. The younseat of. family 15 likely to matu~emore 

slowly than his siba. the protected children. of wealthy parents tand tomat~e 

late and lft.cc:mpletely. 

It would follow fram th.se con6iderationa that the adolescent's ability 

to free h~6elf from his dependance on his parents and to advance to the aeveral 

role. of adult respGftSibllity, can be strongly facilitated by challenge and need, 

and may be deterred by can tort and protection. This propositlon should not be 

too surprising to the psychiatrist. He knows that most psychotic patlen,ts, in the 

fac. of an amerg.ncy, anarge from their tllness long enough to deal appropriately 

with the threat, "and theft sink back Into their" Illness. I have been told that 

during the Six Day War in Israal, ambulatory psychotics were not excused from 

military duty and that most perfonned properly. We arrive then at the paradoaical 

c"onc1uslon that the cantort and security which we seek for our chlldren are Ukely 



to discourage their psychic development. Mora generally we may say that cam fort 

and s.curity exert a noxious Lnfluence with respect to the vigor of a population. 

Of course, camfort and security cannot be considered the only kinds of 

stres. which retard and defo~ adolescent maturation. In the case of excessive 

comfort and security the adoi~scent attempts to srow without the normal resistanca 

of 'challenge. without. a "load,f' to borrow a metaphor fran power englneerill8 •. An 

excea.tve !lload" can also thwart: the adolescent's maturation. That would be 

streBs caused by axce.slve social preS8ure or social upheaval. History teaches us 

that at t:lmss when exlatift8 aoclety Is uprooted or violently changed, adolescents 

.exhibit deviant and often destructive behavior. Since it is the adolescent's task 

to mature fran farni.ly attaclment to manbershlp In society, the success of that 

·transltion require. the existence of an organized, vital society which expects and 

~elcomes hbn. When the society has no need for hbn, or when it is itself fraamented 

and Ineffectual. adolesce~ development loses motivation, goals, guidelines and 

dlsc:1pllne. 

Returning to our problem of today's youth, we are led to name as the chief 

troublers of today' .. youth: the relative affluence of our society; the absence of 

. a clear and presant Ganger to our society; the lack of need and ev~ opportunity 

to a .. 8\IDe 8er~ou8 r,aponslbllity for any part of our society; and the exPectatlon 

that they spend four or more years In higher education. Higher education Is de

Sired and can be pursued only by a fraction of our total youth, only those who at:e 

so· well Integrated that they can defer assumption of responsibility and engagement 

In real work. The othet:'who comply with the expectation to study In universities, 

~ee this pertod of higher educatton as a kind of "holding pattern"--a period of 

enforced exclusion fram adult l ·lfe--and their attacks against the univerSities may 

be interpreted as an expression of anger against what they consider an incarceration. 

The complaints voiced by the young people themselves must be understood as 
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rationalizatiOns. They say that the potentlality for nuclear warfare makes their 

. llve. meaningless since the whole world can nov be destroyed any day. The fact 

"Ss that the -relative lRmun.lty of tbe United States frCln mUltary attack until the 

last two decade. has been an exceptional situation. During most of recorded 

history the residents of cities and state. were vulnerable to ext.~lnatlon by 

hostile force.. For the Individual, extermination 18 ext.~lnatlon whether it 

affects, In addition to him •• lf, his ctty, his country, his continent or the whole 

world. 

That there ,_ corruption In our society ts well known. There . is no rea

son to belteve that there Is less corrUption In any other, or that today's gener

ation of yOUllg people viII be 1es& susceptible to corruption than previous sefter

atlons. that ve have poverty, pollutlon, l'nJustice? the young people. are not the 

only one. who deplore evU., ~t they have yet to d.-.onstrate .realistic prOgl'a"/I8 

to eliminate t~em. that Negro •• have been treated unjustly? Minorities have been 

treated unjustly at most tim.s and at m08~ places in history . Yet I doubt that 

one can f~nd any minority whose atatus--by every conc.lv~ble measure--~s improved 

a. rapidly as that of the ~erican Negro sin~e World War II. snd that, · without the 

.tan;ible assistance of moat of today's white coUege youth. 

We have noted above that espousal of the cause at an unfortunate minority 

In our society 1& a vay of accus.lng the parent generatton of abusl1\8 the youth. 

And nov ve can s.e what that abuse Is, namely, overprotection arid Infantilization 

which makes the young person f .. l ineffectual and impotent, a member of an inferior 

minority. Many N,gro leaders seem to realize that their white s~pathl&ers are 

fighting a battle of their own in which the Negroes are convenient pawns, that the 

attUag1. of white youth against their overprotective parents is not the struggle of . 

Negroes for more respect and more power • 

. How do these unwholesome influences affect our young people? Let us return 



to our notion of a frequency distribution of delay in adolescent maturation. We 

assume that a small fraction of adolescents are absolutely unable to make the 

transition to adulthood in meaningful tenBs. and I would guess that most of the 

youthful activists are derived fram this group. A large minority can make the 

transition. but only with difficulty and with assistance and encouragement. 

~rCJ'D thl.s gro'up the lnacthe supporters of the activists are probably derived. 

Another large .eFent can find their vay Into adulthood with Uttle or no external 

encouragement. and the.e probably Include moat of the students who are relatively 

Indifferent to current tu~otl. To avoid misunderstanding. let m'. anphasize once , 

more that not .11 protest. not all polttical action are necessarily the result of 

mental disturbance. As we said previously. we can knagine a ratio be~een vigor 

of respon£e and r .. ~istic injustice. We are trying to define .eamants of the popu

lation in which this ratio is very high. high, and moderate. It would be ' just as 

much an evidence of an -unwholesome imbalance of mental forces if an individual 

failed to respond to the extent ~bat he realistically could. to blatant Injustice. ' 

In fact we have already commented that sympathy by many Jewish young people for 

Negro rioters but not for their Jewish vlctbDs. for Arab guerrillas. but not for 

1hIit Jewish victims. betrays an unhealthy state of affairs. 

The Influence of the noxious social circumstances, affluence, oVerprotec-

tlon, security, protracted education" I. to Increase the dlfflcu.lty of eh. 

adolescent's task. lhe ranks of those who fail completely are Increased at the 

expanse of those who ara just able to get by with encouragement, and the ranks of 

this marglnal group are increased at the 'expense of those who seemed secure in 

their. development and not eXcessively responsive to soelal pressures. To put it 

another way. what we see today Is an increase in the number of troubled adolescents 

and in the intensity of their tu~oll. rather than a new phenomenon. What is nEW 

i. chat the increa.8 tn the number of activists and their sympathizers' has proceeded 
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to the point where they can nov became a •• rlous nuisance to the rese of soclety; 

they un pert an lnf1uC\ce upon natlonal pollcy; and t~.y are apt to leave 88 a 

r.,ldue a saneratlan of adults who will probably show a hlah frequency of frank 

mental iUne •• In the next few dacad.es. 

II. today'. youch and the Jev5. 

the sect Ian which we have just concluded 1. so extensive that It makes 
I 

this .... y top h.avy. The reason 1. evident. The •• data, tnferenc •• and supposi-

tton. are baaed directly upon my own cltnlcal experience. Therefore I can present 

than In acme detaU and with sane confidence. What I have to •• y about the Jew18h 

cannunlty Is derived far 1 ••• directly and campl.taly tram clinical experience. 

It 1. theratore 1 ••• trustworthy· aDd 188& detailed. I venture the.e comments 

below prilnarUy to dtmonstrate how the data and tnferenc •• I MV. presented above 

~ ~ linked to the probl~· of Jevlah "contlnulty. I cannot .asure you that this 

la how they !Xl linked. 

Pram the report a that I have .eCl. there ae.ns to be Uttle doubt that Jews 

ar. hlahly ove~eprea_ted -ona both the actlvlats of the younger len.ratton and 

among their Ie •• active s,mpathlzers. What do ve se. In the current sltua~lon which 

would .ac~OUftt for this dl.proport~onal1y hlah memb.rshlp of Jews In the troubled. 

sepencis of today's younsar geraeratlon1 We have obs.rved that protracted and 

poorly tol.rated education rat_rd. the maturational proeess of many adolescents. 

J~vlSh youth are subjected to greater pressur. to accept higher education than 

oth4trh Education haa always been one of the Ideals of Jews. Education of the 

yOUftl s.rv.s as an Indication of the social status of the parents and opens Cbe 

vay for hl.her social scatua for tbe youna peopl. them •• lve.. AS an espeelally 

affluent '8roup, the Jews can afford advanced educ_t1OD IDOl'. Widely than a croas-

section of non-Jews. Therefor. Jewish youths In larser proportion than others 

viii attend colle.e. ~ unlversltle.. the vulnerable among them viii succuab to 
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the prey~lent adole.can.t mauls. and Unci their way Into the groups of dissidents. 

When higher education was more difficult to at~ln. ~ly the moat highly motivilted 

vent to coUe.e and beyond. Now that university attendance has becane almost 

un:lve~aal .... ong Jews, a considerably larger proportion of the poorly motivated and 

the psychically vulnerable Jevs wt11 find their vay Into the unlverstty population. 

Since the proportion of Jewish youths In college atlll greatly exceeds that of the 

colle,e ale population In thanatlon. the Proportion of disturbed Jewish young 

people will greatly exceed the proportion of disturbed non-Jewish young people. 

Let me s.y It another vay. The sr .. ter the proportion of the young: population of 

any social group ¥bleh arriva. at tbe campus. the greater wtll be the frequency of 

disturbed young people amona tho •• on the campus. since the disturbed adol.sc~t8 

·are the least w.ll motivated and are tblrefore the last to be recnllted to the 

campus. Since Jew. are better represented on the campus than the nation In general, 

it I. to be expected that more of Its disturbed youth viII appear there than the 

disturbed youth of the rest of the .... tlon. 

It Is intere.ttng to note that although education has always been held as 

a prized goal, in practice relatively few J .. s in the past achieved higher educa

tion, evan In religious .studies. the educated ware a amall ellta, membership In 

vh.lch w.s. confined to the most highly motivated and best students. Jt is only In 

the past fev decades that education haa becQDe available to such a very large 

proportion of Jevhh. youns P80p.1e. 

Tha affluence of the Jewish community In the United States today Is widely 

recognlcad. Jewish youna people therefore are less called upon than their non

Jewish conteaporarftta to provide for their parents. 11\. relatively high poaltlon 

of Jevllh parents in ~.rlcan busine •• and ~.rlcan professlona make their children. 

lea. gncettaln of their future. 

Jewish familie. In the united States are smaller than non-Jewish families. 
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In. families with fewer children, the ambivalent relation between parents and chlt-

. draft tends to became more intense than In f.Ules with mora children. It is 8. 

"If' the presence of trlany children dUut •• out the parent-chlld relation.. The only 

child finda It more difficult to emancipate him •• lf fram his parents than a member 

of • large sibship, And the parents usually ftnd It more difficult to let him 10' 

Since "Jevlsh t..,Ut •• are IlUUar, It la Ukely Cha.t the degree of parent:-cbUd 

anbivalence amo"'8 thlD exce.da tbat which prevaU. in non-Jewish familtes. And 

aince tntense ambivalence Is one of the chief troublera of youth, It follows that 

Jewish youth will, in ganer.l. be mora troubled than their non-Jewish contemporar-

las. This theo" can be checked· out by ccraparlna the femUy .l~. of disturbed . youth 

~lth the family , size ~f Chair more aCabie conc.-poraries. 

Jews probably tend Co overprotect' tbeir children to • ,reater extent than 

non-Jews. this overproteCtion involve. discoura,lng t~em fran adventure wh1ch 

facilitace. adolescent 4evelopment. Adventure i_ ~ballenge and it must be met by 

r ,esponsibll1ty. 0 Overprotection lrrvolve. exce •• ive Indulgence of the adolescents' 

desires, excesslve pre •• ure for education, and a tendency tor the ~lder 8eneration 

to ~lthhold responsibility from the younger. Even after the young man completes 

his education a.nci goea to work for °hls ,father, the father 'frequently finds it dlffl-

cult to reUnqulsh responslbillty to , hla .".on. The psychiatrist camlonly •••• 

father-son c.onf11ct 'which centers about b'-'8ine8. relations. Fran my ovn experience 

oJ ~ot say that t ohi. sttua,tion Is more characteristic of Jewish families than 

others. 

This brings ua to a consid.ratlon of the Jewish family. The unusual 

strength of Jewish family Ue. is well .known. to sane extent this strength may be 

attributable to the Jew.' sense ot ~tng strangers and outsiders wh.rever they have , 
llved. the san •• of danger from without 1& then met by a closlna of ranks within. 

ODe I. reminded t09 of the family, orientation of the celebration of many religious 

occasions, the Sabbath meal, the Seder, and the. Bar Mltsvah ~.lebratIOft. 



one observation which I bad occasion to make, supplemented by s~e 

theoretieal conSiderations, relates family ,closeness to ritual circumcision. 

Briefly, a father became SClTlewhat depressed when his first child, a son, was 

bani. This depreSsion was accClTlpanled by a poorly disguised hatred, In fact, 

death wishes toward the Infent. Such hatred Is characteristic of all post-

partum depression, .whether of father or of mother. Jmmedlately after the circum-

.elslon, the hosttllty 'disappeared and was replaced by a relat,tvely unalloyed ~oy~. 

with a subl~ated homosexual content. The father's hostility toward his son, a 
, 

cCmponllllt of eYery parent's attitude toward his children ...... to have been 

.,bUDd by the elrcuncislon. a ritu.l, 8]1ftbollc of ca.trat~on, and to have given 

way then. to an Intense, sublimated hcnosexual affection. The Inference th8t I 
, . . 

. should Uke to propos. is that ritual clrc\lllchton performed an the neo~tal boy, 

binds his father's natural hostility and pa~ •• the way for a more tender. pure. 

affectlcmate relation between. father and son thereafter. this phtlllCllleftOn too. 

may contribute to the unusual strength of Jewl8h fanUy tla.o 1 otfer this as a 

hypothesis which must be checked for Its ganersUty both In our society and In 

others in which clrcumcision ·is practiced (though we must not forset to consider 

the age of the child at the t~e of the circumcision as a ~el8Yant vartable).· 

Since all 8ftotional relations are nece~sarily ~blv.lent, the tntens. 

ttes of 'JlNlsh family Ufe must be BXP«ted to generate great hoatUity. Among 

.leva, the latter ia not p.rmltt~ to Unci direct expresaion within the f_lly or. 

even against others within the same society. .Therefore it finds indirect expres

sions, for example; inten.e vocational ambition. but also hostilltymasqueradina 

as love. The parant'. ambivalence toward hi. child may take the fODD of over-

protection. that Is. infantlli.ins the .young child. deprlv1na him of the advert

. ~rou8 exposure to daftler which growina up noDDally ' entaUs. the chief perpetra

t~r of this over-prote:ctlon is the mother. and today'.s YOUl\8er 'seneratlon of jews 
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de,l1ghts In the malicious stereotype of the "Jewish mother." OIle har..rd -of the 

"Je"hh mother" is that ahe really does seduce the child so that he flnds It more 

difficult than h. ~ould otherwise to establish his independence from her. the 

YO~ people complain that their parants are too poasesslve. and 1ft my experience 

I have usually found that this complaint has ·been justified. The parents are too 
, 

pos.esslve and the children are too dep~dent. This Is the trap in which the youns 

Individual finds himself and frem which he struggles to escape In the ways vh~ch 

we have examined. 

It Is 'clear 'chat the vicissitude. of intra-family agsresslon are not the 

.... amona Jews everywhere or at all tlm... the parent-child relations which I 

have been dlscusstRg do seam to obtain among ~.rlcan Jewlah youth and their 

European born or first generation ~.rlcan paren~s. The Jewi.h ~81e adolescent, 

therefore, In his maturation Iftust escape fram his father's ~ectlon and his mother's 

over-protactlven •• 8 and po •••• sivene.s. They both mat. bis ta~k more difficult, 

aft:d when he finds it too difficult, he may be lneUnad to reb.el In one or more o( 

the ways which we have discussed. 

Since one prcml1;\8llt form of adolescent protest today consists of the danand 

fot socl.l justice, ve must consider too the historic concern of Jews for social 

ju"stlce. . This realty .require. a historic and ~oclal analy~l.a tor which I have no 

c~petence. Yet what ve are learning about historic and aoclal phenomena invites 

some psychologic analy •••• . one possible expl~tion for the Jewish preoccupation 

vith sociel justic.ma~ be constitutional. Such a statement viII ring so strange 

tn the ears of · th. liberal, sophisticated, Jewish Intellectual that It viII prob-

ably be attributed to a p.ece of unanalyzed Idiosyncracy on my part. We, who sub a 

scribe to and are dominated by egalitarian ideals, like to believe in the equlpo-

tentiaUty of all tumans. Given an optimal envlronnent, we 11ke to . believe that we 

can all rise to limitless heights. And yet experience shows that we all have both 

.• .. 



special gifts and special lbnitatl ons , sane of which are Individual, some familial, 

some ethnic, and same racial . Yet even If "e accept the idea that one group may 

be talented musically, and another In physical agility, still it seams difficult 

to acctpt the idea of an inherited concern with liberty and justice. However the 

idea may seem less improbable If we se. concern with liberty and justice 88 de-

rived from t~e tendency of 8 population to band together In tightly knit, hierarchi

cal groups as oppoSed to the tendency to reject social o~ganlzatlon. The fo~.r 

tendency would be ragarded aa characteristic of an authoritarian population and- the ' 

latter 8S characteristic of a freedom loving population. The rights of the Individual 

as opposed to the group would be better protected In the latter than In the former. 

Th. celebrated prophetic concern ~Ith aoclal J~stlce implies a popular 

un.~onc.rn with It, and a recurrClt, unpopular protest". 

The Jew haa been concerned with soel.l Justice on two types of oc:ca&lons : 

w~en he waa the vlcttm of Injustice; and -when he was the perpetrator of it. In the 

latter ca •• It was the prophets who prodded hla consc:t~ce. 

Biblical writings enjoin an Ideal of human dignity, Ibnltatlon of 8ubJula

tlo~ and restriction of slavery. 

Th~ee t~e. dally the observant Jew reCites, "Blow the great trumPR for our 

freedom." once 8 year. almost every Jaw celebrates the fe.tlval of freedom, an 

ananclp.atlon which Is alluded to In almost every reUglous service. the Hebrew 

language is rich In terms and nuance. of freedcm: chofeab. dror. cherut. shichrur, 

p1duth, g'ulaho 

Autonamy end rejection of central authority have been characteristic of 

Jewish ccm.Dunltles throughout the Diaspore. It sean. to lead to mllitary and 

political weakness. but it favors loyalty. historical contlnulty~ and creativity. 

Freedom . for one.elf and freedom for others 1. a perennial and consistent 

Jewish thsae and this reUglous preocc:upatlon vi.th justlce and fr •• dem has encouraged 
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many rabbis to find religious merit In the political proteats of student activists. 

However thare are same nu.ncea that make the position questionable. Perhaps 

the central requirement of Judaism Is that the maJor gratifications of life be 
, 

derived from the satisfaction of accepting the discipline of religious lave ~bat 

ls ispaclftcal1y and un~ondltlonal1y prohibited Is the dedication of life to the cuI

tl~atlon of sensuality. (i belteve that it 18 the cultivation of sensuality, that 

IS~ sexuality and violence, that Is referred to In the Bible as 'aYodah !II!b). Now 

tbe cultivation of ._suall~y is a major CCIIIponant: of adolescent protest, evident' 

In 'sexual indulgence, drug lnduc~ sensations, and violence for Ita own sake. 

an. suspects that the camplalnt of socl.l Injustice 1_ explOited 88 a pre-

text for an attack against society. Qlr goverrment Is attacked aa if It. were the 

chief and only perpetrator of Injuatice In the world. The Jews are criticiZed for 

ralatlvelY minor injustices, vblle their .enemies are extended sympathy a. though 

they "ere actually .more · righteoua. Few crlt.c. bave practical plana tor alleY.lating 

.fnjustlce, and moat expend the major part of their .ff~rt I~ protest .and relatl~.ly 

little effort In constructive raBedi.a. 

What Is especially relevant to the Javlsh cammunlty is the repudiation of 

thtl Jewlsb carmunity by scme of today', Jewish adole.cents. This repudiation takes 

the fom of a d •• ire to date and marry non-Jev:bh partners, attacks upon Israel, 

.c~aations that Jewa especially are mistreating Negroes, rejection of traditional 

JeWish ideals and .morals lncludlnR sexual morality, study as a goal, restraint as 

opposed .to Indulgence, so.eSal re.ponslbllity In behavior rathe:r than til slogan, 

and responsibility of Jews for each other. The pramotion, of universalist and . 

aupraft8tlonalist id~ls Is another ~y of repudiating the Jewish community. The.e 

1deals sound like an advance over what the young people denote as "the narrow 

partisan moraltt'," 'Of their parents. In practice the enunciation of theae Id .. ls 

wor~~ out to be merely. club "iUi which to strike one's parents. Isal.ah was t;he 



proPhet of universalism, but even he prefaced his prophecy with the restrictive 

clause. "And it shall cerne . to pass at the end of days ..... There is no evidence 

that the time has ccm. when any nation or group t;an abandon Ita defences and de-

pend for tts security on the good will of Its neighbors. 

1 am not the first to suggest that this lack of loyalty, and in same In-

atance. disloyalty to the Jewish community is to be attributed In part to the rela· 

tlvely secure position of the Jewish community in the United Stat... Just as 

,.arleen students can afford to attack their goverrm4lDt because it Is In. no real 

danger fram external enemies, so Jevlsh-~erlcan students can attack the American 

Jewi.h ccnnunlty .whlch at thle tim ...... to _Joy relat.tve .ecurlty. 

The Jewish cammunlty .eams to pos4es. tbe attribute of being able ~o organ-

lse Instantly and ti8~tly .when threatened, t ,o accept dlsc~.,llne a!td res.pon.slbUlty, 

and then to dl8:80l'98 when the threat has been lifted. When Jews are threatened, 

every Jew respond's automatically. _._ ptallptly as if he and his own lamecUata feally 

were thrNt·efted. But when the threat subsides, this .autQlatic ti. to the Jevtsh 

calmunity 18 resented by acme. pr.inctpaUy those who bav .. bad scme difficulty in 

ananclpatin& thanaelves .frem chelr parents. 

It Is the opportunity for vicarious ad~eftture which makes larael .0 enticing 

to ~ny Jewlah .adolescente. And through Israel. many of theae sre attracted to 

full support of the Jewish c~unity. There are· those whose need ' to rebel against 

parental influence overrides even the tnsplration of Israel. Because it attracts 

~_ 8:0 strongly, they r.a~t it ~an more~ the is rE!!ll'lded of the philanthrop18t 

who. upon be.ng confronted by a particularly miserable beggar. told his .ecretar~, 

"Get ~hat man out of here! He', breaking my heart." 

~ the repudiation of the community, the troubled Jewish adolescent sees a 

symboltc tJQanclpatlon frem hls parents, thOBe yoUng people who have difficulty In 
. . 

achieving tnae instinctua,l independence fran thair parents, find all kinds of 

instinctual ties ~hrea,tenlng. those ties that represent their parents' ' santlni.nts, 



that symbolize their parents' ideals ar •• specially dangerous. The Jewish cammunl~y 

represents the family and it represent_ the Ideals of the parents. And therefore 

its repudiation .,.bolizes repudiation of the tamily. EVery Jewish parent whose 

adolescent child turns away fram the Jewish community feels as though he himself 

had been rejected. That f .. Ung can be taken as an accurate Indicator of the fOuna 

parson's Intentions. 

~evl.h young people ofc*" attack the Jewish , community, nov under the banner 

of unlversallam, now Marxtsm, now rationalS .. , now progress. I 'ee here a simtlar-

tty to the currant attacks of ~.rlcan youch esalnat ~.rlcan institutions under 

simtlar banners. I~ each case, the young person t., I believe, attacktng his own 

cammuntty, because It offerl him Insufflctent challenge, adventure and rasponslbll-

lty. TheSe he requires for full maturation, and If they are not offered to him he 

create. tham by declarlna war on the SOCiety whtch haa let him down. 

111. What are the con.equences of these tendencies? 

lAc us conllder first the general rather than the Jevlah population, and 

the Indlvld~1s the •• tve. rather then the ccnlfluntty.. We do not have good follow

u~ .cudie. of today's troubled .tud_cs. w~ do not really know how their behavior . . 

ch'anae., nor how many of thtm beeane mentally 111. W. do have scme rou,s:h guide· 

line. in observations, howev~r. 

Sine, the fr.qu~cy of attempt • . at suicide Is hiah .mons the •• stud.nts. · 

and sinee the frequeftcy of accClllpllshed suicide "0111 those who hay • .:itt-cmPted 

suicide exce.ds the frequency among others, it follows that this population may 

serve as the matrix from vhich later suicides are deriv.d. 

Since the more disturbed students are those who are unable to establish 

sound affectionate relations and sound vorklns relations with ocher individuals 

bec.uae ' they have never really campleted their maturation, they are likely to have 

difficulty vit" frlarrtag. and difficulty in f1~dlna • plac. in society. We should 
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keep In mind too that a significant nuaber o~ troubled young people are frankly 

mentally 111 and even those who recover are likely to carry their demonstrated 

vulnerability along with than. 

TUrning nov to the question of valu •• , I believe that there Is a strong 

tendency for the values of the young people to swing back and becane atmllar once 

more to their parents' valu... It Is a commonplace observation that radlca1t .. 

Is to a large exCent a phenomenon ot youth and that .a the Individual age., his 

radlcallam give. way to a more conservative attitude. Freud has described the 

Phenanenon In psychological tams a. d'f,rrtd obedience. Sooner or later the 

adole.cent need to overdo ~18 display of Independence subside.. It subside. 

~tth.r because he mature. suffiCiently so that he need no longer make an Issue of 

maturation, or because he faU. to mature and canes to terms vitn his continued 

dependence. In etther ca.e he no longer ftnd. tt necessary to reject his parents' 

values . In · fact he frequently develops a posit Iva need to acc.ePt than. Accepting 

than means Identifying vlt.b tn. parent, and that Is true maturation. It also re

eatabUshes tbe a:ffectlonate link to the PArent. turefore t.bls phencmenon of 

deferred obedience la .speclally Ukely to occur after the de.th of me parent, 

though It usually atar~s as the adolescent turmoil subsides. 

We m.ust keep In mind that the youna person's attitude toward his parents 

is ambivalent throughout. Whtle the ~stllltY and rebellion a~e flaunted, there 

remains a strong affectionate bond ~tch becomes visible only subsequently. tn 

fact It Is not difficult to find even In the form of the rebellion, ~ identifica

tion with some component of the parent's history, personality; or ideals. this 

identification may be conscious or uncOnscious. I have already ccmnented on the 

special case In wblch parents support their children's rabeilion. the youns parson ! 
In that case seams not to be rebelltn& against his own parent but here analysis 

dlaclose. that the a~tl-soclal activities are lnd~ed unconsciously dlrec~,d 

against that parent. 
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Adolescent tum.oll 19 one instance of a general tendency to try to lolYe 

psychic probl8Ds ., act ton. When problem solving action Is constructive and does 

help to ' resolve the difficulty, ve call It "subitrnatton." Wben the action is 

destructive, to oneself or to others, and does not effectively dispose of the 

problan, ve call It "acting out." Adolescent turmon then, by and large, can 

usually be considered a form ot "aetlng out." Acting out ec:curs at; any age but It 

occurs especially frequently during the late adolescent and early adult period. 

It seems .generally to be true that this form of adolescent acting out subsides 

between the ages of ·25 and 30. W. san.tlmes .ay that the mental agitation has 

"bumed Itself out . " This ,is true, for example, for most cases of delinquency. 

The varioul fo~. of adolescent turmoil a1eo aeem to burn themselves out. I have 

been told informally that most of the student activists of fl~e to ten years ago 

have settled quietly down to unexciting and inconspicuous Uves, though .8 snall 

number have became professional r.volutl~naries. 

Whlle : the agitation is Ilkeh. to subside f~r the IruHvldual young person, 

the cou~try is c·onfronted with a persistent, d·lsturbed, restless po~ulatlon of 

adolescents and young adults vho donlt know the real cause of their unrest but who 

hold · their gove.rnnent and th.e entire society which the governnent represents 

responsible. We have already noted that while the specific accusations which the 

young level aga tnat society are tnva.lid or inappropriate or irrelevant, we must 

concede that it is the special conditions of our society which facilitate the 

adolescent problem. this disruptive minority may be only a nuisance now, but if 

they grow, they may became a substantial threat to the entire community • . the threat 

can be accentuated If even 8 very snall n\ll1ber turn to terroriaTI, for terrorS.., 

polarice. the pop~latlan. An agitated younger generation Which holds Its govern

ment and soclet·y responsible, may weaken the governnent's defence against attack 

frQ1l without and against subve.rslon frem within. It does the first by tnterferlng 
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with the nation's military scance and it does the latter by cooperacing ·wlth " and 

amplifying the effect of the violence of militant minorities. We must conclude 

that this phenomenon of youthful tu~oll. If It Is p.~ltted to grow, can con-

seltut •• serious threat to aur country and our society. 

Before ~um1ng t .o the specific probl .. of Jewish youth, lat us not over" 

look the fa~t that ~adlcal agitation amOng the country's youth constitutes a 

potential threat to America's Jews. Whll. Jews are friends of radicals, radicals 

are not always friends of Jews. For example, Jevs are puzzl~ by the anti-

Semitic and anti-Iarael activities of Negro militants. But few Nesroes are 

inter •• ted In freedam and eq~11ty in the abstract; they are atrugsl1ng for their 

own freedcm. It Is known. by all hiB.torians of revolutions that once an oppressed 

group finds that its demands are taken seriously. it becCftles more mUltant. 

resents the assistance of s~pathtzers. and literally bites the hands that feed 

it. Youthful radi.ca1s espouse the cause of !,!inorltt.es, lacking .an overt and 

serious cause of their own, and do not he_ieete to take over the anti-Sanitism of 

struggling minorities. To the young radical. the Jewish community In the United 

States la no more fr.e of blame than the Wasp majority, and to the extent that 

· it rep.resents the ~tatus quo, it too becODes a~ appropriate Object to attack. 

the Jews of the United State. will certainly not fare well if the population be· 

comes bitterly polarized and they will not fare better than the rest of the 

country In the face of war or revolution which may · be faciUtated by the actions 

of a larse and agitated saamant of the nation's youth. 

What happ~s to the Jewish youth who turna against the Jewlah camllmlty? 

The ·phenomenon of deferred obedience gives us s(ll'le cause for canfort. As they 
. . 

grow older W8 can expect the young people to regard thams.iva. one. more as 

members ot the Jewish cClllnunlty. The problem of intermarriage beeanea serious 

because it is entared into during the phase of rebellion, and by the t~e the 
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reverse pull toward Juqaism makes itself felt, the marrlege Is r.o longer readily 

reversible. The f18ures are not yet In but I vnuld guess that such intermarriages 

will gradually assume Jewish identification, and the children are likely to be 

encouraged to think of themselves as Jews . It 15 interesting that among intee

marrying young people, there Is relatively Itttle name changing. I take this as· 

an Indication that full and enduring repudl~tlon of Jewish identity Is not intended. 

Of course the strength of the reflex pull back to Judaism can be no greater than 

the primary conscious or unconscious commitment to It, which In turn vas dete~lned 

by childhood expertence, the attitude of the parents, and the prevailing morale of 

the Jewish c~un~ty. 

Jews self-consciously ask thamselves what there is to being Jewish. 

Religion, it is ganarall,agreed, holdS only a small percentage of Jews. National

ism holds perhaps a somevhat greater percentage. Jewish ideals and Jewish morality 

are frequen,tly llsted as reason.s for renaining Jewish. I should like to suggest 

that Jews are loyal to the Jewish community not prbnartly for any of these reasons, 

but because the JeWish canmunity, current and historic, Is • family. It Is literally 

a fenUy ' of tamilies. It enco,"!r,ages famUy life as a religious value. AS a family 

it acquires the influence ~f the individual's literal family. By the same token 

it may come under attack when the individual turns against his own family. 

If we were asked why we c~ntlnue to be m~ber5 of our own literal, nuclear 

families, we might point with pride to family achievements or distinctions. How

ever we would not really ,be able to discount our loyalty as a primitive psychologic, 

' even biologic mode of relatlng to the biosocial group Into which we have been born. 

It makes AS BtU. sanse to ask why one Is attached to one's family as to ask why 

an infant loves Its mother. It 15 characteristic of infants that they love their 

mothers; they cannot: do otherwise. And it is characteristic of all htDans that 

they cling to their families, overtly or covertly, conscl'c;usly or unconsciously. 
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rhe ~pha&ls ·on faDlly relations and the fantly qual.lty of the Jewish" ccmnunlty 

invoke biologic forces to supplement the need to belong. Judaism haa, at dlffer-

ant times and In different places, taka~ various forms, meeting tbe specific 

psychic and. social needs of the occasion. Ihis need to torce Judaism to assume 

different forms, a conservative order, an antinomian revolt, a mystical retreat, 

an ecst,tlc fraternity, a philosophIc system, an intellectual elite, this need 

attests to the strength of the tie to the Jewish family. 

It follows that the ambivalence of the troubled Jewish adolescent toward 

his family Is likely to extend also to the Jevlsh community. Therefore behind the 

anti-Jewish declarations and behavior one wIll frequently find a covert and pro-

found loyalty. Radieal, drug using, hipple-mannered young people viiI oceasionally 

show up In the synagogue witqout evident reason. I know of a number who attend 

f.lr~y regularly. A Jewish young woman who was liVing vtth a non-Jewish hippie 

.. cc:mplained that her mother "WOuld not Permit her to bring her boy t'rter~.d harie to 

attend Kol Nldre s.rvlce~D ORe especially shabby young hippie raged against his 

father when th~ .latter tet'u.$ed to permi~ him t~ acccrnp~ny him t~synagogue on Rosh 

Hashanah because of his dtsr·eputab~e apPearance. Analysts· disclOSed that this 

young man who defled~ prov0i(ed and tomented his parents, was ~ctual.lY patteming 

his behavior after their .experiences in . fl.eLng the Nazis. Year after year he bad 

heard at the Seder how the various inanbers of the family had ned for their UveS . 

from the Nazis and he had heard of their modes of concealment and evaston. As a 

child he had run aw.y. from the yeshivah which he attended and · as a young man he 

engaged In violent campus protests. But In all Instances he saw hhn.elf repeatlns 

the experiences of his parents as they vere escaping persecution. I ·don't know 

.hOw thb young man wUl settle dOVll, but If he resists mental Uln8ss, I suspect 

that he will be drawn once more to the Jewish cammunity. 

Keny radical; antt-reU8lous Jewish famUles partlclpate In a S8der each 
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year sl:'\ce it celebrates political snancipatlon. It is a religious service 

which permits . chem to assert their loyalty to the Jewish historic family and to 

thetr ' politlcal And social ideals at the .same time. 

The ambivalence toward parents and community becomes manifest especially 

clearly In the recent, self-styled "chavurah" movement. Here young people who 

are not willing to for.lgo their intense canmltment to Judaism, 'are seeking ways 

to assert their independence of parents and tradition nevertheless. Puzzled 

elders don't know whether to applaud or to deplore. 

An interesting and increasingly common variant of the exPression of 

ambivalence Is the turn to religion by the adolescents who grow up In a non- , 

religious or marginally observant family. Here the assertion of religious com~ 

mitment constitutes ~th an act of loyalty and an act of defienee. These young 

people are rebuking their parents by demonstrating greater commitment to the 

Jewish c~_unity than to the parents thansehes. An increasing nwnber of students 

~re coming to rabbinical seminaries out of such religiously indifferent families. 

What are the consequences of the unrest of Jewish youth for the Jewish 

c~unlty? While the general cQmmunity may be threatened when the number of 

agitated young people exceeds a threshold value, the Jewish community is exposed 

to no special da.r~.ger by virtue of the disruptive activity at its youth. To be 

sure, if a seriQus p~larlzatlon of the ,countrY ' occurs, there may be a resurgence 

of - anti-Semitism, and the ~ews may be held responsible for , the ' activities of their 

young people. However the support of the Jewish cammunlty comes fram people in 

th •• r middle yea~s . and we have reason to expect that most of the troubled youth 

will have made their peace with the Jewish community by the time they arrive at 

middle life. As parents, they too w11l acquire an interest in family integrity .. 

and In 'support of that, they are llkely to affitm their Jewish loyalty and cultl'"' 

vate the family s~rengthening rituals of the Jewish religion. In .case ,of danger 

,. 
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of physical violence, we can expect the loyalty and support of our youth. The 

heroism of y~ung , non-religious Jews In Nazi Europe and In Israel Is well known. 

Ie cannot be dented however that there bre Jewish communities which gradually 

weaken and die. 1 suspect that these are usually communities In which the Jews are 

subjected to no special challenge as such. Jews ot such cammunltles "are permitted 

to respond as equals to the various challenge. of the general community. Here the 

(,,1 Hadty of the Jewish extended family exerts Uttle attrac tion whlle the chal

lenge and novelty of the allen. !asclnate. My cltnlcai expertence here relates to 

the third or fourth generation American Jews of Ge~an anc.stry. I find that 

whereas they frequently reject synagogue aftl~latlon and religious observance, chey 

maintain their Jewish identity by actively engaging In philanthropy, and especially 

In Jewish philanthropy. Jewish identification dies hard. one such individual re

called mysterious religious ri~uals performed by his grandparents, rituals which 

were at the time disparaged by his own parents. Aside from his philanthropic a cti

vities which were only partly Jewish, he lived the li fe of a non-Jew. fiowever 1n 

response to the Naz1 persecution ~f Jews In Europe which came at a tUne when he 

suffered a personal tragedy , he went to Europe and spent several months rescuing 

Jews, frequently at great exPense ·t~ himself. CE'le of his children married an 

Ortho<!ox Jew and 1s r a isinS .en orthodox family. Another married a non-Jew a nti his 

fam ily i s n('\n-Jewlsh. 

Anothe r gentlemAn remained a staunch supporter of Je~ls~ philanthropy but 

took pri de In the fact that his chtldr.~ were completely aSSimilated. He tlamed 

his being Jew l ~h for his serious failures 1n li fe though to the objective obs~rver 

his J ewt s~n~ss ~as clearly irrelevant, or at least not Insupernble. In analysts, 

It vas evident that It vaS h1s parents whom he blamed unconsct ously an~ he faulted 

Judaism conSCiously. 

A third IndIvidual, like the first, recollected his grandparents' observbnce 
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despite his parents' disparagerllent of that observance . He had · nothing to do with 

the Jewish c~unity, but in later years when he became .depressed, he developed a 

sent1rnental attactrTlent to Jew-Ish ritual -and '0 Israel. ti is children are active 

in the .Tewish C'.ctnmunity. In these three instances we rna)' note two things; fIrst, 

how slowly the drlft away from the Jewish community proceeds; and how the voice of 

the grandparents may be heard over the resistance of the anti-religious parents. 

We must keep in mind the fact that the Jewish commur.lty is not homogeneous. 

Even when there 15 least challenge to it there is a loyal and creative nucleus, 

and even When it is most challenged, there are defect6rs. 1 like to think of an 

intensely loyal nucleus which continuously produces a ccmnuntty of Jew,s • . A frac

tion of these Jews drift avay at a rate which depends upon external circumstances. 

When the ccmnunity cerne,s under attack, the drift Is slowed. When it is permitted 

to prosper, . and especially when the general community provides challenge to youth, 

the drift accelerates. 

I have noticed that recent anti-Jewish sentlrroen~s of .youth haVE= been inter

preted by their parents as attacks on the Jevish cammunity, and parents who had 

never previously taken an interest in the Jewish cammunity are now becoming con

cerned as Jews. 

IV. Conclusions 

A. Obviously predicting the future is beyond the capacity of most of us. 

A good psychoanalyst considers himself fortunate if he can "predict" the past. 

What we can do 15 to point out those interrelat.ions and calJsal connections which 

~ be activated by future events,. and which .!!2!:!.!!! then determine the influence 

of theSe future events. 

s. The turmoil of Jewish young people includes pOSitions and activities 

which ~ttack the Jewish community. I believe that this turmoil can be attributed 

to the affluence and reiative security of our society. I believe too that the 
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turning away fram the Jew!sh ' communlty by our young people 1s to he attributed to 

their difficulty In achieving full psychic emancipation fram their parents In such 

an unchallenglng envirorrncmt. lhe Jewish CCJTtnWllty 16 taken to represen,t the 

parent and is attacked just as the parent 15 attacked. 

c. There Is every reason to believe that this repudiation of the Jewish 

community is age specific, and will s~bside as these individuals mature. 

D. The 'rate of enduring attrition of more mature Jews is relatively s'low. 

and Is slowed even further whenever the Jewish community comes under attack. 

t. The attitude of each individual Jew toward the Jewish community Is 

derived fram his attitude toward his family. It therefore Includes both Posltlve 

and negative ele-nents. But ,the Jewish c(I'I'I!'Iunity Is ltkely to find sane de~ree of 

support f~~ Its .members so long as men ,are subject to the biological need to sub

mit to and to support family organization. 

F. It follows that danger to the Jewish ccrr1!T1\mlty resides In ei.ther physl" 

cal extermination or in full and la'stlng acceptance by the host ccmnunlt:y. 

G. Psychoanalytic data alone make it difficult to predict just which aspecc 

of Judai~ will appeal most to the current yQunger generation as they mature. A 

pro.gram to strengthen the Jttwlsh cCrrrnunity may address ' itself both to the current 

situation which we have considered here. and to its future form as one may project 

It. 

, 

"" 
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Zion in the "Mind of American Jews 

PrefatorY Note 

The present 'discussiQn of the changing significance of Zion 

in the mind of American Jewry is offered as a contribution to the 

overall project of- this action·oriented task force, whose aim is to 

delineate the probable and desirable shape of our. community' 5 future. 

1 should like~ therefore, to p~face my specific analysis with some 

general remarks on the place of a topic like this in our total 

project. 

This paper is one aspect of lithe formulation of a reasoned 

historical perspective of the state of the communityrr defined in 

our statement ~f purposes, as one of the four aims of the task force. 

An historical perspec~ive provides reasoned guidance on two mB.j.or facets 

of an action p~ogram: on the va~ues that are established in the pat-

terns of Jew~sh culture and· on developing trends in the social, 

political and economic. behavior patterns of the Jewish corom.unity whose 

momentum defines the problems for w~ich we seek sQlutions in the 

immediate futw::e .. .' The changing signi.ficence of Zion· for various segments of the 

Ame~ican Jewi~h · community is primarily a cultural factor, and only 

indirect~y involve.d in the social,; economic:. and politica~ sectors of 

our analysis. It relates directly to a certain. set of histori.cally · 

grounded values which, in .different ways for ·-:various groups of Jews, 

prescribe the patterns of their behavior. Hence, the exposition of 

this topic should serve to ·clarify especially certain goals and norois~ 
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rather than the available means. which are objective conditions and 

variables of a program of community action. 

No analytic factor in s,uch a study as ours operates in isola-

tion from ,the others.. Any factor in the sphere of culture, like the 

changing image of Zion, has its range of freedom · and autonomous laws 

of development, but it 1"5 also tied with all the others ' in reciprocal 

dependency. As an independent variable. changes in the image of Zion ' 

affect. in ~heory, the social. politicsl, and even economic systems 

c£ ou~ cotuDiuni.ty. and the independent variation of each of these may, 

in theory, affect the .changing image of Zion. To establish whether, 

in fact, there is a constant or variable relationship between changes 

in culture and other social spheres is a task of empirical, historical 

and sociological research. 

On purely theoretical 'grounds, one could expect a . closer relation 

between cultural and social changes than between cultural and political 

or economic changes. The difference: between socl.al and cultural systems 

is that the former do' not refer to aU values but only to values ex-

pressed in relations between persons, between egos and alters. but both , . . 

are directly concerned with ultimate values.' In culture (considered as 

a system of action) and in s 'ssociation alike the dynamic process is one . . 

of ident.ification. not o,f detached problem solving, and the resultant 

relationship (between ego and values ot ego and alter) is expre'ssive, 

not instrumental. Thus. cha~ging images of Zion are, in principle, more 

closely related. to perti~ent sh~fts in gro~pings within the community _ 

on sectarian, ideological or even economic or political lines _ than to 
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the immediate spheres of poli fical and economic action. But while 

the relation to the instrumental sectors of action may be theoretical~ 

ly more remote, only specific research can show whether,· in a particu~ 

lar set of circumstances, such a cultural theme as the idea of Zion 

1s neutral or significantly variable in connectio'ri with primarily 

political or even economic changes. (And also, if variable, whether, 

in rela~ion to centrally significant or peripheral aspects of politi-

cal and economic action systems.> 

For a systematic mapping of the situation we face i~ would be 

best, 'no doubt, if the material I shall present were laid out in can-

fonnity with some such analytical scheme as has been set forth above. 

ThiS .is not feasible' ,'£or several reasons. We have not agreed in 

s ,dvance ,of the ~eetings on any . conceptual frame;work we will all ad-

here to. Nor does a historical topic, however analytically approached, 
.... 

reaily lend itseif to s 'uch ~ logic-chopping scheme of exposition. 

I shall therefore proceed more or less in the normal fasbion for 

an historical discussion. Where. some i~plications for the broader ob-

jectives of the group become apparent, I . shall try to note them at least 
, ," ,p . 

by 's brief refe~ence. This pr~atory note was intended to indicate, 

also briefly and in bros'd terms, some of the ge~eral concept~ons 

underlying such ' references ~hat may occur explic~tly or implici.tly in 

the paper, and is intended to help the· rea.der note t~eir bearing. 

The Traditional Idea 

The peculiar relationship of Jews to Zion, the home of their an-
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cestors, is familiar "to everyone, but never loses its extraordinary 

fascination. No other fath~rlana, 1n spite of all the mythmaking sen

timentality common to patriots everywhere, has been so intricately·, 

profoundly, and sublimely involved in the whole cultural traditi"on 

of a people. The union in the idea of Zion of ethnic history and 

universal. religious eschatology raises the conc~pt to a higher power 

than any ordinary patriotic sentiment, however ardent. 

Yet if one seeks to delineate the features of this elemental 

Jewish ides, it is hard to pin anything down. Zion and Diaspore, 

Exile and RedeUlption were paired concepts in Jewish tradi.tion, joining 

history and eschatology in one of the world's major and most influen

tial cultural coristructions. But while there was as much history as 

there was religion in the notion of Exile, the idea of Zion Redeemed 

was a pure eschatological utopia. It had very Uttle to do with the 

experience of history. 

What Ex.ile means was sp.ecified for Jews in their ·daily Uves and 

1n the· centuries ~f oppression which they recorded in chronicles, 

litanies, and continually renewed ceremonials of commemoration •. A 

rich imagery exhibited the meaning of Redemption too, but it was the 

product of imagination. not experience. 

If it reflected details of rea.lity at all, it was only as an 

opposed image, not as a direct imprint. Thus, in the millennium Gen~ 

tiles would pra), in the :Iemple in Jerusalem instead of destroying it; 

the Jews would be restored and ingathered in Zion instead of expelled 

~nd dispersed; and t~e lion, of course, would lie down with the· lamb 
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and swords be beaten into plowshares. All this detail and specificity, 

it is ~learJ in no way reflected direct experience with the. homeland; 

and Maimonideswas correct~ in fact, as well as in principle • when 

he concluded that one could not seriously discuss the course and 

charac"ter of t~e Redempt~on in Zion. So, too, Jews may have .continued 

to study over the centuries the procedures of sacrifice in the Temple 

or the laws of agriculture in ls~aelJ but this became increasingly an 
act ~f detached piety, and was far from being an engagement With pree-

tica.'l projects for action. 

Ihis by and la-rge, was the s~tuationJ but I).ot without e.xception. 

The "Messianic ~mplications · of the idea of Zion often broke the bonds 

of mere passive piety and emerg~d in active chiliastic form. The 

Jewish communi~y, the Yishuv, which survived or reapPeared thro~h 

every vicissitude of the Holy Land's violent history, include~ many va-

rieties of reli~ious enthu,siasm. Among sectarians partic:ularly, the 

actual Yishuv was fel t potentially to h~ve Messianic Significance, 

~ 

and visions of ~lltical restoration, soyereigntty, and a reconstituted 

Jewish na~ion in th~ homeland were promoted with more or less serious 

and immediate intent. A kind of religious proto-Zionism can be ' shown 

to have existed sporadically from the destructio"n and dispersion of 

Judea to .the rise of mod~rn, secular, political Zionism. Only then, 

however, did these activist versions of the utopia of Zion become 

permanently imbedded in social, economic, 'and political instt"tutions. 

Until. the creation of Israel .. or, at least, until the first 
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achievements of Zionist resettlement w the Yishuv as it ' existed in 

actuality did not , and could not, arouse Messianic associations 

among Jews. It was clearly perceived as ,8 p~ase of Ex.ile, not of 

Redemption. It was, nevertheless, an actual community in Zion and 

had a necessary impact on the idea of Zion among "Jews. It attached 

a c~ncrete, substantial, existing Eretz Israel to the utopian image 

of ~ion, and h~wever remote the two perceptions were from each other 

in the immediate actuality, 'their necessary association invited 

cross-references from one to the other. which could enrich and cam

p.ie'ate the idea Jews had of each. And, let us note here, whatever 

alters the idea of Zion may also alter the idea of Exile, which is the 

most general idea encompassing, fo~ Jews, their whole history in the 

Diaspora •.. 

The old, pre-Zionist .Yishuv - certainly in conception and very 

largely also in fact - functioned most significantly in the .sphere of 

:r:eligion. Living in Eretz Israel was, of· cou!se, a religio~s command

ment 1n itself; and it is also well-known in. Jewish tradition that the 

soil of Zion sanctifies · as well as makes o~e wise, and in Jerusalem 

prayers mount more directly to the Divine ' throne, and ·the gates of 

Heaven stand. more o,?en than in other places. Given these assumpt·ions, 

.it is natural that an extraordiqary ~roportion .of the Yishuv devoted 

itself to prayer and study; and that Diaspora Jews everywhere bound 

themselves to the sanctity ~£ the. Yishuv by their pious contributions 
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to . the Hs.lukka, the organized collection and dispensation of funds 

for the YishuVls support. 

The general institutional relationship of Diaspora and Yishuv, 

whereby ' the Diaspora organiz~d "to support the YishuV and the Yishuv 

sanctified the ~ile, ~ssumed an even more specific form in the case 

of AShkenazic sectarians. Various Hassidic sects and the Misnagdic 

followers of the Gaon of Vilna - ,not to speak of the settlers from 

the Hungarian and Dutch-German communities, of whom it was true in 

lesser degree ·.- initially settled in the Holy Larid with a · vague 

view to strengthening their sect ~with the aura of Eretz Israel as an 
') 

" advantage in the religious str~g}e within Jewry_ Their fellow sec-
. ' ,' 

tarians in the Diaspora not only were especially active, out of simi-

lar. motives, in supporting ~~"em but kept a close eye on the sectaria~ 

i~rapolitics of the Old Yishuv, as a strategically vital part of their 

' "genera-L· .. intracommunal .holy wars • 

. ~oweyer specialize~ for religious functions, the Yishuv was 
'- --

never~h;iess'-·a ' whole' society, or "subcommunityU, with all the normal 

social, e'conomic, cultural,.' and political concerns. The larger part 

of the Yishuy until' wfH I into ~he ninete~nth ~entury were sephardi 

Jews, native to Palestine or other parts of the Ottoman Empi~e in 

their great majority. Pious donations supported the scholars, widciws, 

and orphans of th.is commUnity, . but most Sephardim were an inte8;ral 

pa~t of Palestine's economy, social and political structure , and 
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cultural landscape. As the Ashkenazic community grew, and more of 

them too were nativewborn. the same was increasingly true of them. 

The population growth of the Ashkenazim. a community which in 

prinCiple was totally supported by the Halukka donations, presented 

the changing Yishuv as a problem both ~o itself and to the Diaspora. 

Not only did the sheer maintenance of the Yishuv become problematic, 

but the character of a community Wliversally entitled to charity was 

increasingly questioned. Younger members of the Yishuv began to 

seek methods of reforming its structure and . reestablishing the communi-

ty ~pon normal secular foundations. 

Ideas and projects of this kind were. strongly encouraged by a new . . 
type of Diaspora support for the Yishuv and by other changing trends 

of the time. The nineteenth century brought with it, among other 

. decisive innovations in "the character o~ Jewish cl,1ltq.re and i.dentity," 

the growing involvement of a Western European type of emancipated Jew 

in the affairs of the Yishuv. Inste~d of traditionalists who took the 

Halukka as the specific-, piety to which ,they devoted . themselves, men in 

Western countries who ,now adopted the Yish~v as their responsibility 

were "enlightened" modernists with leading positions in the whole 

Jewish establishment of their own emancipated communities. Even a 
, . 

pious type like Hoses Monteflore, let alone Adolphe Cremieux or Carl 

Netter, wa~ bound to analyze the Yishuv as a problem to 'be solved by 

secular m~thods of reeducation, relocation, Vocational change - ~nd 

also by political means. Their essential 'approach to the . Yisbuv was 
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the same as to the Jewish problem everywhere: the methods of enlighten-

ment and emancipation which were solving the problem in Western -coun-

tries should be applied to all backward areas where these principles 

had not yet penetrated. 

The rational, secular, liberal approach of such Jew~ who, even .if 

they were persopally pious in the old style like Monteflore, approached 

the Yishuv as a prob~em 0.£ emancipation and reform, was spurred consi-

derably by the growing il1tervention of Western Gentiles in the Bible 

lands, including the affairs of the Jewish .community. Not only pro-

fessien.aI missionaries but consular representatives of the Eu;ropean 
j 

powers were ready to take .the Y~shrv under their wing, and provide 

education, political: protection, and economic assistance, including 

the offer of colonization. More than one philan~hropic .effort of Jews 

in these .spheres, both 'in Palestine and elsewhere - including, for 

' - -- . ".-examp.1.e, .. cet:.tain activities of Mordecai Manllel Noah in :Arnerica - was 

undertaken in order to fore~tall or counteract such missionary efforts. 

- -
In other ·cas.es, Jews bestirred themselves ' in order to cooperate with 

. . . 
p.hi·lo-Semitic endeavors suggested 'or initiated by Christian proto-

Zionists, -.like Colonel- John Gawlet or the fantastic Laurence Oliphant. 

Christian proto-Zionism, which flourished from the 1840's ~n the 

West, particularly in England, introduced a strongly marked political 

element into the diScussion of the Yishuv. Men like Shaftesbury may 

have thought .. in Christian eschatologi~al terms, in many c_ases, but 
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they argued for Jewish resettlement and restoration in terms of the 

diplomacy of the Eastern Question. Their projects aiming at politi-

cal advantages for their own country's imperial interests also contem-

plated the rebirth of Judea as a sovereign naU"on. Thts was a factor 

which complicated the situation both for Jewish proto-Zionists who . 

shared such dreams and for Western Jewish philanthropists who were 

interested in the Yishuv in the spirit of enlightenment and emanclpa-

tion. 

Zion for Mod~ Ken . 
" The emancipation of western Jews. an unanticipated blessl~ in 

the first instance and later a cause they took up with enthUSiasm, in-

velved sharp alterations in the Jewish ideas of the Diaspora as Exile 

and Zion ~s Redemption. The most direct impact was. of course, on the 

notion of Exile, which comp~ehends all Jewish historical experiences 

in t~e di.sperslon. 

As exiles. Jews for the most part did not conSider themselv~s ful-

ly a part of the history or politics of the countries where they lived. 

Every country was a provisional domicile, until in the millennium. they 

would return bome to Zion; and the J~ appropria~e attitude in· Exile 

was one of detachment from bis country's politics, except, or course, 

in defense of tbe Jewish community. All this changed radically when 

Western nations not only affirmed the sovereignty of the people but gave 
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or seemed inclined to give, Jews equal rights among the citizenry. 

The collectIve conversion of Western ,Jews to liberal principles 

which then"foiiowed had a critical iinpact on c~rtaiD traditional at'ti-

tudes. Jews .claimed a place both in the national history and "national 

politics of their countries, now declared to be their homes. Noone 

~as more chauvinistic than the Briton, American, or lTencQman of 

Jewish faith. Considering their old religious habits, one can under-

stand that ~triotism produced Jewish proclamations that the American 

'or French Revolution was the Redemption and Paris ', London or Baltimore 

was ·Zion-on-earth. 

It followed that Jews expected no restoration io the real Zion 

and that, so far 8S .they retained Messianic beliefs. these were con-

strued in a symbolic sense emphatically detached from history. Western 

Jews who held fast to their tradit~ons did not, like the Reform sect, 

eliminate Zion from their prayers, _ ~ut they were no less decided in 

their attachment to their countrie$ as their home, in their patriotism 

and national accu.lturation, .and in explaining away bol:h Exile and Re

demption in a strikin.G.ly nontraditional., way as purely religious CCln

ceptions' with no ~glhable relation to his~orically possible, secular 

realities. 

Notwiths_tandi~g thiS shift in attitude Neo-Orthodox We!;ltern Jews, 

and also more liberal believers who took a lead in the communal estab-

lishment, retain~.d old sentiments ' toward tbe Holy Land and took special 

interest in the YiShuv there. Old, suppressed elements of Jewish myths 
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rose to the surface among rare Western Jews ~ who adopted the logical

ly available option of a nationalist, and not merely. individual eman

cipation of the modern Jews. ~ Moses Hess, with the bold pathos of 

one of the fathers of the Communist Mahifesto, proclaimed the Jews as 

the bearers of the final social revolution and forecast the em,ergence 

of the universal socialist utopia 1n a Zion restored to the· sovereignty 

of the Jewish "nation. He was, of course, exceptional and was considered 

eccentric. But involvement with the affairs of the Yishuv made the at

tachment of more representative. Jewish leaders amount to something more 

than bare sentiment, too. 

This was particularly true of the Western Neo-Orthodox, and above 

all of those whose acceptanc~ of emancipation and acculturation was 

mixed with fears of their effect upon .Jewish traditional loyalties. 

Such Western Jews found their own ways ~ for example, by separation 

from the more liberal, general Jewish community ~ to combine Western 

culture and national patrio~·ism with a · staunchly conservative loyalty 

to Jewish rituals and H~braic learning. But they also looked to the 

East f9r their models of the authentic. untouched tradition and saw 

the Yishuv in Zion particularly as :a basti~n of Judaism unadulterated 

by modernity. The Dutch-German and Hungarian pilgrims who joined the 

Yishuv were more open to general culture than the ultra traditionalist 

Lithuanian Polish Jews but also, on the whole , more hostile to innova

tions and reforms than the younger, rebellious Eastern Europeans in the 

Old Yishuv. 

. '. 
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This conservative view expressed , itself on several occasions 

when the need to find homes for emigrants and refugees from Russia 

and Poland arose in the . latter half of the nineteenth century. 

Ea~tern ' European traditionalists and Western Neo-Orthodox Jews .shared 

the qualms of other religious conservatives about . sending their flocks 

to the obvious "hayen, America. Zion not only was the natural symbolic 

destination for a Jew who had to leave his country in search of a home; 

' Jews who would go there might be expected to remain truer to tradition 

. tMil those .who entrus"ted their future to the American melting pot. 

T?gethe:r with this half-rel~gious, half-sec1;llar consideration, 

• the ' mid~le ye~rs of the nineteent~ century saw th~ rtse of a kind of 
/ . 

religio.us . na.tionalisui among the Nee -Orthodox Jews who concerned them-

selves·. active~y liith the Yishuv and with Jewish immigration to Palestine. 

In conception,. men· like Alc~lay anticipated some of the most detailed 

schemes of secular Zionism, while resting their pr.imary arg~ent on . 
... -•... -

traditional religious gro~ds. But, until the rise of true secular 

- - _ Zio.ni~l!!.!. _:~his d~.d not, prevent Jews of a ~ifferent typ~ like the . 

Alliance Israelite uhiverselle, who we~e committed to the lib~ral 

emancipation ~S: . the ~olution of the Jewish .prob~em, from. coop.~rating 

i .n schemes t9. imp~ove the condi ~ion of the Yishuv · and aid the resettle-

. men~ .of Jews there. 

The Zionist. Upheaval 

The rise of historic ~ionism, both in the first phase in the 1880's 
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and in the Herzlian phase in 1897, as well as in the· successive poli-

"ticaL emergencies in which Jews were involved through Zionism. had a 

twofold effect: it p~ovoked a sharp ideological clash in the Jewish 

community, rendering more difficult the former easy, sentimental inter-

est of liberal Jews in Zion; and it raised the question of Zion to a 

PQsltion of central, critical importance where it could no longer be 

the speciaL interest of peripheral groups or occupy the attention of 

leading Jews peripherally, but necessarily concerned the whole com-

munity and demanded "major efforts by Jewish leaders - whether sympa-

the tic or opposed to Zionism. 

Zionism, like other new Jewish ideoLogies, polarized the communi-

ty initiaLly, but in different ways in Eastern and Western Europe. 

Those aspects of Zionis~ which provoked anti.Zionist opposition in 

Eastern Europe ~de possible c~operation with non-Zionists in Western 

Europe; and those aspects which c~used oppos~d ideologies to sharpen 

their definitions in Western Europe made poss,ible a common Jewish con-

sensus with Eastern European antagonists. 

Zionis~) and other forms of Jewish nationalism arose and took hold 

originally in, Easte~n E;~ope in the 1880' s. The awareness that emanci-

p~tion would not solve the Jewish problem there was hammered home by 

, the equivocal or anti-Jewish position taken by Gentile revolutionaries 

. toward the pogroms of that period. This was a perception not only 

basic tQ Zionism but wideiy shared bycther Eastern ,European Jews as 
. . 

well, and the conclusion that a ,collective ethnic status was needed as 
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well as individual civil emancipation to solve the Jewish problem was 

a consensus view. What provoked opposition in Eastern Europe was the 

Zionist tenet that the required ethnic status must be achieved by a 

national restoration in Zion. Opponents who believed in colonizing some 

other territory decried Zionism as chimerical. Others who believed the 

revolution would bring Jews minority rights or cultural autonom~ called 

Zionism defeatist, a cowardly retreat .from the barricades. But whoever 

opposed Zionism as illiberal ethniCism remained outside the ethnically 

committed Eas'tern European Jewish consensus. 

Prec~sely the opposite situation prevailed in Western Europe. 

I 
The Zionist denial of civil emanc~pation as the solution of the Jewish 

I ' ' 
pro~lem - . that is, their renew~d awareness that Diaspora Jews remained 

subjugated and homeless -in exile so long as their ethnic survival was 

not secure repudiated a central belief upon which there was a con-

sensus among Western European Jews. The rise' of Zionism, challenging 
" " ' ;"- "'-~ - - - --,_ .-, - ------ , -

that consensus and splitting t~e community" ,caused opponents to for-

--.--- mulate--their .. _anti-Zionism in clea,r and shar.p outlines, focusing their 

hostility upon the dangerous doctrine that the Jews were an ethnic en-

tity, and thus . cons t .ituted a nationa.l problem. On the other hand, the 

interest of Zionists in ,bull,ding a modern Yishuv in Palestine trought 

them into an area where the Western Jewish establishment was already 

active. ' Once the poUtic~1 siginificance Zionists saw in this work was 

played down, oWing to Turkish and Arab ,opposition that frustrated such 

,a.ims, Western non-Zionists we~e able to co:operate with Zionist prac-
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tical work in Pales'tine. But whenever events . brought ZionIst ethnic 

ideas and political nationalist objectives "back into focus, many erst-

while nori-Zionists resumed a sharply opposed anti-Zionism, Western style. 

American Jews, had a communal establishment largely institution
-. 

ali zed and long deominated by German and other Western Jews, .and their 

basic situation under American constitutional liberalism was of the 

Western type. But beginning with the immigration of the 1880's the 

populati0n base of American Jewry was supplied increasingly and over-

whelmingly .by Eastern Europe. With the emergency of Wor~d War 1, the 

Eastern European majority successfully challenged" the German Jewish 

domination of the ~ommunity. The sudden prominence of Zionism in the 

military and political plans of both sides, b)J,t particularly the Allies', 

was in part a result as well as a 'contributing; cB:use of this develop~ 

ment • . 

The American Jewish community that ~~rged .from World War I (~ta-

bilized by the severe re~t-ric .tions imp.o,s,ed on further Jewish immigra-

tion in 1922 artd 19.24> was radically reorganized from the nineteenth 

century pattern, and many changes, both obvious and less apparen~, re-

flected the impact .of t .he Zionist issue. The prewar hegemony of the 

~erican Jewish Committee, successfully challenged by the Zionist-

sponsored American Jewish Congress, never regained its unrivalled 

dominan~e, even though the Congress survived only as a shadow of it-

self • . Getman jewish' dominance in massive overseas relieI operations 

conducted by American Jewry continually provoked disputes with Zion-
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ists who wanted resettlement in Palestine, rather than rehabilitation 

1n Crimea,to be the main thrust of the American Jewish effort. The 

German Jews may have had the power of purse and position, but Zionists 

had the political advantag~; for events showed that the growing Yishuv, 

however hampered and lagging in its development, offered better pros-

pects for solving "acute world Jewish problems than did other alternatives • . 

With the rise of .Hitler, this realizat-ion became urgent and overwhelming. 

~he rallying around the Jewish National Home of all American Jews , ini 

tiated with the non-Zionist accession to the Jewish Agency in 1929 and 

growing through the union of Jewish appeals for overseas aid funds, be

came a firm and almost universal commitment in the crises of the se~ 

co.nd World War. 

These were the obvious, external developments which stil~ form the 

grol,1l1dwork of the coordinated establishmen~ of major national Jewish 

ag¢ncies and organ.izations today. 1 t was ba~ked up by a less. obviOUS, 

but pervasive merging of Western and Eastern European personnel, ideas. 

and attitudes in a new ·coInmon~denominator American Jewry. · Here, too, 

the ruUng attitude to Zion, increasingly favorable to Zionism as 

Eastern European elements prevailed, was o~e of the landmarks, or 

social indicators, of a massive, gradual change . 

This c~ge can be traced ~ost clearly in Reform Judaism, which· 

in America developed its most distinctive and influential variant. 

The first stirrings of·· Zionism after the pogroms of the 1880's, faint

~y ,echoed by Emma Lazarus, evoked the rigorous -ideological anti-Zion-

• 
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Ism of the 1885 Pittsburgh platform of American Reform Judaism. "To 

be 8 Zionist was declared incompatible with Judaism as understood in 

the Ref~rm movement~ and attempts to voice Zionist sentiments 1n the 

Hebrew Union College, the denominational rabbinical seminary, were 

unceremoniously put down. 

kut in the course of years the Reform denomination was infiltraw 

I . 
te4 and then flooded by upwardly mobile Jews of Eastern European ori-

gin Jr descent. Zionist Reform rabbis, at first represented by a few 
I . 

. mavericks like Gotthe!l, Heller; Stephen Wise and Judah Magnes, be-

csme-l a growing majority of the seminarians and younger rabbinate. The 

congregations swarmed with younger members recently risen from the 
I' 
I 

immigrant ghettoes or areas of second settlement. for many of whom 

the ideological anti-Zionism of classical Reform was antipathetic. The 

ban on Zion~sm was lifted officially by the Central Conterence of 

American Rabbis in 1935. In 1943 the participation of Reform Judaism 
.- - " , .. ~-.- . 

in the pro-Zionist consensus of the American jewish Conference signalized 

---.the. . sw~p!..ng change ·that ha:d occurred. These developments, indeed, a-

roused sharp oppo~ition in t~e group that formed the American Council 

for Judaism. Inc. .Rather than provoke .<:,pen. secession the Reform Jewish 

bodies refrained from adopting an explicit Zionist position, but the 

dominant sentiment was unmistakable. 

An 'evolution similar to that of Refo~ Judaism was exper~enced by 

the fraternal order Bnai Brith. Originally founded .by German Jews in 

1843, it remained strongly German and concentrated in the Middle West 

far from the mass of Eastern European immigrants through the nineteenth 
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century. Thereafter its ranks were greatly extended by middle class 

Eastern Europeans, and the gr6undswell of Zionist sYmpathie~ rose. In 

the critical years of World War II, this position was strongly developed 

and under Henry Monsky, Bnai Brith took the lead in uniting American 

JeWry around a pro·Zionist position. 

The non· Reform denominations of American Jewry, Orthodox and Con-

servative, represented from the outset both opposition to the anti-

traditional Reform attitudes, including ' their explicit rejection of 

the hope to be resto.red in Zion, and the social preferences of an in

creasingly Eastern European immigrant mass. Al1 the attit,.ldes toward 

Zionism common among pious Eastern' European Jews, whether traditional . , . ~. 

" 
or lI:lodern, sympathet.ic or o'pposed~ were found among them. The Conser-

va.tive movement from its inception had as one of its distinctive marks 

a rather partisan attachment to Zionism, in sharp contrast to its earl.y 

G~rman-Jewish 'philant~ropic sponsors, like Louis Marshall and Jacob Schiff, 
- -=;;. . _ _ . ... .... . - - . 

not merely tq its Reform contemporar~es. For a time before the first 

·-:--__ WQr_~_~ !i.!.:-." the F~deration C?f American Zionists was o£fi.ciaqy led by 

members of this emerging denomination; and men ' like .M.agnes and . 

Friedlander were committed equal~y to a Conservative view and a type 

of cultural Zionism markedly .influenced by Ahad Ha'am. In later years 

the leaders of Conservative Judaism were ' les~ directly identified with 

official. Zionism, but the pro-Zionl~t. complexion of the movement as a 

whole was strongly eVident. 

The Eastern Europeans brought not only their Zionist sympathies .. 

. but their dls~~nct1ve type of ideological anti-Zionism tc; America • 
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The immigrants were largely employed as factory workers in the needle 

trades, cigarmaking and other Jewish metropolitan specialti~s. Radi-

cal socialist and anarchist leaders gained a powerful influence over 

this mass through their work as trade union organizers and through;-~_the 

Yiddish press. · They were, of course, influenced by the anti-ethnicism 

ot' their American ~ilieu, "echoed by Abraham Cahan in h'is well-kriown 

pronounc~ent that we have no Jewish question in ~erica, only the 

problem of keeping such questions from being introduced_ . But as secu

lar radicals they could not be interested in maintaining Judaism as 

a religion; and they were._ subject to the influence o~ tie Sund, which 

affirmed, to 8 degree, the validity of ethnic Jewishness while it , 
attacked the nationalist return to Zion as cbimerical and defeatist. 

f 
; The conversion of Yiddishist r~dicals to a pio~Zionist position 

was gradual, responding to success~ve crises in Jewish history. Dis~ 

illusionment witb the alternative solution projected by Commun,ist 

Russ~a playe~ its part and a decisive factor was the repeatedly demon- . 

strated desperate need of Jewish refugees for a national homeland when 

all other hav!!ns of re.fuge· were denied. the,:o. The Hitler era made im-

possible any other stand than support for the ~ewish national home for 

~y American Jew who cared to remain within · the consensus. And never 

was i~ more difficult morally ·to abandon the Jewish community than 1n 

that time of supreme .trial. 

While pro·Zionism became virtualty a matter of consensus among 

American Jews, the kind. of consensus which resulted nonetheless in-

vOlved a good deal of ideological fudging and compromise.· Such dulling . . . 

II 
I 

! 
i 
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I 
I 
! 
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of acute ideologicai issues is characteristic, one might add, of Zionism. 

itself in all Western count·ri.es, the more so the mor:e Western Zionists 

adjust to local conditions. Herzl may have wanted to project the 

Jewish question as a national problem, to be publicly discussed and 

politically solved by a 'Surgical operat~on, and accordingly tended to 

be sharp in his Ideological formulations. (Kurt Blumenfeld, who was 

even sharper, identified strongly with Eastern Jews). Other Zionists 

in the German area, Uke Max Bodenheimer, were worried about the compa-, 

tibility of Zionism with their German patriotism. L~ American Zionists 

they found a soJution in 8 ·vicarious commitment to Zionist ideology: 

the. return to Zion solved the Jewish problem primarily by removing 

Ea~tern European Jews from countries where emanc.ipation ,was hopeless. 

Western Zionists had a different Jewish problem, essentially a cul-

turd : o~e, for which the creation of the Jewish national homeland would 

produce a palliative, if not a, solution. 

T~e f9rms ~f Diaspore ~ationalism d~"elopec;l.by ~erican Zionists 

like ' ~o"race Kallen or Mordec;ai Kaplan also had blunted ideological 

edges. The notion of c~ltural pluralismso~ded bold when first 

uttered 'but has shown itself innocuous eno~h to become a general 

American, not merely American Jewish consensus phrase. So. too, 

Kaplan's idea of an organic community c,haUenged anti-Zionists -in 

their own b~illwick, for it proposed to reconstruct the organized 

frameworks of Am~rican Jewish communal life. But it is f~r fro~ being 

as politically relevant, Inits . ~thnlcism as even the mildest form "of 

Eastern European cultural autonomism. (Black nationalists, and not 
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, . 
Jews, have picked up this strand of the Eastern European tradi-tion.} 

When American Jews favored the principle of national~ minorities' 

righes they did so on behalf of Eastern European Jews and ~trictly in 

relation to their situation, but emphatically not with re&ence to 

America. This attitude was shared. by American Zionis~s; and if support 

of national minorities t rights became a consensus item for American 

Jewry at the Paris Peace Conference, it was in a form that represented 

an ideological compromise for Zionists no less tha~ anti-Zionists. The 

current style of consensus Zionism is similarly innocuous J as we shall 

see • 

. There have been b.itter ideo19gica1 quarrels between American-

/' 
Zionists and non-Zionists, but wxth far less justification ~n some 

points than in the Europ,ean parallels." 

The Ris.e- of Israel 
". -~ --- . :.--" 

The rise of Israel should in princ'iple have rendered obsolete 

--_. th~L~ajor ,ideol.ogi,.cE!-l disputes which raged aro~d the projec~ to create - . 
a Jewish state before it became a real~ty. But as few things in history 

really become totally or immedia~ely obsolete~ some of these issues 

survive!i in their obsolescen,ce • . 

The charac;teristic arguments of Eastern European anti-Zionism faded 

from the scene not m.erely because it was incongruous to argue that the 

idea of a Jewish state was chimerical or def-eatist once i~ was success-

fully achieved. An even more pertinent factor in the decline of this 

anti-Zionist ~r'iti~ue was the destruction "of Eastern European anti-

' .. 
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Zion-ism together with Eastern European Jewry. .Among the gropings of 

Jewishly-involved New Left radi~als one now ~egins to hear again 

reminiscences of old-line Yiddishist ~ti~Z.ionismj a kind of neo-Bundism 

has arisen which is balanced by the neo-Borochovist Marxist Zionism of 

young; aspiring Zionist-minded radicals. 

Western-style anti·Zionism, denying that Jews should have a 

sovereign state, is no less obsolete in principe than the rejection of 

Zion as the base of Jewish ethnicity. But Western anti-Zionists wer.e , 
not exterminated by Hitler, and while the rise of Israel made some of 

their old formulas cLearly obsolescent they sought new ways to pursue 

the old ideas. 

The slightest adjustmentswarenade by the most extreme opponents 

of Zion. The American Council for Judaism which opposed Israel before 

it was founded caid . no longer openly oppose the existence of a state 

recognized by .the Unit.ed States goyertunent. It concent.rated its 

hostility, th~refore, on ~he alleg~d political identity imposed on 

American ;Jews by Isra.eli ·.raw and by Zlonls~ plotting (lIdupLicity' is 

the word often used) in derogatio.n of their duties and rights as 

Americans. This theme .is :ve.lled in prolixity b~cause underlying it 

is the · all·too·familiar canard about Jewish disloyalty ("dual loyal· 

ties" is the recent code word) which is .too blatantly anti· Semitic 

for a Jewish bOdy even a~ far ~yond the tolerance-limit of the 

Jewish consensus as the American· Council for Judaism. 

But similar preoccu~ations concerned a body as firmly within the · 
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consensus as the American Jewish Committee in the period immediately 

after Is·raells rise. They conducted negotiations with Israel to . 

secure expiicit statements that . the Jewish state neither represented 

nor ~poke for any but its own cit~zens, whatever its legitimate con-

cern with the safety and welfare of the Jewish people ~everywhere . I .t 

was an assurance Ben-Gurlon was glad to give since ·he was equally anxious 

to stress the converse principle.: that only Israeli citizens, and not 

Jews elsewher~whatever their natural concern with the safety, welfare, 

and character of the Jewish state, had a legitimate voice in determin- · 

ing Israelis P9licies, both foreign and domestic. 

The f~ct of the matter is the main effect of Israel's rise was 

not to unite Jews in a common new identity, confusing their polit.ical 

allegi~nce, but to introduce a new division among Jews unsettling 

their old et~noreliglous ide.ntity_. The idea of Zion, and of cour:se . 

the ~dea of Exile, underwent ~erious changes when a sovereign state 

arose to exemplif.y the restoration of Israel_ 

The m,?st . immediate impact, though not the most important, occurred 

among th.ose most i.ntimately involved in tl)e creation of Israel, the 

Diaspora Zionis.ts. With the doors of Israei open to all Jews who 

"would not or could not" live in .Exile, .the solution to his . personal 

Jewish problem was open to any Jew. Ev~ry Jew had the option of 

going to live in. his natio~al homeland; and ZioniSts - at le.sst, so 

felt the Is~ae.lis - were obligated by their beliefs to do so . This 

impUed a rapi~· sifting of Ziopists. by whi~h some, who migrated to 

, , 
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Israel, wOuld realize their ideal and others, who 'chose to remain ', 

behind, were challenged formally to abandon it. 

Diaspora Zionists, especially in America, strongly disputed 

this interpretation of, the nature . and obligations of ZionislD, and 

developed opposed interpretations of their own. But even on their in-

terp~etation, 'a,nd on some issues against their bitter opposition, the 

dis~~nction bet~een the realization of Zionism possible in Israel and 
,:-

~h~ ipractice of Zi~nism in the Diaspora became a clear ·division. The 

cen#rifuge of migration to Israel which separated Jew from Jew operated 

in :~he fierce light of party debate within the Zionist movement. 

" Apart from the question of principle,. how one could be a Zionist 

if he did not go to jOin' the new Jewish state (to which we shall return), 

the ce~trifuge ope~at~d i~edi~tel'l in the division of functions be-

tween .I~r~el and its Diaspora supporters, to the dh.:ew;e detriment 

of the Zionist movement which lost important o~ganizational fUnctions. 
/ .. 

The major and first function lost was that of pOlit,ical activity as 
, " . 

. the .ackn~wledged representative of the Jewish people in seeking the 

. creation of the Jewish state. For some ' time even after Israel was 

foun~ed, its cause continUed ' to be defended in the United Nations 

by the Jewish Agency~ .the body ~ecogn~zed in th~ Palestine Mandate as 

authOrized to represent ~nd speak for Jews throughout the world in 

'regard t ,o the Jewish national home . While 1n principle constituted 

'of non-~ionists as well, and in practice enjoying their virtually 

unive.rsal s!J~port, the Jewish Agency was ;in ·fact the same body of men 

" 
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4& the World Zionist Organization. But the long-continued Zionist 

res~nsibility for conducting the international political drive for 

Jewish national liberation did not survive the erration of Israel for 

very long. The state' took over in full the conduct of its own diplo-

macy and c9nduct of international politics; and while this was natural 

and inevitable, the loss of a main function was nevertheless an 

abrupt shock to many Zionists. 

It soon became clear that like ,every other state, especially 

young and small ones, Israel could not dispense with the support of 

fr~ends outsid~; it needed reliable political friends, both official 

and unofficial, Gentile- ap.d Jewish', non-Zionist and Zionist. The , 
Zion-1st org~mizatiori was no longer in a position, as before, to act 

with central respons·il:i,lity and freedom of decision. io this sphere ; but 
/" 

it was n~vertheless the most reliable and ~east inhibi.ted friend Israel 

· ,·.h8.4 .• _!.l\e; . .loss of status involved in relinquishing official, central 

responsibility. for the destiny of the natio.nal home not only dimmed the 

m~;e·m"e~ntl$ . glamo"r ·~·nd reduced its appeal to outsiders, but introduced 

a mo9d of oppression and, for a t~e,bi~terness among the veterans . 

But 8 se~se of duty, constantl~ revived by Israel's crises, sustained 

the morale of old Zbnasts and, in the most recent crisis, b~ought into 

playa new ~tream of vigorous .young recruits. Their main impuls.e to 

Zionist activity ar.ises from the critical situation fl.OW facing Israel; 

and this same ·cause h~s also aroused many non-Zionist organizations to 

the need for action in Israel's defense - . especi~lly since, as we 

.. J ,. 
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shall see, attacks on Israel and Zionlsm are a curr~mt code for 

the concealment of anti-Semit~c activity_ 

In another field, the fin~~Cial support of the Jewish national 

home, Zionist responsibilities had been fully shared since the 

I thiTties by American non-Zionists. This bad been a foundation on 

whi~h was built the . ~tructure of general American Jewish consensus 

support of the creation of Israel which ripened :In the war-years into 

4nited backing for the POlitical conditions essential to Israei's 

ris"e. The subsequent enormous problems of i~igrant absorption, 

development and defense that faced the Jewish state brought about 
j 

.". Q!J4ntum-leaps in . Jewi.sh contdbuti:ons, 
I 

not onl.y to this but to aU 

as~ociated Jewish causes. (The rate of Jewish contributions not 

only to Israel · but to a,ll causes financ,ed b~ t~e COpuilunity 10ca-1 

hospital,s, .wel~are agencies etc. - attained a level viewed witl:l awe 

" " ~P'c!, a~,;rajj,on .. by Gentile fund raisers.) In this effort, which now 

included a Bond-selling campaign organized by the State of Israel 

---direct'fY"rather than. by th~ Jewish Agency as originally projected, 

t~e .distinc~ion between Zionist.s and non-Zionists has all but .vanished. 

This dist1tict~on - persisted, however, in · regard to the employ

ment in Israel's interest of funds 'contributed by American Je~s. The 

, ', ' . Je~ish Agency,which contin~ed to control the great bulk of such funds, 

so.ught a ,legal restatement of its special relat~onship i:q the up-

' building of I~ra~l as the representat~ve of the Jewish people ,the world 

over. This w~~ especially impo~tant in, vi.ew of the interest shown by 
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other Jewish agencies, and encourag~d by Israel, in undertaking 

independent prcijects of their own in the Jewi~h state. The Jewish 

Agency was not recognized by Israel as the authorized representative 

of the Jewish people, but its past achievements and present paramount 

role in Jewish vOluntary assistance in immigrant abso~ption and welfare 

in Israel were acknowledged by statute and a formal convention;- while 

it was enabled to coordinate, in cooperation with the government, efforts 

in this broad and vital field. 

This continued the leading role of Zionists as the .administrator 

of major funds " raised in cooperation with the whole Di~spora Jewish 

c.omm{mity, Zionist and non·Zionist. In America especially. owing to 

legal .considerations as wel~ as the intimate mutual involvement of 

the partners, ~eading non-Zionist ~"big givers" and fundraisers 

were enabled. to share most significantly in the budgeting and control 

of the.seexpenditures. ~ecently ·this has matured i .Qto the reconstitu

tion of the Jewish Agency on the earlier basis of full Zionist and 

non-Zionist partnership which was sustained during the (thirties. In 

the new circumstances this ~ll surely bring about a~ increasingly 

inti~te relationship between the . developing domestic . concerns of 

Israel and a major part ~f the ~erican .Jewish establishment, encom

p~ssing no~ m.erely the fundraisers but the executives and lay leadership 

of the ent~re Itphilanthropic" communit.Y: the Council of Jewish Welfare 

Funds and Federations, the community coUncilS, the profession~l organi

zati.ons ·of Jewish social workers, and so· on. 
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Far from being asserted in oppcsition to Zionists (apart from 

minor, ~nsient frictions such as always arise in organizational 

readjustments), the increased, more direct non-Zionist responsibility 

for Israelis welfare has been negotiated no less upon Zionist initiative 

than in response to non-Zionist proposals. At the same ti. ;;:,~ the Zionists have 

been opening up and broadening, while also tightening, their own struc-

ture by creating a new American Zionist Federation as their roof-organi

zation. While the reconstituted Jewish Agency formalizes the greater 

responsitilitles shared by non-Zionists in projects within Israel, the 

new Federation opens up easier access to those responsibilities, espe-

cially in the Diaspora, which are still considered exclusively Zionist. 

The general acceptability of the new relationship with Zion for 

all American Jews is highlighted when one conSiders how little oppo

sition there is in the Jewish establishment to what is still regarded 

as the special province of Diaspora Zionists. Two major doctrines re

mained availa.hle-.. ~to distinguish Zionist from non-Zionist ideologies for 

Diaspora Jews unable to acknowledge an obligation to live in Israel. 

The first, the unity of fre Jewish people, r_ejected the implication, 

sometimes attached to the definition of Jews as a religion, that Jews 

were tied ethnically only to their fellow-citizens not to their coreli

g1on1sts in other countries. The second, the centrality of Israe~, 

opposed the idea thae Jewish values were defined with equal validity 

by life in Diaspora countries as by the restored Jewish national cul

ture 1n Israel. While both views could provoke ide~logical opposition 
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when formulated 1n the Diaspora, the opponents did not really question 

the basic mood that motivated these Zionist pqsitions, nor the conclu

sions drawn from them. 

What lay behind the ~ionist doctrine of the unity of the Jewish 

people was the powerful, all-pervading sense of ·the interdependence 

of all Jews everywhere. What had happened once to J~ws in one country 

could. happen to all others elsewhere at another time. A threat to 

Jews anywhere evoking the memory of the Holocaust , must necessarily 

be taken as a threat to Jews everywhere. These perceptions, articulated 

by Zionists in the doctrine of the unity of the Jewish people, wer~ 

sh~red "equally by anti-Zionists .who consider~d themselves members of 

a religion not a people. Notwithstanding this distinction, f~w of 

those who held this view formally questioned the need for Jews · to be 

aler.t, like. an embattled people not a persecuted church, for ready· 

defense, rescue, and >reconstruction in united efforts ac~oss any 

boundaries that ·~ightseparate Jews. Those few who rejected such 

s.olidarity, particularly in the case of threats to Israel, were treated 

like renegades. by. other Jews, Zionist and non-Zionist alike. 

The Zionist doctrine of ~he ~entrality ·of Israel evoked specific 

challenges from 1deo~.ogists who defended the autonomy or even superio~ 

qualifications of the major Diaspora Jewish communities in creating 

-lewish values. But this too was a £aitly academic dispute. Nobody 

could deny that in Israel the basic resources of Jewish culture, es

pecially .the He.brew language and Literature and the ag~-9Id Jew1·sh 

-
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tra~ition, were assured of survival, while this was far from true in 

the Diaspora. Diaspore Zionists did not usually draw the ldgical 

cone lusl.on , from this, that the D~aspora must trai'n itself by a maximum 

effort to the same mastery of these basic so~rces of culture as the 

Yishuv in -Israel. Only if this were done could the Diaspora really 

share in Israeli culture. AntiaZionist ideologists, asserting the 

auta"nomous cu~tural validity , of Diaspora Judaism, ' did not, on" the 

other hand, reject such borrowings from Israeli folkways as American 

Jewry was capable of absorbing. These, to be sure, were of the 

thipnest and most superficial quality, conSisting for the most pa~t of 

a few loan-words and dance arid dress styles and othe~ elements of 

ci.'cor •. Most Americ~n Jews were poorly equipped to a~simi1ate any 

form. of Israeli cultu.re · mpre serious and' significant than this owing 

to their illi.teracy itt the Hebrew language. 

The Religious Issue 

The. rapidly devel9ping institutional involveme~t with Israel 

touched a major part, but still a part.~o·f the Jewish establishment and 

of individual American Jews. Other issues affected major American 

Je~sh o~ganizations, ~otably the synagogues, not directly active. in 

Israal, ·or they had critical implications for the Jewish ~dentity of 

eve~y individual Jew. 

The major institutional problem that the rise of Israel posed for 

tbeAmeric;an . synagogue stemmed from the sta.tus gr.,nted to Orthodox 

, 
J 
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Judaism by Israeli law. Under the Mandate the Jewish community, 

consisting of all those over eighteen years of age who voLuntarily 

registered, was subject in matters of personal status, primarily 

marriage and divorce, to rabbinic law and jurisdiction. The voluntary 

character and other limitations of this status, in comparison "with 

the :,universal jurisdiction of the Sharia courts over all Muslims 
I 

1n ~alestlne, not only seemed discriminatory but led to legal dif-

ficulties and complications. ,The Israeli legislator then granted 

.Jews equality with MusLims in their own rBtional home by making 

rabbinical" jurisdiction . universal for all Jewish Israelis, ~ but 

it thereby gave Orthodox Judaism a monopolistic position which 
" , 

.d1 .~crimlnated against the other jewish denominations, Conservative 

an'd Reform. 

This pad ma~ifold effects, some immediate, others more indirect 

and fa.r-reach1ng. The monopoly of Orthodox rabbis, even in the 
,. -........ . ,,--

limited area of marriage and divorce, caused multiple difficult~es 

·--'for_ thos.e not recognized as Jews, or as validly married or divore·ed, 
, '- ---

or subject to 9ther strictures 'as to their personal status in the 

eyes o~ . ~~e Orthodox r~bbinate in Israel; ~nd attempts to extend this 

monopoly into all other legislation referring to Jews, often by quite 

different, secular definitio~, were a fertile source of political , 
s,quabbles among Israelis.. These domestic issues impinged upon 

Reform and Conservative Jews, mainly American and partly comprising 

other Westerners ', who became residents of Israel. Their number was 

i I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
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sufficient to produce a few controversial cases, . but not to form a 
-;-I,<LI- "-« .... \<1 

loc~l political force soH· count seriously in Israeli· politics. 

Apart from the inconvenience and outrage caused by ·such particular 

cases, the non-recognition of the Conservative and Reform denominations 

raised cardinal issues concerning the validity of ce~tain historic in-

stitutions thought to .be well-established in the Jewish consensus and 

cast doubt on their future. Ever since Jewish communities began to bow 

to:; the jurisdictio.n of civil courts in matters of personal status, a 

process that began. in the absolutist monarchies and .progressed swiftly 

and far in the course of emancipat~on, the traditional control of 

Je~sh marr~age and divorce became . symbolic rather than effective. In 

the ·n·i~eteenth and twentieth centuries, the dubiousness of personal 

status was increased when the uniformity of Jewish religious organiza-

tion was . broken ~ by the rise of denominations, R~forin and Orthodox, as 

well as Conservativej a process particularly characteristic of America, 

where it was most fully developed. These developments, however repu~-

DaIlt to traditionalisLJ~ws, were not seriously opposed; or to. put it 

differently, in the abse~ce of a clear· and ~irm rejection they were 

tacitiy accepted. Now, with the legal authority granted to Orthodox 

rabbis in Israel, th~ · valid existence of Jewish denominations acknow-

ledged by Jewish history and the Jewish consensus is implicitly, and 

sometimes quite explicitly, denied. 

If logic were carried to its ultimate conclusions, . Orthodox pres. 

sure might well be applied to carry out as. a matter of principle what 
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bas so far been proposed only as threat by which further concessions 

to Orthodoxy have been extracted from the Israel i government: the 

lists of existing Jews, especially those classed as Reform or Con-

servative or without synagogue affiliation, might be checked in order 

' to eliminate persons unqualified for Jewish mar~iage under Orthodox 

criteri~ 2 tne" Jewish communit¥'1 

While no serious ·attempt at such a sifting has been made in 

reg,rd to American Jews (though some Indian Jew~ [the Bene Israel], 

Karaites, Falashas and others have been less fortunate), repeated 

Orthodox threats have raised the issue openly (and been rewarded with 

concessions on inner-Israeli domestic matters); and in recent legisla-

tlon , ariSing {r"om " litigation on the question "Who Is a Je~,11 specific, 

rather involved, and probably not conclusive decisions have been 

reached. The Orthodox definition. of Jewishness, which unde~ines the 

recognition of Jews by purely ethnic identification as well as Reform 

or Conserv:.ative affiliation, was extended from the · rabbinic juri.selic-

tion to matters controlled by the Ministry of the Interior; nevertheless, 

and notwithstanding the .inconsistency, the privileges of admission and 

citiz.enship granted to Jewish · immigrants are also $ranted to their 

"n.on~Jewishll kin and dependents - a safeguard for Polish, Russian and 

other Eastern European immigrants; and immigrants Who become J~wish by 

conversion abroad "I (that is,_ by non-9rthodox as well as Orthodox rabbis) 

are recognized as Jews ~ a concession to American .Reform and Conserva- . 

tive Jews. 
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These legal issues only 'make more salient a quandary in which 

the Reform and Conservative denominations of Judaism~ particularly in 

America, are cast by the ,mere rise ,of Israel. Whether or. not one 

accepts the Zionist views of the unity of the Jewish people and the 

centrality of Israel, the rise of the Jewish state ~reates a " s~andard 

i . 
aga-lnst which all values which claim to be Jewish -must necessarily be 

• 
te~!ted. A reUgious denomination, however liberal its recognition of 

oth~r denominations, is in any case an implicit ~laim to embody univer-

sal truths; and 8 version of J udaism which considered itself no more 

th~n an expression of the religious truth of American Jewry could 

'hardly convi,nce anyone, and especially ~tself, ' that it was re~igious

lr valid. Any version of Judaism inherently claims the belief of" all 

who are Jews. And following the rise of Israel it is an inescapable 

,challenge to any Jewish denom~nat10n not only to be recognized but to 

be represented there. , If history serves as a tribunal Q~ truth - a 

view which nQ Jew can truly deny, any more than he can fully and 

Uncritically accept it - then anything claiming to be a vaUd version 

of Judaism faces the ~yoidable test of l~s acceptance in Israel • 

. No~ parti~ular grievances but f~dameQ.tal historic considerations 

campa.! Conservative and Reform Jews to fight this issue; with tact 

and .flexibility, to be sure, but to the end. 

Post-reUdous Issues 

The deepest, ~ost .widely disturbing, and least -open~y discussed 
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aspect of the rise of Israel is the fundamental challenge it poses to 

the whole sacred myth, shared in opposed versions by Jews and Christians 

alike, which defined the place of the Jews in world history. The Jews 

were to remain in Exile, it was universally accepted, until the 

Messianic era - or, in the Christian version, the Second Advent - and 

then alone to be restored to Zion. During the long millennia of Exile 

they were to live dispersed, driven from place to place, in "subjugation 

to the [Gentile] powers,1I and only when all the world was redeemed 

would they be restored to sovereign freedom in their own homeland. 

This conception, underlying the whole range of specific attitudes of 

Gentiles to Jews and of Jews to themselves, 1s sometimes reflected in 

special institutional positions such as those which have made the 

Vatican an inveterate opponent of Zioni.sm far beyond what considera

tions of Realpolitik would require. The rise of Israel posed especial

ly severe problems to the Vatican. But this is a relatively minor 

exp~ession of the massive earth-tremor produced in basic attitudes 

toward Jews by the Zionist upheaval . The major expressions occur at 

deep levels of a consensus so broadly shared that no particular · insti

tution (other than certain missions to the lews, perhaps) need be pecu

liarly related to it because so many are. 

It is worth noting that secularism, among Jews and Christians 

alike, had already, at least in princi~le, abandoned the main institu

tional expressions of the idea of Jewish Exile. After emancipation the 

notion of Jewish "subjugation to the powers" lost its most concrete 

, 
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applications and became a rhetorical phrase, even more clearly so 

than the more eschatological notions of Exile and Redemption. If 

"Jews continued lIsubjugated't it was no longer so clear that the lIpowers" 

who. had lifted their legal disabilities were doing it • 

. But the fac:;:t remained that Jews and Judaism continued to be 

'.'toleratedll rather than fully liberated, after their emancipation as 

before it. They remained a dispersed minority and their deviant , 
beliefs; challenging the consensus of eve~y country where they dwelt, 

were not' the groundwork of the consensus in "any country of their own . , 
'l'h!ough pr~achers of a new, liberal, Reform Jud:aism might iml?lidtly 

d~ny the. notion 'of ,Exile, preferring to call dispersion a Mission, 

afl~ ~'ight look to no restoration in a Zion Redeemed, they too recog-

nized that the Jews in their time represented a people chosen for 

di'ssent and t .hey too awaited a millennium in which Judaism would no 

longer need to be tolerated because the world, converted to Jewish 

·values, ~ould be redeemed. 

Even ~be11ev~rs who had gone beyond religion, both Christian and 

.Je~sh, 8ckn~wledged in the form of their iconoclasm, reje~ting the 
. . 

sacred myth of their fathers, the traditional categories for des-

er1~ing the relation of Jews and Judaism to Judaism and Christianity. 

The out~tan4ing example, ~f course, was the theological iconoclast 

and Biblical er.l .tic Bruno Bauer . Looking forward to a redeemed 

.society, h~ppl1y freed from all positive religions, he nevertheless 

argue~ again~t the emancipation of Jews on the grQunds that, 1n the 
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existing stage of the historical dialectic, Germany was and ought to 

be a Chr.isUan state. The argument assumed that Christianity was a 

higher stageJn the history of human belief than Judaism. Accordingly. 

in order to become humanists eventually, Jews like all other men must 

fir6t be converted to Christianity, and, failing conversion, should 

be denied equality. 

Few agnostics cared to be as explicit 8S this but the basic as sump-

tion and conclusions are general, and generally in effect, 1n the whole 

secularized society that claims to be post-Christian as well as post-

Jewish. The Jewish enlightenment and emanCipation theorists not only 

held that a liberal, humanist Gentile society made religion irrelevant 

in all relations between Jews and Christians beyond the church. This 

was from the outset an utopian illUSion, as everyone could s~e with 

ease, and in order to believe in it one required a subsidiary b.elief: 

that the growth of Reason in modern civilization was producing a 

common post~Christian and post-Jewish religion. But in adjusting 

to this futurist ·world faith which, a secular Messiah, would bring 

~ . Redemption, it was tacitly accepted that Jews as the minority would 

discard outright their superstiti~ns and outworn peculiar habits 

while those of the Christians would survive as symbolisms, ·emptied 

of their supernaturalist meanings, common to .all in the post~Chris-

tian era. 

In this spirit believing as well as unbelieving Jews accepted 

Christmas trees. Easter eggs, Christian given and surnames, Sunday 

l 
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rest and much else. Heine accepted conversion in a spirit of cyni-

cism not only to gain entry by whatever means necessary to Gentile 

society, but perhaps because he regarded this particular means as 

innocuous, being reduced to sheer symbolism. Other liberal and en

lightened Jews would not go so far, but did something which, because 

it evaded consciousness, was in some ways worse. They accepted the 

whole anti-Jewish animus which pervades Christian culture and sur-

vives in by no means innocuous symbolisms of post~Cbristianity. 

Our recent experiences during World War II totally undermined two 

premises upon which attitudes such as these rested: Jews can no longer 

rely 1n implicit confidence on Gentiles to absorb as well as tolerate 

them, or even in critical times to tolerate them. They now know, on 

the other hand. that in such times Jews and Jews alone will rally to 

help them as they themselves will respond with a surging impulse of 

Jewish solidarity. 

The passive, accommodating spirit in which Jews stood open to the 

Gentile world, accepting it unquestioningly and relying on its reason 

and goo~ness 1n the hope of a secularist utopia, now seems to us not 

merely foolish; it seems shameful. To react with anyching less than 

frank and boLd activism to anti-Jewish threats is the great sin which 

our generation has learned to read in the records of the Holocaust. 

Even when pursuing the humanist utopia our post-Hitler generation has 

bitterly Learned to be bold; and we demand that Christianity publicly 
(, ;I', 

renounce doctrines of the Jewish guilt of deicide, of ~ rejection of ~ 
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Jews, and radically revise its liturgy and ceremonies in order to 

cut out the roots of anti-Semitism. Traditional Jews, knowing that' 

-they were i~ Ex~le precisely in their inhibition against converting 

Gentiles (by which means their EKile could conceivably be ended) and 

not being ~ble to conceiv"a how one could remain a Christian or Muslim 

"it' JUdaism were not stigmatized and decri~d. made no: such demands 

and do not fight for them today. 

The outstanding examp~e of Jewish activism for our Ume is israel. 

Many ~pecial features of Zionism. even before Israel was created, have 

be~ome common property to our generation. The old bush. hush approach 
) 

to anti-Semites together. with the/ open expressions of Jewish self-h~tred. 
! . 

which were continually' assaile4 by· Zionists in their poremics against 

assimilationism, are now viewed with contempt and aversion by post-

Hltle~ . J~ws generally~ Israel stands for all of us as a ~ymbol of 

~ determinatiotLnot t9 be ·dishonored and not to be trapped in a posture .. ~. ,.~ . . __ ... .... . - . 

o~ pasSivity in the face of ultimate threats inherent in the Jewish 

For .this is another consensus it~ in the consciousness of present-

clay Jewry,. whether we .. speak of it or not. Whatever their predecesso~s 

may have imagined. liberal, secularist! posteJewish Jews today know 

that· their belief.s and s~yle of l.ife grant them no exempt.ion from the 

eommon~ fate of Jews, and they are always aware of its ultimate potene 

tialities. To be tolerated, as we still are - all of us e , means 

also not to be fully trustedj and there ~re occas ions enough in which 

... 
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the general trustfulness and credibility of one part of society 

toward another is destroyed, exposing the Jew, the most generally 

available, salient scapegoat· figure of Christian and Muslim societies, 

to the extremes of intolerance, whose horrible possibilities we all 

know. In the face of these possibilities Jews today ~ill react, 

normatively, not with self-denial but with self-respect; and while 

we American Jews all live in 8 wary assu~ce that a victorious 

upsurge of political anti-Semitism is · not likely here, we are all 

aware that it is possible anywhere .- and we know how we have to act 

In the face of it. 

Whatever the confidence inspired by American conditions ~ and 

it has been shaken recently - , we also know, whether we like to face 

it or not, that anti-Semitism, and in particular political anti-Semi

tism, has never been dead. It has been discredited and rendered un

respectable, so that decent bigoted WASP's cannot avow it in its old 

forms; and therefore it has found disguises. The most prominent and 

widely used of these is to cloak anti-Semitism in the guise of anti

Zionism, and attack Israel, not the Jews. This is, of course, a 

tactic which Elmer Berger, more than anyone· else, has sold to 

assorted Jew-haters, but they did not really need hLm to invent it. 

Despite the thin avowals of a distinction, the people involved, 

the symbols and arguments employed, and the whole agitational, libel

lous, venomous operating procedure, leave noone in doubt that Arabs, 

Russians and all their assorted friends, from Black Panthers and New 

. ! 
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Leftists to the Argentine Tacuara or the American Nazi Party, mean 

".Jews when they say the Zionist-imperialist-(or Communist):cosmopolitan 

world conspiracy. A cosmopolitan CIA agent drawn 1n the e~ct fmage 

of Streicher's .Jew-caricatures evokes, and is intended to evoke, the 

same wel .lspri~gs of cEmonolo~ica1 anti-Semitism which 'Produced autos-da-. 

ferand mass~cres of the innocent through generati9ns of Jew-haters; and 

~t~eicher, let Us remember was no more a Christian than is Brezhnev or 

Gomulka or Gamal Abdul Nasser. Even the men employed in this vile 
I . 

o~ration iIl: Cairo are, "in. many case"s, the same who used to operate 

out of BerUn. 

These facts are at the backs of ~ll our minds, and they move us 

.al1, generation gap qr no generation gap. They make Israe'l, the prime 

target of political anti-Semitism to~, a cause that calls o~ the 

powerful impulse of .Jewish identification shared by all. 

An aw~.r~~ess Uke this .is, to be sure, irksome, however powerful. 

We are forced to hold in constant readiness responses which, in or-

dina.ry Circumstances', are palpably neurotic because our circLUilstances 

cou~~ well be such as to make them realistic. Israel today is the 

major example that constantly re~inds us just how realistic; even 

~re tha? ~~e ' plight of .Soviet or Communist bloc Jewry or the remaining 

. .Jews in Arab countries and other unsettled areas. It does not allow 

us to escape the haunting conciousness of our Jewish situation which, 

we like to feel, our home in America may be reducing to a minor peril 

far putweighed .bY a major opportunity; and this calculation can be made 

.. ., .. 
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both by those who see America as a permanent (capitalistict revolu~ 

tien and those who look forward to the death and transfiguration of 

Amerika in a New Left revolution. 

But no Jew in our time can honestly suppress the gut awareness 

that he rem4~s a Jew; that Jew means to be tolerated - and to.be an 

object of anti-Semitism; that anti-Semitism politicized and detached 

from tolerance can mean genocide; and that in the face of this he must 

be active and self-respecting as a Jew. Israel today not only reminds 

us of this constantly. It stands as the exemplary demonstration of 

bow a Jew should face the world. Awareness of this is fundamental in 
I 

the consciousness of American Je~ in our time. 
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AMERICAN JEWRY. 1970: A DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

Sidney Goldstein, ph.D. 
Brown University 

" Introduction 

• 
Basic to any evaluation of the current status and future prospects of the 

Jewish community in the United States is an analysis of the demographic structure 

of the Jewish population, including its size, distribution, and composition", 

and factors affecting its future growth and characteristics. In stressing the 

importance of a demographic framework for assessing the current and future 

status of the American-Jewish community, it must be rec:ognized that "the demo-

graphic structure of the American-Jewish community, like that of the United 

States population as a whole, has been undergoing steady change under the impact 

of industrialization and urbanization. Any evaluation of the American-Jewis~ 

community must therefore attempt to assess those changes which are a function of 

the total American scene and those which may be unique to the Jewi~h comm~nity 

itself. At the s~~ time, the changing demographic structure must also be viewed 

as a factor which continuously requires still further adjustment in the behavior 

patterns "of the individual members of the Jewish community and the community as 

a" whole. In these terms, the socio-demographic structure is both a "product and 

a cause of change in ~ewish life in " th~ United States. 

From Bibical times, Jews have been concerned t9 know how numerous they were; 

even iri the wilderness of Siani, God commanded Moses, "Take ye the sum of all the 

congregation of the children of Israel, by their families"~ py their fathers 1 

houses, according to the number of names." (Numbers 1:2.) The United States, 

too, has from the very beginning of its history as an independent country counted 

its population~ At "first, the U. S. census served as a "basis for representation 

in C~ngress ; "ihcreasingiy it has become a source of information on ~ wide range 

of social and economic topics reflecting current research and policy-relat~d " 
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concerns. The 1970 census, for example, collected data on such widely different 

s~bjects as education, income, occupation, migration, disability, fertility, 

housing, and numb~r of radio and television sets. Yet·, notable because of its 

omission from the U. S. census is any question on religion. 

In the most recent definitive wnrk on the world I ~ Jewish population, 

Professor U. O. Schmelz of the Hewbrew University points out that lithe task of 

drawing even a rough outline of the present demographic situation of world Jewry 
. l ' 

"is greatly complicated by vast lacunae in our knowledge. It This is especially 

true in the United States. Because of the high premium placed on separation of 

church and state in the United States, a question on religion has not appeared 

in any decennial U. S. census, nor, with the exception of the marriage records of 

2 
two states, does it appear in any vital registration records. In, the general 

absence of. official and comprehensive information on religio~, social scientists 

concerned with research in which religious differentials are a key focus have had 

to rely largely on specialized sample surveys to obtain their data. But in most 

instances, because these surveys focus on the total population, the sample ~el-

dam includes more than several hundred Jews and often considerably less, thereby 

making comprehensive analyses of the Jewish subgroup difficult, if not impossible. 

In order to obtain needed informatio~, Jewish groups have therefore had to col-

lect their own data on the size, distribut~on, composition, .and vital processes 

of the Jewish population. 

Since 1955, more than twenty Jewish communities have undertaken 'such surveys. 

Yet. because most of the communities have been of moderate size, legitimate ques-

tions have been raised about their typic~lity vis-a~vis the Jewish population of 

the United States as a whole, and, in particular, about their representativeness 

of Jewish communities in such l,arge metropolitan centers as New York. Chicago, 

and Philadelphia. Both to satisfy the need for national data and to insure 

\ 
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coverage of large communities, the National Jewish Population Survey (NJPS) is 

current~y in the process of providing the first comprehen~ive picture of the 

Jewish demographic si,tuation in the United States. Until the results of this 

study are complete, however, insights into the demography of American Jews must 

rely heavily on the inf~rmation provided by the individual community ~urveys 

~nd the limited number of national surveys focussing on demographic characteris-

tics by rehgion. 

In order to understand the dynamics of change characterizing the Jews in 

the United States, a brief outl~ne of the demographi~ and socia-historical 
3 

setting is essential . Two interrelated factors set into motion the social forces 

which have determined the pattern of Jewish life in the United States, ' First, 

from the end of the nineteenth century to the mid-1960's, the size of the Jewish 

population i~creased rapidly, In 1880, American Jews numbered less than a quar

ter of a million and represented less than one-half of one percent bf the total 

population; in 1970, the Jewis.h population in the United States · is estimated at 

apout six million or three percent of the total. The American Jewish popula-

tion, therefore, experienced a twenty-five-fold increase in ninety years, cOmpared 

to a four.-fold increase for the total United St~tes population. during the same 

· period~ Such phen~enal growth converted the Jewish population in America from 

~n insignificant minority, too small to establish anything more complex than 

localized Jewish .communal life, to a substantial and vibrant national American 

. subsociety. At the beginning of the 1970' 5 the Ame:rican Jewi.sh community con-

stitutes the largest concentration of Jews in the world, more 'than two and one-half 

times the number of Jews in Israel. and accounts for nearly half of world J~wr~. 

Yet, although Jews are considered to comprise one of the. three major .religious 

groups in the United States, they constitute only 3 percent of the total popula-

tion, and, ~~ fact, are undergoing a continuous decline ' in proportion as the 
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total population grows at a faster rate than do the Jews. 

The second major factor transforming the American Jewish community lies in 

the source 'of its population growth. The tremendous increase in the number of 

Jews living in the United States was not the resu.1t of natural growth - the excess 

of births over deaths - nor was the growth evenly spread over the nine decades. 

Rather, the increase was primarily the consequence of the heavy immigration 

of E"a-stern European Jews between 1870 and 1924. Before the 1870' s, the .American 

Jewish community was composed largely of first and second generation German Jews 

who had immigrated between 1820 and 1870 . Of the remaining number, some were 

of Sephardic origin, descendants ' of the original Spanish-Portuguese settlers of 

the colonial period; others were from Central Europe, desce~dants of a pre

nineteenth century migration. By the 1920's, German and Sephardic Jews no longer 

constit:ut.ed the domin~nt Jewish subcommunity in America, but were submerged in 

the overwhelming numbers of East European immigrants, 2.5 million of whom arrived 

between 1870 and 1924. The immigration quota laws of the 1920' s ended this mass 

movement of Jews from Eastern Europe to the United Stat:es; and since then the 

growth of . the American-jewish population has been remarkably slow. As a result, 

the condi,tions that define the character of the American Jewish community at the 

beginning of the 1970's evolved out of the Jewish immigration at the turn of 

the century. But increasingly J the character of the American Jewish community 

is the result of internal cha.nges among native born American Jews. It is the 

growing dominance of this segment of the population which has set the stage for 

the significant social and cultural changes w~thin the Jewish population which 

will take place in the closing decades of the twentieth century. The transition 

from a foreign-born, ethnic immigrant subsociety to an Americanized second and 

third gene~ation co~unity has and will increas ingly have major consequences for 
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the structure of the Jewish community and for the .lives of American Jews. 

Before turning to the patterns of change themselves, a few comments are 

in order about the data to be used, their sources and their limitations. 

As indicated, no single authoritative source of information ~n the dembg-

raphy of American Jews is available. Under the circumstances, a var.iety of 

sources must be used, each varying in the comprehensiveness, representative-

ness, aod quality of its basic data. In terms of national coverage, . probably 

the best single source of. infon:Dation is the set- of data collected by tl)e Bureau 

4 
of the Census ·in its March, 1957 Current Population Survey. Unlike the decennial 

census, this survey, ~hich encompassed approximately 35,000 ~ouseholds, was vol-

un~ary~ The purpose of including a ' question on religion was twofold; 1) to 

ascertain the public reaction to such a question, and 2) to ev~luate the quality 

of the answers obtained to the specific wording o~ the question. But even before 

the first results of the survey were made 'available to the public in February, 

.·1958, the director of the census announced that the 1960 census of population 

5 
would not include any inquiry on religion. The reason 'cited was that a consid-

erable num~er of persons would be reluctant to answer such a question in the 

census where a reply is mandatory. This decision was reached despite the fact 

that the 1957 voluntary CUrrent Po?ulation Survey indicated that only one pe~cent 

of all persons fourteen years old and over had made no report on religion, there-

by suggesting that the American people were quite willing to reply to such a 

question, at least on a voluntary basis. After giving some initial consideration 

to the possible inclusion of ~ question on religion in the 1970 census; the di-

rector on November 16, 1966 announced that a decision had been taken not to add 

this question on the grounds tlthat a substantial number of persons again expressed-

an extrem_ely strong belief that asking such a questio'Q.. in the "decennial . popula-

tion census, in which .replies -are mandatory, ~ould infri~ge i,lpon the ' tradition~l 

i 
I 

I 
I , 
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separation of chur"ch and state." In the absence of any question on religion in 

either the 1960 or 1970 census, the ~-ata from the 1957 Current . Population Survey 

still provide one of the best bases for de terming the religious c~position of 

. the American population and the social and economic characteristics of in~ivid-

uais in the various religious groups. 

Until recently, the only source of statistics from the 1957 survey was the 

Current ' Population. Report of February 2, 1958, "Religion reported by the civilian 

population of the United States: March, 1957. " When the 1958 report was re

leased, it was generally assumed that others would follow. " Because of various 

pressures on the Bureau of the Census, however ., · this did not happ~n. As a result ., 

a wealth of data on the social and economic characteristics of Protest~nts, Cath-

olics, and "jews have not been available from this national survey. In 1967, 

however, the Freedom of Information Act was passed by Congress and in accordance 

with the ~rovisions of this ·Act, the Bureau of the Census · made unpu~lished tabu-

lations avai.lable upon request . fr~ the 1957 su~vey" • . Thus, t:en years later, a 

considerable amount of information from the sample survey of Marc~ 1957 covering 

the demography of" religious groups in th.e United States became available. I 

7 
was O:le of the persons to analyze these data. Altho'~gh already outdated by thir-

teen years, ·they nevertheless provide important base data against which future 

changes . in composition. can be measured. As i~portant, in the absence of other 

.national statistics they provide one of the few comprehensive sets of infor-

mation on the characteristics by religion of the American populati.on. 

Other natfonwide statistics on religious composition are available from 

var.ious surveys undertaken by public opinion polls. and other organizations. Use 

6f such data have b~en made by Donald Bogue in The Population of the United States, 

8 
and by Bernard Lazerwitz. From 1906 to 1936 limited data were available from. 
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the Census of Religious , Bodies, which was taken periodically by the, U. S. Bu'reau 

of the Census by means -of a questionnaire mailed to the pastors and clerics of 

the parishes or congregations. It only enumerated the membership of the various 

religious groups and did not provide any information on their social and economic 

characteristics. 

Finally, ' insights into the characteristics of Jews and the differences be-

tween 'the Jewish population and those of the total population are available from 

a number of community population surveys, usually sponsored by the local Jewish 
9 

federation group. These studies differ considerably in quality, depending, 

in particular, on the manner in which the sample population was selected, but 

also on the quality of the interviewers and the analysis. Some of ~hese suryeys 

relied exclusively on the lists of families: available to the local federation 

group~ The representativeness of these lists vary conSiderably and often are 

strongly biased in favor of individuals and families who identify themselves as 

Jewish. In other camrnu~ities, concerted efforts have been made to insure list 

coverage of both the affiliated and non-affiliated families. The success with 

which this can be done obviously varies both with the size of the c.o;J][Duni.ty and 

with the ease with which the non-affiliated units can be identified. · In those · 

limited instances where these efforts are successful, the master lists provide 

a good basis for selecting a representative sample of the entire population. In 

those communities where serious doubts exist about the comprehensiveness of the 

coverage, any use of master lists for sampling purposes must be · supplemented by 

efforts to ident·ify those segments of the population not included in the file. 

Most frequently t ·his is done thro".Jgh area samples in which all households in 

the area, both Jewi"sh and non-Jewish, are surveyed to screen. out t ·he Jewish house-

holds for further interviewing. Such screening is essential since any conclusions 
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concerning the nature of Jewish identification, membership in Jewish organiza-

tions; intermarriage, etc •. wou.id be seriously_ biased if those individuals and 

families who are most assimilated and therefore least likely to. be included in 

a mas,ter list are ami .tted from the survey. Yet c'?ntmunity surveys frequently 

fail in this respect ., and for this reason in particular their findings must be 

iQ,terpreted with great care; the pat.terns noted may apply only to the affiliated 

: segme'nts of the population. 

An additional problem relates , to the extent to which any particular com-

munity or group of communities adequately represents the Jewish population of 

the United States as a whole' or even the population of · a particular region. 

M~st su~veys to date have been conducted in moderate sized communities with 

Jewish populations of i5,000 or less - Boston~ Los Angeles, ' Washington, Detroit, 

and San' Francisco are exceptions to t~is. Conspicuously absent from any such 

~i~t are New York City which accounts for approximately 40 percent of the Ameri-

can' Jewish.·population, Philadelphia with approximately 330,000 'Jews, and Chicago 

with a~ estimated 270;000 Jews. Until data become available from these large 

communities, the extent to which the findings of the smaller communities are 

typical of the total American Jewish population must ,remain questionable. 

Yet, the statistics from the indiVidual community surveys display ~mpressively 

similar patterns with respect to the characteristics of the Jewish populations 
10 

they analyze. While there are some variation~ these can generally be accounted 

for by the nature of the community itself, that is, whether it is an older c~-

munity or a newer suburban area, whether it is in the East or ' in the West. 

Taking these variations into account such 'a re"iatively high degree of homoge-

' oeity suggests that the demographic profile of American Je.wry as a whole does 

00::' deviate signi.ficantly from that depicted by already existing sources, in-

complete as they ate, ' 
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The folloNing discussion of what is known about the. socio-dem,?graphic 

structure of the American Jewish community and the implications of this struc-

ture for the future will rely heavily on the sources of data just reviewed. tn 

particular, the data from o~e of the surveys for which I was personaly respon~ 

sible - Providence, Rhode Island - will be cited frequently, because. as part of 

the analysis plan for this survey, special emphasis was placed· on using cross-

sectional data to gain insights into the nature of past and future changes in 

the demographic structure. No claim is made that .this is 'a typical American . . 

Jewis~ cOImIlunity. Nonetheless, to the extent that comparisons between ·the 

patterns noted in this community ' and those' observed elsewhere correspond 

Closely, there is also no reason to believe that' it .. is particu~ar1y atypical 

of what may' be true of the A.-neric.all scene in general. 

Populati"on Growth 

From ~ small conmunity of only several thousand persons at the time of the 

Alqeri.can Revolution, the Jewish population of ·the United 'States has incre'ased 
1 

to about six miilion persons in 1970; ' But this g'rowth has' been very uneven. In 

the mid':'nineteenth century, the Jewish population still numbered' ouly fifty thou':" 

' san4 persons; and by 1880, the year preceding initia~ion of the major immigration 

from Eastern Europe, Jews were estimated to number only 230,000 persons. Out 

of a total Un"ited States populB.tion of 50,000,000 perso:J.s, Jews represented less 

than ~ne-half of one ·percent. Within ten years, ho*ever, the Jewish population 

alm·;)st doubled, and by 1900 it numbered just over 1,000,000 persons. Thus, in a . 

twenty-year period, when the total ' United States population increased only by 

50 percent, the· Jewish population increased four-fold. As a resuit, at the turn 

of the century Jews constituted 1.4 percent of the American population. Rapid 

. growth c~ntinued t .hrough the first years of the twentieth. century, i~terrupted' 
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only by World war I. By the mid-1920 i s, when quota laws restricted further 

large-scale immigration from both southern and eastern Europe, Jews i~the 

United States numbered 4.250,000 persons. and had come to constitute 3.7 p.ercent 

of the total population. 

Except ·for a slight increase in iDlillfgration after the rise of Hitler, when 

our imnigration laws were relaxed to permit the entrance of· refugees, immigration 

"during the last forty years has not been a major factor in the growth of the 

American Jewlsh coIilmunity. Rather, Jewish populatio:l inct:ease, like .that in the 

American population as a whole~ now depends largely on an excess of births over 

deaths. To the extent that the Jewish birth rate is below that of the general 

pO;JUlatio~, the rate of increase of Jews has been below that of the total Ameri~ 

can population. For example, w~ereas the United States population has increased 

by almost two~thirds between 1930 and 1970, the Jewish population has grown by 

o~ly 40 percent. According to the latest es~imate prepared by the American 

'Jewish Yearbook; the Je~¥ish population nu"mbered 5,869,000- in 1968, constituting 
2 

2 .. 94 percent of the total American population. If the rate of growth character-

izing the 1950'-s and 1960's has persisted~ the Jewish population will have reached 
• 

6,000,000 persons by 1970.. Because of the differential rates of growth of the 

Jewish and the total populations, the proportio'''' which Jews constitute of. the 

total, after peaking at about 3.7 percent in the 19~O's has declined to below 

3 percent. It is likely to contin~e to decline as long as the birth rate of the 

.Jewish population remains below that of the rest of the po~ul<itio:l.. 

This decline in relative numbers may not be particularly significant since 

Jews have never co~stituted a numerically large segment of the population. If 

anything, it is noteworthy that, despite their small numbers, they are generally 

afforded the social position of the third major religious gro'Jp in the country. 

" .-. -
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There seems little reason to expect that this · situatio~ will change even though 

the percentage which Jews constitute of the total population declines further. 

!rom the demographic point of view, more important factors influencing the po-

sition of the Jewish community in the total American community may be changes 

in the extent of geographical concentration of Jews in certain parts of the nation 

as well as their disproportional representation in selected socio~economic strata 

of the populafion. But before turning to these consideratioas, some attention 

must be giv.en to the operation of the vital processes in the growth of the Jew-

ish population since this is a key to understanding the total pattern of Jewish 

growth in the future. 

Mortality 

As pa-rt of h.is classic studies of the social and religious history of the 

Jews, . Salo Baron observed that as early as the mid-seventeenth century, · it was 

already noticeable that the "great destructive forces, contagiol.:ls diseases and 

wars, seem to have claimed fewer victims among the Jews than among their Gentile 
1 

neighbors. tr The explanation for such differenti~ls .favoriQg greater longevity 

among· Jews has varied, including the effect of religious life on health condi-

tions thro~gh prescriptions requiring continual washing, restricted food . selec-

tiO:l, and a weekly day of rest. Some, including . Bar~:m, have also sugges·ted that 

the relatively loager experience which Jews have had living in a "civilized en-

vironment" and in an urban setting may have affected them genetically, to the 

extent that they are more immune to certain contagious diseases. Still others 

have suggested that the Jews l higher than average soci9-econo~ic statu~ permits 

them to · obtain more and better medical attention and to live . in a better en-

vironment. 

Whether the health and mortal~ty differentials not~d by Baron for the mid

seventeenth. century Jewish population living in Europe a1s.0 characterize the 
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the American Jewish cO!lU!lunity has been the subject of only limited research. 

Again, the limitations of available data restrict the opportunities for explor-

ing the question. Religion is not recorded 'on death certificates in the United 

States and only by resorting to information available through fu~eral director~ 

and through cemetary' records has some insight into the mortality patterns of 

Amer~can Jews have been gained. At varying times, such studies ll.sing different 

approaches have been conducted for New York City, St. Louis, Providence, Detroit, 
2 

and Milwaukee. 

Although the specific findings differ somewhat, the data permit the general 

conclusion that differences exist between the age-specific death rates~ life 

expectancy, and survival patterns of Jews and of the total white po?ulatio~) 

generally mor.e so for males than for females. Jewish age-specific rates are 

below those of the ~hite population at younger ages and are higher at older ages. 

The differences for males tend to be sharper than for females at all ages. The 

lower death rates of Jews at younger ages may result from ~ c~ination of the 

conditions· already outlined. It has also led to some speculation that pro-

portionately more Jews with physically impaired lives may survive until later 

years~ w~eri the effects of chronic dis~ase may take· higher tolls, ther.eby raising · 

the Jewish age-specific death rates of older Jewish persons above those of the 

general population. The data for Prov.idence, for example, by cause of death lend 

support to such a contention~ for Jews 65 and over, ~he death rates from all major 

chronic diseases are above those of the total white population. 

Comparison of life tables· constructed for both Jews ~nd total whites sug-

gests that average life expectancy at birth favors Jewish males but ·shows little 

difference for females. The advanta~e of Jewishmal~s declines, however, with 

advancing age and actually becomes less than that of all whites · beyond· age 65. 
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For females, the life expectancy of Jews remains bela-" that" of total whites 

througho·.It the life cycle ani the differential tends to become increasingly 

higher from middle age onward. Because the proportion of individuals surviving 

to a particular age reflects the effects of mortality only up to that age, the 

lower Jewish mortality in childhood, as well as in the early and middle adult 

stages of the life cycle, accounts for higher proportions of Jews surviving into 

middle .age and, in the case of males, even into the lower range of old age. 

Since the ·studies on which these conclusions are based cover a range of twenty-

five years, it appears that identification as a Jew continues to affect the life 

chances of indiViduals. But it nrust be stressed that the differences are not 

great enough to account for the overall differences in the rate of riatural in~ ' 

crease of t~e Jewish popalation c~pared to the total population. To a much 

greater extent that differential is .attributable to variations between Jews and 

hon~Jews in level~ of fertility. 

Fer"tility 

Whatever the source of information, fertility research in the United States 

has consistently concluded that Jews have 10".Jer fertility than members of other 

religio'.1s gro:lps. As early as the la~e nineteenth century, a study of over 

10,000 Jewish families in the United States -revealed that the Jewish birth rate 

1 
was - lower than the non-Jewish birth rate. In the Rhode Island census of 1905, 

the only state census that obtained informatio,n on religion ' and re~ated this to 

family size, the average . fa."nily size of native-.born Jewish women ' was 2.-3 compared 

to an average · of 3.2 for native-born Catholics, and 2.S for native-born Protes

tants? Similarly, the birth rates of Jews in the 1930's were shown to he lower 

than those of economically comparable Protestant groups, and Jews were fO'Jnd to 

have a higher proportion using contraceptives, pla.nning their. pregnanc;ies and 
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3 
relying on , more efficient methods to .'lchieve that goal. The Indianapolis fer-

tility study conducted iri 1941 included Jews .only in the screening phase of the 

investigation which was designed to focus exclusively on Protestant couples but 

"even here, the . fertility rates, standard ized for age, were about 18 percent 

higher for Catholics than for Protestants and about 25 percent lower for J~ws 

4 
than for Protestants. 

Beginhin~ in the 1950' s a series of important surveys were undertaken to 

investigate the fertility behavior of the American population. Among these "",ere 

the Growth of American Families Studies (GAP), the Princeton Fertility Studies, 
5 

and investigations based on the Detroit Area Studies. In . each of these; Jews 

constituted only a small proportion of the total sample, thereby precluding de-

tailed investigatio,:\ of Jewish fertility. Yet the data yielded on Jews by these 

studies were clear cut in pointing to lower Jewish fertility. The results of 

the GAF Study indicate, for example, that in 1955 the average family size of 

Catholic a~d Protestant co~ples was 2 . 1 compared to an average of only 1.7 for 
6 

Jewish couplea . Mo"reover, ~ews expected significantly fewer children (2.4) 

than either Protestants (2.9) or Catholics (3.~). Overall, the ' GAF study found 

that Jews had the smallest families, . married later, expected and desired to 

have the smallest families, had the most favorable attitudes toward the use of 

contraceptio~, were more likely to have used contraception. were most successful 

in planning "the number and spaci~g or" ali their children,. and were most likely 
. 7 

to use the most effective ~ethods of birth control. The 1960 GAF Study recorded 

similar patterns. At"though differences may have narrowed since then, the results 

of the 1965 G.<\F survey. when published, will undoubtedly point to the. same pat-

tern. 

Although focussing 0':\ a somew.hat different population, and using a follow-up 
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approach to their original sample rather than an independent cross-section 

of the population in successive rounds of interviews, the Princeton Fertility 

Studies of 1960 and 1967 reached the same conclusions as those reported by GAF. 

Jews, when compared to Protestant and Catholics, desired fewer children and 

more successfully planned their pregnancies; fewer had a third child or an 

unplanned pregnancy. Over 90 percent of the Jewish coaples used the most 

effective contraceptive methods com?ared to only 66 percent of the Protes

S 
tants and 35 percent of the Catholics. These patterns persisted even when 

metropolitan residence, social class, and other significant variables were 

controlled. 

In its 1957 sample populatio~ survey, the United States Bureau of the 

Census collected information o~ number of children ever born. With this in-

fo~tion it is possible to calculate fertility rates expressed as the number 

of children ever born per 1,000 women, within specific age groups. Here, too, 

the results confirmed the lower fertility of Jews. The cumulative fertility 

rate of Jewish women 45 years of age and over was 2.2, compared to 3.1 for 

Catholic women and 2.8 for Protestant women. Lower fertility also character-

ized Jewish women at younger ages. Moreover, controlling for area of resi~ 

dence, the fertility rate for Jewish women in urban areas was 14 percent below 

that of urban women of all religions combined. Finally, the evidence avail-

able from over a dozen Jewish community studies point to similar lower Jewish 

fertility. In Providence, for example, there were 450 Jewish children under 

five years of age for every 1,000 women aged 20 to 44. This was significantly 

lower than th~ fertility ratio of the total population in the metropolitan 

area (620) 0= the " ~al white urban American population (635). A similar dif-

ferential charactexized Springfield • • 
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The low Je{·lish fertility is significant for Jewish populati.o:l growth be ... 

. cause the average riumber of children born is so close to the minimum number 

needed for replacement. Replacement level is generally cited as 2.1, taking 

into account that a small proportion of adults will never marry and that a 

small percentage of those who do will nqt produce any children. The impor

tance of fertility is accentuated as the rate of intermarriage increases,con

tributing to possible losses in the populatio~ both through conversion of the 

Jewish partner away from Judaism and through the socialization of children 

of mixed marriages either in non-Jewish religions or in an e'ntirely nonre

ligious environment. 

Within the Jewish group itself, research, par-ticularly -0;'1 the Providence 

community. has shown considerable variatio:ls in birth levels among groups 

differing.in religiolls identificatio;'1s - that is, Orthodox, Conservative, 

R~f6nn - social ciass, and g~ne~ation . status. In particular, the Providence 

dai::a e:nphasized the importance of gene"ration changes in the ~elation of social 

class to fertility. The data clearly indicate the trend "toward cony-ergence 

and greater homogeneity in the fertility patterns of socio-econ~ic groupings 

within the Jewish population, with distance fr~ the first generatio~. This 

ccmtract{on of socio-economic differentials may be regarded as the result of 

t ,he widespread rationality with which the majority of conteIQ.porary Jews plan 

their families, the absence of rapid upward, mobility characteristic of earlier . 

generations, and the· greater homogeneity of contemporary Jewish social structure. 

The third generatio·:!. of .A!nerican Jews are largely concentrated in the 

college-educated group and in high white-c'ollar occupatio;:1s • . The lack of 

wide social class distinctions for this generation may account for the absence 

of striking fert ,qHy differences within this segm.ent of the Je~ish popuiatioOl. 
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It may thus be fortun3te from the point of view of Jewish population growth 

that such a large proportion of the younger gener~tio~ are concentrated in 

the higher education and higher socio-econo~ic groups. Reflecting .a reversal 

in the older pattern of high .fertility among the lo~er socio-econODic segm~nts 

0: the population, the ferti lity data from the Springfield survey show that 

it is the higher educated among the younger groups ~ithin the Jewish popula-
9 

tion who have the highest fert~lity levels. Had the lo~er fertil~ty which 

characterized the more educated segment s of the Jewish population of earlier 

generations persisted and become dominant in the younger generatio~sJ the 

problem of demographic survival facing the Jewish community today would be 

. accentuated. For the immediate future, a ll available evidence continues to 

point to inadequate birth levels amo~g Jews, insuring little more than token 

groNth. This being so, the total Jewish population is not likely to increase 

10 
rapidly beyond the six million level at which it naN stands. 

Population Distribution 

In ·consitlering the future of the American Jewish population, attent{6n 

mU3t be given to its geographica l dlstribution amon'g the various regiOCls. of 

, the United States as well as within the large met~opolitan· areas ' in which so 

many of the country ' s Jews live. That New York City and the Northeastern Re-

gion contain the gr~ater part of the Jewish population ~f the United .States 

is well known. Yet this concentration has not always ·be~n as great as in re-

cent decades, nor it is likely to remain so. 

The 1900 American Jewish Yearbook eatiID.3.tes indicate that, at that time, 

57 percent of American Jewry lived in the Northeast in contrast to only 28 
1 

perce~t of the total A~erican populatio~j and virtually all of these Jews 

were in New York, Pennsylvania, and ' New Jersey, with New York alone accoanting 
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fo~ about 40 percent of the total nation • . The North Central Region 3.cco:mt·e:i 

for the next largest number of Jews - about o~e-fourth - with most concentrated 

in Illinois, Ohio, Indiana. Wisco:lsin, and Mj.chigan. "Iri contrast, one-third 

of the total United States population lived in this region in 1900. Compared 

to t .he general population. Jews were also underrepresented in the. SO".lth, where 

14 percent were located, most in Maryland. Florida at that time had only 

3,000 Jews, By contrast to the South, the proportion of Jews in the West 

in 1900 was identical to that of the general 'population, . just over 5 percent. 

The decades falloNing 1900 saw a continuation of the ID3SS immigration 

fro~ Eastern Europe, resulting in a four-fold increase of the Jewish popula-

tion between 1900 and "1930. Reflecting the tendency of the immigrants to con-

cen.trate in the large cities of the Northeast, and especially New York, con-

siderab1e change occurred in the regional distribution of the American Jewish 

p·o?u1ation. The Americal!:.---I~!.sh Yearbook estimates for 1927 place over two-

thirds of the J~wish population in the Northeastern Regio~with 60 .percent 
, 2 

in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania; New york State alone accounted ·for 

45 percent of the Jews in the United States. This conSiderable increase of 

Jews i .n the Northeast frOll 57 percent in 1900 to 68 percent in 1927) contrasts 

with the stability chara.cterizing the American population as ·a whole; in both 

the 1900 3nd 1930 censuses, 28 percent of all Americans lived in the North~ast. 

The percentage of Jews living in each of the other regions declined. In 1927 

only one in five lived in the North Central Region, only 8 percent in the 

South, and just under 5 percent in ·the West. As a result, the overall dif-

ferential between ~he distributi.on patterns of the jewish and the total popu-

1ation inc~eased. The sharpest changes were in the South and West. The 

:So'.Jth's share · of the total Jewish po?ulatio:l :lec"1ined from 14 to 7 per:cent 
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while i t continued to account for about 30 percent of the total population. 

rhe West increased its share of the tota l population from 5 to 10 percent i n 

th"ese 30 years, but the Jewish populaUon located there declined from 5.5 to 

4.6 of the national total. 

For the United States population as a whole the period between 1930 and 

the present has been characterized by a continuou s westward shift. ' The pr.o

port~on of Americans living in the Western Region had increased to 17 percent 

by 1'968; 'and both the . Northeast and the North Central Regions accounted for 

' smaller proportions of the total American population than " they did in 1930 • . 

The Southls share increased a little, but this was entirely attributable to 

the greater concentration of persons in the South Atlantic States, parti~u

larly Florida. 

With the cutoff in large scale immigration changes, in the distribution 

of the 'Jewish population of the United States in the period between 1930 and 

1,968 t o a very great extent beca.1D.e a function of population movement among 

Jews within the country. The thirty years were marked by a considerable 

alteration in the ,distribution of the Jewish population, and, in fact, Jew-

ish redistribution represented to a somewhat accentuated degree ,the general 

redistribution that was taking place in the population as, a whole. For example, 

between 1930 and 19'68 the proportion of all American Jews living in the We s t

ern Region increased from under 5 percent to 13 percent. Similarly, the 

prop~rtion of Jews living in the 'South increased from under 8 percent of the 

total to 10 percent. By contrast, the proportion living in the North Central 

Region declined from one out of five in 1927 to only 12 percent in 1968. ,And 

by 1968 the Nor theastern Region, including both New England and the_ Middle 

Atlantic States, although still containing two-third's of all American Jews, 

had proportionately, fewer Jews of the total American JewiSh popul<iti~n than 
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they did in 1930. 

This decline in the proportion living in the Northeast may be indicative 

of devel.op~ents which will become more accentuated in the future 1) as Jews 

increa'singly · enter occupations whose very nature 'requires mobility because 

of the limited opportunities available in particular areas, and 2) as family 

ties become less important to the individual cOmpared to what they were for 

the first and second generation. In short, the available data, as ' weak as 

- they may be, suggest the beginning of a trend on the part of American Jewry 

which will result in their wider distribution throughout the United States. 

While not identical with that of the general population, Jewish population 

distribution will probably tend to approach that distrib~tion in the comiIlg 

decades. 

Assuming such a pattern develops~ not only will the Jewish population . in 

the .future ~e an increasingly smaller proportion of the total American popu

lation, but ·it will also be increasingly less concentrated ih the Northeastern 

part . of the United States. In an ecol.ogical sense,. therefore, .the pcipulation 

will become more truly an American population, with all that this implies 

with respect to. oppo·rtunities for greater assimilation and lesser vi.sibility 

in a nume~ical sense. Although this may be a trend of the future, it must 

be emphasized that for decades, the Northeast, and New york in particular, 

will remain a very large. and obviously dynamic center of American Jewry. At 

the same time, it will probably come to contain an increasingly older segment 

of American Jewry because the younger persons will be those who leave this 

.section of the United States at higher rates to become part of the mainstream 

. of American life through the p:r:ocess of geographic mobility " 
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Urban-Rural Residence 

Closely. related to the concentration of Jews in the Northeast is their 

distribution between urban and rural places of residence. Jews in the United 

States are unique in their exceptionally high concentration in urban places, 

and particularly {n° very large urhan places. The best source of information 

for this, the 1957 Bureau of the Census survey, found that 96 percent of the 

Jewish population i4 years old and over lived in urban places, compared to 

only 64 percent of the total American population. Moreover, ' S7 percent of 

all Jews in - the United States 14 years old and over lived in the large urban

ized areas o~ 250,000 populatio"," or more in contrast to only one out of every 

"Table 5 three persons in the general population. The high concen~ratio~ of Jews in 

New York City is, of course, a major factor in this differential. 

The census data also show that under 4 percent of American Jewry live 

in ,rurill pL~ces; and almost all of these are in non:-farm residences. The 

reasons for this heavy concentration in large urban places are well known 

and require n9 discussion here. It is n~teworthy, ho;.rever, that although 

Jews constituted only three percent of the t'otal American population, they 

comprised almost 8 percent of the total urban population. In all other ·types 

of residence in the United States, Jews accounted for 1 percent or less of 

the· total population. The mid-twentieth century American Jewish community, 

therefo7e, is characterized by a population highly concentrated in major 

metropolitan areas. A key focus, then, must be on what is happening to 

the popul~tion within and between such areas. In this respect, the experi

ence of Jews in the United States may foreshadow that of the total population, 

for one ~f the major demographic and ecological de.velopmen~s in the United 

States" over the last several decades has been the increasing concentration of . 
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the American population in metropolitan areas. As t~is trend continues, the ' 

proportion of Jews in the total urban population of the United States will 

decline as more of the res"t of the. A'nerican population comes . to live in such 

areas. 

Suburbanization 

A considerable sociological literature exists on the Jewish ghetto in 

the" United St~tes;lyet, from a demographic pOint of view, "there are few re-

liable ,statistics by which to document either the character of the ghettos 

into which the immigrant populations moved or to measure the speed with which 

such ~hettos broke down. For few cities have there been demographic' studie~ 

of the Jewish population of either adequate historical depth ot with suf-

ficient cOmparability ove~ time to permit such documentation. Furthermore, 

in very few cities has more than one population survey of the Jewish c~-

munity been undertaken, so that opportunities to measure trends with respect 

t Oo change.s in residential pattern are quite limited. y~t, given the very ' 

high concentration of Je~s in urban areas and the fact that they tended to 

live in a very segregated fasnion, any analysis of the distrib~tion of the 

Jewish population· must take note of this situation and attempt to suggest 

the future pattern of develo?ment. 

The Jewish pattern .of settlement in large cities by no means remains stable. 

The radical shifts in distribution are clearly evident, for example, from 

estimates of the Jewish population within New York City in 1930 and 1957 
2 

and a projection for 1975. Although the New York data .are only crude est i-

mates, they do point to the pattern of develo?ment in the single . largest 

.Ame·rican Jewish community and therefore have particular significance. 
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By 1930 the large area of Jewish population density on the loWer Eas"t 

Side had aiready passed its peak: only 16 percent of New Yor~ City's Jews 

lived . in all of Manhattan. By contrast, one-third were living in the Bronx 

and almost one-half in Brooklyn; less than 5 percent of the total Jewish 

population of New York City lived in Queens. Within one generation a sharp 

redistribution occurred • . In 1957 only one in four Jewish persons in the city 

lived in the Bronx, whereas Queens had come to account for one in five. Man-

hat tan continued as the residence of 16 percent of New York Cityl s Jews," but 

.the proportion living in Brooklyn had decreased. While the projections for 

1975 must be taken as very tentative, they point to a continuation of the 

trends already observed for the 1930-57 period: relatively fewer Jews liv

ing in the Bronx and Brooklyn and more in Queens. 

What these data do not show is the considerable development of Jewish 

c~unities in the suburban sectors of the New York metropolitan area. Again, . 

the data for the larg~r area are restricted, both in the area cove~ed and· in 

the method of estimates, but they do in a crude way pOint to the nature of 

developments. According to the statistics, the total Jewish population in. 

the New York area, including both the city and adjoining Nassau, ·Suffolk, and 

Westches.ter. Counties, numbered 2,580,000 persons in 1957, of whom 81.9 ·per-
3 

cent lived i .n the city itsel~. While the popul:ation of the city is estimated ·· 
. . . 

to remain relatively stable between 1957 and 1975 at 2.1 million · persons, the 

total area is e~pected · to grow from 2.58 million to 2.72 million. As a result, 

the proportion of Jews living in the suburbs will increase from ·IB.1 percent 

in 1957 to 21.5 percent in 1975. It must be recognized that this does not 

include · the New Jersey or Connecticut segments of New York1s suburbs; inclusion 

of these would undoubtedly show much sharper changes. 
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Even more dramatic changes can be noted for the distributi9n of the 

Jewish population of Chicago. In 1931, 47.& perce~t of the Jews in Chicago 

were concentrated on the West Side. According to 1958 estimates, Drily 5.5 

percent remained in that area of the city, a decline. from an estimated 131,000 

per"sons in 1931 to only 12,000 in 1958 . By contrast the North Side of Chic.ago 

had increased its Jewish population from 56,000 persons in 1931 to 127,000 

in 1958, going from 20 percent to 57.7 percent of the total in the 27 years. 

In 1958 moreover, 62,000 of the Chicago area's 282,000 J~ws were estimated 

to ~e' living in the suburbs. A somewhat similar picture emerges from a com

parison of the resi~~ntial patterns in Detroit in 1949 and 1959. In 1949 

the largest single area of residence was Dexter, accounting for almost hal,f 

of the total Detroit area Jewish population; the second largest was the 

Nor,th West, accountit:lg for one-fourth. In 1949 the subQrban Oak Park and 

Huntington Woods sections co~tained no Jews. By 1959 the old center of Dex

ter was virtually abandoned as an area of Jewish settlement; only 10 percent 

of !ill of Detroit's ,Jews continued to live there. Replacing it as a leading 

center of residence was the North West, with 50 percent of the total; the 

suburbs by 1959 contained 18 percent of the Detroit area l oS total Jewish popu

lation. In fact, by 1959 the research had identified a ' new reSidential area, 

labeled the New Suburbs; extending beyond the older suburban areas; 3 per

cent of the Jew:ish population' ci.lready lived there and future groWth was 

' expected in that directiOn. OVerall. the Det'roit area data point to a pat

tern revealed ' as qui'te common in many of the metropolitan areas corita~ning 

Jewish ~ommunities. The geographic extent of the total area in which Jews 

l~ve has become much greater. The dispersio~ of Jews within the , larger ' area 

has ~~creased conSiderably. yet, distinct are~s of Jewish concentration remain 
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identifiable; even as the older areas disappear, newer concentrations are 

emerging. The strain this places on. Jewish insti tutio!1s represents a major 

adjustment problem which many Jewish communities must face as they undergo 

significant population redistr ·~bution. 

Compared to New York, Chicago, and De~roit, the Jewish community of 

Greater Providence is small, number.ing only about 20',000 persons . Yet, be

cause I have researched this coamunity in depth, I should like to use i't to 

illustrate what I ·believe to be a pattern co:mnon throughout the United State~. 

In 1970, the 19,500 Jews living in the Providence metropolitan area con

s .tituted approximately 4 percent of the areals total population. The dis

tributioll o,f Jews wa~ not uniform, howevei:, reflecting rather the historical 

tendency of Jews to concentrate in cities and in selected areas within the 

cities. ' Just under ~o-thirds of t~e households in 1970 were living in the 

central cities of the metropolitan area. Moreover, within the urban center 

itself, over half ' of the Jewish population lived in the newe.r settlement area, 

' an area of comparatively high socio-econo~ic status. By comparison, on~y ~3 

percent of Greater Providence's total population live in the same area. The 

heavy concentration of Jews is reflected further in the fact that in four 

census tracts in the heart of this area Jews constituted from one-third to 

one.,.half of the total population. Of 'the ' remaining 102 census tracts encom

pas.sed by the study, Jews acco .. m~ed for as much as 10 percent of the total 

population in only six and were beloM 2 percent in 83 tracts. 

The considerable change that has taken place ~n the distribution of the 

po?ulation can be seen in the comparative statistics from a 1951 study. Al

though t~e size of the population has 'changed minimally during the nineteen 

years, very sharp alterations have occurred in its distribution within the 



metropolitan area. In 1951~ 88 percent of the Jewish population lived in 

the central cities in contrast to the 64 percent in 1970. Changes for ~he 

.older urba:n area' are even more striking; the number of Jewish fam.ilies living . 

. in the old sections of the city declined by two-thirds . Within the total 

urban area, only the newer section experienced any growth after 1951, and 

even this area is beginning to experience decline as Jews increasingly move 

to the suburb·s. The Providence data demonstrate clearly the experience of 

many other cities. The old ghetto disappeared almost c.omplete·lyexcept for 

so:ne vestiges of vario"';ls Jewish instftutions; the newer urban area, cOutain-

ing about half of the entire Jewish population, had located within its bound-

aries an increasing number of Jewish religious, educationa'l, and. social · insti-

tutions. 

The changes in the suburbs of Greater Providence have been even more 

dramatic. From a total of 679 Jewish nouseholds in 1951, il percent of the . 

total, the suburban population increased: by 1970 to over 2,000 households, 

compr,isi~g. over one-third of the entire metropolitan areal .s Jewish popula-

tion. More interesting, the Jewish . participation in the suburban movement 

too!< plac~ at a ,much he~v~er pace than did that characterizing th:e ge1;letai 

po?ulation. Here, again, the evidence suggests that Jews may .be in the fore- · 

front of demographic and ecological developments occurring on the Amerfcan 

scene as a whole. It is also interesting that the .Jewish pattern of sub-

urbanization resulted in quite different degrees of dispersal of the Jewish 

populatio~ . than was true of the urban area itself. Within the central cities 
. . .. 

of the m~tropolitan area, 90 percent of al .1 Je~s were cO:lcentrated within one-, 

fourth of the cen~U5 tracts. the po~ulation of approximately 40 per~ent of 

the census tracts must be added togeth.er· before · encompassing 9Q percent of 
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all suburban Jews, and these tracts tend to be scattered o·.,er a larger geo

graphic area. In Providence, therefore, as in Detroit, the data point" to a 

general dispersal of the Jewish popul<l;tioLl over the metropolitan area; but 

at . the same time t.here remains a significant concentration of this po?ulation 

within the newer area of urban settlements.. Yet, "even the newer area may 

· be entering a pe~iod of decline. The develo?ing pattern seems to be even 

greater dispersion and mote general 'residenti~l integration of the Jewish 

community • . As a result, institutions become located at quite widely separated 

points in the metropolitan area and the community finds it increasingly dif

ficult to decide where the central location should be for those institutions 

serving . the community as a whole. In the past, residential clustering has 

been an im?ortant variable i,n helping to perpetuate traits, values., and in-

stitutions important to Judaism. In the future, the greater residential. dis

persion· of the Jews may become a critical factor in explaining the .changing 

extent and character of their ties to Judaism. 

In a recent . investigation, Serge Carlos analyzed the influence of the 

urban an.d suburJ>an milieu O~ religious ~r~ctices~ Although his study focuses 

on. ·::atholics, it may. ~<!-ve som~ s~gnificance for religio'.Js behavior in generaL 

carios found that the level of church attendance increases as people move 

from the central area of the city to the per~phery. He interprets this pat-

tern as an effect of · the need for community identification and integration, 

both of which are largely missing in suburban communities. At the same time, 

he notes that the higher rates of suburban church attendance represent mainly 

nominal religious participation with the result that. the proportion of church 

goers who engage in devotional religious practices is lower in the suburban 

areas. Reflecting the older age structure of the Jewish population living 
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within central cities as well as the higher proportion of Orthodox and Con

serva~ive~ o~e ' would expect a higher d~gree of devotional religious practice 

in urban compared to suburban places of residence. Indeed, research on' Greater 

Providence~ where an attempt was made to measure residential differences in 

religious assimilation. suggests a pattern of greater assimilation for sub

urhan residents 'o5 They have higher intermarriage rates, lower scores on 

indd.ces of ritual observance, higher rates 'of non-affiliation, and lower 

proportions with no Jewish education. These appear eve~ after controlling 

for generation status, suggesting both that the migration to the suburbs 

may be selective~ of those not eager to maintain as strong Jewish identify as 

those in the cities and that the greater residential dis?ersio~ of Jews with

in the suburbs removes the reinforcement of traditional patterns formerly 

pr~vided by the older, more densely populated urban areas. Despite this 

weakening, a high percent 0,£ suburban Jews do continue to · identify as Jews 

and to fol~ow selec.ted religious practices. In short, residential differ

ences exist, but ~hey are not so sharp as to lead to the conclusion that 

suburbanization itself will cause high rates of assimilatio~. Similar 

changes in identi~ication and practice are also occurring to a consider-

able .degree in the older urban areas as the generation composition of their 

p.opUla.t-i.OD. changes. I.tesearch in depth like that undertaken by· Carlos is 

. needed . to ascertain how the communal orientation of tho 'se Jews living in the 

cities and in the suburbs differs and what meaning . the various activities 

have for the indiViduals, particularly as they relate ·to, the larger "qu,estion 

of Jewish identification and survival. 

Migration 

, Among . the demographic concerns which have received : the least attention 
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in research on. the American Jewish population is the extent and charact.er of 
Jewish migration within the United States-, For s'J.ch an analysis~ national 

data are ·essential. Yet, to rrry knowledge, no such data exist. E.ven the March, 

1957 census survey did not make availabie any information ,on migration pat

terns. On a oa.tional level, therefore, only .indirect insights into the migra

tion of Jews can be obtained through examination of the statistics available 

on ' the changing distribution of the Jewish population among the various region"s 

of the country. These were examined earlier. The only more direct insights 

O~ the role of migration in Jewish population redistribution come from . local 

Jewish community surveys. ' Questions on date ·of movement into the state, c:;ity, 

and house of residence at the time of the survey and the place of residence 

before the last move permit determination of the redistribution of. populatio~ 

both within the area under investigation and the role of in-migration in the 

growth of the to.ta.l ar,ea I s Jewish population. Losses through out-migration 

are more difficult to .identify since most local surveys restrict themselves 

to persons resident in the area at the time of the survey. Some limited in

sights into ·O"Jt-Iiligration can, however, be obtained from q.uestions on resi

dence of child rep. of heads of household in the survey sample . Also,. ins·ights 

into possible future movement may be obtained through questions on plans to 

move within the next .one to five years 'and the 'anticipated destination of such 

a move. 

It is my firm belief that the importance of migration in the future devel

opment and growth of the A'Ileric:;an Jewish community has l?een seriously under

rated. Data ·on both the national regional distribution of population and the 

increasing suburbanization of the Jewish po~ulation suggest that population 

mobility is a: m~j9r development on the American scene arid may have significant 
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impact of the vitality on "the local Jewish community. More ~idespread distri-

but ion within the metropolitan area will nave an impact on rates of inter-

marriage~ O~ the extent of integ~ation of Jews into the local community, O~ 

the ease with which Jewish identity can be maintained, and O~ the strength , 

of Jewish institutions themselves as the popuiatioa they serve becomes more 

dispersed. On the national scene, a higher rate of redistribution may also 

be occurring as Jews enter the salaried professional and executive world in 

incre4sing numbers and transfer or are transferred to branch firms located 

in places where large Jewish cOlli!nunities do not exist. Moreover, the re-

pea ted movement asso~iated with such occupatio-.:ts may ~ell be a new phenomenon 

on the American Jewish scene which may lead to less stable ties ~f the indi

vidual to his family and to the community. While local surveys can ' provide 

some insig~ts. especially on the suburbanization phenomenon, national data ' 

are essentia~ for a full evaluation of the ex.tent, character, and implications 

of internal migration by J~ws across the United States. 

What does the available evidence from local Jewish ~ommunity surveys 

indicate? The Detroit study of 196~ which ascertained the place of birth 

of the resident pop~lation, found that only one-third of the total Jewish 

po?ulation of Detroit .was born in the city, another 28 percent were foreign 

born, but 36 percent had come to Detroit from other p~aces in the United States, 

a little 9ver half of these from other locations in Michigan and the rest 

from other states. A somewhat similar picture is presented by comparable 

statistic~ (rom Camden, · New Jersey where one-third of the residents were 

born in the camden area, and almost 60 percent had moved .there from other 

places of the United States. USing the state as a unit, the Providence 

study found that 60 percent of all Jews living in Greater Providenc;e were ' 
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born in Rhode Island. Of the 40 percent who were born elsewhere; 16 percent 

were foreign-born and the remaining 24 percent "were equally divided between 

those born in New England and those born in other states of the Union. Vir

tually identical , patterns emerged for Springfield, Massachusetts. Comparison 

of the mobility of Jews with that of the general populatio:l is best" achieved 

through examination of the proportion of the native-horn segIIients 'of the 

population who were born in their present state of residence. . For Grea.ter 

Providence, 76 percent of the general population compared ,to 72 percent of 

the American-born Jewish population were born in the state of Rhode Island. 

As judged by state of birth, therefore, the Jewish population c~osely re

sembles the total population in its migratio~ level. It also resembles the 

general pattern in so far as most of the movement . to the state by American

born Jews is from near-by areas. 

M~bility can also be judged by length of residence in the · area. The 

·Milwaukee study, for example~ found that 60 percent of Milwaukee Jews had 

been living at their current address .less t .han 10 years, ~nd 40· percent had 

been ·living at ·their address for less than .5 years. These data thereby sug

gest a high. degree of .residential mobility among Jews although they do not 

~pe.Cify whether this took the ·fonn of intra-urba~ mobility or migration across 

larger distances. The recent Boston study also suggests a high degree of 

mobility. Half the population had li~ed at their pre~ent address for under 

10 years and 31 percent for 5 years or less. Thes.e percentages vary con

si~erably by age. Among those 21-29 years of age, 70 perce~t were in their 

present address less than 5· years; by contrast, at the other end of ·the age 

h·ierarchy., only 10 percent of those 60-69 were living in their present home 

under 5 years. FUrther reflecting the J:tigh mobility .. characterizing t .he Bosto~ 
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Jewish population is the finding that 34 percent of the population intends 

-to move within the next two years. Thus a high turnover is ind1cated · both by 

the recency of the in-move and by the high percent intending ~o move in the 

near future. A very high proportion of the intended mobility is within" the 

Boston metropolitan area itself; and the projected patterns indi.cate a heavy 

movement in the direction of the newer suburban areas. At the same time, the· 

decline of the older areas in Bosto~ is strongly emphasized by the very low 

percentage of persons moving int9 them, and the high percent of those still 

living there -who indicate an intention to move out. For example, less than 

25 percent of those living in Ce~tral Boston _had moved in within the last 

5 years, but 42 " percent plan to move out within the next two years. In 

contrast, of the population living in the south suburbs, 32 pe~cent moved in 

within the .last 5 years and only 12 percent indicated an intention to move 

out within the next two . 

. The population ··survey of Greater Providence measured the level of mobil

· ity through a series of statistics showing recency of . arrival in th~ state, 

in the ~ity, and in present house of residence. Of the total populatiQn, 10 

percent had moved into the state within the last 10 years, and 5 percent with

ih three years of the survey date. But these percentages were considerably· 

higher for those " betw~en age 30 and 39, which tend to be the peak migration 

periods in the life ·cycle. About one 1n five individuals in this age range 

ha4 moved into the st~te between 1955 and 1963. The role of the suburbs in 

population movement is also clearly evidenced. For example, in the suburb 

" with a high concentratioa of professionals and busin~ss executives, almost 

one out of every four Jews had moved in from outside the state during the 

preceeding 8 years. By contrast, the corresponding proportion for the older 
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sections of Providence is undet ,4 percent . If the combined effect of move-

ment from without the state and movement within the area itself i"s taken into 

account, ~he pattern i.s even more accentuated. Between 46 ai:H;i 61 percent 

of the persons living in the suburbs had moved " there during the 8 years pre-

ceding the survey. In the older urban areas of Providence, the corresponding 

proportion was .4 percent, and for the newer urban area 21 .percent. 

In Providence. 15 percent of the individuals studied were members of 

householdswho had -definite plans to move within a five-year ,period. The 

Providence data, like those from Boston, suggest that the highest percentage 

intending to move occurs among those living in the older urban areas and the 

l~~est percentage in the suburbs. In sum, evaluation of both the past and 

~tur~. mob1Iity patterns in Greater Providence suggest two simultaneous· de-

velopments with respect to the distribution the po;)Ulation: A signifi-

cant proportion of Jews will co~tinue to be concentrated in the newer urban 

section of th:e central cities. At the same time, grea·ter dec~ntralization 

of the total Jewish population within the .metropolitan area will take place 

through the · 8row~h of the suburban sector . 

The 1968 .Co.lumbus, Ohio survey distinguishes between tho·se Jews who are 

living in areas of high-Jew.ish density and those living "in ':lreas in which the 

Jewish population is ·more dispersed. Examination o~ a variety o~ character-

istics for. these two populatioas indicates that the Jewish population living 

in the · mor~ concentra~ed areas of settlement are older, are more likely to 

have been born in the· community itself. have a lower education. inclu4e a 

higher proportion of businessmen and· a lower pro?ortion of profes.sionals·, 

and {ncline toward more trad.itional religious beliefs and pr.acti~es. These 

:find1:ngs suggest, as do the data for Providence, that· although ·within the 
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larger community some degree of segregation is taking pla~e among Jews, the 

importance of religion as a basis for " selecting neighborhood of residence is 

dtmdnishing in favor of other socio-demographic criteria . 

The Columbus survey also examined the present religious composition of 

the neighborhood in which Jews lived and asked respondents the type of neigh
Table 8 

borhead composition they preferred. 'The results document quite clearly that 

only a small minority of Jews are living in neighborhoods which are ~t least 

75 percent Jewish and · that iittle more than one-quarter of the Jewish popu-

1ation is living in neighborhoods which are as much as 50 percent Jewish. 

In fact 30 per.cent lived in neighborhoods where less than one in four o.f 

the population is Jewish. Yet, respondents expressed the preference for 

neighborhoods with higher proportions of Jews, generally in a 50-50 .balance . 

The overall conclusion therefore points to the · desire on the part of Columbus 

Jews to live in an integrated neighborhood, .but one which includes a substan-

tial number of other Jewish families. 

These data refer only to a single community and quite obviously cannot 

be generalized to the total American Jewish population. They do suggest, how-

ever, ~hat in the process of movement, Jews will seek out areas in which other 

Jews are living and most likely in which Jewish institutions are present to 

cater to ·their . relig~ous and educational needs. Problems will arise if move-

ment occurs to areas where these opportunities do not exist. The degree to 

which considerations such as· these influence whether or not Jews move from 

one ·section 9f a city to another and more particularly, from one metropolitan 
. . 

area to . another or from one region of the United States to another will be 

an important factor in the extent fa which increased population mObility repre-

sents a serious threat to the cohesiveness of the Jewish ~ommunity. 
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Migration and population redistribution is important to the development 

of an area. It affects not only its size, but also the characteristics of 

the population living within it if the migration process is selective of par-

ticular age, educational, occupational, and income groups. At the same time, 

migration may have an important effect on the migrant himself, particularly 

wit·h respect to his degree of integration into the community. In turn, a 

large turnover of population may also ~ave a signific~.nt impact on community 

instifutions. To the extent that cOlIlllunity ties within the Jewish population 

are exp"ressed through membership in temples, enrollment of children in edu-

cationaI programs, participation in local organiza.tions and philanthropic 

activities~ a high degree of population movement may either disrupt such 

patterns of participation or weaken the loyalties they generate. More seri-

ously, they may result in t~e fa~lure of "famili¢s and individuals 

to ideptify themselves with any organized life in the local community . Socio-

logic~l research has suggested, for example~ th~t recent migran~s to a community 

are much less act ive in t"he formal structure than are long-time residents. 1 

Although their participation increases, the adjustment has been shown to take 

at le"sst five years, and sometimes migrants never reach the sllme level of 

participation as persons who grew up in the community. Obviously, if a signifi-

cant proportion of in-migrants know in advance that their residence in the 

community is not likely to be permanent ~ such tendencies for lower rates of 

participation and affiliation may be even stronger. 

We have minimum historical evidence for the Jewish population of the United 

States to document whether the level of mobility is increasing. Impres.sion

istirly , however, ~rom the available data both on mobility itself and on changes 
• 

in educational level and the type of occupatio~s into which Jews are going, 
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I believe that one of the major changes taking place in the American Jewish 

community is an increasing rate of population movement. For example, some 

recent statistics from Toledo, Ohio indicate that one- fifth of the Jews liv-

ing in To~edo move each year. The study reports that national chain operations 

have brought to Toledo a surprising number of Jewish men in managerial positions 

and that the University had a substantial increase in the number of Jewish 

faculty. At the same time, the study reported that 45 to 60 percent of young 

Jews raised in Toledo seek and find permanent residence in distant cities 

after graduation from college. This is the kind of pattern which I believe 

is coming t o be more typical of the genercal American scene and which will 

result not only in the increasing migration of Jews in the United States, 

but also in an increasingly higher rate of repeated movement by· the same 

persons. We know from general .migration studies that higher, than average 

mobility rates have always characterized professionals and highly educated 

individuals because of the more limited demands for their talents in particu

lar localities. Moreover, as Toledo shows, in recent years many natioaal 

firms have adopted a company policy of repeated relocation of their execu-

tives and profe~sionals among different branches of their firms. As the pro

portion of Jews· holding positio!ls as executives and professionals increases , 

the rate of population mobili~y is likely to increase. 

As Glazer and ·Moynihan have observed. "The son wants the business to be 

bigger and better and perhaps he would rather be a cog·in a great corporation 

than the manager of a small one. He ma'y not enjoy the tight Jewish commu.ni. ty 

with its limited horizons and its special satisfactions - he is not that much 

of a Jew any more. 
,,2 

In short, they suggest that status may be the drawing 

force of the third generation as fi~ancial success was the major considera~ion 
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of the second. Finally, as discriminatory practices diminish and executive 

positions ~hich formerly were cl,Dsed to Jews open up, this will become one 

more element conducive to the greater geographic dispersal of Jews willing 

to develo? occupational careers outside the communities in"which they grew up . 

Some evidence of this trend is already available through limited statis-

tics available from Providence . That study collected information on the 

residence of all children of family units incl~ded in the Providence survey, 

permitting comparison of the place of residence of children in relation to 

that of, their parents living in the Providence area. Lenski has noted that 

o~e of the best indicators of the importance attached to family and kin groups 

by modern Americans is their willingness or unwillingness to leave their na

tive communi~y and migrate elsewh~re.3 Since most mig~ation is for economic 

or vocational reasons, he suggests that migration serves as an indicator of 

the strength of ·economic motives compared to kinship . ties. If this inter

pretation is correct, the Providence data suggests. that t;he kinship ties of 

Jews have been weakening. Among all Providence families surveyed, there we~e 

748 sons 40 years old· and over. Of these, one-third were living outside of 

Rhode Island. Compared to this, just half of the 1,425 sons between the ages 

of 20-39 were living outside of the state. Moreover, the difference between 

these two age groups is even sharper since a higher proportion of the younger 

group were living o~tside of New England. Further accentuation of the trend is 

suggested by the fact that almost two-thirds of children under age 20 who were 

living away from their parental home were outside Rhode Island, and 42 percent 

of the total were outside New England. 

Although fewer daughters leave their parental community, the basic age 

pattern is the same as for males. Of daughters aged 40 and over, 
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oae in every four lived outside Rhode Island~ half in other states in New 

England and half elsewhere in United States. Of those between the ages of 

20-39, half were outside the state, again equally divided between New England 

and elsewhere. This trend is even stronger among girls under age 20; two 

thirds of those living outside their parental home live outside the state. 

These data lend weight to the conclusion that the American Jewish commun

ity is characterlzed by increased mobility and that this must be taken into 

account as part of any evaluation of Jewish life in the United States. From 

their .very origins in the days of Abraham, mobility has been a traditio:!. 

among Jews. But whereas at a number of pOints in Jewish history it may have 

served to strengthen the Jewish community and indeed to insure its very sur

vival~ there is serious question whether t ·his is true of the increased in

ternal migration in the United States. Such mobility often weakens the 

individual's ties to Judaism and the Jewish community, which in turn weakens 

the community itself by making it increasingly difficult to call upon the 

loyalt'y of the individual to local institutio:ls. Particularly as Jews move 

into a,reas where only small Jewish communities exist, the likelihood of inter

marriage will increase and the opportunities for indiViduals to maintain their 

identity through association with Jewish institutions and through providing 

their children with Jewish education will diminish. Moreover, if repeated 

mobility increases, as I speculate it will, these dangers will be accentuated. 

I would .suggest that for all too long, the local Jewish community has rested 

on the assumption that most J.ews remain members of the local community for a 

lifetime and that they are therefore willing and obligated to support the 

local community. This may no longer be true for many Jews. An increasing 

number of families may be reluctant to become affiliated with the local 
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community, not so much because of an initial lack of identificatio~ with 

Judaism, but because they fear that they will not remain in the local area 

~ong · enough to justify the financial investment required. I sincerely be-

lieve that there is much more need for concern with the role of migration in 

the future of American Judaism than there is with intermarriage. "The 

latter may to a great degree only be a by-product, along with other undesir-

able consequences, of increased mobility. 

Generational Change 

Of all of the demographic characteristics of the Jewish population con-

sidered in this report, perhaps the one which has the greatest releva~ce for 

the future character of the American Jewish community is the changing gener~ " 

ation status of the Jewish population, that is, how many are foreign-born, 

hOW many are children of foreign-born, and how many are third or higher order 

generat-io":1 Alnericans. A major factor in the continued vitality of the Ameri-, 

can Jewish cOI!Dllunity in the past has been the continuo'.ls "blood "transfusions" 

which "it received through the massive immigration to the United States of 

persons from the ghettos of Eastern Europe. Now, for the first ti,me in the" 

history of "the American Jewish community, a third generation Jewish ~QPula-

tion faces the American scene without large scale outside reinforcement; at 

the very same time, it enjoys much greater freedom than Jews ever before had 

in America. The Jewish community in the United States is increasingly an" 

American Jewish community in every sense of the word." 

Information on the generation status of American Jews must be gleaned 

fr~ local community studies. These show beyond any doubt that the vast " 
Table 10 

majority of America I s Jews today are nat"ive-born. Among all the community 

studies which present information on the nativity of the Jewish populati9n, 
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the highest percentage foreign-born noted for any location is that of Dade 

CO'Jnty, Florida reporting 33 percel1t in 1961, and the lowest is Camden, New 

Jersey reporting 9 percent in 1964. But these extremes largely reflect the 

differential age composition of the population living in the two areas. For 

most communities, the percent of foreign-born ranges between 20 and 25 per

cent. Yet, even this range is somewhat high because many of the caDroUnities 

included had their surveys taken throughout the 1950's. If the list is re

stricted to those communities in which surveys were taken in the 1960's, the 

proportion of foreign-born is generally under 20 percent. For several com

munities, comparable data were collected at two different points in time, 

indicating the pattern of change. For example, the 1953 Los Angeles Survey 

reported 32 percent foreign-born; but by 1959, the proportion had fallen to 

25 percent . The Trenton, New Jersey Survey of 1949 reported 24 percent of 

the -population foreign-born; by 1961 the foreign-born constituted only 15 

percen·t. In 1937 Des Moines' foreign-born comprised 35 percent of the Jew

ish population; at the time of its most recent survey in 1956, only 22 percent 

were foreign-born. An even sharper decline characterized Pittsburgh in the 

twenty-five year period between 1938 and 1963, where the foreign-born declined 

from 38 to only 12 percent . 

Evidence of the increasing Americanization of the Jewish community is 

also prOVided through the comparative data on the percent of foreign-born in 

different age segments of the populati~. For this purpose, the statistics 

from Greater Providence provide a useful example . These data have the added 

advantage of not only distinguishing between the foreign-born and native-born 

segments of the population but sub-divide the latter into second and higher 

. generations. Of the total Jewish population living in Greater Providence in 

1963, only 17 percent were . foreign born. The remaining 83 percent were almost 
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equally divided between those who were second generation Americans (that is, 

with either one or both parents foreign~born) and those who were third or 

fourth generation (both parents born in the United States) • . The statistics 

on g~neration status by age indicate that not only is the percentage of foreign-

Table 11 born in the population decl~ning but so, too, is the percentage of second 

generation Jews; at the same time, the proportion of third and fourth gener

ation persons is increasing. The percentage of foreign-born Jews declines . 

from 73 percent of those aged 65 and over to less than 2 percent of those 

under age 15. In contrast, among those under age 15, only 13 percent are 

either foreign-born or even the children of foreign-born parents; a vast 

majority (87 percent) are American-born children of American-born parents. 

I~ t~e absence of any large scale immigration, the Jewish population of 

Greater PrOVidence, and that of the United States as a whole, should be well 

o~er 90 percent native-born within several decades; and an increasing pro

portion of this numb~r should be third or fourth generation American. 

Moreover, despite_ their fOl'eign birth, the majority of the foreign-born 

have spent the greatest proportion of their lives in the United States. Over 

one-third have been in this country for over a half century and an additional 

third have been here for at least twenty-five years. The fact that 84 per

cent of all foreign-born are over forty-five years old and that most of these 

came to the United States as children and have lived here for three decades 

or more lends further weight to the evidence suggested by the overall analysis 

of the changing generation status of the population: the Jewish population 

is an increasingly American bred and raised population. 

Because of the importance of generational change upon the str~cture of 

the Jewish cOmmuni ty, Doctor Goldschei.der and · I approached our analysis of 
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Jewish Americans through comparison of the demographic, social, economic, and 

reli"gious characteristics of three generations in · the Jewish community. I In 

that study, we stress that the future of the American Jewish community depends 

to a great degree on how its members (largely third generation) react to the 

freedom to work toward integration into the American social structure as an 

acculturated sub-society or toward complete assimilation and loss of Jewish 

ident±ficatiodo Whether they reverse or accelerate certain trends toward 

assim~lation initiated by their second generation parents or by the smaller 

number of older third generation Jews provides the insights by which the pat· 

terns ,of generation change may be detected and projected. 

The physical dispersal and the deconcentration of the Jewish population 

were rapid and_ for many marked not only a physical break from the foreign-

born but symbolized the more dramatic disassociatioa of American-horn Jews 

from the ethnic ties and experiences that had served as unifying forces in 

the earlier generation. The degree of identification to Judaism of the third 

generation Jews who participate in this dispersal has become a key issue~ 

At 'the same time" dramatic increases have taken place in secular education 

with distance from the immigrant generation. This provided ,the key to Jewish 

participation in the professions and, more recently, in high executive posi-

tions. 

Dispersal of the Jewish population and greater exposure to public edu-

cation increased the interaction between Jews 'and non-Jews and has given rise, 

as later analysis will document, to higher rates of intermarriage as distance 

frOm the immi~rant generation increases. Moreove!, these generational changes 

in residential location, social class structure, and marriage patterns have 

been acco.mpanied by redirections of the religious system. ,Striking shifts 
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from Orthodox to Conservative and Reform religious identification and member-

ship were observed between first and third generation groups as well as declines 

in regular synagogue attendance, observance of Kashruth., Jewish organ~zation 

affiliation~ and use of Yiddish as a spoken language. Yet, these trends were 

counteracted by a clear tendency toward increased Jewish education for the 

young as well as increases in selected religious observances. Overall, some 

aspects of religiosity appeared to be strengthened, others declined, and some 

remained stable over the generations. Religious change among three generations 

of Jews is a com~lex process, involving the abando~ent of traditional forms 

and the development of new forms of identity and expression ,more congruent 

with the broader American way of life. Our generational analysis suggests 

that~ evolving out of the process of generational adjustment~ the freedom to 

choose the degree of assimil~tion was exercised in the direction of Jewish 

identification. 

Age Composition 

Among al l demographic variables, age is one of the most basic because so 

much of the soc~?-demographic structure of the population as well as the demo-

g~aphic processes of birth, death, and migration are affected by age composi-

tion. The significant impact of age on the generation status of the Jewish 

po?ulation has already been noted. At the present time, the oaly source of 

information on the national age composition of Jews is the 1957· census. survey. 

Several changes have und~~btedly occurred since then; Jewish community studies 

indicate that the differences observed by the census have been accentuated. 

The 1957 census data clearly indicate that the Jewish population is, on 

the average~ older than that of the general white population of the United 
. ~ 

States. The media~ age of the Jewish group w~s 36.7 years comp~red to 30.6 
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years for, the total white population. The sharpest different-ials character-

ized the youngest age group - under 14, and the 45-64 age category. Among 

Jews, the youngest group contained 23 percent of the total, compared to 28 

percent of the total white population. By contrast, only 21 percent of the 

white population of the United States was between 45 and 64 years of age in 

1957, 'but this was true of 28 percent of the Jewish group. Both the Jewish 

and the white populations had quite similar proportions in the 65 and over 

age category, 10 and 9 percent respectively, of the total population. The 

significant differential in the proportion of young perso~s reflects the 

lower fertility of the Jewish group. Low birth rates lead to- fewer children 

and in turn result in an older po~ulation. The same phenomenon helps to 

account ,for the lower proportions of Jews 'in each of the age groups between 

14 and 34. 

In his review of "Some Aspects of Jewish Demography", Ben Seligman exam-

ined the age composition of thirteen different Jewish communities in which 

1 
surveys had been undertaken between 1947 and 1950. He found the median age 

in these communities to range between 28 and 40, compared to an estimated 

median age in 1950 for the general white population of the United States of 

31. Comparison of more recent community surveys with earlier ones suggest 

an increasing proportion of individuals in the older age groups. The post 

World War II upsurge in the birth rate, in which Jews partiCipated, somewhat 

increased the proportion of Jews in the younger age groups, bu~ differentials 

clearly persisted between the Jewish population and the general population ~ 

In 19&3, 10.5 percent of the total United States white population was under 

5. But in the Jewish comunities of Camden, Detroit. and Providence the per-

centage of children under 5 varied between 6.2 and 8.5 percent, the highest 
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being in Camden, which in many respects is a suburban community and therefore 

has a disproportional number of families in the child-bearing ages. The 

effect of community type is also evidenced in the proportion of aged persons: 

In 1963, just under 10 percent of the United States white population was 65 

years "and over. In Providence the comparable proportion for ~he Jewish com

munity was 10.1 and in Detroit it was 8 . 0; but in C~mden, it was only 5.7. 

The age structure of the American Jewish community is clear: the Jewish 

population is on the whole older than the total United States white popula- " 

tion; and over time, both because of its lower fertility and because it has 

in most places such a large proportion of individuals in the 45-64 year age 

group, the Jewish population can be expected to become increasingly older. 

In American society the problems associated with an aged population are al

ready multiple. During the next few decades such problems may be even more 

serious for the Jewish community than for the population as a whole. This 

can be illustrated by projections made for the age composition of the Jewish 

population of Greater Providence for 1978, fifteen years following the survey. 

These projections assumed that fertility and mortality would continue at the 

1960 levels and that the total metropolitan area's populat~on will not be 

affected by migration. The resulting projections point clearly to · an aging 

of the population between 1963 and 1978. The proportion in the population 

65 years of age and older will increase from 10 to 17 percent. In actual num

bers, there will be a 70 percent increase in the number of aged. At the same 

time the percentage under age 15 will decline from 25 percent in 1963 to 

19 percent in 1978, reducing the community's task in educating and provid-

ing leisure activities for youngsters. But changes will also occur in the 

middle segment ··of the age hierarchy as the reduced number of persons result~ng 
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from the especially low Jewish birth rate during the depression move into 

the 45-54 age range. The percent in this group is projected to decline from 

16 percent of the total in 1963 to only 10 percent in 1978. In actual numbers, 

there will be a decline of almost one-third. This may create some serious 

problems for the community as the pool of persons to whom the corrununity can 

turn for leadership and financial contributions is greatly reduced. 

Overall, ,therefore, the dynamic character of the Jewish age structure re- . 

quires continuous .monit~ring, not only for the demographic impact it will 

have on births, deaths, migration, and socio-econo~ic structure, but also 

2 
because of its broader social implications. While recognizing that the gen-

eral t ;rend is toward an aging population with its aSSOCiated problems of 

h,ousing for the aged, financial crises resulting from retirement, more i11-

ness, one must also be aware that changes are taking place at other pOints 

in the age hierarchy and that the need for schools, playgrounds, camps, and 

teenage programs also . vary as the age profile changes. Too often the Jewish 

community has been guilty of planning its future without taking account of 

the basic considerations of the probable size, distribution, and age compos i-

tion of the population. 

Educatio:l 

For a l~rge majority of the Jews who migrated to America in the late IBQO's 

and early 1900's, the major incentive was the supposed equal opportunities 

which would permit significant social and economic mobility . But, lacking 

secular education, adequate facility in English, and technical training, 

many found that rapid advancement proved an unrealistic goal. For others, 

both educational and occupational achievement were made difficult, if not 

impOSSible, by. factors related to their foreign-born status or, more specifically, 
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to their identification as Jews. Frustrated in their own efforts to achieve' 

significant mobility, many Jews transferred their aspirations to their chil-

dren. Recognizing the special importance of education as a key to occupation-

al mobility and higher income, the first generatio~ Jews made considerable 

effort to provide their children with a good secular education. Reflecting 

the great value placed by Jews on education, both as a way ~f life and as a 

means of mobility, the Jews of America have compiled an extraordinary record 

of educational achievement. 

In his article "Some Aspects of Jewish Demography", Ben Seligman notes 

t .hat very few Jewish community studies covering the period before and aiou.nd 

1 
1950 yielded usable information on the secular education of Jews. Based on 

the very limited dat~ available he concluded that for the period about 1950 

the average education of Jews was higher than that of the general population, 

falling at about · the 12 ·year level compared to a 9.7 average fo~ the general 
Table 13 

white population of the United States. Moreover, he also found that the few 

studies which showed the data by sex reveal "nothing that might be interpreted 

2 
as a notable difference as between males and females." Recognizi.ng the impor-

tant part which education plays in affecting the social position of the Jew 

in the larger community and also in possibly influencing the degree and nature 

of Jewish identification, most recent surveys have collected information on 

education. All of them clearly document the high educational achievement of 

the American Jewish population. 

On the national level, the best comparisons between the educational achieve-

ment of the Jewish population and that of the general population can be made 

3 
through the 1957 census survey data. The results of that survey show that 

for the population 25 years old and over in the United States, the median 
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number of school years com?lete~ by Jews was 12.3 compared- to 10.6 for the 

general population . But even this large difference does not _convey fully 

the sharp differentials that distinguish Jewish educational patterns from 

those of the general POllulation. As of 1951, 17 percent of the adult Jews 

··were college graduates compared to only 7 percent of the general population. 

If those who attended college without graduating are included, .. 30 percent 

of the Jews qualify, just twice the 15 percent of the general population who 

had some college education. At the other extreme of the educational hier· 

arehy, 29 percent of all adult Jews had received 031y an elementary school 

education; this was considerably below the 40 percent of the total popula

tion so classified. Since these data refer to the total population, they a~e 

conside~ably affected by differential age composition, which in turn is cor

related with im;nigrant status. Later examination of community survey data 

will control for age. Before doing so, h~eve~, the census data will be 

examined further to ascertain whether the patterns d-iffer for men and women. 

Judging by median years of school completed, Seligman's conclusion that 

the educational level of men and women did not differ is confirmed. The 

median education of Jewish men is 12.5 and that of Jewish women is 12.3; 

for both sexes these were above the averages of the total population . How

ever, for Jews in particular, these medians mask some important sex differences 

in educational achieveII).ent. Whereas 22 .5 percent of Jewish women had' had some 

college education, this was true of 38.2 percent of all adult Jewish men. 

Moreover, one out of every four Jewish males had co~pleted four or more years 

of college whereas only one out of every ten Jewish females had done so. 

Clearly, these data show that, as of 1957, more adult Jewish males had not 

only gone to college, but of those who did, more had completed their college 
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education than had Jewish women. For the total population, this sex differ· 

entia! was much less marked . Moreover, for both sex~s approximately twice 

as large a proportion of Jewish adults had had college education than was 

true in the population as a whole. 

Vnfortunately, the census data on education by religion are not cross

tabulated by age and therefore do not permit determination of the extent to 

which the differences between Jews and the general population were narrow

ing among the younger age groups. Since 1957 there has been a considerable 

increase in education among the younger segments of the America~ population. 

For example J the March 1967 Current Population Survey shows a cont~nuous rise 

in the median school years completed from 8.5 amo~g males aged 65 and over 

to 12.6 among men aged 25-29; and from 8.7 to 12.5 for females. Jewish com

munity surveys indicate similar increases in ed¥cation among . the younger 

segments of the Jewish populatio~. Let me cite the data from Providence to 

illustrate. 

The 1963 educational differentials between the Jewish population of Provi':' 

dence and the total population were~ven greater than those characterizing 

the United States as a whole in 1957. The median education of Jews was 11.8 

Table 15 years compared to 9.1 for the total population. But again, this large dif

ference masks an even more striking differential in the extent of college edu

cation. By 1963, 25 percent of all adult Jews in Providence had graduated 

from college and an additional 16 percent had had some college education. The 

corresponding percentages for the total populat.ion were 6.5 and 6.6, respec

tively . In fact, the percentage of Jews who had ·continued on to graduate 

school, 13.4, is greater than the percentage of adults in the total popula

tion who had had any college education at all. But of particular interest 
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here are the age differentials within the population, clearly documenting 

that a significant change has taken place in the level of education of the 

Jewish population. For males, the median level increases " from only 7.6 years 

for those 70 years old and over to over 15 years for those under 40 years of 

age. The same general pattern characterizes the females. · In each age group, 

the "median level of education for males is higher than for femalesj but the 

differential is greatest for those in the two youngest age gr9Ups, reflecting 

the considerably higher proportion of men than women who take postgraduate 

work. 

The high pro?ortion of persons aged 25-29 who have already completed 

their college education and the fact that 80 percent of those in the c~llege 

age group are estimated to be enrolle~ in college emphasize that a college 

education has· become virtually universal for the younger segments of the Jew-

ish populatio~. Within the Jewish population itsel~, in the future the im-

portant educatio~al differential will thus be between those who had onl~ some 

college education and those who went on to postgraduate work. 

As part of a larger survey of inequality in educatio~al opportunity in 

the United States, the Bureau of the Census Current Population Survey of 

. 4 
October, 1965 gathered information about school-age children. To ·collect 

supplementary data, ~il-in questionnaires were left with -the mothers of all 

teenage children in the sample and others with the teenagers th~selves; ad-

ditional material was collected from the most recent school attended by each 

~f the school-age children in the sample ~ A 1970 report, limited to white-

boys and girls aged 14-19 who were enrolled in elementar,y or secondary public 

or private schools, reviews the college plans of the .sample respondents. 

Since religion was one of the three key variables in terms of which information 
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was collected (the other two were race and national origin), this analysis 

provides an opportunity to compare the college intentions of Jewish teen

agers and teenagers in general. 

A key variable in evaluating college intentions was the religious composi

tion of the school attended, based on the principa~'s estimate of the percent

age of Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in his school. Of the .estimated 

330,000 Jewish students enrolled)n public and private elementary or second

ary schools 74,000, or 22.4 percent, are enrolled in schools with half or 

more of: their student bodies Jewish; 118,000, or ,35.8 percent, were in schools 

with less than half the students Jewish; and an additional 41.8 percent were in 

schools from which no religion composition could be obtained. 

This study found that 86 percent of the 330,000 Jewish youth planned to 

attend college , compared with only 53 percent of the general population. 

Interestingly, the percentages differed strikingly between those teenagers 

who were receiv.ing their education in schools with heavy Jewish populations 

and those enrolled in schools with less than 50 percent Jewish. Among the 

former, 94 percent planned to attend college; among the lat.ter only 80 per

cent did. 

Other variables obviously intervene to affect plans for college. The 

study a~tempts to control for the effects of 'intelligence, mother's educa

tion, occupation of household head, and family income. Adjusting for all 

of these factors reduced the differences among the various religions in per~ 

cent with college plans. Yet, part of the religious diffe,rences persist; 

and 'even after controlling for all of these variables, 70 percent of all the 

Jewish students, compared to the general average of 53 percent, had college 

plans. Moreover, even within the high-IQ sub-group of , the population, com

parisons between Jews and other segments of the population show that Jews 
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continue to have the highest proportion planning for college education. 

The authors conclude, "The high rate of college plans (86 percent) for 

pupils with Jewish mothers is particularly noteworthy, especially when the 

effect of religious context is added to the analysis • . If the majority of 

the student body is Jewish the college plans rate for Jewish students is 

fO:Jrt.een percentage points higher than the rate for Jewish stup-ents in 

scha.::>1s where Jews are in the minorty. The rate is fifteen percentage 

points higher even when the intelligence, mother's aspiration, occupation, 

and income are included in the analysis. The same results are observed for 

high-IQ Jews. These results suggest that it would be wort~while to te~t 

the hypothesis that exposure of a Jewish student to the norms and values of 

5 
a Jewish sub-community is important in formation of educational expectations," 

These data have a number of implications for the types of demographic 

developments considered in this p.aper. First they clearly confirm the pro

jection that college education will be virtua.lly universa~ among Jew.ish 

students providing they can realize their aspirations. S~cond, because for 

a number of religious groups plans for attending college are still quite low,. 

. ranging in the 40-50 percent level, it w~ll be some ti~e before college atten

dance becomes universal ·among the non-Jewish population. As a result a nunber 

of the differences noted with respect to education can be expected to persist 

for a number of decades and indirectly continue to affect occupation and in

come. Also important is the finding · that the proportion planning to go to 

college differs significantly (14 percentage points) between those receiving 

the~r elementary and secondary education in a largely" "Jewish environment" 

and those doing so in a more heterogeneous school . If the Jewish population 

becomes more generally dispersed and tElndencies toward migrat[on increase, 
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a much higher proportion of Jewish youth may be atten~ing schools which are 

less densely Jewish. If the context of either residence or school environ-

ment has such an important effect in motivating individuals to higher edu

cation,increased population redistribution might lower somewhat the proportion 

of Jewish youth planning to go on to college. This must~ however, remain specu

lative pending more research on the role of the Jewish sub-community in forming 

education expectations vis-A-vis the role of the family itself. 

In the meantime, high level of educational achievement significantly af

fects several areas of Jewish life in the United States. To the extent that 

education is highly correlated with occupation, an increasing proportion of 

college graduates will affect the occupational composition of the Jewish popu

lation. More Jews will be engaged in intellectual pursuits and in those 

occupations requiring a high degree of technical skill. Concomitantly~ it 

will probably also lead to a reduction in the number of self-employed both 

because small, private business will not provide an adequate intellectual 

challenge and because patterns of discrimination which have heretofore ex

cluded Jews from large corporations weaken. The impact -will, however~ go ' 

beyond occupational careers. 

In order to obtain a college education, particularly at the postgraduate 

level, a large proportion of Jewish youth must leave home to attend colleges 

in distant places. As a result, their ties to both family and community will 

weaken. A high proportion of these college-educated youth probably never re

turn permanently to the communities in which their families live and in which 

they were raised. Thus education serves as an important catalyst for geo

graphic mobility and evenutally leads many individuals to take up residence 

in communities with small Jewish populations, to live in neighborhoods which 
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are highly integrated, and to work and socialize in circles which are largely 

non-Jewish. The extent to which such a development occurs needs to be closely 

followed during the decade of the 1970's. 

A final area in which education may have· a significant effect is that of 

intermarriage and alienation from the Jewish community on the part of the 

mOTe highly educated segments of Jewish population. This involves not only 

the impact which physical separation from home and the weakening of pare~tal 

control may have on dating and courtship patterns, but also on the general 

"liberalization" which a college education may have on the religiOUS values 

and Jewish identity of the individual. It may be ironic that the very strong 

positive value which Jews have traditionally placed on education and which 

now manifests itself in such a high proportion of Jewish yo~th attending col-

lege may eventually be an important factor in the general weakening of the 

individual's ties to the Jewish community. 

occupation 

In his analysis of the social characteristics of American Jews undertaken 

for the 1954 tercentenary celebration of permanent Jewish residence in the 

United States, Nathan Glazer observed that outside of New York City, the homo- · 

geneous character of the occupational structure of Jewish communities is 
1 

beyond dispute. Basing his conclusions on a number of local Jewish community 

surveys conducted between 1948 and 1953, he noted that the proportio~ of Jews 

in the non-manual occupations ranged from 75 to 96 percent, compared to 38 

percent for the American population as a whole. Moreover, even for New York 

City, where one would expect to find a substantial proportion of Jewish workers, 

Glazer noted that available studies suggest that as many as two-thirds of the 

gainfully' employed Jews are engaged in non-manual work. 
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Comparing his findings ~or the 1948-53 period with the results of ten 

surveys conducted during 1.935-45, Glazer found that the proportion of pro-

fessionals has risen on the average from about 11 percent of the Jewish 

gainfully employed in the earlier period to about 15 percent in the later 

group, and that this change was accompanied by a fall in the number of Jews 

engaged in the lower levels of white-collar work. Interestingly, this rise 

in the number of Jews engaged in the professions evidently occurred without 

any significant change in the proportion of Jews who were proprietors of 

their own business. As Glazer explains it, "The American Jew tries to avoid 

getting into a situation where discrimination may seriously affect him. In 

a great bureaucracy, ,he is dependent on the impression he make~ on his supe-

riors and increasingly in recent years, dependent on the degree to which he 

approximates a certain 'type' conSidered desirable in business . The Jew 

prefers a situation where his o'~ merit ~eceives objective confirmation, 

and he is not dependent on the goodwill or personal reactib:'l. of a person 

2 
who :nay happen not to like Jews ," Whether this point of view is still justi.-

fied in 1970 will be considered later. 

Another of Glazer's observations is relevant, He suggests that particu-

larly revealing of the character of Jewish experience in America is the 

extreme rapidity of the rise in the social and economic position of the Jews, 

Citing a study of American college graduates made in 1947, he notes that 

more Jews than non-Jews became professionalsj more Jews became proprietors, 

managers, or officialsj fewer Jews became any type of either lower white-

collar. or manual workers. Yet looking at their parents' occupation, this 

study found that fewer of their parents than of the par.ents of non-Jews had 

been professionals and proprietors, managers, and officials. In a single 

I 
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generation, Jews had increased their pro?ortion of professionals by close 

to 400 percent, non-Jews by only about 25 perce.nt. Between 1910 and 1950 

the proportio~ of the population engaged in non-manual work rose from 20 per- ' 

cent to 38 percent. This development offered great opportunity to the Jews, 

of which, given their strong mOi:ivatioa for social mobility., they proceeded 

to take full advantage. Thus, at a time when the total American po?ulation 

became more markedly middle class in its o~cupational structure, Jews be-

came. even more so. 

Glazer further notes that there is a general tendency for the ethnic coo-

centration in a single occupation to suffer dilution in time as the native-

born generation becomes better educated and more familiar w.ith the occupa-

tional opportunities available. But, he points out, for the Jews, "this 

dilutio~ upward becomes a concentration, for the Jews begin to reach the 

3 
upper limit of occupation mobility relatively early." For Jews to reflect 

the general occupational structure of the United States would, in fact, re-

quire d.ownward mobility for many. He concludes that, "This is not going to 

happen: so we may expect the Jewish community to become more ho~ogeneous in 

the future, as the number ·of first generation workers and the culture they 

4 
established, declines." In vi.ew of the evidence availab le since the time of 

Glazer's analysis, I agree that such a conclusion is warranted, provided the 

reference is to broad . occupational classes such as profeSSionals and managers. 

At the same time, however, I would suggest that. such a concentration by Jews 

may be followed, although not exactly to the same degree, by a similar con-

centratio~ on the part of the · genera l population. In this sense, the marked 

differentials which Glazer noted and which also appear in later studies can 

only diminish as upward mobil.ity beco:nes increasingly characteristic of the 
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general population as well. Here, again, the experience of the Jews may 

be in the forefront of develop~ents in the larger American scen~. 

The 1957 census sample survey provides clear-cut evidence on the national 

occupational composition of the Jewish population and permits us to compare 

this distribution with that of the general population. For the United States 

as a , whole in 1957, 81.1 percent of all males 14 and over, and 35.1 percent 

of all females were in the labor force. The proportio""1. was quite similar 

for Jewish males, 81.5 percent but s~ewhat lower for Jewish femal~s; 30.7 

percent. These overall differences mask some Significant variations within 

specific age groups. Reflecting the higher educational achievement of Jews 

which results in many remaining in school for a longer time instead of enter

ing the labor force, the levels of labor force participation by Jews age 

18-24 is considerably below that of the general population, only 53.9 per

cent in contrast to 79 percent for the population as a whole. Between ages 

25 and 44, labor force participation by Jewish males and those in the .general 

population is virtually universal, but beyond this age the proportion of 

Jewish males in the labor force was higher than that of the general popula- ' 

tioA, especially amo~g Jewish men 6S years old and older, of wham 47 percent 

we're still working, compared to only 37 percent of aged males in the total 

population. This differential probably reflects the higher proportion of 

professionals and self-employed among Jews. To the extent that retirement 

is more voluntary for professionals and the self-employed generally, the pro

portionately larger number of Jews in these categories contributes to their 

higher than average labor force participation rates in the older age groups. 

For 'females, too, the age specific labor force participation patterns of 

Jews differ from those of the total adult groups, "In the 18-24 year age group, 
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Jewish women have the highest labor force participation rate, with 57 percent 

in the labor force compared to 45 percent of the general population. The 

high rates for the Jewish group ' may reflec,t their relatively high educatio:l.3.,l 

achievement accompanied by a somewhat later age of marriage. Greater and 

more successful use of family limitation may also co~tribute to this pattern. 

Since this difference persists in the urban population, it does not stem from 

the higher concentratio~ of Jews in urban places. Further insights into the 

extent to which Jewish women differ in the"ir labor force participation pat-

Table 18 terns from the general population can be gained from examination of partici

pation rates of married women with varying numbers of children present in the 

ho~sehold. The overall levels of participation vary only minimally, but sig

nificant age differentials do exist. In each ,age group between 25 and 65, 

participation rates of Jewish women were below those of the general popula

tion, especially of women between a,ges 25 and 45. Moreover, the presence of 

v~ry young chil~ren in Jewish families significantly reduced Jewish labor' 

force participation below that of the total population. For example, for 

those Jewish women with no children unde,r 18 years of age, 30 percent worked 

compar~d to 36 percent in the general po?ulatio~. Among those with children 

under six years of age only 12 percent of the Jewish wJmen worked, compared 

to 1.7 percent in the general population. The lo'Wer participation levels of 

Jewish women at all ages between 25 and 65 suggests that higher socio-economic 

status, augmented by the presence of small children, plays a key role in in-' 

fluencing participation levels. 

Sharp differentials characterize the occupational composition ,of th~ Jewish 

group compared to the general population. Three-fourths of all Jewish employed 

males ,worked in white-collar positions, compared to only 35 percent of the total 

. .- '. 
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whi~e male population of the United States. These large differences were to 

a very great extent attributable to the much greater concentration of Jewish 

Table 19 
men in professional and managerlal positions. Of the total Jewish male labor 

force, one in five were professionals compared to only one in ten in the gen-

eral population; and one out of every three Jews was employed as manager or 

proprietor compared to only 13 percent of the total male population. The pro-

portion in clerical work was simiiar for Jews and the total labor force, but 

almost three times as many Jews were in sales work compared to total males. 

Conversely, the proportion of Jews in manual work was very small, only 22 

percent compared to 57 percent of the total male labor force. 

Compared with males, women in the labor "force are much more concentrated 

in white-collar positions, but the differentials between' "Jewish women and all 

wo~en are less marked than was true for the men. J~st over 4 out of every 5 

Jewish women are in white-collar jobs co~pared to just over half of the total 

female labor force. A similar pattern emerges from examination of the specific 

occupational categories. Among professionals, for example~ the proportion of 

Jewish women is 15.5 percent, and 12.2 percent for the total female labor force. 

Like men, Jewish women are conSiderably under-represented in manual lahar cate-

gories, only 17 percent compared to 44 percent of the total female labor force. 

Special tabulations of survey data from the National Opinion Research 

Center show quite similar patterns of differentiation between Jews and the 

5 . 
total population. So, too, do data from the Survey Research Center of the 

University of Michigan.6 

The different occupational composition of Jews compared to the general 

population has often been attributed to their higher concentration in urban 

piaces and to their higher educational achievement. The census tabulations 
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enable analysis of the occupational data for the urban population, while con

trolling for years of school com~leted by religion. By restricting the data 

t~ a more h~ogeneous social and economic environment and , by holding constant 

the wide differences in educational achievement it becomes posslble to ascer

tain more clearly the ,extent to which occupational differences are directly 

related to religious affiliation and' to what extent they may simply be a re

flection of differential opportunities' available to Jews because of the place 

in 'which they live and the level of education they have achieved. 

With residence and education coatrolled, 70 percent of the Jewish males 

are white-collar workers com?ared to 41 percent of the general male population. 

Thus, the "concentration of Jews in white-collar positions remains far above 

that of the total population, hut the" difference is no longer in the ratio of 

two-to-one as was the case with the unstandardized data. Moreover, for select

ed occupational categories there is also a dramatic change. For example, with 

residence and education controlled, only 10 percent of the Jewish males are 

professionals compared to 12 percent" of the total male population. What was 

originally a two-to-o~e differential completely disappears and is even re

versed. On the other hand, differentials in the managerial and the sales 

categories remain about the same. Similar conclusio~s hold for occupational 

differentials for females after the data are restricted to urban residence 

and standardized by education. Overall, therefore, controlling for both edu

cation and residence suggests " that bot"h these factors explain so-:ne but not a~l 

of the variation in occupational differentials between Jews and the total popu

lation. 

In a further attempt to assess the relation between education and occupa

tion, special tabulations of the occupational distributiod of employed college 
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graduates in urban areas were examined. Such control again eliminated a con-

Table 20 siderable part of the differential in occupational distribution between Jews 

and the total pOjmlation. For Jewish college graduates, 97 percent were in 

white-collar occupations. For the total population this was true of 93 per

cent. Similarly, 58 percent of all Jewish college graduates were professional~ 

compared to 63 percent of those in the total· population. The only important 

d~fference characterizing the college educated group is the significantly 

higher proportion of Jewish graduates who earn their living as managers, pro

prietors, and officials, 22 percent compared with 16 percent of the total 

population. But this · differential, too, is cODsiderably below that character

izing the population as a whole when education is not controlled. 

The 1957 census data are obviously aiready outdated. For evidence of the 

occupational composition of the Jewish population in the 1960's one must turn 

to the various community surveys taken during that period. In 1960,. 45 per

cent of the American white urban male population was engaged in white-collar 

work, but. in such communities as Providence, Camden, Springfield, Rochester·, 

and Trenton the percentage for Jews ranged from a low of. 80 percent to a high 

of 92 percent. While the percentages in specific occupational categories varied 

among communities depending on the character of the community and the nat~re of 

the occupational opportunities available, the· proportion 6f profeSSionals_among 

Jews was frO!ll two to three tim.es greater than among the general population, and 

the differentials in the proportion of managers and proprietors · were even greater. 

In the absence of recent national statistics on the occupational compos~tioa 

of Jews which can be used to compare changes since 1957, some indication of 

changes that may be taking place can be gained from statistics on occupation 

by age which are available for Providence. These point. in the direction of a 
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reduced percentage of Jews in the managerial and proprietor group and an in
creasing proportion in both the professions and sales work. For example, among 

males the proportion of professionals increased from 17 percent of those 65 

Table 21 and over to 25 percent of those 25 to 44; and conversely, the proportion em

ployed as managers declines from over half of the oldest group to just about 

one~third of the 25-44 year group. At the same time, the proportion of sales 

personnel increases from 11 percent of the. oldest to almost one-fourth of the 

25-44 year group. The concentration of older .males in manageria.1 positions 

must be interpreted within the context of the high percentage of self-employed 

who tend to remain in the labor force while those in the white-collar and 

manual ' labor group must retire. Yet, as many as 17 percent of the ag"ed seg

ment of the employed popu~ation still held ·manual jobs, c~pared to only 13 

percent of those in the 45-64 year group and 8 percent of those aged 25-44 . 

In general, the same pattern by age characterizes the employed females, al

though the differentials are not always as sharp. 

Survey data on the occupation of head of Jewish famili~s for Detroit cover

i~g 1935, 1956, and 1963 provides a unique opportunity to compare changes over 

twenty-eight years in the occupatio~al composition of the Jewish population. 

The evidence clearly paints to a pattern of occupational concentration. In 

1935, 70 percent of the heads of Jewish families were employed as white-collar 

workers. By" 1963 this had risen to 90 percent. Moreover, the most striking 

changes characterized the professionals who increased from 7 percent· in 1935 · 

to 23 percent in 1963, and the manager-owners who grew from 31 percent to 54 

percent of the total. At the same time, the proportion of lower white-collar 

workers, that is, sales and clerical workers, " declined from 32 percent in 1935 

to only 13 percent in 1963. Using the 1940 and 1960 ce.f!.suses as bases for 
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comparing changes in the general population, the data also sh~w some upward 

concentration. In 1940, 31 percent of the population was in white-collar 

occupations; by 1960 this had risen to 38 percent. The proportion of pro

fessionals also grew conSiderably, from 5 to 12 percent, and the proportion 

of managers-owners increased slightly ' from 9 to 10 percent, compensated by a 

small declirie in the proportioa of lower white-collar workers from 17 to 16. 

Again, the patter·n of Jews and. the total population parallel each other, but 

the occupational movement of Jews has been much more- accentuated. The con- · 

elusion seems warranted that, in time, increasing occupational concentration 

will also characterize the population as a whole, and differentials between 

Jews and the total population will decline. But in the short run, the dis

crepancies may be greater as Jews move up faster. 

The Detroit data by age for 1963 also cO:lfirm occupational shifting within 

the white-collar segment of- the occupational hierarchy . For example, only 19 

percent of the 45-64 year age , group were professionals J compared to 42 percent. 

of those in the 20-34 year age group. As in Providence, ,a lower proportion 

of younger men were managers-o~ers, 40 percent compared to 56 percent. Par

ticularly noteworthy is the decline within the managerial-proprietor group in 

the proportio-:l who were owners of their o;,m business {rom 42 percent among those 

aged 45-64 to only 30 percent of the younger group. Even if a considerable 

portion of those currently engaged as managers, sales, or clerical workers 

should become owners at a later stage of the life cycle, the total percentage 

is not likely to exceed the proportion in the 45-64 year group classified as 

owners in 1963. Again, the data analyzed h,ere suggests that business ownership 

is likely to decline among the Jewish populatio~ in the years ahead. 

What do thes~ varied data suggest for future trends in Jewish occupational 
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ca~position? Although restricted because of their cross-sectional character, 

they suggest a continuing increase ' in the proportio:l of Jews engaged in pro

fessional work, and either stability or actual decline for the managerial and 

proprietor group4 P03sibly a number of younger persons who are currently 

classified as sales workers will at later stages of their life cycle move in

to manager.ial and proprietor positions j but evidence for Pro· .... idence indicates 

that half or more of these younger individuals are working .for others, outside 

of family businesses. With the gradual disappearance of small bUSinesses, 

an increasing proportion of these Jewish men may turn to executive positio~s 

in business corpora.tions· instead of operating their O'AlIl firms, as did many of 

their parents and grandparents. 

It seems reaso~able to assume that with the general rise in educational 

level, educational differentials among members of the various religious groups 

will lessen; and as discriminatory restrictions O~ occupational choice weaken, 

occupational differentials will also decline. The very high proportion of Jews 

in white-collar occupations leading to the "concentrationlt which Glazer pre

dicted will persist; but I would suggest that within this cotlcentratio·n there 

may, in fact, be more diversity in the future than there was in .the past. At 

the same time the total po~ulation- will also concentrate more in higher occupa

tio:;1al categories; the net result will .be a decline in occupational differen

tials. 

In commenting · on educational and occupatioaal changes within the Jewish 

population, Albert Mayer, the author of the 1968 Columbus, Ohio study, makes 

a most importarit observation. He stresses that the organized Jewish community 

must come to recognize that its constituency is now almost ·entirely high white

collar as well as coll~ge educated. Unless it takes full recognition of this 
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crucial fact "in "all its activities, the organized community will find it most 

difficult to gain the loyalty, interest, and support of its membership. The 

organized community may very well still be reacting to its ~embership in terms 

of earlier twentieth century sterotypes, that is, largely a foreign-born, 

immigrant group in need of welfare and social services. The fact of the matter 

is t~at, bee.ause of generation changes, education, and occupatio:l.al mobility, 

this is a false image; and any approach overlooking the changes runs the risk 

of serious failure. 

Income 

Of all the standard variables in which the demographer is interested, he 

probably encounters greatest difficulty in collecting information on income. 

Not until 1940 was the first income q·.Jestion included in the federal cens.us. 

"In social surveys focussing on fertility in the United States today, there is 

more difficulty in obtaining accurate information on income than there is q~ 

such intimate matters as birth control practice and sexual activity. It is 

not surprising therefore, to find that among the large number of Jewish com-

munity surveys, very few collected information O~ income; and the information 

which was collected is often either of questionable quality or limited because 

no c~parable data for the general " population are presented. 'Yet, "as part of 

this consideration of the position of Jews in American society, it Is important 

to look at Jewish income levels, both to .ascertain whether they differ from 

those of the general po?ulatio3 and if so for what reason. For such purposes 

three sets of national data are available. all based on national surveys; those 

of the census survey of 1957; the Lazerwitz investigation based on suryey re

search statistics from the University of 

2 
National Opinion Research Survey data. 

I 
Michigan; and Bogue's analysis of 
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The Lazerwitz material clearly documents that the income level of Jews is 

above that of the general population. Measured in terms 'of total family ' in

come in 195'6, 42 percent of. Jewish families had incomes of $7,500 and over 

compared to only 19. percent of the general population. 'At the other extre;ne 

of the ~ncome hierarchy, only 8 percent of the Jewish families had inc~s 

under $3,000 compared to one-fourth of all the families in the nation. Yet, 

if c~parison is with other specific religiou~ groups" the high position of 

the Jews is surpassed by the Episco?alians, among ,whom 46 percent of families 

had incomes of $7,500 and over and, oa1y 6 percent had incomes belOW' $3,000. 

The, higher status of the Episcopalians wh~, like the Jews, are highly urban

ized is also consistent with their high educational and occupational achieve

ment. 

Using National Opinion Research Survey materials com?iled in 1953 and 1955, 

Doaald Bogue also :t~vestigated the relation between religious preference and 

family income. His data, like those of Lazerwitz, point to higher income levels 

for the Jewish population. The median income for heads of Jewish households 

was $5,954 compared to $4.094 for the total population. Of the Jewish families. 

30 percent had incomes $7,500 and over compared to only 13 percent of the fam

ilies of the total population . Only 15 percent of the Jewish households had 

incpmes under $3,000 compared to 31 percent of all families. 

Bogue also found that Jewish household heads who are employed as profession

al, proprietory. or managerial workers tend to have higher median incomes than 

do the members of other religious groups belonging to those same broad occupa

tional categories. The same was· generally true for Episcopalians. He suggests 

~hat this pattern was probably due to the kind of internal variation between 

occupations within each of the broad 'occupational categories. Thus ,he concludes 

'" 
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that occupation is a ' ~ch more potent factor than religious preferen~e in 

det,erm'ining the income level of household heads. 

Similarly, his comparison of the median income of religious grou.ps by 

educational attainment suggests that Jewish household heads tend to receive 

larger incomes than do household, heads in the general population with a com-

parable education. He adds, however, that these differences may be due to , 

. intervening variables such as age of head, number and type of secondary 

earne_rs, family structure, and occupation as well as to cultur'al factors 

associated with religiOUS affiliation, and that education, like occupation, , . 

is a much more important factor than religiOUS preference in determi,ning·'the 

income level of households. 

:the Lazerwitz and Bogue materials are limited" however, in only presenting 

' gross comparisons. The census data have the advantage of permitting more 

detailed analysis to document the influence which other factors have on dif-

ferences in income between Jews and the total population. For each person in 

the 1957 censu~ sample, information was solicited on the amount of money io- . ::\ 

Table 22 c~e received in 1956. This included income from 3uch varied sources as wages 

and salaries, self-etDployment, pensions, inte:rest, dividends, and rent. Since: 

both high education and high white-colla~ employment are highly correlated with 
. :' 

income, the fact that the $4,900 median income 6f Jewish males ' is well above 
. ;. 
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the $3~608 median for the male population as a whole comes as no surprise. 

This sharp differential is also reflected in the more detailed statistics on 

distribution by income class. Incomes of $10,000 and ·over were reported by 

17 percent of the Jewish males, compared to only 3.6 percent of the mAles in 

the total population. On the other hand, just over one-fourth of the Jews, 

but 41 percent of the total male population had incomes under $3,000. These 

differences extended to females as well, as evidenced by the 50 percent higher 

median income of Jewish women compared to that of the t;otal population. 

Controliing the census statistics for urban reSidence and major occupa

tional groups eliminated the sharp differentials noted for the unstandardized 

data. For males, the standardized data show a median income for Jew~ of 

$4,773, just slightly above the median for the total population, $4,472 . 

Narrowing of differentials also extends to the overall distribution by income 

level. For the standardized data, 18 percent of the Jewish males compared to 

. 23 percent of the total male population had incomes under $3 ·,000; and the pro-

portion with incomes of $10,000 and over is 8.7 and 5 . 0, respectively. The 

same narrowing of differentials appears for women as -evidenced by the reduction 

of the difference between the median incomes of Jewish women and all women to 

less than $100. 

Clearly, then, the considerably higher inc;:ome level characterizing Jews 

compared with the general population is a function of their concentration in 

urban areas a~d in high white-collar positions . This suggests that, as edu

cational differentials between Jews and the rest of the population narrow Bnd 

as increasing proportions of non-Jews enter higher white-collar positions, the 

existing income differentials between Jews and the general population will 

diminish. Such a concIu·sion seems justified by additional information showing 
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that for Jews, as for the total population, the median income level rises con

sistently with increasing education. For example, for Jews with less than an 

eighth grade education, the average median income was $2,609 but for those with 

a college degree, the average . income was $8,041. If Jews and the total popula

tion with similar levels of education are compared, however, the differen~es 

in median income are generally less than 10 ·percent for all educational cate

gories below the college level. For the college groups, and particularly for 

those with a college degree, the differences increase. In all likelihood, the 

sharp differential within the college graduate group reflects the higher pro

portion of· Jews who have postgraduate education and who are in high income 

professional and execut~ve positions. In the future, when proportionately 

more persons in the population will have a postgraduate education, differences 

in income level between the Jewish population and the total population will 

probably greatly diminish. 

Without further controls, the question of whether religion, occupation, or 

education is a more important factor in determining income level cannot be clear

ly determined . Control for occupation and place of ·residence reduces the income 

differentials in the .three major religious groups, but it does not el~inate 

them cOmpletely. Similarly, comparisons of median income level among various 

educational categories suggests minimal differences for all but the college edu

cated. Moreover, the range of differences by education within both the Jewish 

and total population is far greater than the differences in median income between 

the Jewish group and the total population. Whereas the difference between Jews 

and the total for most education~l levels amounts only to several hundred dol

lars, the range .of differences b~tween the lowest and highest educated Jewish 

groups amounts to $5,400. On this baSiS, the conclusion suggested by Donald 
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Bogue, that education is a much more potent factor than religion in deter-
3 

mining the income level of households seems justified. This conclusion is 

furthe,r confirmed by 'a highly sophisticated statistical analysis of the rela-

tien between income and religious affiliation undertaken by Galen L. Gockel 

which controlled for occupation, education, race and region and . size of place 

of residence using 1962 national sample survey data. 4 

In interpreting Gockel's, Bogue's, and my own conclusions that n~n-religious 

factors account for a considerable portion of religious differentials -in income 

level, we must realize that, in actual ~act. the differentials do exist; their 

statistical elimination merely serves to identify the causes of the differences 

rather than do away with them. The fact remains that, on the whole, the aver-

age income of Jews and the proportion of Jews in high income groups are both 

well above those of most of the population. To the extent that a conSiderable 

part of this difference is attributable to factors other than religion, the 

differences are likely to diminish in the ~uture, both as the occupational 

. composition of the Jewish population itself changes and particularly as higher 

proportions of non-Jews achieve higher education and move into h{gher paying 

occupations. 

Intermarriage 

IncreaSing concern with the demographic growth and survival of the Jewish 

population in the United States is based not only on the low fertili ty of the 

Jews; low growth rates or actual decline can also result from excessi.ve losses 

to the majority group through assimilation. A consistent threat not only to 

the maintenance of Jewish identification but also to the demographic maintenance 

of the Jewish population is interfaith marriage. If marital assimilation takes 

place at a high rate, the Jewish group faces demographic losses both through 
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the assimilation . of the Jewish part.ner to the' marriage and through the loss of 

children born to any such marriage. In recent years, concern with the I!vanis'h-

ing American Jew" has reach~d considerable proportions as a variety of evidence 

has suggested an increasingly high rate of intermarriage. In the face of ear-

lier evide~ce that the Jewish group had been remarkably successful, compared 

to other gr,oups, in maintaining religious endogamy, the excitement caused by 

this new evidence is understandable.l It has generated considerable research 

in Jewish community surveys on the extent of intermarriage, . both as an indica-

ti"on of the impact which intermarr~age may have on Jewish demographic survival 

and as an index · pf the extent of group conformity, loyalty, and cohesiveness , 

among Jews. 

No definite assessment of the level and character of Jewish intermarriage 

and of changes over time can be made until the development of a considerably 

better body of data than is currently available. · Although statistics on rates 

of intermarriage are available now from a number of community surveys, the 

quality of the data vary and their use must be preceded by careful attention 

to the type of community studieq, to the comprehensiveness of the study's popu-

latio:"). coverage, and to the way intermarriage. was measured. The rate of inter-

marriage tends to be considerably higher in those areas where Jews constitute 

a smaller percentage of the population. The rate of intermarriage is also 

higher. if the data are based on the study in which both Jewish and non-Jewish 

"households in the community are surveyed, since such surveys are most apt to 

find those families who are on the fringes of the Jewish community. Finally 

care must be given to the manner in which intermarriage itself is measured. 

Studies which rely exclusively on the current religious identification of 

marriage partners run the serious risk of under-counting intermarriages since 
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those partners to a mixed marriage who changed their religion in conjunction 

with the mar.r1age would not be identified as having int~rmarried. There is 

general agreement that the rate of Jewish intermarriage has increased, but be-

cause of the lack of da·ta by which to measure trends as well as serious ques-

tions about the quality of available statistics, the extent of the increase 

has not been clearly determined. A study of intermarriage in New Haven, Co~-

necticut showed, for example, that Jewish intermarriages increased from zero 

2 
in 1870 to ' s.l percent in 1950; b~t New Haven is one of the very few communities 

in which statistics are available over such a long period of time. Most of the 

other statements concerning increased rates of intermarriage are based on gen~ 

era 1 comparisons of the current levels of intermarriage in various communities 

. and ·those in a different set of communities at an earlier time. For example, 

in a series of communities cited by Nathan Goldberg in which surveys were taken 

during the 1930's the rates of intermarriage generally ranged between 5 and 9 

percent.3 These included such communities as Stamford and New London, Connecti-

cut; Dallas and San Francisco. But during the same period, Duluth, Minnesota 

showed an intermarriage rate of 17.7 percent. A number of · communities which 

were surveyed in : the ·late 1950's and 1960's also showed levels of intermarriage 

between 5 and. 10 percent~ These included such places as Camden, New Jersey; 

Rochester; Los Angeles; Jacksonville, Floridaj Long Beach, California~ and the 

city of San Francisco. Judging by the similarity between these levels and those 

noted for a number of communities in the 1930's, o~e could conclude that there 

has been no s ignificant rise in the level of intermarriage. Also, in the ·March, 

1957 nationwide sample survey, the United States Census found that of all mar-

riages in which at least one partner was Je~ish, 7.2 percent were intermarriages; 

but, this figure is probably somewhat low since no information was collected 

on the earlier religion .of the marriage partners. Couples in which O:l.e spouse 
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had converted were therefore not ennumerated as mixed marriages. However, for 

the same period of th.e late 1950's and the 1960's, other estimates of the rate 

of Jewish intermarriages based on local studies range as high as 37 percent for 

Marin, . Catifornia, 18.4 percent for New York City, and 53.6 percent for 10;o1a.4 

Judging by these latter stud"ies, recent intermarriage rates are higher, but the 

typicality of these high rates remains questionable. 

Other data used to document the rising trend in intermarriage are those 

comparing differentials among either the various age segments of ~he population 

in a given community or the various generation levels. An analysis of this 

kind by Eric Rosenthal for the Jewish population of Washington, D. C. in 1956 

found that the rate of intermarriage was directly related to distance from the 

immigrant generation? Whereas the mixed marriage rate was 11.3 percent for the 

total Jewish po?ulation, it increased from 1.4 percent among foreign-born hus-

bands to 10.2 percent a~ong native-born husbands of foreign parentag~, up to 

17.9 percent of native-born husbands of nat.ive parentage. Questions have been 

raised., however, about the typicality of the Jewish community of Washington and 

whether findings based o~ it can be generalized to more stable communities. 

Rosenthal's more recent research on Indiana using marriage records and 

covering the years 1960-1963 cites an extraordinarily high rate of intermar

riage, 46.6 percent of all marriages occurring in the four-year period .
6 

The 

data indicate that intermarriage increases as the size of the Je~ish community 

decreases. In Marion County, containing Indianapolis, the intermarriage rate 

was 34 . 5 percent; in counties containing very small · Jewish po?u1ations, it rose 

to 54 percent. Rosenthal suggests that "the larger the Jewish community, the 

easier it is to organ~ze communal activities, to effect ·the voluntary concen-

tration of Jewish families in specific residential neighborboods, and to maintain 
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an organized marriage market.,,7 The key variable is the number of potential 

marital partners. Although the Indiana situation again cannot ·be considered 

typical of United States Jewry the high rates are in themselves alarming. They 

do confirm the much greater probability that intermarriage will occur in those 

regions of the country and in tho3e communities where the Jewish population is 

of inadequate size to encourage and to permit high levels of in·marriage. 

Another small Jewish community illustrating the high level of intermarriage 

is that of Charleston. West Virginia. In 1959 Charleston contained 1,626 Jews. 

By 1970, its Jewish population had declined to 1,295. In 1958-59 Charleston's 

birthrate was just above its death rate, to provide a small natural increase. 

By 1969·70 the death rate in the community was twice that of the birthrate. 

Of the original 1,626 persons resident in Charleston in 1959, only 939 were 

left io ·1970. The excess of deaths over births coupled with the loss through 

out-migration of almost 300 Jews contributed to this reduction. But particu

larly noteworthy is the heavy rate of intermarriage. In 1959, 18.4 percent of 

all couples livingi~ the Charleston Jewish community were -intermarried. By . 1970, 

the proportion had reached 26.8 percent. Of the twelve marriages which took 

place in the community during 1969, five were intermarriages. Here, on a small 

scale, is the decline and probable eventual disappearance of a small Jewish com

munity, due, I would suggest, to its v~ry small Size, its high degree of isola

tion, and the particular economic problems of West Virginia. In this process, 

intermarriage has played a complementary role to net losses through out-migra

tion and the excesses of deaths over births. I do not mean to suggest that 

such a development will become characteristic of Jewry in the United States as 

a whole. Yet, fear of this kind of develo~ment, based on the statistics for ' 

such communities as Washington and Indiana, has given rise to th~ very great 
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concern about the impact which intermarriage may have on the future survival 

of American Jewry . It is also this kind of relationship which I have in mind 

when I suggest that the greater mobility of American Jewry may bring about in-

creased rates of intermarriage. For if . such mobility takes Jews into communi-

ties where the size and density of Jewish population is ·small, the result may 

be little different from tnat which has been noted for Indiana or for Charleston, 

West Virginia. 

In assessing" our current knowledge of intermarriage, it must be recognized 

that several important areas of research concerning marriages between Jews and 

non-Jews have been" largely neglected. Not all cases of intermarriage neces-

sarily lead to the loss of the Jewish partner. Conversion of the non-Jew to 

Judaism may actually add to the Jewish population and also increase the likeli

hood that the children of such a marriage will be raised as Jews~ In order to 

ascertain the extent to which this happens, survey's focussing on intermarriage 

must obtain information on the extent of conversion as well as on the religion 

in which the children of mixed marriages are raised . Both the Providence and 

Springfield surveys collected such information. Although these surveys are 

limited by their relianc~ on master lists, a number of steps were taken to in-
, 

sure maximum opportunity for inclusion of all Jewish households. While no 

claim is made that the resulting statistics have identified all, intermarriages, 

I do have confidence that the " findings do not depart exceSSively from the real 

level of intermarriage. This confidence, coupled with the opportunity which 

these data provide to examine both extent of conversion and extent to which 

children of mixed marriages are raised as Jews, argues in favor of their brief 

examination here. 

The Providence sU,rvey identified 4 . 5 percent of all marriages as inter-

marriages, that is, a marriage in which o~e of the spouses was not born as a 
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Jew. In the vast majority of these cases~ the husband was Jewish and the wife 

had been born non-Jewish . Only 0.1 percent represented the Jewish wife whos~ 

husband was born non-Jewish. Such a pattern of sex differential~ in which 

more Jewish men marry non-Jewish women, it is typical of almost all communi

ties for which data were collected. Compared to the statistics cited for 

Washington, San Francisco, and Indiana, the level D.f intermarriage in Provi

dence is quite low. Yet ·, it is not atypical, being comparable to levels of 

intermarriage noted for Rochester, Camden, Springfield, L"os Angeles and New 

Haven. Since these communities do vary in both size and location, no obvious 

common denominator helps to explain their similar levels of intermarriage. 

For all of the intermarried couples, 42 percent had experienced the con

version of one partner to Judaism, thereby creating religious homogeneity 

within the family unit. The survey could not ascertain the number of Jewish 

partners t o a mixed marriage who converted away from Judaism cancelling out 

the gains made through conversion of the non-Jewish partner to Judaism . But" 

the survey data do suggest that, for a considerable proportion of intermar

riages, c9nversion to Judaism does occur, thereby enhancing the chances that 

the family unit will remain identified, as Jewish and that the children will 

be raised as part of the Jewish community. 

For Providence, as for Washi.ngton, insights into the trend in level of 

intermarriage can be gained oaly by cross-sectional comparison of the inter

marriage patterns of different age and generation groups within the population. 

With the exception of the 30-39 year age group, the Providence ~ata point to 

an increase in the rate of intermarriage among the younger segments of the popu

lation, and the highest percent intermarried (9 percent) characterizes the · 

youngest group. On ~he other hand, the proportion of persons who. are converted 
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to Judaism consistently increases with decreasing age~ from none of the non

Jewish spouses in the 60 and over age group to 4 out of 10 among those aged 

40-59, to 7 out of 10 among those under age 40. This clear-cut pattern is 

consistent with a conclusion reached by Gerhard Lenski based on a Detroit study, 

that the probability that mixed marriages will lead to a conversion is consider

ably greater among younger persons.9 

Like the Washington studies, the Providence data indicate that generation. 

status affects the rate of intermarriage; they also show, however, that it 

affects the extent of conversion. Among the foreign-horn, only 1.2 percent 

are reported intermarried. Among the third generation, this proportion amounts 

. to almost 6 percent. Moreover, the pattern of differentials by generation . 

status operates within the respective age groups. At the same time~ oaly one

fourth of the mixed marriages of the foreign-born resulted in a conversion 

of the non-Jewish spouse cDm?ared to over half of the intermarriages invol

ving third generation males. This pattern of generational differences re

mains even when age is held constant. While confirming that the rate of inter

marriage has risen among third generation compared to first generation Jews, 

the Providence levels are well below those observed for Washington, D. C. The 

Providence data also show a higher rate of conversion of the non-Jewish spouse 

to Judaism among the third compared to the first generation. 

Comparisons of the level of intermarriage among the children of the heads 

of households surveyed in the Providence study support the higher rates for 

younger segments of th~ .. population. Whereas the intermarriage rate of Jews 

in the survey was 4.5 percent, that among the children of these ho~seholds 

was 5.9 percent. Since the children enumerated here include those living out

side .Greater Providence, the higher rate may reflect ~ot only their younger 
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age but also a tendency for persons who intermarry to ~o~e away from their 

family's comnunity. Altho~gh this may partially represent an attempt at ana· 

nymity, it is more likely related to the fact that the child was already living 

away from ' ho:ne and from parental controls, 'thus enhancing the possibil~ty of 

courting and marrying non-Jews. Most likely presenting a more correct i~ge 

of the sex differential in levels of intermarriage, the data for these children 

in the survey units indicate that almost 8 percent of the male children inter-

married canpared to oaly 4 percent of the females. 

The Providence data were also used in an attempt to assess the effect of 

10 
intermarriage on fertility levels. Comparison of the fertility of the inter-

married with that of the non-intermarried shO'".Js that for both women 4S . years 

old and older who have completed their fertility and those under 4S years of 

age who may still have additional children, intermarried couples have lower 

fertility than the non-intermarried; intermarried couples have a lower average 

'numbe~ of children ever born. They have a much higher percent of childlessness; 

and they have a lower percentage of families with four or more children. Quit'e 

clearly, intermarriage results in lowered fertility ; but the differences are 

not as great among the younger women in the populatio~ as among the olde~, sug-

gesting that whatever factor se~ved earlier to restrict the fertility of inter-

married couples operates to a lesser degree for the younger couples. 

Finally, the Providence survey ascertained the religious identification 

of all children in households of interm~rried couples. Of the 280 children 

in this category~ 136 were children of couples in which the non-Jewish spouse 

had converted to Judaism and were therefore being raised as Jews. Of the 144 

children belonging to families in which the non-Jewish spouse had not converted, 

84 children were being raised as Jews and 60 as non-Jews. The fact that oaly 
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22 percent of the 280 children of intermarriages were being raised as non

Jews is in strong contrast to the findings of the Washington survey where 

70 percent of the children of mixed marriages were being raised as non-Jews. 

Too few studies have explored this relationship and more research is essen

tial to obtain meaningful data on a nat .. ional level. 

The Springfield survey collected data comparable to that of Providence 

and · its findings, including an overall inter~rriage rate of 4'.4, are so simi

lar that pres,entation of the detailed results would be repetitious. finally, 

mention must be made of the Boston survey of 1965, both becau.se of its very 

comprehensive coverage of the population and because it represents a Jewish 

community of about 200,000 persons. This survey found that 7 percent of the 

marriages represented intermarriages. Although higher than the level noted 

for Providence and Springfield, this percentage is still markedly below the 

high levels noted in some other communities. The Boston data do, however, 

suggest a sharp rise in ' the level of intermarriage among the very youngest 

segment' of the popul·ation. Intermarriage characterized only 3 percent of the 

couples in which the ' age of the husband was 51 and .over, and only 7 percent 

of those between ages 31 and 50; but 20 percent of the couples in which the 

husband is 30 years or younger were intermarried. Regretfully, t~e Boston 

study did not report how many of the intermarried persons had converted or 

in what religioa the children of such marriages were being raised. 

What is the overall picture that emerges? No simple answer to this seems 

possible. Quite a heterogeneous pattern characterizes the Un·ited States depend

ing on the Size, locatio~, age, and social cohesiveness of the particular co~

munity. Yet within these variations in level of intermarriage, the ana~ysis 

of the data in terms of age and generation status do suggest that the inter

marriage rate is increasing among the young, native-horn Americans. Unless 
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this pattern is reversed. the o-.rerall rate of intermarriage can be expected 

~o rise as an increasing proportion of the population becomes third generation 

and moves away from the areas of dense Jewish populatio~ t9 the newly develop

ing suburbs and to more distant communities where the number of Jews is fewer 

and the organized Jewish life is weaker. At the same time our data suggest 

that although the rate of intermarriage may be increasing among the third gener

atfon, a higher proportio:l of these intermarriages. results in the conversio:l 

of the non-Jewish spouse to Judaism: the .rate of canversio:ls is higher pre

cisely among those groups where intermarriage is ~igher. Moreover, a signifi

cant proportion of children in such marriages are being raised as Jews. And 

finally, the fertility patterns of the young intermarried co~ples also more 

closely resemble those of the non-intermarried than was true of the older age 

groups. These changes suggest that the net effects of intermarriage on the 

overall size of the Jewish population may not yet be as serious demographically 

as suggested by several Jewish community studies. What their effect is on 

Jewish ide.ntification and religiosity is beyond the ·scope of this evaluation. 

Ther~ can be iittle doubt that the problem of intermarriage warrants consider

able concern both on the policy and the research level, but from a demographic 

point of view there is as much need to focus on questions of Jewish fertility 

and Jewish population redistribution. 

Overview of Future Demographic Trends 

Given the available information on the demographic history of the American 

Jewish community and on its structure as of ·1970, what future patterns of de

velopment can be anticipated? 

Numbering about 6 million in 1970, after slo"" growth .during all but the 

first several decades of this century, the Jewish population is likely to 
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continue its s'low increase. Such a 'sIaN' rate of growth stems particularly 

from the lo~ level of Jewish fertility~ which is below that of Protestants 

and Catholics' and hovers close to the minimum needed for replacement. Limited 

data sugges t that Jewish death rates are slightly below those of the general 

population, but the overall death rate is likely to rise as the average age 

of the Jewish population increases. This, coupled .with possible larger losses 

from intermarriage, despite some evidence of an increasing tendency toward 

conversion of the non-Jewish partner, will contribute to maintenance if 'not 

accentuation ot the slow growth rate. As a result, the Jewish population, 

even while growing slightly, will come to constitute an increaSingly smaller 

proportion of the total Amer~can population, having already declined from the 

peak of 3.7 percent to less than 3 percent by 1970. 

While declining as a percent of the total population, Jews will also be

come more dispersed throughout .the United States. As a result. of continuously 

higher education and changing occupations, lower levels of self-employment, 

weakening· family ties, and reduced discrimination, Jews are likely to migrate 

in inc.reasing numbers away from the m::l.jor centers of Jewish population con

centration·. This will operate on several levels. Regionally, it will lead 

to fewer Jews in the Northeast. Jews will continue to be highly concentrated 

in metropolitan areas; but within the metropolitan areas, ever increasing num

bers will move out of the urban center and form.er ghettos into the suburbs~ 

In doing so, the Jewish population will become much more geographically dis

persed, even while distinct areas of Jewish concentration remain. 

At t~e same time that its overall numbers and distripution change, the 

Jewish population will also undergo significant changes in selected aspects 
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of its socio-econ~ic compo3ition. In others, it will show less change; but, 

because of changes in the general population, differences between Jews and 

non-Jews may narrOW. 

Because of the significant reduction in Jewish immigration to the United 

States since the 1920 ' s and the subsequent aging and death of the immigrants, 

the most striking compositional change characterizing American Jewry is the 

reduction in the percent of foreign-born. Indeed, even the proportion of 

second generation persons will increasingly diminish as third and fourth gen

eratioi Jews become an even larger proportion of the Jewish population with 

all this implies for questions of Jewish identification and assimilation. Re

flecting their lower fertility the Jewish population, already six years older 

on the .average than the general population, is likely to undergo further aging. 

This will mean a considerable increase in the proportion of older persons and 

also in the percentage of widowed individuals, especially women. 

Already unique in their high concentrati03 among the more educated, high 

white-collar, and high income groups, still further changes can be anticipated. 

College education will be an almost unive"rsal phenomena'.:'!. amo!1g Jews and an 

increasing proportion will pursue graduate studies. At the same time, con

tinuously rising education levels among non-Jews may lead to nar~owing of 

educational differentials between Jews and non-Jews. Stemming from the high 

proportion of Jews who obtain specialized university training, from a tendency 

of Jews to mo~e out of small family businesses and into salaried employment, 

and from an increasing willingness to seek and take positions away from the 

community of current residence, Jews are likely to move in increasing numbers 

into technical and executive occupations within the top professional and man

~gerial occupational, categories in which they are already heavily concentrated. 
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At the same time~ the general upward shift in the occupational level of the 

general population will lead to narro.wing of existing differences in the occu

pational structure of the Jewish and non-Jewish population. In turn, this 

narrowing in both educational and occupational differences will lead to reduc

tion in the income differences currently characterizing Jews and non-Jews. 

Such a development is strongly suggested by the fact that with control for 

education and occupation, income differences between Jews and non-Jews have 

been shown to be greatly reduced and sometimes reversed. 

These demographic changes pOint to a number of challenges which the Ameri

can Jewish community must face. In the last three decades of the twentieth 

century, increasing Americanization will continue, as judged by greate~geo

graphic dispersion, higher percent of third and fourth generation individuals, 

and narrOwing of key socio-economic differentials such as education, occupation 

and income. To what extent will the diminution in the distinctive population 

characteristics of Jews and their great~r residential integration lead to be

havioral convergence? The risks and the opportunities for this to happen, 

depending on how one views the situation, are increasingly present. Recent 

research suggests that, while increasing similarity on the behavioral level 

is likely, structural separation and the continuity of Jewish identif1cation 

will persist: ~e direction of changes appears to be the adjustment of Ameri

can Jewry to the American way of life, creating a meaningful balance between 

Jewishness and Americanism. 
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Table 1 

JEWISH POPULATION GROITH, 
UNITED STATES, 1790-1970 

Percent of 
Total U. S. 

year Number Population. 

1790 1,200 0.03 

1818 . 3,000 0.03 

1826 6,000 0.06 

1840 15,000 0.1 

1848 50,000 0.2 

1880 230,000 0.5 

1888 400,000 0.6 

1897 938,000 1.3 

1900 1,058,000 1.4 

1907 1,777,000 2. 0 

1917 3,389,000 3.3 

1927 4,228,000 3.6 

1937 4,771,000 3.7 

1950 5,000,000 3.5 

1960 5,531,000 3.1 

1968 5,869,000 2.9 

Source: Estimates for 1818-1899 based on "Jewish Statistics.", 
American Jewish Yearbook (Philadelphia: Jewish Publica
tion Society of America, 1900), p. 623. Estimates for · 
1790 and 1907-1~37 are from: Nathan Goldberg, "The JeW
ish Population in the United States" in The Jewish 
People, Past and Present, Vol. 2 (New York: Jewish 
Encyclopedic Handbooks, 1955), p. 25. The 1950-1968 
estimates are from 1969 American Jewish Yearbook, p. 260. 
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Age 

Under 1 
1-4 
5-14 

15-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
75-84 
85 and Over 

.-..... -.•. _ .......... -.... _ .. -_. 

Death 

Table 2 
~"- . 

SELECTED MORtALITY MEASURES, JEWISH AND TO~L WHITE 
POPULATION OF GREATER PROVIDENCE* 

Rates Per 1,000 Population 
Number Surviving to 

Age Per 1,000 Born 

Specified 

Alive*"': 

Males Females Males Females 

Total Total Total 
Jewish White ' Jewish White Jewish White 

10.9 25.7 14.3 20.0 1,000 1,000 
0.8 0.8 989 975 

0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3 989 972 
0 .8 0.8 0.4 984 968 

0.6 1.1 ' 0.7 984 961 
2.4 2.7 0.7 1.7 978 950 
4.6 9.2 3 .2 4.8 955 924 

17.2 23.8 13 .2 11. 7 912 843 
55.8 52.5 43.6 31.3 768 664 

124.4 108.2 91.1 85.0 433 388 
380.9 232.8 328.1 202 .• 9 101 182 

... _-_._-_ .. __ ._ .. _. __ .. _._ .....• __ .. _ ........ .. _----_ ....... _ .-.. _._---_._----_._-_._----

Age 

Under 1 
1-4 
5-14 

15_24 
25-34 
35_44 
45-54 
55 -64 
65-74 
75-84 
85 and Over 

Expectation of Remaining Years of 
Specified Ages** 

Males 

Jewis.h 

70.8 
70.6 
66 .6 
56.9 
46.9 
37.2 
27.9 
19.0 
11.6 

6_8 
2.6 

Total 
White 

67.5 
68.2 
64.4 
54.7 
45.1 
35.5 
26.4 
18.4 
12.1 

7.1 
4.6 

Females 

Jewish 

73 .4 
73 .4 
69.4 
60.0 
50.0 
40.0 
30.3 
21.1 
13 .4 
8.0 
3.0 

Total 
White 

73 .6 
74.1 
70.3 
60.6 
50.8 
41.1 
31. 7 
23.0 
15.2 

9 .0 
5.0 

Tota l 
Jewish White 

1,000 1 ,000 
986 981 
986 978 
984 975 
976 971 
976 964 
969 948 
938 904 
822 804 
528 587 
197 237 

*Deaths to Jewish population, 1962-64; deaths to total white population of Rhode Island, 1959-61 . 

** Statistics refer to age at beginning of the age range 
989 were alive at age 1 and 955 were alive at age 45. 
at ages 1 and 45 t ... ere 10.6 and 27.9, respectively. 

indicated. E.G. of 1, 000 Jewish males born, 
The average number of years of life remaining 

\J\ 
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Table 3 

JEWISH FERTILITY RATIO: NUMAER OF CHILDREN 
UNDER AGE 5 TO NUMBER OF WOMEN AGED 20-44, SELECTED COMMUNITIES 

Communi ty Year Fertility Ratio 

New Orleans 1953 496 
Lynn, Mass. 1955 528 
Canton, Ohio 1955 469 
Des Moines, Iowa 1956 596 
Worcester, Ma~s. 1957 525 
New Orleans 1958 510 
Los Angeles 1959 560 
South Bend, Indiana 1961 494 
Rochester 1961 489 
Providence 1963 450 
Camden 1964 480 
Springfield 1966 418 
C.olumbus, Ohio 1969 444 

U.S. White Population 1960 667 
U.S. White Population 1969 523 

Source: See bibliography for citation of individual community studies. 
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Table 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL UNITED STATES AND JEWISH 
POPULATION , BY REGIONS, 1900~ 1930~ AND 1968 

jewish 
1 1900 

2 19303 
Region United States jewish Un i t ed Sta t es jewish 

Northeast 56 . 6 27.7 68 . 3 27 . 9 ·64 . 0 
New England 7.4 7.5 8.4 6 . 6 6 . 8 
Middle Atlantic 49 .2 20.3 59.9 21.3 57.1 

North Central 23 .7 34.6 19.6 31.4 12.5 
East North Central 18.3 21.0 15.7 20 . 5 10.2 
West North Central 5.4 13 .6 3.9 10.9 2 . 3 

South 14.2 32.2 7.6 30.7 10.3 
South Atlantic 8.0 13 . 7 4 .. 3 12.8 8 .1 
East South Central 3.3 9.9 1.4 8 .0 0.7 
West South Cent ral 2. 9 8.6 1.9 9.9 1.5 

West 5 .5 5 .4 4 .6 10.0 13 . 2 
Mountain 2.3 2.2 1. 0 3.0 0 . 9 
Pacific 3.2 3 . 2 3.6 7 . 0 12.2 

Total United States 
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number 1,058 75 , 994 4,228 123,203 5 , 869 

(in 1,000's) 

1. "Jewish St at i stics ," American Jewish Yearbook, Vol. I, 
(Ph iladelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 190q, Pp. 623-624. 

2. 

3. 

U.S. Bureau of 
the Population 

IIStatistics of 
(Phi ladelphia: 

the Census, 1960 Census of Popu l ation, Vol. 1, Characteristics of 
{washing t on, D.C.: Government Printing Office~ 1961, p. 1-1 6. 

Jews,lI American Jewish Yearbook, Vol. 32 
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1931). p. 276. 

4. "Jewish Population in the United States,rr American Jewish Yearbook . Vol. 70. 
(philade l ph~a: Jewish Publication Society of America, 196~, p. 266. 

." . 

19684 

United States 

24.2 
5.7 

18.5 

27.8 
19.8 
8 . 0 

3i.2 
15.0 
6 .6 
9.6 

16.8 
4 . 0 

12.8 

100.0 
199,861 



Table 5 

URBAN-RURAL RESIDENCE OF PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER, 
JEWISH AND TOTAL CIVILIAN POPULATION, UNITED STATES, MARCH 1957 

Residence Total Jewish 

Total Urban . 63.9 96.1 
Urbanized Areas of 

250,000 or more 36.6 87.4 
Other Urban 27.3 8.7 

Rural Non-Farm 24.4 3.6 

Rural Farm 11.7 0.2 

Total Percent 100.0 100.0 

Total Number (in I,DOOls) 119,333 3,868 

Source: U.S .. Bureau 0 f the Census, liRe !igion Reported by the 
Civilian Population of the United States: March 1957," 
Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 79 (Febru
ary 2, 1958). Table 3 .. 
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Area 

Manhattan 
Bronx 
Brooklyn 
Queens 
Richmond 

Total Percent 
Total Number (in 

New York City 
Nassau 
Suffolk 
Westchester 

Total Percent 
T9ta1 Number (in 

Table 6 

JEWISH POPULATION OF NEW YORK AREA 
1923-1975 

Distribution of New York City Jews Among 5 Borough~ 

1923 1930 1957 1975 

37.4 16.3 16.0 15.1 
20.3 32 .1 23.3 21.1 
39.3 46.6 40.3 38.6 

2.7 4.8 20 .0 24.8 
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1:.000IS) 1,882 1,825 2,115 2,133 . 

1957 1975 

81.9 78.5 
12.8 14.6 
0.8 1.2 
4.5 5.7 

100.0 100.0 
1,000's) 2,580 2,715 

Source: C. Morris H9rowitz and Lawrence J. Kaplan, The Jewish Population 
of the· New York Area. 1900-1975 (New York: Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies of New York, 1959), Table 9. 

* A revised estimate prepared for the American Jewish Yearbook, 1963, shows . 
a total Jewish population of 1,836,000 "for New Yor.k City in 1960 and a 
to~al of 2,688,000 for the N.Y.-Northeastern N.J. Standard Consolidated 
Area: 68 . 4% in N.Y~C., 20.2% in Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester, and 11.3% 
in Rockland, N.Y., County and 8 counties of N~w Jersey . 

9 
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Table 7 

. DISTRIBUTION OF JEWISH HOUSEHOLDS 
IN GREATER PROVIDENCE, 1951, 1963, AND 1970 

Percent Distribution 
Percentage 

Residence 1951 1963 1970 Change 
1951-1970<-

Total Urban 88.5 72 .5 64.2 -31.6 

Old Urban 45.3 22.4 16.6 -66.3 

New Urban 43.2 50.1 47.6 + 5.4 

Suburban ll.5 27.5 35.8 +199.3 

Total Percent 100 .0 · 100.0 100.0 

*Number of households in 1970 compared to 1951. 



Table 8 

JEWISH COMPOSITION OF PRESENT NEIGHBORHOOD 
AND PREFERRED COMPOSITION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, 1969 

Present Preferred 
Percent Jewish Composition COlT!position 

About 1007. 1 3 

At least 75'70 8 8 

About 5070 20 · 48 

25% . to about 50% 31 25 

Under 25'70 30 2 

No other Jews 6 0 

Don't know 4 14 

Total Percent 100 100 

Source: Albert J. Mayer, Columbus Jewish Population Study. 1969 ' 
(Columbus: Columbus Jewish Welfare Foundation, ' 1970), p. 87. 
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Age 

Under 20 

20·39 

40 and Over 

Total 

Under 20 

20-39 

40 and Over 

Total 

Table 9 

,RESIDENfIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN LIVING AWAY 
FROM PARENTAL HOME, JEWISH HOUSEHOLDS OF 

GREATER PROVIDENCE, 1963, BY AGE AND SEX OF CHILDREN 

Residence of Children in Relation 
Parental Residence 

Different Other 
Same Part of Elsewhere State in Other 
City Metropolitan in State New United 

Area En~land States 

Sons 

11.6 7.7 15.4 19.2 42 .3 

24.4 20.4 2.7 15.1 34 . 4 , 

43.6 19.5 1.5 12.4 21.9 

30.4 19.8 2.8 14.1 30.0 

Daughters 

18.2 12.8 3.6 25.4 36.4 

27.1 20.9 2.9 23.3 24.9 

50.0 23.1 14.1 12.2 

33.2 21.0 2.2 20.6 ,21.6 

12 

to 

Abroad Total 

100.0 

2.4 100.0 

1.1 100.0 

2.1 100.0 

3.6 100.0 

0.7 100.0 

0.6 100.0 

1.1 100.0 



Table 10 

NATIVITY OF JEWISH POPULATION, 
SELECTED COMMUNITIES 

Nativity 
Year of Foreign-

Community Study u.s. Born Born 

Trenton, N.J. 1949 77 24 
New Orleans 1953 81 17 
Los Angeles 1953 68 32 
Canton, Ohio 1955 77 23 
Des Moines, Iowa 1956 78 22 
Washington, D.C. 1956 83 17 
Memphis, Tenn. 1959 81 18 
'San Francil)co 1959 ,2 26 
Los Angeles 1959 75 25 
Rochester 1961 79 21 
South Bend, Indiana 1961 80 20 
Trenton, N.J. 1.961 85 15 
Providence 1963 83 17 
Detroit* 1963 62·· 38 
Pittsb",lrgh 1963 88 12 
Camden, N.J. 1964 91 9 
Milwaukee* 1964 65 35 
Springfield, Mass. 1966 85 14 
Boston 1966 83 15 
Columbus, Ohio* 1969 74 26 

Source: 'See bibliography for citation 'of individual cormnunity ·studies. 

* Head -of Household 
**Incl~des small percent of unknown nativity 
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Total 
Percent** 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 



Table 11 ' 

GENERATION STATUS BY AGE, . 
JEWISH POPULATION OF GREATER FROVIDENCE, 1963 

Generat10n Status* 
Total 

Age First Second Mixed Third Percent 

Under 15 1.7 2 . 4 9.3 86.6 100.0 

15-24 3.1 5.3 15.2 76.4 100.0 

25-44 7.6 44.8 19.9 27 . 7 100.0 

45-64 25.9 63.9 6 . 5 3.7 100.0 

65 and Over 72.9 24.5 1.3 1.3 100.0 

Total 17.0 32.2 11.0 39.8 100.0 

*"First ll -refers to foreign-born; "second" to U.S. born" of foreign
born parentage; mixed to U.S. born of one foreign-born and one U.S. 
horn parent; "third" to persons of third, fourth, OJ;' higher order 
generations. 
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Table 12 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF JEWISH POPULATION BY AGE, 
SELECTED COMMUNITIES AND UNITED STATES 

Date Age Distribution 

of Under 65 and Total 
Community Study 15 15-24 25-44 45-64 over Percent 

..... ... -.. _-- . 

Washington, D.C. 1956 30 9 3B 1B 5 100 
Worces ter, Mas s. 1957 27 11 26 26 10 100 
Los Angeles 1959 27 12 . 25 2B B 100 
Rochester 1961 25 12 24 26 13 100 
St. Joseph, Ind. 1961 30 14 24 24 B 100 
Pittsburgh 1963 27 14 25 26 B 100 
Providence 1963 25 14 24 27 10 100 
Detroit 1963 31 11. 25 25 B 100 
Milwaukee 1964 24 15 23 2B 10 100 
Camden, N.J. 1964 30 13 23 2B 6 100. 
Springfield, Mass • . 1966 24 16 21 27 12 100 
Boston 1966 23 17 25 24 11 100 
Flint, Mich. 1967 29 10 30 23 B 100 
Columbus, Ohio 1969 27 13 23 2B 9 100 

United States Jews 1957* 23 12 28 28 10 100 
United S ta tes Whites 1957" 2B 14 '28 21 9 100 

S'ou.rce: See bibliography for citation of individual community studies. 

*Fol' Uni ted -Sta tes, lowest age categories are ''Under 14" a~d"14-24." 
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Table 13 

EDUCATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT JEWISH POPULATIO~, 
SELECTED COMMUNITIES 

! Educational Distribution 
4 1-:i 4 or 

8 Grades High High 1-3 More Tot"al 
Com:munity Year and Less School School College College Percent 

Trenton, N.J. 1949 22 7 32 9 18 100 
Canton; Ohio 1955 21 10 33 18 8 100 
Des MOines, Iowa 1956 18 7 32 19 19 100 
Washington, D.C. 1956 10 8 27 16 '36 100 
New Orleans 1958 10 8 18 20 28 100 , 
Los Angeles 1959 9 15 49 23 100 
South Bend 1961 17 8 33 18 22 100 
Ro~hester 1961 21 12 30 30 23 100 
Providence 1963 15 8 34 16 25 100 
Detroit 1963 9 37 54 100 
C.;tmden 1964 11 9 34 18 28 100 
Milwaukee 1964 11 11 28 23 27 100 
Springfield 1966 11 7 33 19 27 100 

Source: See bibliography for citation of individual community studies. 
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TABLE l4 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED ·BY PERSONS 25 

YEARS OLD AND OVER, JEWISH AND TOTAL POPULATION, BY SEX, UNITED STATES, 1957 

Years of School 
·Completed 

Elementary: 0-7 
8 

High School .. 1-3 
4 

College: 1-3 
4 or More 

Not R.epor ted 
Total Percent 

Median School 
Years Completed 

Total 
Population Jewish 

Males 

23.2 14.} 
18.5 13.1 
17.3 9.7 
22.1 21.5 

7.3 12.6 
9.4 25.6 
2.2 2.8 

100.0 100.0 

10.3 12 .5 

Total Total 
Population Jewish Population 

Females Total 

20.3 16.6 21.7 
17.4 13 .1 17.9 
18.1 10.2 17.7 
29.5 35.8 26.0 
7.4 12.8 7.3 
5.7 9.7 7.5 
1.6 1.8 1.9 

100.0 100.0 100 .0 

10.9 12 . 3 10.6 

Jewish 
... . --.-

15.6 
13.1 . 
10 .0 
29.0 
12.7 
17 .3 
2.3 

100.0 

12 .3 

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, "Tabulations 
of Major Religious Groups, March, 1957 . " 

of Data on the 
(Unpublished.) 

Social and Economic Characteristics 
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Table 15 

EDUCATION COMPLETED BY AGE AND SEX, 
JEWISH POPULATION OF GREATER PROVIDENCE, 1963. 

Age 

Education 25-44 45-64 65 and Over Tota l 

None 0.2 2.1 23.7 4.8 

Elementary 
1-4 0.0 0.8 5.7 1.2 
5-7 0.4 2.5 9.1 2.7 
8 0.3 6.9 15.7 5.7 

High Sci?-ool 
9-11 2.8 11.1 10.2 7.8 
12 34.4 40.0 16.5 34.2 

College 
1-3 22.9 14.8 3.7 16.2 
4 18.4 9.5 3.0 11.9 
5 or more 20.3 10.8 3.9 13 .4 

Unknown 0.4 1.7 8.5 2.2 , 
Total Percent 100.0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 
Median Years · 14.5 12.6 8.2 12.8 

Median Years, Males 15.9 12.7 8.3 13 .0 
Median Years, Females 13 .6 12.5 8.1 12.7 
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Table 16 

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION~ 
MALE JEWISH POPULATION, SELECTED COMMUNITIES 

Occupa tiona 1 Distribution 

- Clerical 
Year · of and M~nual Total 

Co~unity Study Professionals Proprietors Sales Workers Percent 

Canton, . Ohio 1955 14 55 14 12 100 
Des .Moines, Iowa 1956 14 53 24 5 100 
Washington, 'D .C. 1956 38 ·· 24 21 10 100 
San Francisco 1958 . 28, .27 · 34 11 100 
New Orleans 1958 25 49 18 8 100 
Los ' Angeles 1959 25 31 24 20 100 
Sou ~h Be'hd, Ind. 1961 18 ·57 15 11 100 
Rochester 1961 27 30 24 20 100 
Trenton. 1961 27 54 13 5 100 
Providence 1963 21 41 25 12 100 
Detroit 1963 23 54 13 10 100 
Milwaukee 1964 22 35 26 15 100 
Camden 1964 34 31 22 13 100 
Spri,i.ngfield 1966 25 39 27 9 100 
Boston 1966 32 27 31 10 100 
'Flint 1967 36 50 7 7 100 
Colu'mbus 1969 36 4'3 15 6 100 

Source: See llibliography for citation of individual community !?tudies. 
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TABLE 17 

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER, JEWISH AND 

TOTAL POPULATION, BY AGE AND SEX, TOTAL AND URBANUNI TED STATES, 1957 

Age and Sex Total United State s .Urban United States 

Total Total 
Population Jewish Population Jewish 

Both Sexes . 57.0 55.1 58.5 55.1 

Male 81.1 81.5 81.5 81.5 
14-17 Years 30.5 * 2B.4 " 18-24 Years 79.1 53.9 78.1 51.7 
25-34' Years 97.0 97.0 96.8 96.8 
35-44 Years 97.8 99.1 98.1 99.1 
45-64 Years 92.7 96.1 93.4 96.0 
65 Years and Over 37.4 46.9 35.0 48.0 

Female 35.1 30.7 38.3 30.8 
14-17 Years 17.7 * , 19 .2 * 18-24 Years 45.5 57.2 50.7 57.2 
25-34 Years 34.8 25.5 , 38.7 25.9 
35-44 Years 42.6 33.5 45.7 34.2 
45-64 Years 41.1 ' 38.2 44.1 37.9 
65 Years and Over 11 .5 8 . 5 12.8 8.6 

Source: U. S . Bureau · of the Census, OITabulations of Data on the Social and Economic 
Characteristics of Major Religious Groups, March, 1957 ." (Unpublished.) 

* Base is less than 150,000 
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Table 18 

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES FOR JEWISH AND ALL MAR
RIED WOMEN LIVING TIl SAME HOUSEHOLD AS HUSBAND, BY AGE, 

AND PRESENCE OF CHILDREN, UNITED STATES, 1957 

Age. and 
Presence of 
Children Total Jewish 

Total " Married Women, 
Husband Present 29 . 6 27.8 

Age 

Under 25 Years 29.1 * 25 -34 Years 27.2 18.7 
35-44 Years 35.7 24.5 
45-64 ·Years 32.3 30.6 
65 Years and Over 6.4 * 

Presence of Children 

No Own Children Under 
18 Years 35.6 30.0 

With Children 6-17 Years, . 
None Under 6 Years 36.7 28.6 

. With Children Unger 
6 Years 17.0 11.8 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1957 sample ~urvey unpublished "data. 
*Base is Ie-s5 t.han ' 150, ODD. 
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TABLE 19 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS 18 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY MAJOR OCCU.PATION GROUP, 

JEWISH AND TOTAL POPULATION, BY SEX, TOTAL AND URBAN UNlTED. STATES*, 1957 

Total United States Urban United States 

Major Occupation Total Total Total Total 
Group Population Jewish Population. Jewish Population Jewish Population Jewish 

Males Fem'l1e s· Males Females 

P-rofessiona1 9.9 20 . 3 12.2 15.5 11.5 9.9 12.5 
Farmers & Farm Managers 7.3 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.4 
Managers & Proprietors 13 . 3 35.1 · 5.5 8.9 14.6 36.8 5.3 
Clerical Workers 6.9 8.0 ·30.3 43.9 8 . 6 8.0 33.5 
Sales Workers 5 . 4 14 . 1 6.9 14.4 6.3 15.0 7.1 
Skilled Laborers 20.0 8 . 9 1.0 0 . 7 21.3 11.7 1.1 
Semi-Skil-ler Laborers 20 . 9 10.1 17.1 11.2 21.7 14.0 17.7 
Service ·Workers 6.1 2.3 22.7 5.1 7 . 7 3.4 22 . 1 
Farm Laborers 2.5 0.1 3.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 
Unskilled Laborers 7.7 0.8 0 . 6 7.7 1.1 0.5 

Total Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Tota l White Collar 35.5 77 . 5 54.9 82.7 41.0 69 ·.'7 58.4 
Total Blue Collar 57.2 22.2 44.4 17 .0 58.7 30.3 41.5 

. _ ..• --_ ...... - . ~. , . -.- .. --.. ----_ .. ------._-. _· __ ... __ ._0._. _ _ ._--_._--_._-_. _ -_. 

Sou·rce : U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Tabulations of Data on the Social and Economic Characteristics of · 
Major Religious Groups, 'March 1957 . " (Unpubli s hed.) 

* Standardized by years of school completed. 

8 ~ 9 

8.9 
41.3 
19.0 
1.0 

15.1 
5.9 

100.0 

78.1 
22.0 
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Table 20 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED COLLEGE GRADUATES IN 
URBAN AREAS BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP, JEWISH AND 

TOTAL UNITED STATES POPULATION, 1957 

Maj·or 
Occupation 

Group Total Jewish 

Professional . 63.2 58.2 
Managers . & Proprietors 15.7 2.2.1 
Clerical Worker~ 8.2 8.9 
Sa les Workers 5.8 7.8 
Skilled Labore};s 13.2 0.9 

. Semi-Skilled La~orers 1.5 . 1.3 
Other Occupations ·2.4 0.9 

Total Percent 100.0 100.0 

23 

Source : u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1957 sample survey unpublished data. 
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Table 21 

OCCUPATIONAL STAruS BY AGE AND ,SEX, 
JEWISH POPULA TION OF GREATER PROVIDENCE, ~963 

Occupation 

Clerical Sales Manual Total 
Age Professionals Managers Workers Workers Laborers Percent* 

. Males 

15-24 12.3 24.6 13.9 24.6 21.5 100.0 
25-44 24.6 37.9 4.8 24.3 9. i 100.0 
45-64 19.0 43.6 3.5 19.5 13 .4 100.0 
65 and Over 17.2 50.5 4.0 11.1 17.2 100.0 

Total ' 20.7 41.0 4.5 20.9 12.1 · 100.0 

Females 

15-24 22.0 . 4.0 64.0 2.0 6.0 100.0 
25-44 32.3 10.3 34.8 16.1 5.8 100.0 
45-64 8.9 15.3 42.8 · 22.9 . 7.6 100.0 
65 and Over 1.3 31.6 21.5 26.1 16.4 100.0 

Total 17.9 12.9 41.6 18.4 7·.2 100.0 

*Includ~s small percentage of _unknown . occupation 
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TABLE 22 

PERCENT DI STRIBUtION OF PERSONS 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY INCO~m IN 1956. JEW ISH AND· 

TOTAL POPULATION. BY SEX, TOTAL AND URBAN, UNITED STATES* 

Total Uni t ed Sta te s Urban United States 

Total Total Total Total 
Income Population Jewish Population Jew i s h Populat i on Jewish population Jewish 

Males Females Males Females 

Under $1,000 
$1, 000 to $1,999 
$2,000 t o $2,999 
$3 ,000 t o $3,999 
$4,000 to $4,999 
$5 ,000 to $5,999 
$6,000 to $9,999 
$10,000 and Over 

Tot al Percent 

Median Income 

17.2 
11.7 
12 .1 
14 . 8 
15.9 
11.9 
12.7 
3.6 

100.0 

$3,608 

10.0 
9.0 
7.4 

11.0 
14 . 0 
13.4 
18.0 
17.2 

100.0 

$4,900 

46.9 39 . 0 
19.3 16 .6 
15.7 15.2 
11.0 15.1 
4.3 6.5 
1. 5 3.6 
0 . 9 2.3 
0.2 1. 5 

100.0 100.U 

$1,146 $1,663 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1957 sample s urvey unpublished data. 

* St andardized for major occupat ion group. 

5.6 4.1 23.2 22.5 
6.1 6.4 20.6 18 . 8 

10.8 7.6 24 . 3 24.7 
17.4 13.9 19 . 6 19.1 
21.4 23.3 7 . 8 9.7 
16 .0 17 .0 2. 7 2 . 8 
17.6 18.9 1.4 1.7 
5 .0 8.7 0.3 0.7 

l UO.O 100.0 100.0 100.U 

$4,472 $4,773 $2,255 $2,352 

I 
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Table 23 

MEDIAN INCOME IN 1956 OF JEWI SH AND ALL UNITED STATES 
URBAN MEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER BY YEARS OF 

SCHOOL COMPLETED 

Year s of 
School 

Completed Total Jewish 

Elementary: 0-7 $2,654 $2,609 
8 3,631 3,844 

High School: 1-3 3,858 4,672 
4 4,563 4,913 

College: 1-3 4,526 5,026 
4 or More 6,176 6,041 

Sour ce: U. S . Bureau of the Census, 1957 sample survey unpublished data. 
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IDENTITY AND AFFILIATION OF AMERICAN JEWS 

S6 much has been written about, American Jewish identity that 

it is dif-ficul t, in the absence of fresh data, to say anything new. 

The temptation, therefore, is to try and be bright. I will avoid 

that temptation both because of my liinitations and also because the 

Jewish community ' has had no shortage of bright commentators though 

a d~arth of wise ones. Since I have not reached the age 9f wisdom 

the best I can do is provide a dosage of common sense. Nevertheless, 

the paper does reflect my own values and perspectives . My only 

apology -is ,that if the ' paper were written by someone else it would 

only reflect some other authors values. It may be possible to prepare 

a working paper on J .ewish demography in which the author's own v~l1.l:es 

are ir'rele.vant to his presentation. This fs impossible in the case 

of a paper on Jewish identity because the author's valu~s dictate botn 

his choice of materials and his interpretation of them. 

,The problem of Jewish identity has at least two dimensions. 

The first is the question o.f how strongly Jews are identified with 

Judaism. The second is how the Jew defi"nes his Jewish identity. 

' Superficia~l,'y, the first dimension refer~ to the survival of Jewish 

life, 'and the second to its quality . However, as we shall ~uggest, 
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both the question of Jewish survival and the qu"estion of the quality of 
. , 

Jewish . life c:an serve .as dangerous slogans whose referrenes -may include 

any number of mutually contradictory programs. Fu~thermore, both the 

. possibility of survival and the qua.lity of Jewish life are interrelated 

directly and indirectly through their mutual dep~ndarice on the American 

environment. 

The Strength of Jewish Identity 

The ultima"te test of Jewish conmitment is behavioral rather than. 

attitudinal g It would be a serious mistake to underestimate the com-

mitment .of mos.t Jew:s ' afte~ seeing their response to eve~ts in the 

Middle East in the Spring . of 196.7. To a large extent, the social 

scientist cannot measure the depth or strength o~ Jewish ide~tity 

much less uncover its ·,basis " The best that can be ,done is to judge 

tqe ' behavioral responses of American Jews "other things ' being equal" 

and recognize the limitation that when other ~hi,ngS are not equal 

Jewish '~esponses ar,e likely to .b~ exceptional. .In the past 25 years 

Jews. perceived one extraordinary threat to Jewish survival aI'!-d they 

responded in an extraordina:ry manner. Nonetheless, in fU,ll r~cognition 

of the limitations of this analysis, I do not believe that Jewish 

reaction ~n May ~nd , June of 1967 presages any permanent '-~ha~ge in 

either the strength of commitment or in the nature of jewish identity; 

With these ,caveats let . us note some general points aoout the ,' 

st~e.ngth of. Jewish iden~i~y. 

1. Jews feel at ease about being Jewish. A number '9f stud.i~s report 

an overw.helmingly ~ffinnative response to the question : "If you 
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were to be born again would you want to be born a Jew?" Jews are 

not ashamed of being Jewish but they are sensitiye to the fact that 

other: Jews may be o Thus, they most frequently character.i.ze the 

quality of a "good Jew" as one who "accepts his being a Jew and 

doesn't try to hide it." What is significant here is first that 

.Jews acknowledge the importance of Jewish self pride but secondly, 
i 

that they believe this quality is relevant. In other words, J~W5 

conceive of a "poor Jew"; one who tries to hide his Jewishness o I 

thipk. if we substituted the term American or Israeli for Jew, we 

would get a notion of the peculiarity of this characteristic as a 

desirable quality. "A good American (Israeli) is someone who 

accepts his being an American (Israeli) "and doesn't try to hide .it"(?) 

I am inclineq to believe that among "a s~ple of younger Jews .a . smaller 
. , 

percentage would list this characteristic " as a n·ecessary ·quality of a 

goo.d Jew .. 

20 J~daism occupies a very small part of the American Jew's life 

space. As Simon Herman .notes, lithe American Jew tends to "see . his 

Jewishness as relevant only" in. certain settings and on certain occasions -

.h~s bei~g Jewish is · related to specific l~ited regions of the life 

space."l 

We might better understand the ~ig~ificance of this · fact if we 

juxtapose it to the theory whichgain~d wide acceptance in the 1950's 

1 0 Simon Herman t American Students in Israel (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1970). (quoted from page-proofs) 
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that religion wa-s the major vehicle -through which the American related 

himself to his national society. Perhaps this was true. in the 1950 I 5 

though it is unlikely; it is certainly not true in the 70s. Jews 

continue to identify themsives as -Jewish because they want to do so, 

or like to do so, or can't escape doing so. But they don't see that 

being Jewish makes them any more or better Americans. Perhaps it does, 

and perhaps the perceptive sociologist sees it, but American Jews don't. 

3. America, though, is quite relevant to Jewish identity. The Am~rican 

environment is conducive to the maintenance of Jewish identity just 

as it is corrosive of its traditional contento It is worth -while re

viewing some well known fa~ts whose enormous consequerices for Jewish 

identity are in no way diminished by t.heir obviousnesso First of all, 

the · American Jew is free to . iden·tify as a Jew without any legal and · 

·increasingly even social ·sanction$ being at~ac.hed t:o that identity. 

Only someone insensitive to Jewish history would argue that ·thi.s 

condition will n,ec~ssarily. continue. But it remal.ns true today and i~, 

in fact, so taken for granted by the overwhelming majority of American 

Jews that one must conclude that they a~e indeed insensitive to 

Jewish · history. 

The second important if obvious fact about the Amer"ican enviroq

ment is that Judaism shares e~ough characteristics in common with 

other legitimate sub-groups in the environment that there is nothing 
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peculiar attached to one' s self ident ification as a Jew. All societies tolerate 

sub- groups and depend, upon them to perfonn a variety of social functions. All 

societies must, therefore, accord these sub- groups some degree of freedom and 

autonair;. · But it does not follcw that the particular sub-groups which society 

reoo~izes as legitimate and whose autonomy and freedom it fosters need be 

ethnic or religious groups. Indeed, there were signs in the last decade that 

ethIiic and religious -differences were being replaced by occupational and age groups 

differences as a legitimate basis for social divisions. A youth cult\ir1e, a' golden

age culture, a college Culture, or a professional culture tend to cut across ethnic. 

and religious ~ifferences. · The cry of Black Power and demand for racial recogni

tion may retarU the expansion of these new sub- cultures. There is evidence that 

it has impeded the development of a universalist student culture on college campuses 

and th~s has invigorated the self- identity of many Jewish students. But Black 

self consciousness may be rroderated to the point where it no' longe·r · provides an 

obstacle to the developnent of -age and profession sub-gnJUps. These in turn, will 

increasingly preempt the role and function of religious and ethnic ~ups. In that 

~e, Jewish self-identity will become even less relevant to other as~cts of the 

individuals life space and roore idiosyncratic in the American environment. 

4. The present co~dition of .American Jews, far from thru~ting an identity crisis 

upon them, is ideally suited to their identity needs and values. These are the 
2 

sane values which have characterized m:xlern European as well as American Jewry . 

2. The followlDg section reprints in part material fram my essay, 'Toward A Theory 
of Jewish Liberalism," D::mald 9Jtler (ed.), The Religio~s S;i.tuation, 1969 (Easton: 

. Beacon Press , ·1959), pp. 1050-1051 and 1053-1054. 
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If one looks at the behavior of Jews since their political erriancipation one 

is struck by two apparently contradictory phenanena. On the one hand, there appears 

to be a constant drive for the Jew to free himself fran the condition which Judaism 

apparently thrusts upon him. For lack of a better tenn we will call this the con-

di tien of estrangerrent. The impetus for inteilectual and religious refonn among 

Jews, the adoption of new ideologies and life styles, but above all else the changing 

self perception by the Jew of himself and his . condition was not simply a desi~ 

to find" amelioration from the physical oppression of the ghetto. It was rather a 

desire for emancipation fram the very essence of the Jewish condition in which a 

Jew found himself as a minority different in quality and kind fT'01Il even other minori-

ties and h~nce ineligible to participa.te, 7ven as other minorities did, as an equal 

rrernber of society. This denial of equality was not simply a matter of rights. Even 

where the Jew was granted full political equality he .still sensed his estrang~-:t, 

indeed often sensed it more ac.utely. The Jew's problem was his alienati.on from the 

roots and the traditions of the society . Although the sense of estrangerrent is a 

constant throughout Jewish history, it is felt most sharply in the post-emancipation 

period where on the one hand the gentile society and culture are no longer fOnmally 

Christian, and wheroe on the other hand secularization ' sweeps the Jewish people, . . 

destroying traditional values which provided ~ligious legitimation to the estrange.:. 

ment and o!)viating the . expectation of its renoval in the messianic period. 

aUt m:Jst Jews, were not looking to escape from Judaign. EVen where options 

v..'€re open, the Jew sought to retain his Jewish affiliation. When nothing else remained 

to give him a separate identity, when it appe~ as though the Enlightenment millennium 

of a universal society was indeed open to the Jew, he still sought a distinct identity, 

if in no other way than through association with other Jews. tbst JewiSh Marxists in 
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Poland were not Corrmmists, they were Btmdists ." And; at - least in the eariy 1920's, 

all that separated the .J ewish Workers' Bund of Poland from the Communists was the 

fcrme:r's insistence on .retaining their organizational identity. The Jew sought the 

options of the Enlighte!hent, btit rejected its Consequences. 

J ews were enthusiastic supporters of universal hUJTEJlism and cosrropolitanism. 

They embraced .deJl'OCTatic naticinalism, liberalism, and zroderate socialism. There 

were. variations from one region to another and one period to another. Nor did all 

Jews respond in quite the sarre way. What is striking, hoWever, is the constant search 

for a universalistic ethic which would cut through the differences that an older 

tradition had imposed .but which would permit the Jew to I'E!tain at least nominal 

identification as a Jew. 

The Jew desperately sought to partici pate in society and !'eJected sectarianism 

as a surviv.;u' strate~ . He wishes to be accepted as an equal In society not because 

he was a Jew, but because his JewishJi.ess was irrelevant. Yet at the same time the 

Jew "refused to make his CM"l Jewishhess irrelevant. For that matter, Judaism with 

its ~ligious particularism and cultural and ethnic overtones is ·indeed not irrele

varit to the extent that the new nation state aspired to a uniform culture and civiliia~ 

tion. The Jew wanted the non-Jew to ignore his Jewishness but; parad9X. of. paradoxes , . 

·the Jew himself was ·unwilling to do ·so. The rrost he was willing to do was make the 

effort to redefine the nature of his commitment ~o Judaism and his perception of the 

content of Judaism. 

S. The foregoing discuss~on takes no accoant of differences among American Jews. 

"fNhile it is true that the majority of Jews confront the same stimuli and tenq. to 

resp:md unif~nnl y, not all begin from the sane starting " pOint. Secondly, what is 

true of the majority· of Jews is not true of ali of them.. A good case can be rrade 

for an increa~ing FOlarization of the Jewish corrmunity as a result of the intensified 
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i?enti ty and ccmni 1:rrent on the part of .a m:inori ty. One consequence of def ini.ng 
. ' . . 

Judaism -as a: religion haS been that sorre of the rrore cc::mnitted necessarily locate 

themseives in the rrore religious, i.e. Orthodox can:p and others of this -highly 
. . 

identified m:inority take their cues from developments and trends within American 

Orthcx:loxy. Orthodoxy, in turn, has also been effected by .Am::!ricanization, so that 

these tend~ncies are not without their subtleties. But the t:roerld -tow.ard polariza-
. . 

tion has some very clear expressions. The increasing toleran~ t~aro 'inter-

marriage rather" than the rates themselves suggests a diminutiOn of J~~Sh identity 

on 'the part" of rrost Jews. On the other hand, the gn:Mth of Jewish day schools, 

0creased aJ.iya or recent outbursts arrong impatient Jewish youth to be discussed 

belCM;. indicate that one small segrrent of the ccmm.mi ty is JIOving in the di:rection . 

of heightened identity~ . 

The Na~ of Jewish Identity 

The way in which the indiviqual Jew relates himself to Judaism can be exam:i.ned 

in ~y ways. \oe will explore ~ of "them. rirS-t]; we will discuss th.e Aneri~ Jewis 
. ~y . 

. pe:rception of the v~ues or rreaning of Judaism ana: his relationship to those values. 

Seci:mdly, we will exPlore ·the Anerican Jew's relationship to. other Jews and the ~ 

. ganlzed Jewish camriii.nity. The"N:> rreaslireS of Jewish idEm:titY 6+"'e related but by no 

meanE; .identical. They are related in two ways. First, Jewish values both traditionally 

~d in their Arreri~an tiansformati~ place a hlgh premium on ccimrtunal affiliation. 

It is, pardOxically, only the rrost religious and knowledgeable Jew who "can make 

Sl1aboos for himself" and he is the least likely to . do so'. Secondly, rrost behavior 

which weakens the individuals link to the cormrunity . <internarriage is probably ~ 

: be(5t example) .tends to weaken his links to Judaism as well. Hc:Mever, the Jewish ~ 

JJII.Ulity and Jewi;;h values are not identical. Activity in a Jewish organization! rather 
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than serving Je~sh purposes may simply be an instrument for the activist to broaden 

his contacts with non-Jewish society by virtue of his status as a Jew~sh leader. 
. . . 

Seo:mdly, institutions which are structually Jewish may serve the latent function ' 

of assimilating the Jew to aspects of American cil ture. Many comnentators have. 

not ed that this is precisely the role which the Yiddish press, particulat"ly the 

le.;:rding Yiddish newspaper, The Forwards, fulfilled for the 'imnigrant Jews at the 

turn <;>f the century. It was through the rredium of the Yiddish press that the inmi-

grantS" learned middle class rrores and etiquette, American values' of child rearing, . 

connubial relat.ions, rCrnantic love, WOIIen f 5 new emancipated role, - and pol itical 

participation. Jewish fraternal organizations provi de an opportunity for Jews to . 

meet socially and t:lln:lugh their adult educat ion programs they reinforce values of . 

group survival. By the sarrE token such social activities as- a weekend in Las Vegas, 

a fishing trip or, a synagogue dinner dance or cocktail party l egi timizes aspe~s of 

non-JewishDleisUre aqtivity which may in . turn suggest a whole new ~et of values, 

att.itudes and life style. On tPe othez:- hand, l eft;- wing intel:J,.ectuals · and radicals. 

of the 19305 who denie~ their Jewish herit age and went sO far as to affirm the in

significanc~ of Hitler ' s anti- semiti sm were 'led back. to a sense of Jewishness as they 
. :3 

we~ led bacJc to an affirmation of the positive aspects of Am2rican life . One writer 

has noted that the rrore Americanized the Jewish workers becarre "the rrore enthusiastic.::ulY 
4 

they support the fund for Palest ine and the Jewish State." Thus , the impact of 

organizational affiliation on the one hand, or of Americanization and acculturat ion on 

the 'ct'her, is comPlex. Jewish affiliation can and has served not only as a 'v!iliicle 

3. NOrman POdhoretz, Making It ( New Yo~ : Random House, 1967), pp . 109- 136. 

4 . F'rom the Fore'lard by Joseph. S.chlossberg to Samuel Kurlaild, Cooperative Palestine 
cited in .Mordecai .M. Kaplan , A New Zioniam (New York: The Herzl press, 1959 ) , p. ' 89. 
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for Americanization but even for the internalizing of anti-Jewish values. . . . 

With ,this introduetion we now turn to ~eparate discussions of Jewish values, 

and :then of Jewish affiliation. 

Jewish. Va,lues 

American Jews share a set of characteristic values which relate to their 

Arrerican environrrent as well as to Judaism. We wil l confine ourselves to those 

values which bear roore clire.ctiy on the question of JeWish identity. 

1. In one sense we have already defined the ~ant Arrer.ican Jewish value 

.integration in the American carammity on the one hand and J ewish surviv~ as a 

distmct camrrunity on the other. Values of integration and survival, are not unique 

to Jews but the intensity with which ' these values are held is probably ~ pro-

hounced among Jews than any other group in Ameri can soci ety. The Itiliian immi-

grants, for example, resisted acculturation more strenously than did the Jews. 

But their second and third generations are ~ly distinguishabl~ as a separate 

group . Even tl1e Irish, despite :their cel ebration as a proud, defiant, separate 

su2?-group . in American society are not onl.y disappearing raI?idl y but seem to take 

pride .¥1 their loss ··of identity. Amish, on the other hand , ano: far rrore ·resistant 

to ~ acculturation than art! the Jews, but the Amish ~ not ·insist, concurrerltly with 

their separatism, that American society close i t s eyes to their · distinctiveness 

in ecOnomic, pJli.tical ·or social considerations . Not so for the Jews. 'They desire 

rtore than simply to be treat ed as equals. They demand that their Jewishness cease 

to. be a factor in any. judgrrents which society exercises over them. Jews, for 

exc:imP1e, do not argue that since they comprise X peI'C.'eI1~age of New York City's 

population they ~ entitled to X percentage of the pol itical offices. On ·the 

contrary they argue that their Jewishness should simply be irTelevant to stich 
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cqnsiderations. But Jews are qUi. te conSCl.OUS of their proportion of office holders, 

or college presidents. or large corporation directors. Where the n1..lJl"lber of Jews is 

le1ss th<3!l might be anticipated they suspect that this is a result of discrimination. 

Jews do not argue th.at equality rreans that public support for education should in-

clud.e pUblic support for Jewish schools, On the contrary, they (at least many of 

them) argue that Public supp::>rt for education should not be extended to any non-public

schools, and they ~ embarrassed by the very existence of Jewish day schools. The 

incessant demand of Jews is that they be treated as though Jewishness does not exist. 

Nothing pleases rrbst Jews rrore than to be told that they don 1 t look Jewish ·or behave 

Jewishly --. that they cannot be distinguished in appearance, dress, 'speech, attitudes, 

or behavior "f~m the non':"'Jew. All this is ~ on the one han:d. :&1t on the other . 

. hand, Jews still want to be Jews. They don't flock to Christian ministers for con

version ', They don It even flock to the Universalist-Unitarian church or to Ethical 

Culture, Classical Reform Judaism and synagogues such as 'New York City's Temple 

Dranu-El is a rrore characteristic institution of assimilated Jews . The synagogues of 

classical Reform JudaiSm, particularly at the turn df the century were barely dis

tinguishable fran l~ral Christian churches. One Prote~tant is reported to have 

wandered ' into New York' s Templ~ Dnanuel and only discOvered by chance that he· was 

in a Jewish synagogue. &It, of course, there is a difference -- the ·name, And that ' 

is how the Jews seem to want it. 

Jews want full acceptance as !Vnericans; not as .Jews, . But rrost of them are 

still· scandalized :by inte~iage ' and insist that a non-JewiSh partner to a marriage 

convert' to Judaism even when, as is usually the case. that partner no longer con-

siders himself (h~rself) Christian. They support the State of Israel financially, 
. . 

?O,liticaily and emJti?~ly ~\'hen such support nrust sureiy raise the spectre of dual 

natipnal loyaity if not disloYalty t o .America, and are oU~ed by the idea that. 

the State Depart:rrent discriminates against Jews in its persormel policies • . 
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The Jew is pulled in two directions--integr~tion and survi,val. 

The tension between the two ,values. divides to some extent one Jew from 

another, but the tension "is really present in a"lmost 'every American Jew. 

The typical Jew, regardless of where he stands on a - survival-integration 

continuum is himself pulled in both directions. 

2··. One can , identity _more specific values of American Judaism. The 

forthcoming American Jewish Year Book 'suggests six such values 5 and a 

survey of 1,200 synagogue and local chapte,r presidents of a national 

Jewish organization confirmed their widespread acceptance. Five of 

~hese values are of direct relevance to our discussion. 

a. There is nothing incomparable between being a good Jew and a 

gooci American or between Jewish standards of behavior "and Ameri~an 

standards of behavior ~ " If, however, one must choose between the two, 

one's first loyalty is to American standards of behavior and "American 

ra"ther tha"n Jewish culture. 

b . Separation" "of church and state is an £lbsolute essential. It 

,protects Amer"i~a from being taken over by religious groups, i~ prote"cts 

Judaism from hav"ing" alien standards forced upon it, and most importantly, 

it protects the Jew from being continually reminded of his minority and 

Jewish status. On~y the separation of church and state assures th~ " 

existence "of r "eligiou.sly neutral areas "of life where the" Jew can function 

with his Jewi~h status a matter of irrelevance. 

5 . Charles S. Liebman, ""Reconstructionism in American Jewish Life, It 
American Jewish Year BOOK 1970 (forthcoming) 
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c. The Jews constitute one indivisible people. It is ,their 

common history and experiences which · define them as a p'e~ple, not 

. ~ny c_ommon religious beliefs. What makes one a Jew ' is identification 

with the Jewish people and this is not" "quite the same thing as an 

indentification with the. Jewish religion. Religious differences within 

Judaism should not be tolerated and must be compro1T1ised where they 

threaten the basic unity of the people. 

d. Jewish rituals are nice, up to a point. Going to synagogue a 

fe~ times a year, or lighting candles Friday evening, having th~ family 

together for a Seder or celebrating a son ' ,5 bar mit~vah are proper ~ays 

of expressing one's Jewishness and keeping the fam~ly integrated. But 

Jews ' cannot be expected to observe all the rituals and practices of 

traditional Judaism. These were suitable, perhaps, to different countries 

or cultures but not to the .American Jew of the twentieth c·entury. Many 

rituals ought· to be changed and it is up to e~ch person to decide for 

himself what he should or should not observe . 

e. Among the major tasks that face Judaism is insuring the survival 

of the State of Israel . This is an Obligation for every Jew . But, 

support for Is~a'e~ doesn I t mean that one has to move there 'or that 

living outside Israe'l is wrong, or' that one who lives in Israel .is a 

better Jew than one who does not. 

3. The Jews' definition or class~fication of Judaism (is it a 

religion or ethnic group, or culture, or nationality, or people etc.) 

is not easily resolved. In a nominal sense the American Jew no doubt 

thinks of 'Judaism as a religion. This is a largely unconscious 

accomodation by the Eas't European immigrant or his. descendants to the 
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American environment which prove'd unrecept'ive to ethnic or cultural 

or national separatism but quite congenial to religious independance . 

. ,America toierated ethnic groups as ~ong as they didn't use their 

" e thnicity ll to justify separatism. Je"wish or Catholic structures 

against: intermar~i~ge or programs of supplem~nfary education were 

tolerated. But pictur~ the reaction of a typical American to an Irish 

parent who objected to intermarriage of his children with non-Irish, 

or to an Italian group whi<?h sought t~ ~fstablish afternoon schools to 

teach ttle It'alian lang~age, literature, and history and li.mited en

rollment to children of Italian descent. 

It took the first generation of East European immigr~nts some 

ti~e to · learn this. Further, having learned what Arrieric:::a anticipat·ed 

of them it is doubtful if all the Jews really internalized the mess·age. 

Ev.en when t .he first generation of immigrants defined Judaism as a 

.religion it is not always clear that they meant it. The religious facade 

of Jewish life prior to' Wo~ld Wa~ II m~ght have 'been intended to fool 

the non-Jews at least a~ much as it was intended to fool the Jews them

selves. In addition, institutions and organizations of a . non-reliKious· 

naturE7 (economic, cultural, ethnic, and national)~ continued to exist 

as alternativ.es rather than supplements . to the synagogue. 

World War II marks a new period in Jewish sel~ identification. 

It inaugurates .a period of heighte~ed self interest and awareness on 

the part of many jews and increased status of "Jewishness" . . On the 

other hand it is also a periqd of tremendous Jewis.h mobility; geographic .. 

·and social and the coming of age of . th.e second generation which meant 

increased .pressu·re for Americanization. 
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This · second generation American Jew had lived vicariously 

througry the holocaust and the creation of Israel. Judaism carried 

a great emotionai cha·rge for him and it seemed a betrayal of self 

to deny one's Jewishness, particularly since American values supported 

jewish self-identifi.cation and economic prosperity released monies and 

energies for Jewish activity. But this was also a generation of 

incredible ignorance. Twice removed from the East European Jewish 

heartland it had no memory of traditional Jewish life to compensate 
, 
for. its Jewish illiteracy. This Americanized and acculturated gener~tion 

simply overwhelmed the existing Jewish community and completed the process 

of "religionizing" or more correctly "Protestantizing" American Judaism. 

Judaism took the indelible stamp of an A~~ric~n religio~s denom~nation 

whose patterns of re'tigious change showed increasing "secular content 

and similarity to 
. 6 

Protestant-liberal norma". 

4. A religio~s definition of Judaism has a number of consequences. 

Two of the most import'ant relate to Jewish ideology and intermarriage. 

While America,n Judaism has produced no Jewish philosopher or ideolo~y 

of stature, the cre,ativity it has shown has been in the religious 

realm. This is true in hoth behavior and thought. The intellectual 

"action ll has been in the religious theological sphere in contrast say 

to modern East European Jewry which produced a Jewish historiography, 

a Jewish literature, and a Je,wish national, social, and cultur.al 

~deology. · But" since modern Jewish intellectuals "have felt le'ast 

' 6 S~dney Goldste1n and Ca,lvin Goldscheider, Jewish Americans 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p.240. 
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comfortable with reliRioll5 and theological categories of thought, 

the consequences of the reiigious definit.ion. of Judaism has . be~n to 

increase their disaffection. 

Secondly, if Judaism is - a . religion, then it follows that someone 

who is not religious is not Jewish. A religious as distinct from " ethnic 

. definition of Judaism makes it open ended. It is ' easier to enter and 

e~sier to leave. It is signi"ficant that precisely among suburban 

residents · who have "the greatest assimilation in almost every aspect 

of religiosity", the greatest intermarriage rate, and "the weakest 

affiliation with j~wishness,,7that conversions to Judaism are highest. 

On .the other hand, a religious definition reduces the formal 
i 

'pressures on the r~ligiously indiffe.rent Jew to retain a familist"ic 

or symbo~ic tie to the community when he does not recognize ·his own 

ties to that community's sense o~ purpose. 

5. American Jewry h~s linked itself to Israel through tourism, 

financial c'ontributions, investments, po~i tical support, and even 

aliya. Indeed, it seems as though interest in Israel, particularly 

in the last few y,ears has preempted other Jewish concerns. The 

dimensions and intensity of Jewish support for Isra~l raises questions 

about the re1:;igious defini:tion of American Judaism . If Judaism is a 

re l igion, why 'then should concern for Israel be such an important 

component of Amer.ican 'Jewish identity? One possibility is that 

American Jews see Is'rael as the religious and s.piritual center of Judai ~m. 

But this is not the case. Indeed, in ' a survey 'of Jewish synagogue and 

organizational leaders, a majority, except for the· Orthodox, expressed 

dp,reement with the following statement: "Wl"tile there must be a warm 

7 Ibid., p.241: 
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fraternal relation between Jews of the United States and Israel, the 

center of American Jewish life must be American - Jud~ism rather than 

. 8 
.a Jewish culture which has developed or will develop in Is~ael .. 

Thus, the intensity of American Jewish su.pport for Israel remains 

paradoxical given the religious definition of Judaism. Jewish 

d~monstrations against French President PO,mpideu on the occasion of 

his visit to the United St'ates in early 1970 raised fears even amon~ 

'israeli officials that Jewish enthusiasm for Israel would jeopardize 

the position of Arne"rican Jewry. Furthermore, support for Israel 

reaches heretofore inaccessible segments of the Jewish community. As 

. we shall see in the next section, non-religious orga·nizations do not 

derive their support from the "unsynagogued". Support "for Israel is 

probably the only, major Jewish activity today which involves the "non-

re'ligious ~ ' Jew. 

Perhaps, therefore, American Jews are shifting to a new stage 

of Jewish identity in which Israel is replacing religion. ' Such a change 

would be totally out of . harmony with prevailing American 'notions of 

legit.imacy_ One is inclined~ the_refore, to ' explor~ the possibility 

that suppoJ;'t for Israel is really only an extension. or evolution of 

American Jewish. identity , since World War II rather than a radical ' shift . 

The first point to note is that the Jewish religion itse'lf 

emphasizes the importance of Israel. This is not only true in the 

sense ' that Isr:~el-Zion occupies such an importan.t place in Jewish 

. liturgy and ritual. Nor is' it true .only because the religious 

8 This ' and other responses of Jewish synagogue and organizational 
leaders t .o Israel is report~d in Charles S . . Liebman, liThe Role qf .Israel 
in ~.he Ideology., of American Jewr:y, II pispersion and Unity 10 (Winter, 
1970), pp. 19-26. 
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establishment, especially "the various rabbinical and synagog~e 

organizations have been unanimous in their pronouncements and dec lara-

. tions in support of" Israel. It is especially true, because at the local 

congrega~ional level, Israel has turned into a focal point of Jewish 

identi ty. There are the rabbis' sermons which stress , Israel; the "gift 

Objects from Israel, the trips to Israel under synagogue auspices, the 

prominent place of Israel in men's club and sisterhood programming, 

~nd the "increasing number of Israelis who staff the synagogue's school 

programs. Nothing illustrates I·srael' 5 role in the religious life of 

. American .Jewry better than the sale of Israel Bonds on Yom Kippur (which 

1s not to say that such significance is absent even on that day). This 

ho~ie5t d,ay of the Jewish calendar stresses the personal r .elationship 

bf man to God and the idea of r ·epel1tance. The prayers, devoted to 

spiritual self assessment and pleas for forgiveness are interrupted in 

hundreds of synagogues in the United States by an a 'ppeal to the con

gregants to buy Israel S·onds. The point here is not to judge whether 

such conduct is right or wrong, just or unjust, necessary or un~ 

nt;!cess~ry. Let ur grant .that it may be the most effective way to raise 

,.money. It is nevertheless vulgar and ludicrous. But American Jews 

.apparantly don't consider it either vulgar or ludicrous and this says 

a great d.eal about t ·heir concept of "religious" behavior and the place 

, of Israel in their l1religious ll outlook. 

The foregoing suggests that Amer1can Jews continue to define 

.:Judaism as a religion but that Israel in'creasingly defines the content 

of that religion. Concomitantly', support for Israel becomes not only 

support for a State thous~nds of miles away or for its inhabi tan"ts.-

rather, support for Israel is the symbol of one's' Jewish ident~ty like 

staying home from work on Yom Kippur. It has nothing to do with zionism, 

with a nation~.l ,Jewish self definition, or even with knowing ·very much 
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about Israel itself or modern Jewish-Israeli culture. It is pe,rfec'tly. 
. 9 

compatable with being a good Amer~can. Of course, ,there are other 

reasons as well for the important place of israel in American Jewish 

life. 

The stakes involved in Israel's success are obvious. The lives 

of two million Jews are involved. Furthermore, unlike" Soviet Jewry, 

. where many Jewish l"ives are also invo,lved, . far more American Jews have 

relatives in Israel with whom they met, continue to hear from, and 

with whom they may even correspond regUlarly. 

Support for ·Israel, poiitically and financially represents an I 

outlet and expression of Jewish activity which is religiou.sly legitimate 

. but which is entirely secular in content. In a sense it gives one ' 

something Jewish and something impor~ant to do wh~ch, unlike pure 

religious behavior demands no knowledge and no stra'nge ritualized 

behavior. 

Finally, the nj.as ·s media bring Israel ~o the ct;lnstant attention ' 

of th,e American Jew. The agenda of American Jewish life 1's by and large 

dictated by the concerns of the non-Jewish media. Religion is no l 'cnger · 

the topic of as many articles, ' news stories, books" etc. ~ or religious 

pers~nalities the subject of as many T.V. interviews . as they were in 

the last two decade,s. But IS,rae~ has achieved mu-ch greater prominance 

"9 Nathan Rotenstre~ch makes a similar point in his comments found in ' 
Chan in Relationshi s Between Israel and the Dias ora (Jerusalem: The 
nst,l tute for onteniporary Jewry, P\,l .. ~cat~ons 0 the Study Circle, on 

Diaspora Jewry, Hebrew, 1969), pp . 60~61. 

. '. , 
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thereby reinforcing the efforts of Jewish leader.s to bring~ its problems · 

to the attention of the American Jew. 

It remains to be seen whether Israel will continue "to occupy 

its present role in Jewish life in the event that the American public 

becomes less tolerant of Jewish commitment to Israel, or in the happy 

event that threats to Israel's physical survival diminish. Will 

American Jews resist pressures to deemphasize Israelts importance ,. 

and will some other symbol replace Israel as a focus of (religious) 

identity? For the present; even pessimists must confess to the capacity 

of at least one Jewish symbol to evoke an emotional response among 

elerne.nts of the community such a~ some colleg¢ youth a~d some in

tellectuals for whom eulogies had already" been pronounced. 

6. As in the previous discussion on ·the strength of Jewish identity 

so here in this section on the nature of Jewish identity, one must not ' 

lump all Jews together. Not all of them identify or define Judaism 

in ·t"he same way. First of all, the vast majority of Jews may define 

Judaism as a ~eligion while disagreeing among themselVes about the 

content of the religion. Studies of Jewish teenagers in the 1950's 10 

indicated surprising agreement on the ritual requirement.s of ,Ju9aism. 

T·he teenagers accepted traditional or Orthodox norms even while they 

d 'eviated from them. ·One suspects that this is no longer the case . . in 

the portrait which Sklare and Greenblum paint of Lakeville ,l~. the Dorian 

10 Bernard Ros~n, Aqolscence and Religion (Cambridge: · Schenkman 
Publishing Co., 1965) 

11 Marshall Sklare and Joseph Greenblum, Jewish Identity on the 
Suburban Frontl.er (New¥ork: Basic· Books, 1967 j 

i 
i 
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Grey of American Jud~ism, only 12 per cent of the respondents thought 

it essential or desirable to observe the dietary laws in order for 

a Jew to be considered a good Jew. There "is probably a new level of 

agreement emerging among Cons~rvative and Reform Jews about -the desirable 

level of traditional observance but this leaves the Orthodox segment of 

the community in substantial disagreement. 

Furthermore, there are still some Jews who retain a purely 

cultural, linguistic or national self definition. While they represent 

a small minority and really fall outside the consensus of American 

Judaism they may playa prominent public role because of the intensity 

of their commitment. They are to be founq in disproportionate numbers 

among Jewish professionals in fields such as education, camping, . zionism, 

and social and communal work. 

Finally there is that assimilationist element which, unwilling to 

die a quiet Jewish death, is not satisfied' unless it can drag the rest 

of American Jewry along with it to the grave. This element once thrived 

within Reform Judaism. Since the 1930's and , especially since World War II' 

the assimilationists have been on the defensive there. They are more 

likely now to b~ totally outside the religious camp and define themselves 

as Jewish secularists . . Their views which find expression in such ·best . 
12 . 

sellers as James Yaffe, The American Jews define Judaism in purely 

universalist terms. The ideals of J~daism, in their view, requires the 

abandonment of all Jewish particularism and advocates intermarriage. 

We turn now to the second aspect in the nature of Jewish identity, 

the American Jew's relationship to other Jews and to the organized 

12 New York: Random House, 1968 
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Jewish community. 

Jewish Affiliation 

1. In a study which has assumed great' importance in the literature 

on Amer~can miDority groups, Milton Gordon characterized various stages 

f "1· ' 13 o aSS1ml atlon. The two ~tages most relevant to our discussion are:. 

1) cultural or behavioral assimilation in which "the minority group 

changes its cultural patterns to those of the dominant society and 2) 

structural assimilation in which there is large scale entrance of 

minority group members into the cliques, clubs and institutions of the 

host society on the primary group level. In his discussion of American 

Jews, Gordon suggests that cultural assimilation has taken place~ where-

as structural assimilation has not. One author, who relies on Gordon 

for · his theoretical framework makes the following observation: 

... The Jews of America associate among themselves ..• they are 
culturally American, but socially in the ghetto. But, mind you, 
the ghetto is an American ghetto, not a Jewish ghetto. American 
Jews in SInai B'rith ... do precisely wha·t other Americans ·do in 
the Knights of Columbus, the Rotarians ... and other fraternal 
organizations. They do not differ in behavior patterns, in r .itual, 
in professed ideals, in activitivities of all sorts, except for 
this one .very significant thing, that they prefer to associate 
among themselves.l~ 

While there is undoubtedly some truth in this observation it is 

exaggerated and misleading. Gordon may be right in a · very general way 

but his categories of cultural and structural assimilation are too gross. 

13 Milton Gordon, Assimilation in American Life (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1961.0 See ·also the attack on Gordon from a Jewish 
perspective by Marsha11 Sklare-, "Assimilation and .the Sociologists"·, 
Commentary, 44 (May, 1965), pp. 63~67. 

14 Werner I. Cahnman, "Comments on the American J_ewish Scene," Herbert 
Strauss (ed.), Conference on Acculturation (New York:· American Federation 
of Jews From Central Lurope, 1965), pp. 20-21. 
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The essence of American Jewish identity, the core meaning 

which Judaism has for many American Jews. may very well be their 

social ties to one another. We shall call this, associationalisrn. 

The distinguishing mark. of American Jews is increasingly the fact that 

they associate primarily with other Jews rather than what t .hey believe 

or even how they believe (though as we shall see, associationalism is 

related to behavior>. As Gherhard Lenski found in his Detroit area 

study, ties binding Jews to their religion are weaker than those of 

Protestants or Catholics; ties binding them to one another are much 

stronger. More than other religious groups, "th" great majority of 

Detroit Jews find most of their primary relationships within the Jewish 

subcommunity." 1.5 Even among the third generation, wealthy, acculturated 

suburban Jews of Lakeville, Jews make their friends . almost exclusively 

among other. Jews. By and large t -his' is not a result of anti-Semitism 

or deliberate exclusion on the p~rt of the non-Jews. Rather, many 

~espondents emphasized: 

. . . that Jews 'are predisposed to social contact and intimate 
association with other Jews because of a common religio-ethnic 
heritage and a pervasive group identity. "It's because Jews go 
with Jews and Gentiles go with Gentile·s. My background is so 
Jewish and my life is so Jewish that I'm happier surrounded by 
Jews", explains a young salesman's wife who is now active in 
Lilienthal Temple, although as an adolescent she had some close 
friends who were Gentile. "I"t's the identity, the background, 
the religion. It would be hard for a Gentile to be comfortable 
without those common bonds," elab'orates an affluent lawyer . and 
business executive who came to the United States from Russia 
when he was a youngster ... A young businessman who observed 
almost none of the traditional religious practices to which 
he ' was exposed in childhood mentions similar reasons to aocount 
for the fact that he lost contact with the non-Jewish friends 
he had before marriage. "They went different paths because of 
differences in economics, education, and a different mode of 
living. II 16 

15 Gerhard Lenski, The Religious Factor (New York : Anchor Books, 
rev. ed., 1963), p.37. 

i6 Sklare and Greenblum, ~. cit., pp.280-281. 
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The first point to be noted is that Jewish ass_ociationalism 

has a behavioral foundation. In other words, Jews who seek out other 

Jews, do so because they apparently find something different or special . 

which distinguishes Jews from non-Jews. Sociologists may not know what 

this speciai quality is. One is reminded of the question-who can tell 

the difference between a male turtle and a female turtle? ,The answer is 1 

of course, that turtles can tell. 

The second point is "that Jewish associationalism exists in- · 

dependently of other attributes of Jewish identity. It is a pattern 

which exists among all types of Jews and in all type~ of Jewish communities, 

urban and · suburban, wealthy and poor, first generation American and third 

generat.ien American ·. Sklare and Greenblum found that those "uninvel ved 

in religion and synagogue life have almost as Jewish a friendship ci!cle 
. 17 

as :t.hose who possess religious commitments". In his sample of Chicago 

area Jews, Lazerwitz con·structed nine mea·sures of Jewish identity one 

of which was ethnicity. This was defined by the number of close Jewish 
. 18 

friends one had or the frequency of visiting Jews compared to non-Jews. 

There were no pronounced differences in ethnicity between Jews who scored 

high and those who scored · low on other measures of Jewish identification. 

These included, for example, religious behavior, Jewish education, 

zionism, pietism, traditional beliefs, and Jewish organizational affilia-

tion. 

Jewish associational{sm, at least among adults, appears to be 

ubiquitous. This does not mean that it is a permanent phenom~non. 

Indeed·, there is every reason to be pessi~i~tic. concerning long run 

17 Ibid., p.284. 

IS · Bernard Lazerwitz, A First Report on the General Components and 
ish Ident1f1cat~on (Nat10nal Jew~sh Welfare Board 

, mimeo, 1968) 
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trends since many Jewish youth today not only form ties with non

Jews (this was apparantly always. the case) but explicitely reject 
, 
the values, implicit in Jewish associationalism . Furthermore, .there 

is reason to believe that educational, life style, child rearing 

patterns that were once characteristically Jewish, are now shared by 

many non-Jews. Consequently the basis of Jewish associationali 'sm 

among the assimilated, that is those who associate with Jews rather 

than non-Jews only becaus~ of common life styles, will disappear . 

But .let us continue for the time being wIth an analysis of present . 

, Jewish behavior rather than predictions for the future. 

2. While there is no relationship between friendship patterns and 

other measures of Jewish identity, ·there is a relationship between 

organizational "affiliation and other ' identity measur·es. Those affiliated 

with Jewish org~nizations are mos~ likely to identify th~mselves w~th t he 

religious co~unity~ Lazerwitz found that "the two dominating factors 

of Jewish ideritifi.cation, which are also strongly associa,ted with one 

ano~her are' the religio-pietistic and Jewish organizational factor~ . l9 

19 Lazerwitz, op. cit . , p. 19. Similar conclusions are to be found in: 
Stanley K. 8i man, The Jewish Po ulation of Greater Washin ton . in 1956 . 

as ~ngton, D • • ', The Jew~sh Com:mun~ty ounc~1 0 Greater Wash~ngton, 
. 1.957)" p. 68 ·; and Morris Axelrod, et . . aI, A Community Survey for Long 
Range PI'anning ~ A Study of the J .ewish P02ulat.ion oJ Greater Boston 
(Boston : The Comb~ne.d Jew~sh Ph~lanthrop~es 1 1967), p '" 165. 
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Sklare and Greenblum, on the other hand, foUnd that among men 

(though not wOmen) the degree of religioUs commitment meant little 

if any distinction in the level of organizational affiliation or 

even in the degree of involvement . However, the religiously un

committed had "an affinity for social and recreational organizations 

which avoid any instrumental or Jewish purpose.,,20 Thus, their 

conclusion that Jewish organizational involvement provides a secular 

alternative for the non-religious Jews seems unwarranted because 

'. Jewish organizations are not of a single mold. 

It appears far more useful to distinguish among types of Jewish 

organizations. Those which are purely recreational or social bring 

Jews together at the associatian~l level, the lowest level of Jewish 

identity. They do evidence the pattern of cultural assimilation and . . 
structural segregation. But the Jewish organizations which we more 

commonly identify as communal organizations; B'nai B'rith, American 

Jewish Committee, American Jewish Congress, Hadassah, Jewish War 

Veterans, Zionist Organization of America, or ORT, are not a "secular 

alternative to the synagogue; they are a supplement to religious 

identification. Whatever social, recreational, or purely expressive 

satisfac.tions the Jew may derive from such organizations he also 

relates to them because they fulfill instrumental Jewish purposes. 

Contrary, therefore, to what Gordan suggests, there are types of 

Jewish structures which still remain culturally independent and 

20Sklare and Greenblum, ~. cit., p. 263. 
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they are precisely- those structures which playa crucial role in the 

· network of Jewish communal relationships . This is not to suggest that 

such o~ganizations have not been Americanized or, as we indicated 

above, may not even ~ocialize their members to anti-Jewish values. 

But Surely we must view an organization as culturally · Jewish if its 

goals are uniquely Jewish. On the other hand, Gordon's description 

of the Jewish community as structurally segregated but culturally 

assimilated fits, at least temporarily, Jewish social and recreational 

organizations • . Less clear is the place of Jewish Community Centers. 

Do they fulfill purely associational needs or are they cultural 

supplements to other forms of Jewish activity? Some Centers are 

probably of one type, and other Centers of another type, depending 

on the community in which it is located, the Board, and the Executive 

Director. 21 

Tapping. ·such a measure is fraught with difficulty. We would 

obviously have to measure relative contributions bu~ relativ~ to 

What.? individual ~ncome, family income, present income, past incom~, 

anticipated income, etc. Would we distinguish types of Jewish philan-

thropies, rather than lump say hospitals and Jewish schools together? 

How w:ould we hold constant for comrm.mity and economic pressures' to 

contribute? What would we do about family or corporate contributions? 

What about contributions to such organizations as the American Israel 

Public Affairs Committee which is not philantrhopic? Finally, how 

2~e have been using type of organization as a measure of identity. 
A far more revealing· measu,e might be contributions to Jewish philan-
thropy. . 

I 
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reliable would self reporting of such information be? But, if these 

technical hurdles could be overcome we might have a measure of acti-

vity which cuts across the entire gamut of Jewish identification 

and is the best single measure of Jewish commitment. 

3. The synagogue is the institution with which Jews are most widely 

affiliated. Approximately 60 per cent of American Jews are afi11ia

ted with synagogues. 22 Estimates of the number of Jews affiliated 

with communal organizations are subj ect to greater error. In the 

absence of organizational figureswe must rely on self-supporting 

by respondents in various community surveys. Unfortuaately, such 

data is not always collected or reported uniformly. Based on 

studies of Washington, D.C., Camden, New Jersey, Providence, Rhode 

Island, and Boston, Massachusetts,23 I would estimate that about 

3S per cent of the adult Jewish population belongs to at least one 

Jewish communal organization, this excludes membership in synagogue 

mens' clubs and sisterhoods (the most pervasive type of organizational 

affiliation and in Jewish Community Centers. 

There seems to be a ~endency for women to affiliate more than 

22The figure can be misleading since it includes family members whose 
affiliation might take place through one parent. On the other hand 

it excludes many elderly who may disaffiliate in a formal sense while 
retaining informal ties to the synagogue. Over 90 per cent of American 
jews express some denominationl preference when asked if they identify 
themselves as Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, or secular Jews. 

23Studies include surrounding suburbs as well as the city itself. On 
. Washington see Stanley K. Bigman, ~. ill.; for Camden see Charles 

Westoff, Population and Social Characteristics of the Jewish Community 
of the Camden Area 1964 (Camden: Jewish Federation of Camden County, 
n.d.); for Providence see Sidney Goldstein, The Greater Providence 
Jewish Community (Providence: The General Jewish ·Committee of Providence; . 
1964 . for Boston see Morris Axelrod o. cit. 
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men (in two areas more women are affiliated and in one area the same 

proportion of w~n are affiliated but they are members 6f more or

ganizations), tnougn in one area tne tendency is reversed. There 

are ohly two Jewisn organizations to which at least ten per cent of 

tne Jewish population who are eligible to ·join are affiliated. The 

largest Jewisn organization is Hadassan followed by B'nai B'rith. 

However, in individual communities, a particular local organization 

may be mucn larger. In Providence, for example, 22 per cent of tne 

women were affiliated with Zionist orgqnizations (we may assume the 

overwhelming majority were members of Hadassah), but 26 per cent of 

the women were · affiliated with the local Jewish Home for the Aged • 

. Parenth.tically, 21 per cent were affiliated with the Jewish 

Community Center and 36 per cent with synagogue sisterhood5. 

As we indicated, Jewish communal organizations do not' represent 

alternatives ·in terms of memberships to the synagogue. We simply 

don't ~ow whetner they represent alternatives for active partici

pation and leadership, tnough this seems likely. 

4. From the preceeding discussion, a picture emerges of three types 

of Jews. The affiliated Jews, the associ~ted Jew, and the non-asso

ciated Jew (the non-Jewish Jew). The affiliated Jew represents the 

largest category and includes an estimated 70 per cent or more of 

American Jews. He is likely to belong to a synagogue and he or his 

.wife probably belong to some other Jewish organization. His closest 

friends are Jews. wnile the quality of his Jewish life and the level 

of his Jewish knOwledge leaves much to be desired while he may be 
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"gradually assimilating more and more values and life-style patterns 

of the non-Jewish community, he is Jewishly self-conscious and wants 

Judaism to survive. 

The associated Jew is unaffiliated with a Jewish synagogue or 

Jewish communal organization and may even identify himself as a secu_ 

lar Jew though his closest friends are Jewish . He may be affiliated 

with a social or recreational group which is nominally Jewish or whose 

predominant membership is Jewish. While associated Jews comprise only 

a minority of American Jews they are Ii significant group e,because 

they are disproportionately third of fourth ·generation American Jews 

and are disproportionately under 40. 

Finally we have the non-associated Jew about whom we know the 

least statistically but with respect to some individuals the most 

anecdotally. He is the Jew who is least likely to be captured by 

community studies , is most likely to be intermarried, and is completely 

marginal to the Jewish community. He is, I would guess likely to be 

of two types. As a member of the working class and a high school 

dropout he may slither out of the Jewish community without anyone 

caring to claim him. Alternately he may be engaged in a ghighly 

professionalized or specialized occupation- -university professor, 

psycho~nalyst, artist . His major associates and friends may be 

Jewish because such occupations are highly attractive to Jews. But 

from his point of view, however erroneous tis conclusion may be, the 

fact that most of his friends are Jewish is a matter of accident. In 

fact, most of them may not be Jewish . 
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Among the many independent and dependent variables associated with 

these types of Jews, two deserve special mention. Jewish education 

may be the critical .independent variable. .That is, Jewish education 
. . 

may be the single best causative explanation for differences amobg 

types of Jews and even for differences between the more and less 

committed of the affiliated Jews . My own guess, hOwever, is that 

even if Jewish education is the single best explanatory factor, it 

hardly suffices to explain everything • . 

The second" factor we have ignored is contributions to Jewish 

philanthropy which, if we had some accurate way of measuring .it, might · 

prove to be the most reliable dependent variable. I suspect that. 

this is the case. 

5. We have proposed a model of .three types of Jews. Affiliated, 

associated, and non- associated . Even "if this model adequately des
·a 

. cribes the behavior of most American Je.,IS it mhses qualitatively 

Significant segment. Since June of 1967 about 8,000 Americans have 

emigrated to Israel each year and the estimates for 1970~1971 are 

lQ,OOO. About half of these olim are Orthodox Jews. My own guess 

~s that among the Orthodox, at least 50 per cent were not affiliated 

with any Jewish organization in the United States and a few like 

myself,(though they may have been active in the day school which 

their children. attended), were not even affiliated with a synagogue. 

Yet these oHm were prompted to come to Israel from a strong sense ?f 

Jewish identity and despair over the possibility of providing a satis-

factory Jewish environment for their children in the. U.S. In other 
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words many of these strongly identified, strongly committed ~ 

do not ,readily fall into the category of affiliated or associated Jew. 

Among the non-Orthodox olim, the proportion of deviates is certainly 

higher. I would guess that a far smaller percentage of them were 

affiliated with a Jewish organization or with a synagogue. The pre-

1967 ~ came ,out of a much stronger Zionist organizational orienta

tion than the post-1967 olim. However, in his study of Americans and 

Canadians still in Israel who came prior' to 1966, .Antanovsky found 

that 58 per cent of those who came in the previous decade and did 

not settle on Kibbutzim did not even belong to a Zionist organization. 24 

Iri addition to the £!!h who· does not fit into our classification 

there is the radical Jewish youth phenomenon; There are all sorts 

of radical Jewish youth and it would be a mistake · to lump them all 

together. There are the radical Jewish youth who are identified with 

Black nationalist and/or anti-semitic and/or . pro-Arab groups. There 

are the Jewish youth who participate in a Ramparts seder to mock 

and pervert the Jewish tradition and the Jewish cOmmunity. While the 

destructive capacity of such youth must nO,t be underestimated. and 

the existence of their fellow travellers within the affiliated Jewish 

community must be appreciated, they do not really constitute an excep 

tion to our typology of A:l:lerican Jews. At most, one Drl.ght be forced 

to construct a fourth category of Jews from them. If wee-heretofore 

suggested that non-associated Jews (non- Jewish Jews) constitute the 

24Aaron Antanovsky, Americans and Canadians in ISrael, Report No . 1 
·(Jerusalem:Israel InstItute of Aoplied Social Research, mimeo, 1968.) 
The figures are derived from those presented on p.i4. 
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lowest rung on the ladder of Jewish identity, these youth might 

in fact constitute a fourth level, anti-Jewish Jews. But our concern 

is with another type of radical youth who is also disaffected from 

the synagogue and Jewish communal organizations but for very different 

reasons. He is the young man who "sat in" in 1968 at a meeting of the 

American conference on Soviet Jewry and charged that organization with . 

being little more than an alibi for inaction on Soviet Jewry. He is 

the radical youth who "occupied" the offices of the New York Federa- . 

tion of Jewish Philanthropies, or who demonstrated at the 1969 

meetings of the CJFWF. Here is part of what a spokesman for those 

who demonstrated at the CJFWF meetings had to say. It is quoted at 

some length to demonstrate that antagonism to the organized Jewish 

community is quite compatible with a high commitment to Judaism: 

I am not a part of this convention; neither was I nor "any young 
person asked to speak at this time ••• l stand here because of pressure 
that we exerted upon the planners of this. conference to permit us to 
address you directly. Knowing that we were given this opportunity 
only through threats of a disruption, you might dismiss us as children 
of Dur times, bored. with the battle of the campus and looking for a . 
new stage upon which to play our childish pranks of doubtful morality ••• 

We were born during and shortly after the war. The Holocaust 
made a deep impression on our young minds, as did the new-felt . pride 
in the state of Israel. We had the. bewt set of blocks, the shiniest 
bicycle, and piano lessons. We did well in school. We went to Hebrew 
school and occasionally synagogue, but found them dull. There were . 
few exciting models for us in the Jewish community, little opportunity 
to give expression to our youthful ideals. In contrast the larger 
world was exciting, a labyrinth of mystery and challenge ••• The Jewish 
publicists spilled seas of ink bemoaning our a11en~ation. Perhaps 
it was a sign of our health that we were not attracted to a Jewish life 
devoid of intellectual and spiritual energy. 

It took us several years to realize our confusion of form . 
a'nd essence t:8 an~ to recognize that there was more to Judaism than 
its poor express:i.on in the American Jewth community. For some ft was 
a trip to Israel, for others it was . the reading of Buber's I and Thou 
for others an encounter with Hassidim, for others it was a traditional 
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Jewish education redirected to confront existential problems, for 
others the exploration of self could not overlook the Jewish component. 
The Six~Day war forced us to reassess our attachment in deciding to 
risk our lives if necessary on Israel's behalf. The black awakening 
reminded uS that the melting pot dream was a fool's fantasy and that 
differences were legitimate. We woke up from the American dream 
and tried to discover who we really were. For ma~y of us this now 
means turning our concerns inward into the Jewish community because 
we are disenchanted with the crass materialism of the larger society. 
Yet where can we find inspiration in ·the multi-million dollar Jewish 
presences of suburbia? 

t ••• As the Jew rose into a secure middle class niche, he became 
more of a social and political being. Organizations multiplied 
which reflected the needs of adjustment and defense ••• 

• • • Settlement houses had suburban off-shoots of Jewish community 
cen·ters closely modelled aftered the n«:A' s. These Jewish swimming 
pools and game rooms were to be instrumental in maintaining Jewish 
loyalties • 

••• Jewish education was a step-son of organized Jewish philan
thropies ••• lronically, constitutent organizations have declared a 
h:. oly war against government support of Jewish education while 
simultaneously refusing to give any aid themselves • 

••• It is inconceivable for a Jewish community to be guided by 
Jewish principles and values if its leaders are ignorant of them. 
Surely some knowledge of Hebrew, of Jewish history and traditions 
should be a pre-requisite. Leaders of Jewish philanthropies should 
not only solicit funds but educate benefactors to the needs of the 
community. Tlils requies Jewish knowledge. 

Your response to us could be: you pampered kids, if you want things 
done differently, why don't you do it yourselves and leave us alone? 
This is the way we want the Jewish community, If that would be your 
response, then with much pain and disappointment we would indeed be 
forced to do it ourselves ••• And then perhaps it will onty be the 
coming of the Messiah that will turn our hearts .to yours. 25 

By chance, the statement by Hillel Levine came to my attention 

within a day or two of the statement that follows. While addressed 

to a different topic 1 thought it instructive to contrast the style 

and content of the two. The author of the following statement, Morris 

Laub, is Director of the Joint Commission on Social Action of all the 

25Hillel Levine, "To Share a Vision," Speech before the CJFWF meetings 
held in Boston, Nov., 1969 andprinted in Response, 6 (Winter 1969-
1970), pp. 3-10. The journal in which the speech was printed is 
ibelf an interesting example of thephenomenon to which we refer. 
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Rabbinical and lay groups of the Conservative movement. Laub, as 

embedded in the Jewish establishment as one can be, was writing 

this year about the activities of the Jewish Defense League and made 

the following observation • 

••• study after study has shown that the black is among the least 
anti-semitic of Americans ••• The problem of anti-Semitism cuts 
across all of America, all religious groups, and all economic 
classes. The Jewish establishment hasnot rid American of anti
Semitism-nor could it-but it has dohe a remarkably protective 
job. It is rank distortion of the problem to offer black scape= 
goats as a solution. 

The urban crisis does affect Jews - but not Jews alane. It 
poses a serious problem for all Americani. Well before the Jewish 
Defense League came into being, the Kerner Report on Civil Dis
orders was embraced by all Jewish organizations, and with it the 
need to do something about Jews in the core city. Even a cursory 
reading of statements, convention proceedings and resolutions 
points to the heightened consciousness on the part of national 
and local Jewish organizations of the need to devote more thought, 
energy and money to the problems. of the core city. The problem 
of the Jew in the inner city is a function of the urban crisis 
and of American society. and not of black racism or anti-Semitism. 
The solution lies, therefore, in directing attention to the causes 
of the illness, not merely to the symptoms. 26 
(Underlining not in the original) 

What Laub is saying is that Jews are an epi- phenomena of a core 

city problem • . Shaaes· of Karl Marx . One need hold no brief for the 

Jewish Defense League, ." and one doubts many raidcal youth do, bu.t they 

would ·surely see Laub t s solution as a· typical "cop~oue' of the Jewish 

establishment. 

Like~, Jewish radicals t4nd to beunafilliated and even an

tagonistic to the organized jewish coumunity, but hardly indifferent. 

26Morris Laub, "Vigilantism: Is it Needed?," Conservative Judaism 24 
(Spring, 1970, pp. 52-53 
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We leave open the question of whether the affiliational problem 

relates more to the program. of Jewish organizations, or to their 

style, to their decision making procedures, to some other factor or 

to all or some of these. 

6. The importance of communal organizations, both in terms of their 

instrumental goals (we haven't reallr touched upon them at all), and 

as a foci of Jewish identity means that not only the qulity of their 

programs, but their very survival must concern all Jews. It is my 

impression that though there is a crisis in the synagogue, while the 
I 

synagogue fails to attract many Jewish youth and intellecturals, and 

while rabbis are becoming .less and less secure about that they are 

doing and ought to be doing, Jewish cOlllllUllal organizations are exper-

iencing more serious difficulty. The immediate .. problem is tiot lmember

ship, though age composition. is a cause for concern. The best 

expression of the problem is to be found in comparing the presidents 

of Jewish organizations today with presidents twenty or even ten years 

. ago. Is it only coincidence that there is hardly a president of a. 

national Jewish organization. who is a personality of national stature? 

Apparently, Jewish organizations are having difficulty recruiting top 

lay people for leadership positions . Shortage of professional staff 

is a second problem. All organizations, ·public andprivate, rely 

irtcreasingly on their professional staffs for program planningand 

initiation as well as their administration and execution. There has 

always been a shortage of Jewishly knowledgeable professionals but in 

the past they were at least committed to their own organization and 
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its program. Jewish organizations are experiencing increasing diffi-

culty in attracting skilled staff, much less a professional staff 

loyal to the organization. Finally, the growth and increased role 

and status of roof organi.zation - the President's Conference, the 

Conference on Soviet Jewry, the NCRAC, the CJFWF, the Synagogue Coun

cil of America, introduce a desirable measure of unity but raise 

enormous dangers to the quality of Jewish Communal life. This sub

ject deserves extended treatment. It is surprising and disheartening 

that no one has addressed himself to this question • . In the absence 

of any study the following remarks must be accepted even ', more 

tentatively than the previous ones. The characteristic of roof 

organizations is that they have organizations as constituents; although 

some of them go ~utside their organizational constituencies for funds . 

But their ~ecisions which often represent the lowest COmmon denomina

tor of agreement · among constituent organizations ~r_e also once removed 

from accountability to a mass membership. Thus, they are not only' 

impotent except on those rare occasions where true unanimity exists 

on the conmrunal a.cene, but they handica~ the c.onstituent organizations 

from exercising boldness and initiative since the latter must often 

clea~ their programs with the roof organizations. It is no worider, 

therefore, that some talented laymen find the national organizations 

less and less attractive as an arena of activity and power. Onenational 

organization complains that it has trained laymen at the local level 

who then leave it for the greener pastures and "instant prominence II 

of activity in a roof organization. 
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7. The earlier discussion of points 4 and 5 suggest that the organized 

Jewish community, to the extent that it can transcend environmental 

pressures and truly arrive at independent "decisions, must choose 

between alternative strategies that will inevitably alienate one seg

ment or another o~ American" Jews. Catch phrases such as I1reieV8I1Ce" 

are of little help ance that which is relevant to ttie concerns of one 

group of American Jews is quite irrelevant to another. 
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The Future of American Judaism 

Marshall Sklare wrote recently that "it is a hallmark of the 

contemporary Jewish community that assimilationists insist upon de

signating themselves as survivalists.,,27 While it wouid be unfortunate 
I 

t .o let the assimilationsts preempt the survivalist vocabulary, their 

argument is not without its own logic in the reality of contemporary 

Jewish life. When we talk about Jewish aurvival it is not always 

clear if the referrent is to the survival of a group of people who 

identify themselves as Jewish or to the survival of Judaism. Of 

course, there is no Judaism without Jews. So if our referrent of 

surviva . . is Judaism, then what we also lQ,ean is the survival of Jews, 

but in. this case, not only nominally identified Jews but those who 

adhere to some definable essence called Judaism. 

Whatever definition of Judaism is adopted, one is sure to despair 

over the possibility for the continued adherence of large numbers of · 

American Jews to Judaism. Indeed, the more maximalist a definition 

one adopts (and highly committed Jews tend also to be maximalists), 

the more pessimistic one is likely to be over the prospect~ for 

the survival of Judaism in the United States. The assimilationists . 
. .. 

may argue, therefore, with justice, that Jewish maximalistl;J are reading 

Jews out of judaism. It makes more sense, they may argue, to define 

Jews rather thim. Judaism. Jews would be people who call themselves 

27In his response to letters from readers, Commentary, 49 (June, 1970), 
p. 14. By an assimilationist Sklare apparently means someone who persists 
in calling himself · JewiSh although he denies the tenets, beliefs, 
practices and traditions associated with Judaism. 
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jews and Judaism would be what they say it is. If the Jewish "esta

blishment" is going to push these people too far, abjure their nominal 

identification, reject their definitions I they will simply opt out of 

Judaism. Therefore, Jewish s~rvival. as assimilationists understand 

the term, requires catering to thelowest level of Jewish identification. 

A responsible rabbi, according to this argument, will agree to offi

ciate at a wedding between a Jew and a non-Jew, even performing the 

ceremony jointly with a Christian clergyman, especially if he is con

vinced that would he ' refuse, the wedding will ' take place anyway. 

Not all assimilationists, adopt such a broad definition. There 

are those who choose a narrow path rather than a boulevard. However, 

as we .shall see, that may be becuase they confuse the path with the 

b,oulevard. America, as. we have said, legitimized Jewish affiliation 

and frowned on the absence of any group identity. In the 19'O's, 

radicalized Jews were indiffernet to what American society did or did 

not legitimize. But Black radicals became a new refereent group. 

Eitre r w.ay, as a go~d. Americ~n conformist or a militant radical, the 

assimilationist was stuck with his Jewish identity. What he often 

did therefore was to redefine Judaism, to suit his own proclivities. 

So ~he Jewish ~radi,.tioh became liberalism, or social,ism, or radicalism, 

or activism, or vegetarianism, or any ism with which the assimilation

ist was iden tified. 

Maximalists Might be much more comfortable .if assimilationists 

really assimilated and left them with exclusive control over ·defini

.Hons of Jewish identity; even , if it meant the loss . of many nomiJMl 
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Jews. But maximalists must first confront two qeustions befo~e they 

have a moral or intellectual right to persist in their position. 

First of all, the problem of Jewish numbers is not easily dis-

missed. There may be a cost of cOIIDllitment which is too great even 
! 

for many highly identified Jews. Jews at present represent about 2.6 

per cent of the American population and thepercentage is declining. 

At this level, the lower the proportion of Jews the greater the increase 

in commitment costs. It is reasonable to believe that the Jewish 

identity of even many highly committed Jews is related to their status 

in the larger society. Jewish' status today is high. Political leaders 

take account of Jews who constitute a respectable proportion of urban 

voters. Cultural institutions must take account of Jews who constitute 

an important segment of their producers and consumers. Academic and 

intellectual groups are continually conscious of and sensitive toward 

Jews who comprise such a large sbare of their cOmmunity. Economic 

institutions must consider the Jews who play a crucial role by virtue 

o~ . their overrep~esentation in p·ro£essio~al and technical positions. 

F~nally. as has been so often said, at the level of popular culture, 

t,~e Jews ,constitute one third, not 2.6 per cent of America. Jews, 

after all, hold a one-third share in the Protestant-eatholic-JeWish 

definition of the religious composition of America. 

But at what p,oint does American society, and its political, 

cultural, and economic institutions awaken to the fact that Jewish 

status is disproportionate to thei~number in the society or its 

special institutions? Should the percentage of Jews in the total 
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population continue to decline someone is going to wonder why Jews, 

the Jewish vote, Jewish sensitivity, etc., has to be taken so seriously. 

At that point, the cost of Jewish commitment rises. Now one may well 

argue - s8 be it. In every era only a small remnant of Jews has 

survived. Better to retain only a million, or a half a million, or 

eVen less as long as they are truly committed. I am myself attracted 

to this position. But it should be clear that it means losing far 

greater numbers of Jews than wasoriginally envisioned when we spoke 

in terms of a dichotomy between the vast majority of the Jewish 

community who were affiliated to the community and the minority who 

were only associational Jews or less. Secondly, I believe it does 

mean basing one's hope for Jewish survivel in America on faith rather 

than sociology, on the con1!:inued capacity of the Jewish people to 

defy the normal laws of survival, rather. then upon the normal processees 

of history. Furthermore, .1£ Judaism is to survive in America with 

its ranks. so depleted, it will probably do so in a far more sectarian 

context than is presently the case._ 

This lest . point is reinforced by the response of the maximallst 

to the secqnd question he must face . The" question of how he defines 

Judaism •. 

I wOuld like to offer such a definition, not to press my own 

position as much as to indicate ·the .kind .of problem which I think · 

virtually any meaningful derinition of Judaism faces--the· problem 

of its being out of step with American, indeed with Western currents 

of thought and behavior. Not with the worst of such currents, not 
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with rootlessness~ drugs" broken homes, violence, self-centeredness, 

~dolaery and license, but with the best of the western tradition . 

There are, I believe, three indispensible aspects to · a definition 

of Judaism. One is a sense of peoplehood. A community is not 

Jewish if its members do not sense a special feeling of unity with 

and responsibility afor the physical and spiritual welfare of all 

other Jews, wherever they are, or whatever else they may be. Judaism 

transcends ·national, regional, racial, and cultural boundaries and a 

Jew bas special loyalties to other Jews wherever they are. A second 

aspect in .the definition of Judaism is Torah. I understand Torah, at 

its lea~t, to mean that · a Jew must submit himself to a s~t of laws 

and practices which exist objectively or in a reality which is not of 

his construction. Torah is .outside of us and . calls upon us to behave 

in .a certain way. Those who fail to respond to Torah's call are bad 

• Jews, but those who deny that Torah exists, deny an essential aspect . . .' . 

of Judaism. The . third aspect of Judaism is .Jewish education--the 

study of Torah as sacr.ed !!ext. This implies the belief that some 

texts are sacred and as a Jew one bas special obligations to study 

tliem andtransmit . them to others. , 

It seems to me that all three aspects in my definition of Judaism 

ar.e threatened in the United States. Jewish peoplehood is threatenec! 

by cosmopolitanism and universalism, by the vision of lin UIldifferentiated 

and diffuse love and the desire to destroy all .tbat separates man. It 

.is bard to argue against unity and love, hard to maintain the belief 

that more lasting unity and love may come through each community ful-

.' 
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filling the best in its own tradition. Torah and the study of scared 

text · ~s absurd in a society which stresses the primacy of conscience 

and individual freedom against even society's own law. The very 

notion of sacred text is antiquarian and there is no room for a 

tradition of study in a culture which affirms the value of sensation 

and activity and experience and the individual as the final arbiter 

of right and wrong. 28 

At least until we enter a post modern world, the Jew who wishes 

to remain in the United States. but is also committed to the survival 

of Judaism, tias no alt~~tive but to retreat into "8 far more s~c-

tarian posture than has heretofore characterized American Jewish life. 

28Since writing these lines I have heard Cynthia Ozick's paper, 
"America : Toward .Yavneh" at the 1970 American Jewish Congress Dialogue 
in Israel ; The paper , which may already be published by the time 
these lineS are read docwnents another radical and very crucial 
difference between Jewish and Western values; the realm ·of aesthetics. 
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Dr. David Sidors~y 

A Historical Perspective of Some Major 
Issues- of American Judaism 

Jewish beliefs and attitudes in the United States today 

reflect the continuing confrontation between an historic re1ig-

ious tradition and ,the revolutions of modernity. Amo.ng the 

major revolutionary 'movements of modern culture which have 

brought about a transformation of the tradition, f04r seem to 

' be of pervasive influence and of continuing significance. The 

first is the scientific revolution which has drastic~11y shifted 

the locus of intellectual authority and psychological energy 

from exploration of the revemed historical tradition by: exegesis 

and dialectic to investigation of ,naturai phenOme~a by ra~ional 

and empirical techniques. The second is .the democratic revolu-

tion with an acc~panying belief in human progress_ through the 

exercise of individual freedom of choice. The third is Marxism 

which has proven to be secular faith that serves as a magnet for 

the: expression of moral idealism an~ provi~es a basis for an 

aggressive criticism of religi~us or national ·traditions. · The fourth 

revolution is j.n the interpretation of the. cOI.lcept of human nature. 

Du;ing the past century the emphas~s in Darwin and Freud on the 

biological base of human values has led to a reapp~aisal of traditional 

structures of values. 

Obviously these four movements are multi-faceted and 
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have impinged on Jewish self-consciousness in many ways. some 

of which challenge Jewisll continuity. sOme of which have trans

formed -JeWish tradition and some of which can possibly enbAnce 

Jewish life. An historiCal review can locate some of tile current 

points of confrontation. It can also Hnt at ways in which the 

Jewish response can be -directed to reconciliation of continuity 

with change. 



I. The Culture of Science 

The confrontation of the historic Western religions 

with a self conscious and universally applicable scientific 

methodology is nOW three centuries old. Yet as the recent 

vicissitudes of Catholicism and even some of the current frus-

trations in Islam suggest, the fruits of that confrontation 

have not yet been harvested. Judaism has coexisted with a 

variety of cultural institutions in its rich history, and three 

centuries would appear to be long enough for the development 

of anaciaptive pattern. So it does not surprise us that a 

religion which began with a revolt against moon-worship in Ur 

is able to celebrate. man's landing .on the moon. 

On the : o.ther hand, Professor Brzezinski has a.rgued in 

a just published work that the implications of the application 

of science ·are only now being felt in the United States and 

that the future impact remains to be worked out. The general 

view of those who stress the novelty of our technOlogical, 

electronic, ·post-industrial society is that it will introduce 

enormous discontinuities. in all . curr.ent institutions including 

those of Judaism. 

Whatever be the continuity ·or discontinuity of the 

near future, however, the significance of scientific culture 
. probably · 

3. 

for Judaism in historical perspective can best be grasped through 
. ft .... 

an insight of the noted Jewish historian, Y. Kaufman. Kaufman 
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showed that throughout two milennia of the Diaspora, Jews were 

always adept and eager at cultural assimilation linguistic, 

social aesthetic particularly when the majority culture had 

areas for emulation. Thus Alexandrian Jews knew Greek, Moroccan · 

Jews wrote Arabic and Spanish Jews designed contemporaneous 

synagogues, etc. The brake,however, ~as the consistent Jewish 

rejection of religious conversion and their refusal to assimilate 

into the dominant religious culture. It is therefore not novel 

that Jews in striking degree have transferred their intellectual 

and spiritual capital into the enterprise .of science. The new 

crux is that the entry into a scientific cultureJor into a 

religiously indifferent secular culture which does not require . 

conversion,can involve the dissolution or abandonment of. tradi

tional religiOus culture. 

The recognition of the unique challenge of scientific 

culture .. for the long term survival of Judaism was dramatically 

and prototypically .realized at the very outset of the rise of 

science in the thought and life of Baruch Spinoza. Four aspects 

were involved in Spinoza's relationship with Judaism which 

exhibit perennial relevance as paradigm case. First, there 

was the magnetism of the new scientific activity in Amsterdam 

. as generating a transfer of loyalties and interests from the 

parochial culture of the Yeshiva • . Secondly, there was the selfa 

/ 

imposed consequence for Spinoza that any affirmation of religion 

. must be reinterpreted radically in the light of scientiUc truth. 
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Concomitantly, Spinoza became involved and was in fact a major 

pioneer in the critical and scientific study of Jewish religion, 

history, p.olitics and language. Fourthly, Spinoza 's abandon~ 

ment of Judaism did not lead to his entry into another religious 

faith but did make him the first secular Jew in history. 

These four characteristics of Spinoza's career are 

indices of the continued tensions of Judaism within scientific 

culture. On the assumption that scientific methods remain the 

dominant feature of Western cognitive culture, despite drugs, 

beat, hippie., Zen or even Hasidism, an assessment · of the present 

status and significance of the confrontation is in order. 

(1) The Distribution of Talent and Energy 

The clash between science and religion on issues of 

doctrine or world view is 8 familiar theme although its signif

icance for contemporary Judaism is a !IIIltterof debate. · Less 

familiar but probably more Significant is the redirection of· 

talent · and intellectual energy from religiouS studies to ·scie.n

tific pursuits. The most gifted Jewish persons who ·were involved 

in intellectual affairs were traditionally participants in 

Jewish learning. There is obviously an. enormous cultural impact 
on ~he Jewish education enterprise 

~if it is .almost . universally conceded that the most desirable 

expenditure of intellectual energy is in secular culture. And 

it is remarkable in what short time, and on what a scale this 
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effective change of values took place. 

(a) The acceptance of science as the seat of intellectual 

authority on most concerns has been conceded by the contemporary 

religious' leadership in many ways. It has obviously led to a 

displacement of religious authority as dominant within Jewish 

culture. Thus the role of the rabbi has been restructured even 

among the Orthodox, In recent years, however, a crisis of con-

fidence in scientific culture has emerged. ,It is Wllikely that " 

the more extreme attacks on objectivity will continue for too 

long or that the more irrational and cuI tic aspects of that 

attack ,will be influential. At the same time a reordering of , 

intellectual concerns is taking place. Paul Goodman, Norman 

Hailer, Allen Ginzberg are symptomatic of the displacement of 

rational intellectual authority and the search for irrational 

alternatIves. The question is whether the Jewish religiOUS 

leadership can develop a focus of intellectual energy on the 

moral and spiritual problems of the culture which wouid merit 

'intellectual respect and serve as a rallying point for involve

'ment of yOWlg Jews" Ironically', the rationalist aspects of 

Judaism suggest a vested interest by the , religious cOmmunity 
the rejection of these 

in irrational options which reflect alienation from Judaism ' 
, ~ " , 

as well as from ,Western scitmtific accomplishment . 

(b) The high percentage of Jews , in educational and scientific 
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establishment is a recent phenomenon. Businessmen, ~awyers, 

and doctors have long supplied active lay leadership of Jewish 

community life. It is only recently that practicing scientists 

in Significant numbers are found in some Jewish congregations. 
could 

The growth of these vocations/mean greater withdrawal of Jewish 

professionals from the Jewish community. It could also bring 

about a neutralization of all doctrinal issues of science and 

religion within the synagogue. Hence it suggests the development 

of the Jewish religious pattern as a stress upon historical 

and connotative symbols and practices. This process cumulatively 
has been influencing and 

~can reshape the character of Jewish religion. 

(2) The · Doctrinal Issues 

With the efflorescence of existential theoiogies in· 

the 1960's, the long term pressure upon structures of religious 

belief by secular culture seemed to abate. · The value or signif

icance of the theological revival, particularly fo~ American 

Judaism is a subject of controversy. Historically, the general 

strategic response ·by any religious tradition to intellectual 

challenges is to reinterpr·et the tradition to absorb the challenge. 

Again it is interesting to note how extreme such reinter-

pretationscan be. For Spinoza, for example, God is the new 

scienti·fic order of nature, ethics is self-fulfillment through 

knowledge of the laws. of nature, arid freedom is acceptance of 
\ 

the structure of nature. This interp·retation may seem t .oo , 



radical for Jewish continuity yet it is difficult to state 

antecedently what are the limits of interpretive processes 

within a tradition. 

Only one group, the Reconstructionists, have proposed 

an explicit and sweeping reinterpretatation of the tradition. 

Their fundamental claim which is relevant to the context of 

Jewish continuity is that a Jewish religious establi.shment 

which is in conflict with the basic intellectual beliefs of 

the cultUre cannot survive or attract the next generation. In 

this view ,every Jewish survivalist group, with the exception 

of those who are willing to pay a price of segregation from 
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modern culture, will .in greater or less degree commit themselves 

to Rec.onstructionism. 
, 

,Directly related to the strategies of Jewish cOntinuity 

are two claims which argue against radical . reinterpretation. 

First, persons involved in Jewish tradition and practices 

on a social, psychological level are willing to tolerate the 

disparate .. intellectual assumptions of their religious prac-. 

tices. The set of expectations with which one approaches a 

religiOUS cluster is not that of theological consistency. 

Second, those who would abandon Jewish practices because 

of a failure to interpret or reconstruct its theory would abandon 
. . . 

it in any event since the psychological motivation involved is 

less rationalistic. 



Thus, while not excluding any kind of reinterpretation 

or reconstruction of tradition, a less explicit rationalistic 

effort may be possible and fruitful. 
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It is worth noting that one of the striking facets of 

American Judaism is the neglect of the richness of interpretive 

and preservational devices available in the tradit1on ·simply 

through failure of imagination and scholarship. If we reject 

the stereotype of "authoritarian, narrow" Orthodox-dominant 

tradition, then Orthodox, Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, 

or secular Jews can find support · in the ·multiplicity. of the 

viable traditions within "normative" Judaism. The range of 

the tradition is far richer than is usually Presented to the 

consciousness of American Jews. The single effort at broadening 

this tradition has been the romanticization of Hasidism. It 

would be interesting to follow up an appeal at a much more 

"catholic," i.e ~ non- parochial, presentation of Jewish "tradi .. 

tional materials for all Jewish denominations. 

To cite a concrete illustration: The Task Force can 

clearly not evaluate the significance for Jewish continuity of 

Orthodox/Reconstructionist/Reform or Conservative prayerbooks 

and their doctrinal import. It is, however, legi~imate to 

inquire whether .the aesthetic, attitudinal, philosophical, and 

bibliographical resources of prayerbook traditions have been 

presented adequately to the community. This . is an "inter~ 
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denominational ll resource activity consonant not with a lowest-

common-denominator approach, but with a stress on shared values 

in interpreting, reinterpreting or reconstructing tradition • 

. (3) Critical Study of Judaism 

A third consequence of the meeting of Jewish culture 

with Western science was the rational, even. scientific, study 

of religion. Historically, it is probable that Spinoza's devel-

opment of historical and contextual study of prophecy is more a 

"subversive" than philosophical interpretation of concepts of 

God or Nature. One of ·our contemporary rabinical seminaries 

which is liberal in the range of theology taught or believed 

does not allow Higher Criticism of the Pentatevch to be taught. 
it is remarkable that 

On the other hand,/the transposition of "internal" study of 
Jltexternal" . . 

Jewish tradition to scholarly analysis of that tradition main-

tains a degree of commitment to that tradition. 

Three ·attitudes toward critical study of Judaism can 

be distinguished. The first views the critical analySis of 

Sinai; Exodus, etc., as basically subversive. Even where toler

ated,or where welcomed whenconfirminghistoricity .qf Biblical 

. episode, it is an alien endeavor which upsets the normative 

chain of tradition which binds the generations. 

The second attitude which characterized the founding 

. fathers of "Science of Judaism" in Germany was that the s·cientific 

study of Judaism would document the triumph of Jewish national 

or religious spirit against the vicissitudes of paganism, preju-



, dice, persecution, etc. It involved scholarly objectivity, 

rational apologetics, and a desire .to erect an epitaph- for 

an heroic culture whose destiny has probably been completed. 
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A third attitude would lay much greater st'resa on 

objective and comparative analysis of Jewish historical materials. 

Its tendency is to study Jewish texts or history within the 

framework of comparative anthropology or within the context of 

general history. 

There is, however, a striking fact which should be ' 

noted. While partisanship and scholarship are sharply separate, 

the study of culture generates a degree of interest and commitment . 

Thus the hostile or negative attitude toward critical analysis 

of the tradition fails to recognize the significantly positive 

imPlications for Judaism of a large number of scholars and 

critics. ,The universities in this country are prepared to 

, assist the development of such a community of Jewish scholars. 

The development of Jewish studies in this country is not the 

theme of the present paper. The relevaht point 1.8 the continued 

focus of energy on Jewish studies which is, expressive, ,of the 

best standards of scientific and humanistic enquiry. 

(4) Secularism 

The development of secular Jewish agencies and movements 

is a dramatic manifestation in contemporary Jewish history. 

The development of secular Jewish movement is concomitant with 
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the general secularization of culture and with separation of 

Church and State in political society. For both Jews and 

Christians, a wide range of communal activities now carried out 

by secular agencies were historically part of religious structure. 

In the past few decades the range of service of the· 

major Jewish agencies has increased significantiy. . Simultaneously , 

the ideologies of secular Judaism--Hebraism, Zionism, Yiddishism-

have all waned significantly at the same time. For example, in. 

the past few years the central teacher training institution of 

both secular Yiddish and secular Hebrew movements has merged, 

primarily because of decline of student interest. 

The decline of the major secular. movements has long 

been predict<;!d since these movements were Presumably a response 

to conditions . of the Jewish masses in East Europe. .Their contin

uity in this country reflects some of the intensity of commitment 

these movements generated. If . the intensity was itself a trans

ference from the religiOUS tradition, the issue of the zetransfer 

or restoration of, that. coamitment in the next ~ecade is raised. 

Some of the ingredients that led to secular Judaisms remain-

that is, rejection of established religion and loyalty to J .ewish 

continuity. It would appear that this potential can find Jewish 

expression only in Israel-centered movements. 

The demise of secular movements with the simultaneous 

redefinition of secular Jewish agencies is obviously of major 
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potential for future of Judaism. One speculative suggestion 

is the possibility of a different kind of private Jewish school 

not connected to either· the old secular movements or to the 

denomination religious schools. Another more likely possibility 

is the cOI)tinued reshaping of denominational religious schools 

because of the involvement of Jews whose commitments relate to 

the "secular" Jewish areas. A third possibility is, of cours.e, 

that this kind of Jewish involvement will simply be eliminated 

from Jewish life. 

It seems clear that even if the prophets of technetronic 

society and future shock are mistaken, the cumulative significance 

of scientific revolution calls for significant adaptation of 

jewish institutions in the next decade. 
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II. Emancipation and Enlightenment 

The most appropriate general characterization of American 

Judaism within the historical framework of modern Jewish history 

is ~hat it is a post-"Bmancipation" and post-"Enlightenment" 

community. This is so evEn though the Jewish community in the 

United States did not undergo either the emancipation process 

common to . European countries or the self-conscious enlightenment 

movement of Western or Eastern Europe. Its historical processes 

are the fusing of successive ''waves'' of iumigrant tradition. 

Yet the contemporary community on the whole shares the ideology 

of the primacy of civil rights first generated in Jewish life 

by the struggle for emancipation and is deeply committed to 

faith in liberal progress which was the residue of the enlight

enment. These values and attitudes are primarily of political 

significance bUt also affect Jewish culture and continuity in 

the United States in several ways. 

(1) Universalism and Jewish Interests 

Since Emancipation there has been a widespread tendency 

to assume that Jewish self-interest is identical with the further

ance of values of universal civic rights, religious toleration, 

and separation of Church and State. Jacob Katz of the Hebrew 

University has documented what a significant transformation in 

traditional Jewish religious attitudes the adoption of the doctrines 

; , , 
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of toleration, universalism, and separation has been. With the 

possible exceptions of doctrinal status of "chosenness" within 

American Jewish religious thought and the function of women 

within the institutional religious life, the compatibility of 

Judaism with "democratic l1beralsim" has been demonstrated. Yet 

the success of the· transformation of what was a partially theo

cratic, patriarchal, partially authoritarian religious value 

framework with that of liberal ethos, raises issues of cultural 

continui ty • .. 

Thus, the standard post-emancipation criticism is that 

the fruit of freedom for the individual Jew is the dete:r1oration 

of status of Jewish community. (It is noteworthy, for purposes 

of contrast, that in the Eastern. tradition, religious freedom 

means freedom for the community to maintain its institutiOQal 

life without State· interference, but not individualist freedom 

to abandon his religious community.) We have long grown accus

tomed, however, to the risks and benefits of individualism for 

the ·traditiOQal religious and ethnic communities of this country. 

What is emerging, perhaps, is the striVing for an older type 

of communal expression as significant manifestation of ideal 

of freedom. One controversial example is the view that a separatist 

school group with community control is a more significant expression 

of freedom than individual right of free choice. 

An interesting and significant area of application of 
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reinterpretation of the ethos of liberalism is in the Jewish 

scnool system. The familiar interpretation of American democracy 

required separation of Church and State with the public sch·ool 

as the institutional embodiment of reiigious tolerance and shared 

commitment to equality and fraternity. In the past five or six 

years, there has been a revival of a vieW that favors multiple 

private, parochial school systems geared to differing needs of 

communal constituencies. (John Stuart Mill believed that such 

a diversity of private school systems was a more liberal system 

since it generated br.oader range of opinion.) This poses again 

a traditional dilemma with. American Judaism whose resolution was 

decided by suburban patterns in the fifties and will now be 

restructured. . While it cannot and ought not to lead to a totally 

separatist Jewish school system, it can result in significant 

experimentation if the Jewish community wants it. A complex 

weighing of costs .. risks, benefits--both in psychological, political 

and cultural consequences--is required. If the development of 

Jewish private school system were viewed as compatible with demo

cratic ideology and as appropriate for Jewish continuity, then 

the number of non-Orthodox Jewish schools of experimental or 

traditional curriculum could multiply. This would seem to make 

the Jewish community pattern more like the traditional Roman 

Catholic parochial system at the very time when abandonment of 

that system may be taking place. In fact, however, what is 



developing is more like the traditional English pattern with 

significant segments of educational process in private schoolS 
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of variety of nominally or significantly religious aspects. One 

obvious possibility is the Jewish-sponsored analogue to St. Paul's 

or Groton prep schools of superior academic standards, not necessarily 

restricted to Jews but involving J~ish education. Without aban

doning integration, there are innovative pOSSibilities in Jewish 

educational systems . 

The school system sipuation is only one illustration among 

many • . We have not been sufficiently attuned to the ways the 

regnant ideology has affected patterns of Jewish life. In part, 

the identification of Judaism with vague liberal ideology is both 

supportive of conformist aspects of suburbansynegogue structure 

while it has given to the JewiSh "establis.hment" a reputation of 

. moral redundancy on major political and social affairs . Signif-

icant revision of this approach is unlikely and perhaps undesirable 

but openness to experimentation with value systems · of Judaism in 

American life might be significant. This is especially so, · apart 

from the Left, for segments of Judaism that believe that the 

Holocaust has undermined the optimism of liberal ideology. It 

might wish to explore the tradition in new ways with possible 

implications for institutional changes in American Jewish life. 

The general ·point here is the recognition of the ways 

Conservative or Reform Judaism has reflected general acceptance 



of American liberalism and the options open to a Judaism which 

would critically reexamine that acceptance. 

(2) The Denominational Adaptations 
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The inevitable process of Jewish confrontation and adjust

ment with the majority culture took on special form in Jewish 

.communities as a result of the Emancipation and the. Enlightenment. 

The result has been the development of patterns of Jewish religious 

adjustment which significantly broke from se1f~segregation tradi

tion. The career and the thought of Moses Mendelssohn which 

included translating the Bible into German, the development of a 

rational defense of Jewish belief and morals, and the demonstra- · 

tion of fruitful participation in the cultural life of the' West, 

is pardigmatic for later Jewish culture. Mendelssohn's thought 

formulated in many ways what ma.ny Jewish generations have wanted 

to believe in its process of adjustment with Christian culture. 

That doctrine is that the inner kernel of theism is morally 

and metaphysically valid, shared by Judeo- Christian culture, 

while its various external wrappings are open to changes of 

taste, preference, tradition. or custom. "Here is the formula 

for a partial revision and partial conservation of selected 

features of the tradition while maintaining loyalty to the "core" 

doctrine which can be the religion of all Enlightened men . In 

some measure, even German Neo-Orthodoxy but certainly Conservative 
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and Reform embraced the doctrine. Not only historical influences 

but similarity of environmental challenge this accounts for the 

for the · fact that the three German Jewish denominations--Neo-

Orthodox, Conservative and Reform-- have become part of the insti-

tutiona1 fabric of American Jewish society. 

it is a · co~nplace, rather than a scandalous revelation, 

that long before 1970 .the doctrinal distinctiveness of either 

Conservatism and Reform had eroded. Differences of generational 

piety, nostalgia for tradition among congregants or rabbis, or 

'degrees of social status within local Jewish coamunities seemed , . ' . 

to determine patterns of Reform or Conservative Judaism. The 

theological basis which had I!lotivated Reform the historicist 

rationale that had characterized Conservatism were no longer 

' central ~ Both Reform and Conservative intellectual leadership 

probed Hasidism, existentialism and naturalism without finding 

unifying convergence. Both stressed the connection with Israel 

as a new motivating force for Jewish life. As is well known, 

Reform, which had pioneered 8 . school system. which was model~d 

on Protes.tantism Sunday School education, was ' deeply diss.atisfied 

with results just as Conservative pattern of three day Congre

gational schools was also cause of dissatisfaction. BothConserv

ative and Reform movements sought to overcome these deficiencies 

through dev.e1opment of c&1!1p programs, youth .movements and informal 

educational str\lcture. The relevant point here is not ' the 

validity of respective educational syst~s which will be studied 
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more competently elsewhere; it is the view that a pattern of 

institutionalized Jewish-American adjustment was felt to be in 

need of significant reformulation. It was also clear by 1970 

that Reconstructionism would not supply for Conservative or 

Reform jews an optimal way of living in two civilizations, though 

it might provide yet another variant of Jewish synagogue ritual, 

and educational practice. Perhaps this experimental perspective 

permits a different interpretation of the data of denominational 

insufficiency. The denominations each provided experimental 

patterns for Jewish-American religious life. The new HaVurot 

may attract a slightly different clientele to such an experi

mental pattern. 

The rapid rise of congregations in the , past two decades 

has been conditioned by a Jewish community predisposed in favor 

of , a religious movement that embodied a liberal Judaism with a 

pattern of practices compatible with American consensUs and 

middle class family ties. This raises sharply the problem of 

the stance and self-conscious values of the religious inove~nts 

vis a vis the 'next generation. 

The most forceful analogy against post-emancipation 

Judaism, one which is both favored by partisans of Orthodoxy 

and which is elaborated in Professor Isaiah Berlin's essay on 

Emancipation, likens Judaism to an iceberg congealed in harsh 

,environment. The warm rays of freedom will melt the more accessible 

" 
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portions of the hard mountain which then join the universal 

ocean while the remnant remains. On this view patterns of 

flexible adjustment to democratic culture are inevitable way 

stations of Jewish assimilation. The Mendelssohn family itself 

is here taught as proof. It takes four generations ·from a 

family of Jewish cantors to a Christian composer. Those Zionists 

and those Orthodox Jews who have held this view differ on the 

degree of sincerity or of "false consciousness" they ascribe to 

Reform or Conservative Jews but they insist on their historic 

assimilationist direction. Ironically, some Conservative Jews 

partly accept the indictment by considering conservat.ive syna

gogue practice as a sort of regrettable but not quite excusable 

lapse from orthodoxy. And the historic hard grain of truth in 

the argument is that the bulk of leadership of Conservative, 

·Reform and secular Jewish community life usually are born and 

bred in traditionalist milieux. The challenge of self renewal 

or replication is to be faced on large scale only in the next · 

decade in American Ju4aism. 

There has been little self-conscious study of replication. 

Contemporary Jewish practices, whether in weddings, Bar Mitzvahs, 

dinners, rituals often . represent a necessary and probably valuable 

generational compromise. Seldom do they embody a reasoned commit~ 

ment of what the present generation of Jewish leadership who 

promote them would themselves like to see emerge as the pattern 

for a coming Jewish generation. 
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Perhaps this is not a task for a superimposed blueprint, 

for drift, compromise and adjustment may be an inevitable· char

acteristic of the process of making a viable American. Judaism. 

Yet the degree to which intelligent Jewish persons accept patterns 

of behavior whose aesthetic or intellectual traits are inferior 

to those of their non-Jewish commitments suggest that this laissez~ 

faire attitude toward Jewish culture is tied up with a double 

standard in American .Jewish life. The reexamination of what our 

ideal aspirations as a community are in many areas of Jewish 

endeavor and hoW our institutions function in thos.e areas thus · 

might redirect energy to the projec.tion of patterns which merit 

eJIiula.tion and replication. 

There is, however, no rational social engineering formulae 

available. Both unanalyzable depth ·factors .and chance factors 

. seem significant i1). determining generational continuity or dis-

.. \ 

continuity with Judaism. 

Further, the hypothesis that the synagogue establishment 

of the past thirty years is simply a religious shelter· for a 

vague ethnic:"national-social conformation of a ~enerat.ibn in 

traQsition has some strong evidence. In charting pattern.s for 

Jewish life for the coming ge1)eratio~ then,we do not have, except 

for the Orthodox, clear guidelines to replace the type of limited 
.'. 

compromises out of which current practices have grown. 
, . ~ . 
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III. Marxism 

The acceptance of the premises and promise of the uRman"

cipation-Enlightenment" was the shared starting point of the 

major movements that today characterize American Judaism as well 

as the matrix of much of contemporary assimilation. The rejec

tion of Emancipation-Enlightenment has also brought about signif

icant consequences for Judaism. Three kinds of rejection can 

be readily distinguished. 

The first is the self-segregationist segment of Jewish 

orthodoxy. This .group, popularly known as "Hasidim," seeks 

minimal contact with major social or cultural phenomena of 

Western society. (It is instructive that those aspects of 

current youth culture which reject American democracy have 

sought. to set up some rapport with the superficial qualities 

of that culture.) The major significance of this extreme Orth

odox phenomenon for other Jewish groups is that it tests certain 

ass\.UIlPt.ions about the melting-pot. or integrative aspects of 

American society. It also provides a laboratory for development 

of a parochial school system or other traditional fairly self

contained Jewish communal endeavors. 

Zionism provides a second pattern of ideological rejection 

of Emancipation-Enlightenment assumptions. There is a series 

of Zionist classics starting with Leon Pinsker's Auto-Emancipation 

which argued for a Jewish state as the sole condition to Jewish 



emancipation. Ahed Ha'am argued that emancipation " in Western 

Europe is purcnased only by denial of authenticity. Herzl 

contended in The Jewish State tnat Western Europe would itself 

default on promise of Emancipation and betray its ideals in 

wreaking catastrophe upon European Jewry. The destruction of 

European Jewry and the existence of the State of Israel nave 
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both confirmed and revised the ideology of Zionism. The extent 

to which the future of ·Israel is tied up with the continuity 

of democratic institutions in the United States and the extent 

to which American Jewish and Israeli institutions can intersect 

are fairly recent developments. 

The third and most provocative rejection of Emancipation 

has been provided by the Marxists. Karl Marx himself wrote 

tnat the true emancipation of the Jews was to be their emanci-

pation from Judaism, presumably to citizenship in a truly free, 

secular, socialist, universalist society. This doctrine stressed 

a rejection of the promise of Enlightenment as facade-masking . . . 
. bourgeois ,exploitation, regardless of any apparent improvement 

in Jewish civic status, or in the expression of cultural and 

religious freedom. ·Yet the subsequent attack upon civil rights 

and religious freedoms shows a deep alienation from Jewish 

interests in Jewish Marxists. Especially so since for five 

decades the closest expression to the ideal society of socialism 

was a society in which Jewish religious or cultural expression 
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was either rigidly proscribed or systematically persecuted. 

Throughout this period, however, Marxism became th~ major secular 

religion of a significant portion of the intelligentsia and its 

practitioners, in Europe, Russia, and America,. include Ii signif- · 

icant minority of creative Jewish talent. 

During the late 1950's and the early 1960's, · it seemed 

that the above episode was of historic interest only. The 

deveiopment of the New Left, its concomitant reawakening of embers 

of Old Left sentiment among Jewish Liberals, even after the ex

plicit anti-Semitic experience of Stalinism and anti-Israel 

character of Soviet policy, revealed how deep may be the psych

ological connection between Jewish alienation and radical uni

versalist Utopianism. Most of the relevant concerns raised by 

this issue relate to issues of group relations and .foreign policy. 

Yet the magnetism of the New Left for a creative or neurotic 

minority of Jewish elite groups poses a challenge for. Jewish 

cultural leadershipo 

Two directions of response can ·be identified. On the 

one hand, the Jewish community can programmatically ignore the 

existence of the Jewish Left (except, of course, in the obvious 

defensive measures on political and social questions). The only 

appropriate Jewish response may be to accentuate its· own efforts 

at JeWish continuity which would take place whether Jewish involve

ment in the Left is or is not a lasting phenomenon. 
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On the. other hand, it is a matter of concern that: an 

ideology which holds as an article of faith (in its pure form 

only) that · Judaism is a reactionary, immoral and to-be-replaced 

phenomenon should have such perennial appeal to Jews. It demands 

response because it is so deStructive of Jewish morale even if 

the numbers involved are small. On this view, Jews shOuld ac

tively demonstrate the universality of Jewish tradition, its 

humanistic liberal or radical impulses, its support of liberal 

initiatives by programs of social action in all Jewish institu

tions. Of ·particular interest here is the role of the concededly 

authentic Israeli Left in Kibbutzim as an exemplification of · the 

viability of Jewish tradition. for social experimentation and 

social idealism.· 

There is no effort in this paper . to adjudicate these 

alternative approaches. The Jewish Left will inevitably find 

the Jewish institutional framework as "conservative" sirice its 

reason for being is the celebration arid ·perpetuation of a tradition 

o~ the assertion of cont~nuity rather than social innOvation. The 

degree, .however, to which the Jewish community should seek to 

encompass Jewish alienation is a matter of some concern. And the 

possible benefits of experimental efforts to embrace radical 

Jewish youth groups should be explored. 



IV . Identity and Continuity 

In his lecture to B'nai B'rith in Vienna in 1926, which 

Erik Erikson tells us is "the only occasion on which Freud · 

used the term identity in more than a casual way," Freud said 

What bound me to Jewry was (I am ashamed to admit) 
neither faith not national pride, for I have always 
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been an unbeliever and was brought up without any re
ligion though not without a respect for what are called 
the "ethical" standards of human civilization. When
ever I felt an inclination to national enthusiasm I 
strove to suppress· it as being harmful and wrong, alarmed 
by the warning examples of the peoples among whom we 
Jews live. But plenty of other things remained over 
to make the attraction of Jewry and Jews irresistible-
many obscure emotional forces, which were the more 
powerful the less they could be expressed in ·words, as 
well as a clear consciousness of inner identity, the 
safe privacy of a common mental construction. And 
beyond this there was a perception that it was to my 
Jewish nature alone that lowed two characteristics 
th,at had become indispensable to me in the course of 
my difficult life. Because I was a Jew I found myself 
free from many prejudices which restricted others in 
the use of their intellect; and as a Jew, I was pre
pared to join the Opposition, and to do without agree
ment with the "compact majority." 

Several themes emerge from Freud's· statement which are 

typic·al of patterns of Jewish identity.· in the absence of inde

pendent religious or nationalist ideology, and· whose examination 

is significant for the American Jewish future. 

(1) Jewish Family Structure 

Without pretending to any detailed understanding of 

how such IIcOIQmOn mental construction" is fo~ed, it seems 

evident that early experience .inthe family must be extremely 

significant. · Freud's own ·autobiographical writings and his 



biographers trace his own upbringing against background of 

Viennese Jewish "Hdskalah" parents , one generation away from 

its roots in rural Hasidic orthodoxy. In this light, change 
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in the Jewish family structure is crucial to the ways in which 

sense of Jewish identity is shaped. Secondly, independent of 

considerations of impact of early family experience on child's 

construction of this self, the pattern of family life is crucial 

for any institutionalized Judaism, concerned as it is with rites 

of passage . The stability or the change in patterns of family 

life in this country then are going to dramatically influence 

Jewish continuity. Here . we must turn to empirical materials . 

What is· happening to patterns· of Jewish family? To take one 

extreme example: it is doubtful if the Jewish community would 

grow if· Jewish family life were replaced by commune patterns. 

And this replacement is far fetched. Yet in the lengthened 

adolescence of technological and affluent society, the possibil

ity. that marriage decisions take place when inherited identity 

role is being restructured does have significance for Jewish 

co~tinuity. Especially is this so in 8 culture which values 

hedonistic or individual expressiveness above loyalty to collec

tive or historic ideals . 

(2) The Dynamics of Jewish Religious Continuity 

A familiar feature of Jewish life has been the residual 

emotional strength of certain ·r~ligious, cultural, or ethnic 
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patterns even among those who have broken with J,ewish way of 

life and the apparently irrational discrepancy in support of 

certain aspects of Jewish life with neglect of others. Justice 

Frankfurter does not live as a Jew but requests Kaddish to be 

said at his grave while explicitly refraining hom using the 

word .IIKaddi~h; II Jews who don' t observe Yom. Kippur sometimes 

don't eat pork; secular Jews insist on orthodox circumcision, etc • 

. We know little of the dynamics of this behavior and are 

hard put to use what knowledge we may have -in planning institu

tional responses for the needs of members of commurtity. __ Perhaps 

greater self understanding would lead to more consistent Jewish 

commitment. Perhaps the moment of fear in 1967 revealed Jewish 

guilt for the Holocausi: which could not emotionally abide the 

thought of passivity in the face of another disaster • . This 

ordinarily repre.ssed emotion has probably had an enormous effect 

on continued Jewish loyalty to ·Israel. 

There are many examples of psychic costs exacted by 

Jewish self- hatred or Jewish alienation. These data are relevant 

to an ap'proacQ which w~uld consider how the psy~hic roots of 

being Jewish .later affect assimilation or commitment. Jean 

Paul Sartre argued that every assimilated Jew became an "inauthen

tic" person from the point of view of h.is inability to assert 

his commitment. On the other hand, the ability to find one's 

self only tl)rough commitment against an established tradition, 
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the multiplicity of roles available as vehicles for authentic 

self-expression in rapidly changing society, suggest the diffi

culties of any conclusion that patterns of Jewish continuity 

uniquely satisfy psychological needs for authenticity. 

In this context, an interesting area is' Freud 1. s own view 

that psychological needs for religious belief had long been 

prevalent in human history. These needs were the need to find 

some acceptance of one IS place, in Nature, the need to eDDie to 

terms with death, and the need to reconcile oneself to human 

hostility • . These needs accounted, for various aspects of relig

iou~ functioning iric~udi~g. for example, atonement proces~es 

which do allow one to accept orie's OWn or feliow ,men's cruelty, 

or burial rites as a means of coming to terms with death. The 

existence of these needs as part of human condition or the 

inadequacy· of alternative ways of satisfying them might. then 

account for some of the well known discrepencies of Jewi~h 

behaviour and argue for the guaranteed continuity of Jewish 

religion. Yet if these needs are in fact omnipresent the re

markable phenomenon of the recent Jewish past has been the 

effort to .find secular faith like Marxism or humanism which 

would meet those needs while allOWing for an escape from Judaism. 

These hsues are complex, and I am happy that Dr. Os tow is 

going to tackle some of them. . one relevant question seems to be 

how sensitivity to the psychological processes · involved in the 
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assertion of personal identity ou~ht to affect the development 

Of those Jewish institutions that are concerned with the shaping 

of Jewish identity. 

1 
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Conclusion 

Historical prophecy has fared poorly in the twentieth 
. . 

century. Jewish historians projecting the Jewish future in 1930 

did not anticipate the two major phenomena which shaped ensuing 

decades: the Holocaust and the State of Isr?ei. 

They did not predict such striking events as the influx of 

Oriental Jews to Israel; the destruction and continuity of much 

of Soviet Jewry; the affluence and organizational pattern of 

American Judaism. Similarly, there can be no doubt that we 

cannot foresee some of the major factors that will affect Jewish 

continuity in this . country. The preceding, then, has not sought 

to project the Jewish future. 

Yet unless violent perturbations distort all historic 

continuity, the cumulative effects of the four revolutions of 

modernity will significantly affect Jewish ·llfe. The response 

of the Jewish institutional framework to · these. pervasive factors 

of Western intellectual and sociai heritage can shape the contin-

uity and inevitable redirection of Jewish life. 




